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In the Internet of 'ings (IoT), data sharing security is important to social security. It is a huge challenge to enable more accurate
and secure access to data by authorized users. Blockchain access control schemes are mostly one-way access control, which cannot
meet the need for ciphertext search, two-way confirmation of users and data, and secure data transmission. 'us, this paper
proposes a blockchain-aided searchable encryption-based two-way attribute access control scheme (STW-ABE). 'e scheme
combines ciphertext attribute access control, key attribute access control, and ciphertext search. In particular, two-way access
control meets the requirement of mutual confirmation between users and data. 'e ciphertext search avoids information leakage
during transmission, thus improving overall efficiency and security during data sharing. Moreover, user keys are generated by the
coalition blockchain. Besides, the ciphertext search and pre-decryption are outsourced to cloud servers, reducing the computing
pressure on users and adapting to the needs of lightweight users in the IoT. Security analysis proves that our scheme is secure
under a chosen-plaintext attack and a chosen keyword attack. Simulations show that the cost of encryption and decryption,
keyword token generation, and ciphertext search of our scheme are preferable.

1. Introduction

In Industry 4.0, the IoT is commonly used in industrial
environments and often requires processing large amounts
of data. Due to the limited resources of IoTdevices, we often
store large amounts of data from IoT devices on cloud
servers. However, this outsourced storage approach may
cause many privacy and security problems, such as identity
leakage, illegal access to private data, and data tampering.
'e solution to these problems is to store the ciphertext in
the cloud server. Symmetric encryption can guarantee data
confidentiality but cannot achieve fine-grained access con-
trol and secure data sharing.

Attribute access control is an access control mechanism
proposed by Sahai and Waters [1] to ensure effective and
secure data sharing and fine-grained access. Technically,
attribute access control is mainly divided into two types:

ciphertext-policy attribute-based encryption (CP-ABE) [2]
and key-policy attribute-based encryption (KP-ABE) [3]. In
the CP-ABE scheme, each data user obtains the corre-
sponding attribute secret key from the authorization agency
according to their attributes, and the access structure of the
file is determined by the data owner. Only when the attribute
set in the secret attribute key of the data acquirer meets the
access structure of the file can the file be viewed correctly. In
the KP-ABE, by contrast, files can only be viewed when the
access structure of the identity key satisfies the ciphertext
properties. However, these two methods of attribute access
control are only a single method of authentication. 'ey
address the need for one-way control of data sharing but do
not meet the need for two-way confirmation of users and
data. For this reason, Attrapadung and Imai [4] proposed a
two-policy attribute access control scheme whose core idea
is to combine ciphertext access control with key access
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control. On the one hand, the ciphertext is obtained by
associating the plaintext with the corresponding user access
structure and plaintext attributes. On the other hand, the
user’s private key is computed by associating its attribute set
with the ciphertext access control structure. 'e plaintext
can only be decryption if both the ciphertext access control
and the key access control match. However, this solution is a
centrally authorized agent prone to a single point of failure.
Han et al. [5] proposed a distributed bidirectional attribute
access control strategy. However, the scheme does not
consider users’ security requirements for personal data
queries and transmissions in the IoT environment.

Blockchain is increasingly used in non-transactional
scenarios such as supply chains, the IoT, smart healthcare,
and public security, where data often contain users’ private
data. 'e data cannot be fully disclosed to everyone as a
transaction and can only be shared to a limited extent.
'rough blockchain research, the use of blockchain to
manage users’ keys ensures secure data sharing for the
development of the Industrial Internet of 'ings (IIoT).

In this paper, we propose a blockchain-aided searchable
encryption-based two-way attribute access control scheme
(STW-ABE) to manage massive IoT data and meet people’s
demand for data access control of private data. 'e main
contributions of our scheme can be summarized as follows:

(1) Blockchain-Aided Key Generation. Blockchain con-
sensus nodes jointly execute the DKG to generate the
secret key. It avoids the problem of secret key leakage
caused by a single point of failure.

(2) Blockchain-Cloud-Aided Keyword Search. 'e com-
bination of attribute encryption technology and
searchable encryption achieves fine-grained two-way
access control of transaction ciphertexts in the
blockchain.'e blockchain sends a token containing
a single keyword to the CS. 'e CS uses the token to
perform a ciphertext search to avoid leakage of
private data during transmission.

(3) Cloud-Aided Pre-Decryption. 'e CS provides the
pre-decryption service for users with access per-
mission, and the user only needs to perform one
exponential operation to decrypt the ciphertext. It
reduces computational pressure for users and meets
the needs of resource-constrained IoT devices.

'e rest of this article is organized as follows. Section 2
reports the most related work. Section 3 introduces relevant
knowledge, including linear secret-sharing schemes, dis-
tributed key generation protocols, searchable encryption,
and blockchain technology. Section 4 presents the system
definition, including the system model, the STW-ABE
scheme, and the security model. In Section 5, we reveal the
detailed construction of the STW-ABE scheme. Section 6
analyzes the security of our scheme and compares the time
cost with other schemes in encryption, decryption, and
ciphertext search. Finally, we conclude in Section 7.

2. Related Work

In Industry 4.0, access control technology is essential to
build trust and sustainability in a distributed context of the
IoT. Leng et al. [6] proposed a blockchain model with
chemical signature access under a distributed context,
Makerchain, which binds unique signature data to the
blockchain and automatically executes smart contracts set
between manufacturers to achieve service trust between
manufacturers. Rahman et al. [7] proposed a distributed
multi-signature technology based on blockchain to realize
multi-party identity authentication and guarantee the trust
between multiple parties in the Industry 4.0 system. How-
ever, it does not consider the resource limitation of IoT
terminal devices. Most data encryption techniques in use
today are based on bilinear mapping encryption, which
means that the computational cost of decryption is high.
Most lightweight devices do not adapt to attribute-based
access control. 'erefore, many attribute access control
schemes propose the method of outsourcing decryption. Li
et al. [8] proposed an outsourcing ABE scheme search based
on keyword search. However, the search method used in this
scheme is a common public key encryption of keywords,
which cannot achieve a fine-grained searchable encryption
scheme. Ziegler et al. [9] proposed an outsourcing de-
cryption scheme based on a prime order group to bridge the
gap between the highly dynamic IIoT environment and
resource-constrained devices. 'e IoT includes a core net-
work and an edge network, and data security problems will
be encountered in data sharing. Liu et al. [10] proposed a
privacy-protecting multi-keyword searchable encryption
scheme in a distributed system. 'rough a multi-server
architecture, authorized servers can jointly search whether
the token matches the ciphertext, thus improving the search
efficiency. Miao et al. [11] put forward a multi-keyword
search scheme based on attributes and transformed attri-
butes into 0 and 1 codes for attribute judgment comparison,
thus improving the efficiency of strategy judgment.

In the IIoT, blockchain is a new generation of security
technology with immutability and traceability characteris-
tics. Leng et al. [12] discussed how blockchain promotes the
sustainable development of manufacturing and product life
management in Industry 4.0. Mehta et al. [13] proposed a
blockchain-based copyright contract transaction scheme for
the Industry 4.0 supply chain, which ensured the security of
copyright transactions for different stakeholders in the in-
dustry. But the blockchain has its potential security prob-
lems. Leng et al. [14] proposed the PDI model and divided
blockchain security issues into process level, data level, and
infrastructure level. 'is paper mainly studies data access
control to solve the data-level security sharing problem to
improve blockchain systems’ data security. In Industry 4.0,
blockchain provides key technology for the secure intelligent
manufacturing of IIoT, but distributed Industry 4.0 needs to
realize collaborative trust. Leng et al. [15] put forward eight
network security obstacles in the intelligent manufacturing
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of blockchain. 'e cybersecurity barriers include device
deception, false authentication, and trust in data sharing
among participants. 'erefore, implementing blockchain
identity authentication in the IIoT is of great significance for
the multi-party trust and sustainability of Industry 4.0. Li
et al. [16] proposed a multi-keyword encrypted search
scheme applicable for blockchain, which implements ci-
phertext information search and data access control through
smart contracts. Before ciphertext search, the smart contract
automatically determines data access permission to enhance
trust among IoT users. Feng et al. [17] proposed a data
privacy protection scheme based on blockchain searchable
attribute access control. 'e user’s permission authentica-
tion is implemented by the user’s local server, avoiding the
security risk of submitting the user’s private key and access
structure to the blockchain network. Gao et al. [18] proposed
a trusted secure ciphertext policy and attributed a hiding
access control scheme based on blockchain. 'e scheme
hides the ciphertext policy and attribute information and
reduces accidental leakage of data information. 'erefore,
Liu et al. [19] proposed a searchable attribute-based en-
cryption scheme in which a coalition blockchain replaces the
traditional centralized server to be responsible for the
generation and storage. Qin et al. [20] proposed a light-
weight IoT access control scheme based on attribute en-
cryption and blockchain to verify the accuracy of outsourced
decrypted data in IoT through a smart contract. In addition,
some schemes use the distributed feature of blockchain to
distribute secret keys as the authority. Lewko and Waters
[21] proposed a multi-authority attribute-based encryption
scheme. In this scheme, the secret user key consists of
multiple components, each from a different organization, to
prevent collusion attacks among users. Qin et al. [22]
proposed a blockchain multi-attribute access control scheme
for cloud data sharing. Smart contracts on blockchain
manage attribute tokens across domains to solve the trust
problem between multiple users. Shi et al. [23] proposed a
blockchain-based distributed access control scheme for IoT.
'e solution uses blockchain nodes as the addresses of IoT
devices. It uses blockchain to complete the data authori-
zation, cancelation, access control, and auditing process to
ensure data security in the distributed IoT system.

'e access control scheme mentioned above compen-
sates for the deficiency of the blockchain access control
mechanism in the IIoT environment. However, combining
the existing access control scheme with blockchain is not
enough to meet users’ demand for secure sharing access
control of private data. Currently, most blockchain access
control solutions only implement user access policy settings
for the data and do not address the need for two-way policy
confirmation between the user and the data. Furthermore,
the security of the data during sharing and the usability of
users of lightweight devices were not considered. 'erefore,
this paper proposes a blockchain-aided searchable encryp-
tion-based two-way attribute access control scheme (STW-
ABE).

3. Preliminaries

3.1. Linear Secret-Sharing Schemes (LSSS). 'e linear secret-
sharing scheme [24] is defined as follows.

Definition 1. Let P be a set of parties. Let M be a l × k matrix.
Let ρ: 1, . . . , l{ }⟶ P be a function that maps a row to a
party for labelling. Let (M, ρ) represent a linear secret-
sharing scheme with access structure A, which usually
consists of two polynomial-time algorithms:

(1) For x � 1, . . . , l, the x-th row of matrix M is labeled
by a party ρ(i), where ρ: 1, . . . , l{ }⟶ P is a
function that maps a row to a party for labelling. 'e
algorithm takes as input the secret value s ∈ Zp that
is shared. y2, . . . , yk ∈ Zp are randomly chosen, and
v
→

� (s, y2, s ∈ Zp . . . , yk)T. 'e share λ p(i) � Mi ·

v
→ belongs to party ρ(i).

(2) Let S ∈ A be input. Let I � i |ρ(i) ∈ S  , and
randomly select ci ∈ Z∗P. 'e output is a constant
with linear reconstruction characteristics:
i∈ Iciσi � s.

3.2. Distributed Key Generation (DKG) Protocol.
Traditional key generation is performed by the central
server. 'is centralized management approach is prone to a
single point of failure problem. To solve this problem, re-
searchers proposed the distributed key generation (DKG)
protocol [25]. In the DKG protocol, the generation of secret
values is done by multiple parties, not by an authoritative
center, and does not rely on trusted third parties. Multiple
nodes jointly generate a secret value α, and each node has a
corresponding secret value α to share.'e secret value can be
restored only when the sharing rule (t, n) is met, where t is
the number of nodes authorized by participants and n is the
threshold. 'e secret value generated by t nodes must be
shared by at least n participants to complete the sharing of
secret value α.

3.3. Searchable Encryption. Song et al. [26] proposed the
practical technology of encrypted data search. In this
technique, the scheme for searching the encrypted data is
described, and the security of the generated encryption
system is proved. 'e third-party server can only obtain the
matching ciphertext results if only the ciphertext data are
provided. Nevertheless, it cannot obtain the data informa-
tion in plaintext, which implements query isolation. In
addition, a hidden query is supported. Data users only need
to send the search token containing the query keyword to the
third-party server for ciphertext search without disclosing
the detailed information of the keyword to the server.

3.4. Blockchain Technology. Generally, there are three types
of blockchain: public blockchain, private blockchain, and
coalition blockchain. A public blockchain allows any node to
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generate transaction information and view all information in
the block. In a private blockchain, all nodes on the network
are controlled by a single organization, and only a small
number of authorized nodes have access to the data in-
formation. In the coalition blockchain, authorized nodes can
join the blockchain network and participate in transactions
and information synchronization with strong controllability
and high privacy.

'is paper uses a coalition blockchain. 'e blockchain is
controlled by a group of trusted nodes that control the
consensus protocol. Other authorized nodes can generate
data and send them to the blockchain for storage. 'en, the
consensus node runs the consensus protocol to complete the
ledger update in the coalition blockchain so that all nodes
keep the whole state consistent. In this paper, the specific
functions of the coalition blockchain are as follows. (1) 'e
consensus node in the blockchain initializes system pa-
rameters using the distributed secret key generation pro-
tocol. (2) 'e consensus node is responsible for generating,
storing, and distributing global public keys, public and
private key pairs of users, and user identity keys. (3) 'e
consensus node responds to the keyword searched by the
user, generates a ciphertext index through the blockchain,
and sends it to the cloud server.

4. System Definition

4.1. System Model. 'e STW-ABE scheme contains four
participants presented as follows. 'e detailed structural
components of the scheme are shown in Figure 1.

(1) Data Publisher (DP). Any IoT device can generate
data. 'e plaintext data containing ciphertext at-
tributes and user access structure are encrypted on
the local service. 'en, the ciphertext and ciphertext
index are uploaded to the cloud server. Data pub-
lishers can be people and any IoT device.

(2) Data Acquirer (DA). 'e data acquirer receives the
user identity key from the blockchain, which con-
tains the user attributes and the ciphertext access
structure. 'e DA can only capture the ciphertext if
the DA attribute meets the user access structure of
the DP and the ciphertext attribute meets the ci-
phertext access structure of the DA. 'e DA obtains
the ciphertext that meets the individual’s conditions
and decrypts it with its user identity key.

(3) Blockchain (BC). A coalition blockchain comprises
trusted consensus nodes. 'e blockchain is re-
sponsible for initializing the global public key and
generating users’ public and private key pairs, user
identity secret keys, and tokens.

(4) Cloud Server (CS). Cloud servers are used to store
large amounts of ciphertext and ciphertext indexes
that are uploaded by DP. In addition, CS responds to
users’ search requests, verifies access control per-
mission, provides pre-decryption services for DA
who meets the permission, and returns the pre-
decrypted intermediate ciphertext to the DA.

'e STW-ABE scheme is divided into three parts. 'e
first part is encryption. First, the DP obtains the global public
key and users’ public and private key pairs from the
blockchain. 'en, the DP encrypts the plaintext data
through the ciphertext attribute set and user access structure.
'e DP then sends the ciphertext and ciphertext index to CS.
'e second part is the ciphertext search. DA searches for
ciphertext information by keyword. First, DA sends a
keyword to the blockchain network. Second, the blockchain
network encrypts a keyword into a token and sends the
token to CS, which conducts a ciphertext search through the
ciphertext index and search tokens. Finally, the retrieved
ciphertext is stored. 'e third part is decryption. 'e CS
verifies the access control permissions of the set of users, that
is, whether the user attributes meets the user access structure
and whether the ciphertext attribute set meets the ciphertext
access structures. 'e CS provides a pre-decryption service
to generate intermediate ciphertext for the DA, satisfying the
two-way access structure. When the DA receives the in-
termediate ciphertext from CS, the DA uses the user identity
key to decrypt the intermediate ciphertext into plaintext.

4.2. System Procedure. 'e composition of the STW-ABE
scheme is as follows.

4.2.1. Initialization. Setup(λ)⟶ GP. Setup: the process
runs on blockchain consensus nodes participating in au-
thorization and outputs global public key GP.

Authority Setup(GP)⟶ SK, PK. User public key and
private key generation: the process runs in the blockchain
consensus nodes, with global public key GP as input, and
outputs user public key PK and user private key SK.

4.2.2. User Identity Key Generation.
KeyGen(GP, SK,PK,UID,K, (P, η))⟶ UKUID. User
identity key generation: the process is run consensus nodes
in blockchain that execute the distributed key generation
protocol, taking the global public key GP, the user public key
PK, the user private keySK, the user attributes set K, the
ciphertext access structure (P, η), and user’s identity UID as
input, and outputs the user identity keyUKUID.

4.2.3. Encryption.
Encrypt(GP, SK, PK,UID, (F, ρ),Λ,M) ⟶ D,KW. En-
cryption: this process is run by the DP, taking the global
public key GP, the user public key PK, the user private key
SK, the user’s identity UID, the user access structure (F, ρ),
ciphertext attribute set Λ, and plaintext M as input, and
outputs ciphertext D and keywords of ciphertext KW.

4.2.4. Index Generation. IndexGen(GP, PK,KW)⟶ Index.
Index generation: this process is run by the DP, with the global
public key GP, the user public key PK, and the keywords of
ciphertextKW as input, and outputs the ciphertext index Index.
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4.2.5. Token Generation. TokenGen(GP,UKUID, kw)

⟶ Tok. Token generation: this process is run by the
blockchain consensus nodes, with the global public key GP,
the user identity key UKUID, and the keywords of the data
user kw as input, and outputs user search token Tok.

4.2.6. Search. CipherTextSearch(GP,Tok, Index)⟶ D.
Search: this process is run by the CS, taking the global public
key GP, the user search token Tok, and the ciphertext index
Index as input to output the matching ciphertext D.

4.2.7. Decryption. ProxyDecrypt(GP, D, UKUID)⟶ D′.
Proxy decryption: this process is run by the CS, taking the
global public key GP, the ciphertext D, and the user identity
key UKUID as input. If the ciphertext attribute set Λ satisfies
the ciphertext access structure (P, η) and the user attribute
set K satisfies the user access structure (F, ρ), the ciphertext
is pre-decrypted and sends the intermediate ciphertext D′
returned to the DA.

userDecrypt(GP, D, D′, UKUID)⟶M. User decryp-
tion: this process is run by the DA, taking the global public
key GP, the ciphertext D, the intermediate ciphertext D′,
and the user identity key UKUID as input, and outputs
plaintext M.

'e notations used in our scheme are summarized in
Table 1.

4.3. Security Model

4.3.1. Ciphertext Indistinguishability. 'e indistinguish-
ability security under chosen-plaintext attack (IND-CPA) of
an STW-ABE scheme is defined by the following game
between a challenger C and a probabilistic polynomial-time

(PPT) adversary A. Let Au be the authority universe of size t.
We define adversary A as a (t, n) adversary who can
compromise at most t − 1 authority. 'is security model
adopts the (t, n) key generation protocol. 'e description of
the game is as follows:

(1) Initialization: C runs the Initialization of STW-ABE
and returns the global public key GP, user public key
PK, and user private key SK to A.

(2) Query phase I: adversary A queries the following
oracles adaptively.

(a) User Identity Key Oracle. A submits an identity
UID to C. C runs the
KeyGen(GP, SK, PK, UID, K, (P, η))⟶
UKUID. Finally, it returns UKUID to A.

(b) Encryption Oracle. A sends ((F, ρ),Λ, M) to C. C

runs the
Encrypt(GP, SK, PK, (F, ρ),Λ, M)⟶ D, KW

to generate the ciphertext D. Notice that the user
access structure (F, ρ) does not satisfy the
challenge user attribute set K, and the ciphertext
attribute set Λ does not satisfy the challenge
ciphertext access structure (P, η).

(3) Challenge: A submits two plaintexts of equal length
M0, M1 and sends them to C. C selects a random
number z ∈ 0, 1{ } and encrypts the selected plaintext
with user access structure (F∗, ρ∗) and ciphertext
attribute setΛ∗.'e final ciphertext will be generated
(D∗) and sent to A.

(4) Query phase II: A still can make queries adaptively
as in Query Phase I.

(5) Guess: A outputs a guess b′ for b.

Data
Publisher

1.Initialization

2.Public and private keys

generation
3.User identity key generation

Data Acquirer

9.D
ecr

yp
tio

n

8.Pre-decryption

Cloud Server

7.Search

4.Encryption and index
generation

Blockchain
5.keywords upload

6.Token
generation

Figure 1: Scheme structure. 'e structure contains a specific implementation process for access control.
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'e advantage of A in this game is defined as follows:

AdvD
A � Pr b

,
� b[ ] −

1
2




. (1)

Definition 2. An STW-ABE scheme is IND-CPA secure if
the advantage defined above for any (t, n) PPT adversary A

is negligible.

4.3.2. Index Indistinguishability. Index indistinguishable
security (IND-CKA) under chosen access structure and
chosen keyword attack is defined as the security game of
challenger C and a probabilistic polynomial-time (PPT)
adversary A for the STW-ABE scheme. In this scheme, only
single keyword ciphertext retrieval is considered. 'e de-
scription of the game is as follows:

(1) Initialization: A defines a user access structure
(F∗, ρ∗) and ciphertext attribute set Λ∗.

(2) Setup: C runs the Initialization of STW-ABE and
returns the global public key GP, user public key PK,
and user private key SK to A.

(3) Query phase I: adversary A queries the following
oracles adaptively.

(a) User Identity Key Oracle. A submits an identity
UID to C. C runs the KeyGen(GP,

SK, PK, UID, θ, (P, η))⟶ UKUID. Finally, it
returns UKUID to A.

(b) Token Oracle. A send (kw) to C. C runs the
TokenGen(GP, SK, kw)⟶ Tok to generate the
token Tok. Notice that the user access structure
(F, ρ) does not satisfy the challenge user attribute
setK, and ciphertext attribute setΛ does not satisfy
the challenge ciphertext access structure (P, η).We
assume that all query results (Tok) have at least one
matched index that can be searched out.

(c) Index Oracle. A submits (UKUID, KW{ }) to C,
and C runs the IndexGen(GP, PK,

UKUID, KW)⟶ Index to generate the index.

(4) Challenge: A submits two keywords of equal length
kw0, and kw1 to C. C chooses randomly number
b ∈ 0, 1{ } and runs the
IndexGen(GP, PK, UKUID, KW)⟶ Index with
the challenge user access structure (F∗, ρ∗) and ci-
phertext attribute set Λ∗ to return Index∗ to A.

(5) Query phase II: A still can make queries adaptively as
in Query Phase I after receiving the challenge index.
Similarly, A cannot query on the user access
structure, which satisfies the challenge user attribute
set, and ciphertext attribute set, which satisfies the
ciphertext access structure.

(6) Guess: A outputs a guess b′ for b.

'e advantage of A in this game is defined as follows:

Advkw
A � Pr b

,
� b[ ] −

1
2




. (2)

Definition 3. An STW-ABE scheme is IND-CKA secure if
the advantage defined above for any PPT adversary A is
negligible.

5. Construction

'is section presents a detailed construction of our STW-
ABE scheme, including initialization, user identity key
generation, encryption, decryption, token generation, and
search.

5.1. Initialization. 'is stage is divided into two parts. First,
the blockchain consensus node executes the distributed key
generation protocol to generate the global public key. 'en,
the blockchain consensus nodes generate user public and
private keys.

Part One. Setup(λ)⟶ GP. First, the q-order bilinear
group G0 with generator g and bilinear mapping
G0 × G0⟶ GT is selected in the setup. In addition, the
description of a hash function H༚ 0, 1{ }∗ ⟶ G0 that maps

Table 1: Notations.

Notation Meaning
λ A security parameter
GP 'e global public key
SK User’s private key
PK User’s public key
UID User’s identity
K User’s attribute set
(P, η) 'e ciphertext access structure
UKUID User’s identity key
(F, ρ) 'e user access structure
Λ 'e ciphertext attribute set
KW 'e keywords of ciphertext
Index 'e ciphertext index
kw User search keywords
Tok Search token
D/D′ Ciphertext of the data/pre-decrypted ciphertext
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user identity UID to elements of G0 is published. Finally, the
global public key is generated.

GP � g, H . (3)

Part Two. Authority Setup(GP)⟶ SK, PK. 'e authori-
zation center CNi(i � 1, 2, . . . , n) manages the set of user
attributes Ui and ciphertext attributes Ui of all users.
CNirandom selection of parameters αq ∈ Z∗P(q ∈ Ui),
βd ∈ Z

∗
P(d ∈ Ui) according to the attribute set. 'en,

blockchain consensus nodes generate user public key PK �

e(g, g)αi , gβi  and user private key SK � αi, βi .

5.2. User Identity Key Generation.
KeyGen(GP, SK, PK,UID, K, (P, η)))⟶ UKUID. 'is
KeyGen is run by the consensus nodes that execute the
distributed key generation protocol, taking the global public
key GP, the user public key PK, the user private key SK, the
user attributes set K, the ciphertext access structure (P, η),
and user’s identity UID as inputs to output the user identity
key UKUID.

(1) Let P be a lo × ko matrix. 'e process randomly
selects φ ∈ Z∗P, yi ∈ Z∗P(i � 2, . . . , ko) and constructs
the vector v

→
ko

� (φ, y2, . . . , yko
)T and vector

w
→

ko
� (0, y2, . . . , yko

)T. φ is the secret value to be
shared.

(2) Let Px be the x-th row of the matrix P, and calculate
σx � Px · v

→
ko
, τx � Px · w

→
ko
.

(3) Select μx ∈ Z∗P, x � 1, 2, . . . , lo for each Px to calcu-
late the following equation:

U � e(g, g)
φ

,

Ux,1 � e(g, g)
σx e(g, g)

αη(x)μx , Ux,2 � g
μx , Ux,3 � g

βη(x)μx g
τx .

(4)

(4) Create a key that belongs to a primary attribute
t (t ∈ K) for the user identity UID and do the fol-
lowing calculation: Ut � gαt H(UID)βt .

(5) Finally, the user identity key is generated
(UKUID � (P, η), U, Ux,1, Ux,2, Ux,3 

x�
 1, 2, . . . , lo,

Ut t∈K}) and sent to the DA.

5.3. Encryption. 'e encryption consists of two processes,
namely, encryption Encrypt(GP, SK, PK,UID, (F, ρ),

Λ, M)⟶ D, KW and the index generation
IndexGen(GP, SK, PK, KW)⟶ Index.

Encrypt(GP, SK, PK,UID, (F, ρ),Λ, M)⟶ D, KW.
'is process is run by the DP, taking the global public key
GP, the user public key PK, the user private key SK, the user
identity UID, the user access structure (F, ρ), ciphertext
attribute set Λ, and plaintext M as input.

(1) Let F be a le × ke matrix. 'e process first randomly
selects s ∈ Z∗P, tj ∈ Z∗P(j � 2, . . . , ke). Let vector

v
→

ke
� (s, t2, . . . , tke

)T, w
→

ke
� (0, t2, . . . , tke

)T, and s

be the secret value to be shared.
(2) Let Fx be the x-th row of the matrix F, and

λx � Fx · v
→

ke
, μx � Fx · w

→
ke
.

(3) Select rx ∈ Z∗P, x � 1, 2, . . . , le for each Fx to calcu-
late the following equation:

D � Me(g, g)
s
,

Dx,1 � e(g, g)
λx e(g, g)

αρ(x)rx , Dx,2 � g
rx , Dx,3 � g

βρ(x)rx g
μx .

(5)

(4) Create a key that belongs to the corresponding
subattribute i(i ∈ Λ) for the encrypted file, and the
following calculation is performed:

Dk � g
αk H(UID)

βk . (6)

(5) Finally, the ciphertext is generated:

D � (F, ρ), D, Dx,1, Dx,2, Dx,3 
x�1,2,...,le

, Dk k∈Λ , (7)

and sent to the CS.

IndexGen(GP, PK, KW)⟶ Index. 'is process was
conducted by DP on local devices, with the global public key
GP, the user public key PK, and the keywords of ciphertext
KW as inputs. Uw is the number of data keywords. 'e
following calculations are performed to encrypt each key-
word into a ciphertext index.

Idx1,ω � e(g, g)
αω ·φ·H kwk( ), Idx2,i � g

βi ·φ. (8)

Finally, the ciphertext index

Index � Idx1,ω ω∈Uw

, Idx2,i  is obtained and sent to the
CS.

5.4. Token Generation. TokenGen(GP, UKUID, kw)

⟶ Tok. 'is process is run by the consensus nodes that
execute the distributed key generation protocol, with the
global public key GP, the user identity key UKUID, and the
keywords of the data users kw as input. 'e following
calculations are performed.

toki � g

αi

βi⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝ ⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

H(kw)

. (9)

Finally, the user tokens are generated (Tok � toki ) and
sent to the CS.

5.5. Search. CipherTextSearch(GP,Tok, Index)⟶ D. 'e
search is conducted by the CS. 'is process takes the global
public key GP, the user search token Tok, and the ciphertext
index Index as input. Suppose the ciphertext search is
successful, output the ciphertext. Otherwise, the process is
terminated.
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(1) Judge if the following equation holds:

Idx1,ω � 
i∈Ui

e Idx2,i, toki . (10)

(2) If yes, output the storage ciphertext D; else, abort.

5.6. Decryption. 'e decryption consists of two processes,
namely, the proxy decryption process
ProxyDecrypt(GP, D, UKUID)⟶ D′ and the user de-
cryption process userDecrypt(GP,D, D′, UKUID)⟶M.

ProxyDecrypt(GP, D, UKUID)⟶ D′. Proxy decryp-
tion is run by the CS, taking the global public key GP, the
ciphertext D, and the user identity key UKUID as input.
Determine whether the user attributes satisfy the file access
permission, whether the ciphertext attribute set Λ satisfies
the ciphertext access structure (P, η), and whether the user
attribute set K satisfies the user access structure (F, ρ).

Verify that the user attribute set satisfies the user access
structure; randomly selected cx ∈ Z∗P makes
x∈ θcxλx � s, x∈ θcxμx � 0. Similarly, verify that the ci-
phertext attribute set satisfies the ciphertext access structure;
randomly selected dy ∈ Z∗P makes
y∈ωdyσy � φ, y∈ωdyτy � 0. If the authentication suc-
ceeds, perform the following calculation for the ciphertext
pre-decryption.

Pre-decryption equation:

D′ �
x∈K Dx,1 · e H(UID), Dx,3 /e �Kρ(x), Dx,2  

cx

y∈Λ Uy,1 · e H(UID), Uy,3 /e �Cη(y), Uy,2  
dy

�
x∈K e(g, g)

σx e(H(UID), g)
τx( 

cx

y∈Λ e(g, g)
λy e(H(UID), g)

μy 
dy

�
e(g, g)

s

e(g, g)
φ.

(11)

userDecrypt(GP, D, D′, UKUID)⟶M. 'e user de-
cryption is run by DA, taking the global public key GP, the
ciphertext D, the intermediate ciphertext D′, and the user
identity key UKUID as input.

Decryption equation:

M �
D

D′ · U
. (12)

6. Security and Performance Analysis

6.1. Security Analysis. 'e STW-ABE simplifies the security
problem to a decisional bilinear Diffie–Hellman (DBDH)
problem.

Theorem 1. He STW-ABE scheme is IND-CPA secure if the
decisional bilinear Diffie–Hellman (DBDH) problem is hard.

Proof. If adversary A can break the STW-ABE scheme with
a non-negligible advantage, adversary A can solve the

DBDH problem with a non-negligible advantage. Aq-order
bilinear group G0 with generator g and bilinear mapping
G0 × G0⟶ GT exists. C plays as the challenger in the
following steps. Given an instance of the DBDH problem
(g, ga, gb, gc, Z), where a, b, c, z ∈ Zq are randomly se-
lected. ρ ∈ 0, 1{ }; when ρ � 0, Z � e(g, g)abc; when ρ � 1,
Z � e(g, g)z.

Initialization. C runs the Initialization of STW-ABE and
returns the global public key GP, user public key PK, and
user private key SK to A.

Query Phase I. Adversary A queries the following oracles
adaptively.

User Identity Key Oracle. A submits an identity UID to C. C

runs the KeyGen(GP, SK, PK,UID, K, (P, η))⟶ UKUID.
Finally, it returns UKUID to A.

Encryption Oracle. A sends ((F, ρ),Λ, M) to C. C runs the
Encrypt(GP, SK, PK, (F, ρ),Λ, M) to generate the cipher-
text D. Notice that the primary access structure (F, ρ) does
not satisfy the challenge primary attribute set K, and ci-
phertext attribute set Λ does not satisfy the challenge sec-
ondary access structure (P, η).

Challenge. A submits two plaintexts of equal length M0, M1
and sends them to C. C selects a random number z ∈ 0, 1{ }

and then encrypts the selected plaintext with user access
structure (F∗, ρ∗) and ciphertext attribute set Λ∗. 'e final
ciphertext D∗ will be generated and sent to A.

Query Phase II. A still can make queries adaptively as in
Query Phase I after receiving the challenge ciphertext D.
Similarly, A cannot query the user access structure that
satisfies the challenge user attribute set and the ciphertext
attribute set that satisfies the ciphertext access structure.

Guess. A outputs a guess z′ for z. If z′ � z, C outputs ρ′ � 0,
and C receives a tuple (g, ga, gb, gc, e(g, g)abc). Otherwise, C
outputs ρ′ � 1, and C receives a tuple
(g, ga, gb, gc, e(g, g)z). 'e advantage of A is analyzed as
follows.

When ρ � 1, Z � e(g, g)z, A cannot obtain the infor-
mation of D. 'us, Pr[z′ ≠ z|z � 1] � 1/2. When ρ′ � 1,
Pr[ρ′ � ρ|ρ � 1] � 1/2.

When ρ � 0, Z � e(g, g)abc, A obtains ciphertext D.
'us, Pr[z′ � z|z � 0] � 1/2 + ϵ. When ρ′ � 0,
Pr[ρ′ � ρ|ρ � 0] � 1/2 + ϵ.

'us, C guesses ρ′ � ρ, and the correct advantage is

Adv � Pr ρ′ � ρ  −
1
2

�
1
2
Pr ρ′ � ρ|ρ � 1 

+
1
2
Pr ρ′ � ρ|ρ � 0  −

1
2

�
ϵ
2
.

(13)
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In summary, if adversary A can break the proposed
scheme with a non-negligible advantage in polynomial time,
a scheme that can solve the DBDH problem with a non-
negligible advantage ϵ/2 in polynomial time exists. However,
the DBDH problem is difficult, so the STW-ABE scheme is
IND-CPA secure. □

Theorem 2. He STW-ABE scheme is IND-CKA secure if the
decisional bilinear Diffie–Hellman (DBDH) problem is hard.

Proof. Assume that there is a PPT adversary A who can win
the index indistinguishability security game defined in
Section 4.3.2 with non-negligible advantage ε. 'en, we can
construct a C to solve the DBDH problem with a non-
negligible advantage (ε/2). C plays as the challenger in the
following steps. Given an instance of the DBDH problem
(g, ga, gb, gc, Z), where a, b, c, z ∈ Zq are randomly se-
lected. ρ ∈ 0, 1{ }; when ρ � 0, Z � e(g, g)abc; when ρ � 1,
Z � e(g, g)z.

Initialization. A defines a user access structure (F∗, ρ∗) and
ciphertext attribute set Λ∗.

Setup. C runs the Initialization of STW-ABE and returns the
global public key GP, user public key PK, and user private
key SK to A.

Query Phase I. Adversary A queries the following oracles
adaptively.

User Identity Key Oracle. A submits an identity UID to C. C
runs the KeyGen(GP, SK, PK, UID, K, (P, η))⟶ UKUID.
Finally, it returns UKUID to A.

Token Oracle. A sends (kw) to C. C runs the
TokenGen(GP, SK, kw)⟶ Tok to generate the token Tok.
Notice that the user access structure (F, ρ) does not satisfy
the challenge user attribute set K, and the ciphertext at-
tribute set Λ does not satisfy the challenge ciphertext access
structure (P, η). We assume that all query results (Tok) have
at least one matched index that can be searched out.

Index Oracle. A submits (UKUID, KW{ }) to C, and C runs
the IndexGen(GP, PK, UKUID, KW) to generate the index.

Challenge. A submits two keywords of equal length kw0 and
kw1 to C. C chooses number b ∈ 0, 1{ } randomly and runs
the IndexGen(GP, PK, UKUID, KW)⟶ Index with the
challenge user access structure (F∗, ρ∗) and ciphertext at-
tribute set Λ∗ to return Inde x∗ to A.

Idx
∗
1,kwb

� Z
H kwb( ), Idx

∗
2 � A

b
. (14)

'e advantage of A is analyzed as follows.
When Z � e(g, g)abc, we set s � a, α � bc; then, the

index presented as follows is identical to an actual index:

Idx
∗
1,kwb

� e(g, g)
abc

 
H kwb( )

� e(g, g)
α·φ·H kwb( )

Idx2 � g
b·φ

.

(15)

When Z � e(g, g)z, due to the randomness of z, this
index is random to the adversary and contains no infor-
mation about b.

Query Phase II. A still can make queries adaptively as in
Query Phase I after receiving the challenge Index. Similarly,
A cannot query the user access structure that satisfies the
challenge user attribute set and the ciphertext attribute set
that satisfies the ciphertext access structure.

Guess. A outputs a guess b′ for b. If Z � e(g, g)abc, the
probability of A outputs b′ � b is 1/2 + ϵ. If Z � e(g, g)z,
the probability of A outputs b′ � b is 1/2. 'us, the ad-
vantage of C solving the DBDH problem is

Adv �
1
2
Pr b′ � b|Z � e(g, g)

abc
 



+
1
2
Pr b′ � b|Z � e(g, g)

z
  −

1
2



�
1
2

1
2

+ ϵ  +
1
2

·
1
2

  −
1
2





�
ϵ
2
.

(16)

Because the DBDH problem is hard, we can get that ϵ/2
is negligible. In other words, the advantage of A breaking our
scheme is negligible, and our scheme achieves chosen
keyword security. □

6.2. Performance Analysis. In this section, we analyze the
performance and computational efficiency of STW-ABE.We
compare the performance of STW-ABE with other schemes
in Table 2, where “√” indicates that the solution supports
this method. “×” indicates that the solution does not support
this method. In Table 3, we compare the computational
efficiency of STW-ABE with other schemes, in which E

represents an exponential operation, P represents a pairing
operation, H represents a hash operation, i represents the
number of attributes in the authorized institution, n rep-
resents the number of keywords in each document, m is the
number of keywords searched by the user, Mi is the number
of the ciphertext attributes, and Me is the number of the user
attributes.

As seen in Table 2, our scheme not only realizes two-way
access control of ciphertext search but also uses CS to
provide outsourced decryption service, reducing the com-
putational pressure on users.

Table 3 compares the computational efficiency of en-
cryption, decryption, index generation, token generation,
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and ciphertext search. In our scheme, first, the user needs to
perform a (3Mi + 2) exponential operation and a hash
operation to encrypt the data, in which only one exponential
operation is required for each ciphertext attribute. 'e user
performs a hash operation on each ciphertext keyword and
(2i + n) exponential operation to generate a ciphertext in-
dex. Secondly, the cloud server performs a hash operation
and (i + m) exponential operation for each keyword to be
searched to generate a token for data users. 'en, the cloud
server performs a ciphertext search by an exponential op-
eration of Mi and pairing operation time of (i + m). In
decryption, the scheme divides the decryption cost into the
user part (denoted as User) and the cloud server part
(denoted as Cloud). 'e cloud server performs the pairing
operation (Mi + Me). 'e user then only needs to perform
the exponential operation once to decrypt the ciphertext into
plaintext. Furthermore, the STW-ABE scheme is compared
with two multi-permission ABE schemes, DP-ABE [5] and
D-ABE [21], and two searchable encryption schemes, PAB-
MSK [11] and BC-SABE [19], in Table 3. 'e cost of linear
secret-sharing protocol is ignored in efficiency analysis.

Figures 2 and 3 contain the simulation results of the five
processes. We simulated this on an Ubuntu 16 desktop
system. 'e system has an Intel Core i7-8700 CPU and 4GB
RAM. All programs were developed using Charm (version
0.50) [27], a rapid prototyping framework based on the
Python encryption scheme.

Figure 2(a) shows the encryption time cost of three ABE
schemes with multiple authority agencies. As seen in the
figure, the time cost of all the resulting schemes has a linear
relationship with the number of attributes contained in the
encrypted access structure. Figure 2(b) shows the decryption
time cost of schemes D-ABE, BC-SABE, and STW-ABE. As
seen in Figure 2, the time cost of cloud decryption of D-ABE,
BC-SABE, and STW-ABE has a linear relationship with the
number of attributes, and the user decryption cost in STW-
ABE is independent of the number of attributes. Since STW-
ABE outsources most of the decryption work to cloud
servers, the computing pressure on users is greatly reduced.
'is scheme is more suitable for using lightweight devices in
the IoT environment.

Figure 3(a) shows the time cost of the generated ci-
phertext index. It can be seen from the figure that STW-ABE
has better computing performance than scheme PAB-MKS
and scheme BC-SABE. Figure 3(b) shows the simulation
results of the time cost required for the generation of the
Token. 'e time cost of the schemes is linearly related to the
number of attributes, but it can be seen that the time cost of
STW-ABE is much shorter than that of scheme BC-SABE.
Figure 3(c) shows the time cost of the search process under
simulation. In this scheme, the file index and the number of
files are fixed as simulated constants. 'e results of the
search process represent only the performance of the search
process and do not include the time cost of searching the
actual database. As seen in Figure 3(c), the time cost of the
STW-ABE search process is similar to that of the search
process in the PAB-MKS scheme and the BC-SABE scheme.
Moreover, they are all linearly related to the number of
attributes.

Discussion. 'ere are two concerns when designing
searchable encryption access control schemes. (1) Security.
In Section 4.1, the two-way access control scheme based on
searchable encryption has been proven to be IND-CPA
security and IND-CKA security, which is also achieved by
most searchable encryption schemes. In this paper, we use
the distributed feature of blockchain and change the central
authorization model in traditional access control to a
blockchain consensus node with DKG that generates the
relevant secret key. Where DKG follows the(t, n)(n≤ t)-
sharing principle,t is the total number of blockchain con-
sensus nodes involved in key generation, andnis the
minimum number of consensus nodes involved in key
generation. 'e secret key sharing must be participated by
more than n consensus nodes, thus improving the robust-
ness of the scheme. At the same time, a blockchain is a
distributed ledger that ensures data integrity, immutability,
and traceability of the information stored in it such as global
public keys and user keys. (2) Efficiency. In this paper, the
simulation experiment simulated the efficiency of the
scheme and compared it with other schemes. It can be found
that this scheme has certain advantages in implementation

Table 3: Comparison of computational methods.

Scheme DP-ABE PAB-MSK D-ABE BC-SABE STW-ABE
Encryption (6Mi + 5)E + H (3n + 3)E + H (5i + 1)E (4i + 3)E (3Mi + 2)E + H

Index generation — (3n + 3)E — (3n + 1)E + H (2i + n)E + H

Token generation — (2m + 3)E — (2m + 2)E + H (i + m)E + H

Search — E + (2n + 4)P — iE + (2i + 1)P MiE + (i + m)P

Decryption User: 2E

Cloud: 2E + ((Mi + Me)P
iE + 2iP iE + 2iP

User: E

Cloud: iE + (3i + 2)P

User: E

Cloud:( Mi + Me)P

Table 2: Comparison of functions.

Scheme DP-ABE PAB-MSK D-ABE BC-SABE STW-ABE
Two-way √ × × × √
Searchable encryption × √ × √ √
Proxy encryption √ √ √ √ √
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efficiency. In the decryption process, considering that most
IoT devices have limited resources and cannot perform
efficient decryption calculations, this scheme uses cloud
servers to assist users in decryption. A large amount of
decryption computation is outsourced to CS, thus reducing
the computational pressure on users. 'is scheme adopts a
distributed key generation protocol, and multiple block-
chain consensus nodes participate in generating users’
public and private key pairs, which will not affect the security
and robustness of the scheme. Meanwhile, the secret keys
generated by blockchain nodes do not need to respond to
user requests in real time, so the time cost of secret key
generation is not simulated in this paper. Among them, in
the BC-SABE scheme, the cloud server is used to complete

the generation of tokens with the user jointly, and the user
does not need to perform the calculation related to the
number of attributes. In the BC-SABE scheme, the token
generation time by the blockchain consensus node is not
given, so there is no comparison between them in
Figure 3(b). Similarly, the generation of a token in STW-
ABE is completed by the blockchain consensus node. 'e
user does not need to calculate the consumption in the
generation of tokens.

7. Conclusions

'is paper proposes a distributed STW-ABE scheme using
coalition blockchain and cloud servers to assist users with
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Figure 2: Time cost of encryption and decryption. (a) Encryption time. (b) Decryption time.
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Figure 3: Time costs of ciphertext search. (a) Ciphertext index generation time. (b) Token generation time. (c) Ciphertext search time.
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accurate and secure data search and sharing. Our solution
not only enables two-way confirmation between users and
data but also enables the fine-grained search of ciphertext
and lightweight decryption for users. In addition, our
scheme utilizes a coalition blockchain to replace the cen-
tralized key management server. 'e consensus nodes
jointly generate key parameters through the DKG, im-
proving the security of the IoT system. 'en, the blockchain
is responsible for generating public and private keys, user
identity keys, and keyword tokens. Due to the limited re-
sources of IoT devices and the massive pairing operations
required for the search and decryption process, we delegate a
large amount of computation to CS during the search and
decryption process. 'e user only needs one exponential
operation to complete the decryption process from ci-
phertext to plaintext. 'e present security and efficiency
analysis shows that the scheme has good safety and
practicality.

Our ultimate aim is to design a secure and efficient data
sharing system for the IIoT. 'e possible further research
direction is to implement dynamic updating of access
policies based on the current work.
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Quality management is one of the most critical issues in supply chain management.)e rapid growth of information technologies,
such as blockchain technology, has facilitated effective information systems development to support supply chain quality
management. However, a significant challenge in developing blockchain-enabled supply chain quality information systems is how
to deal with information asymmetry and the conflicting interests of supply chain partners. Taking a service-dominant view, this
research proposes a Blockchain-Oriented Service Modeling (BOSM) approach for blockchain-enabled supply chain quality
information systems. We provide a visual language for modeling the coordination and integration of business processes and
domain knowledge at the knowledge level to facilitate the alignment of blockchain technology with supply chain quality
management. )e proposed approach bridges operational service computing with strategic service management in blockchain-
enabled supply chain quality management and facilitates the communication between business people in supply chain man-
agement and software professionals in blockchain-based service computing. A case study on a dairy supply chain is presented to
show advantages of the modeling framework under the service-dominant view, separating the cause of quality from the carrier of
quality in the design of blockchain-enabled supply chain quality information systems.

1. Introduction

Managing quality is one of the most important factors in
supply chains that involve many organizations collab-
orating to provide products or services. If the quality of
materials from suppliers is not appropriately controlled,
it may affect the end product’s quality and lead to serious
outcomes. )e systematic collaboration between supply
chain organizations in producing products makes it
important to conduct quality management at a supply
chain level. Robinson and Malhotra [1] reviewed the
literature on quality management and supply chain
management and argued that quality practice must ad-
vance from traditional firm-centric and product-based
mindsets to an interorganizational supply chain orien-
tation involving customers, suppliers, and other part-
ners. Supply Chain Quality Management (SCQM) is
defined as a system-based approach for performance

improvement that leverages the opportunities created by
upstream and downstream linkages with suppliers and
customers [2, 3].

Quality management at a supply chain level faces many
challenges. Supply chain partner enterprises are usually
geographically diverse and belong to organizations with
different interests. )ere is no perfect inspection technology
to accurately measure product quality. )us, as a result of
information asymmetry on product quality, the moral
hazard effect exists in supply chain quality inspection, which
may cause an inefficient supply chain. To tackle the SCQM
problem, one approach is to leverage advanced information
technology to build quality information systems. Among
other solutions, blockchain has emerged as a leading
technology since it provides secure traceability and control,
immutability, and trust creation among stakeholders in a
low-cost IT solution [4]. Many recent studies have discussed
on how to improve SCQM by adopting blockchain
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technology [5–8], finding that “trackability” and “trace-
ability” are considered as the prime success factors of a
blockchain-based supply chain [9].

However, there are few studies exploring blockchain-
oriented software engineering [10], in particular, the
requirement modeling methods for blockchain-enabled
supply chain quality management. )is can be attributed
to the lack of an appropriate modeling perspective that
synthesizes the nature of supply chain quality manage-
ment with the characteristics of blockchain technology.
SCQM needs to consider quality initiatives along supply
chains, including upstream and downstream parties;
thus, an appropriate modeling framework for block-
chain-enabled Supply Chain Quality Information Sys-
tems (SCQIS) should consider both decentralized and
network features. As blockchain technology is centered
around a peer-to-peer network, enabling collaboration
between different parties, it becomes an enabler of ser-
vice systems [11]. In the service-dominant (S-D) logic
perspective, service refers to the application of special-
ized competences (knowledge and skills) through deeds,
processes, and performances for the benefit of another
entity or the entity itself. While a service system is such a
configuration of different entities or resources that relies
on trusted and shared information [12], blockchain
provides a platform in which interacting supply chain
parties can transparently and precisely interact with each
other (i.e., through the definition of coded contracts),
facilitating the formation and coordination of service
systems.

In this paper, we take a service-oriented perspective and
propose a Blockchain-Oriented Service Modeling (BOSM)
approach to facilitate the design and development of
blockchain-enabled SCQIS. Our approach presents a visual
language for knowledge-level modeling. )is approach
provides a foundation for the encapsulation, coordination,
and integration of services in supply chains to measure,
analyze, and continually improve the quality of products,
services, and processes. We conduct a case study in a dairy
supply chain context to illustrate how the proposed mod-
eling approach can be applied to real-world situations to
direct the construction of blockchain-enabled SCQIS.

)e major contributions of this research are as follows.
(1) We propose a service-oriented modeling approach to
support quality inspection in blockchain-enabled supply
chain quality management, which brings operational service
computing to strategic service management in the SCQM
domain. It considers the strategic goals and intentions of
partner enterprises. (2) )e proposed modeling approach
bridges the gap between business services and software
services in the context of quality management applications.
It enables communication between business people in
supply chain management and software professionals in
service computing. (3)We extend the service-dominant view
and reconceptualize the supply chain as a network of service
systems. We classify the enterprises’ resources into operant
resources and operand resources, which separates the causes
of quality from the carriers of quality to facilitate the analysis
and design of blockchain-enabled quality information

systems. (4) We investigate the application of the proposed
modeling approach in a dairy supply chain environment,
which has significant practical implications.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Supply Chain Quality Management. Quality manage-
ment in supply chains is widely covered in the operations
management and information systems literature. From a
supply chain perspective, previous studies often focus on
how the contract should be set up to mitigate the moral
hazard problem and control supply quality.)e supply chain
contract mechanisms complementing or supplanting quality
inspection often include appraisal, certification, and war-
ranty contracts. For example, Hwang et al. [13] compared
the inspection strategy with the certification regime in
supply chain quality management. Because an inspection
method provides noisy information on a supplier’s quality
management efforts, the supplier can be induced to perform
unwanted/preemptive inspection. Balachandran and Rad-
hakrishnan [14] examined a warranty/penalty contract be-
tween the buyer and the supplier based on information from
inspections and external failures. )e relationships between
product architecture, supply chain performancemetrics, and
supply chain efficiency are also discussed to address the
incentive contracting issue in supply chains [15].

From a manufacturing perspective, quality inspection
policies are another important aspect in the quality
management literature. Inspections are carried out to
measure the goods provided by suppliers based on tech-
nical requirements. If the goods meet the technical re-
quirements, they can be put into further steps of
processing. In the food safety domain, Starbird and
Amanor-Boadu [16] found that the effectiveness of supply
chain inspection contracts and traceability depends on the
accuracy of the inspection, the cost of failing to inspect, the
cost of causing a food-borne illness, and the proportion of
these costs paid by the supplier. Note that excessive in-
spection can lead to incurring higher costs than compet-
itors, whereas inadequate inspection can lead to significant
inspection errors and failure in quality assurance. )us, the
research on inspection policy is often framed as a math-
ematical optimization problem to allocate the inspection
resources (testing methods) to different stations in pro-
duction [17].

From an information systems perspective, acquiring
upstream and downstream information is also critical for
SCQM since quality decision-making needs to be conducted
in the scope of the entire supply chain. Zhu et al. [18]
considered the quality improvement decisions in a co-op-
erative supply chain and showed that the buyer’s involve-
ment can have a significant impact on the profits of both
parties. Mayer et al. [19] examined the relationship between
product inspection and supplier plant inspection and sug-
gested that a buyer’s ability to commit to the intensity of
supply inspection is the key to analyzing whether product
and plant inspections complement or supplant each other.
)e rationale is that if the process lies comfortably within the
specification limits, most of the product output will conform
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to the quality standard. )us, how to leverage the infor-
mation in supply chains to develop information systems and
support quality inspection is an important direction in
supply chain quality management.

Information systems have been used in quality man-
agement to support decision-making by collecting and
analyzing quality information such as customer require-
ments, quality goal, product/service design, material in-
spection, process control, storage, shipment, packaging, and
delivery [20, 21]. Naveh and Halevy [22] proposed a
framework with three levels for handling quality informa-
tion, with the aim of improving quality and productivity in
an organization: control of the process, evaluation of the
process, and organizational assessment. Yeung et al. [23]
investigated the existence of different patterns of quality
information systems and the relationship between such
patterns and organizational performance, identifying four
patterns of quality information systems: undeveloped,
frame, accommodating, and strategic. McMeekin et al. [24]
provided a state-of-the-art review of the information sys-
tems applied in food safety management, which showed
tremendous research and application opportunities for in-
formation systems in quality management.

2.2. Blockchain-Enabled SCQIS. )ere are two major chal-
lenges in designing effective SCQIS, namely, information
asymmetry in production processes and measuring product
quality, for which blockchain technology provides possible
solutions [5]. First, information asymmetry is an important
obstacle that hinders the development of SCQIS. Wankhade
and Dabade [25] analyzed and validated the existence of
quality uncertainty against the backdrop of information
asymmetry and found that it is important to measure the
quality uncertainty due to both information asymmetry and
commensurate revenue loss of the company. Hobbs [26]
identified three functions of SCQIS, including ex post re-
active systems that allow the trace back of affected products
in the event of a contamination problem to minimize social
costs, ex post systems that facilitate the allocation of liability,
and information systems that provide ex ante quality ver-
ification. Although information technologies have reduced
information asymmetry, Longo et al. [27] conducted an
experimental study showing that the companies partici-
pating in a supply chain are less inclined to share data when
information is sensitive and partners cannot be fully trusted,
while blockchain technology can minimize the negative
consequences of information asymmetry over the echelons
of a supply chain and discourage companies from any
misconduct (e.g., counterfeiting data or low data accuracy).
Many recent studies suggest that blockchain technology
facilitates companies to directly share data with supply chain
partners and thereby reduce information asymmetry
[28–30]. Moreover, blockchain can effectively guarantee the
security and verifiability of information and provides a
solution when the supply chain is under attack [31]. Nev-
ertheless, Chen et al. [6] found that the complexity of in-
formation systems integration remains one of the major
challenges for current blockchain adoption. In other words,

although the blockchain technology could enable supply
chain transparency to reduce information asymmetry, it is a
significant undertaking to integrate multiple datasets and
platforms from all supply chain partners into the conceptual
modeling of blockchain-based systems.

Measuring product quality is complex, as it requires
sufficiently validated scales. Quality inspection is a widely
adopted practice in SCQIS to ensure that suppliers provide
goods of sufficient quality. Decision-making on quality
inspection is a knowledge reasoning process that relates to
domain-specific knowledge of product and inspection
technologies. How to represent and leverage domain
knowledge and information is a major challenge in building
SCQIS. Traditional modelingmethodologies inmanagement
science and operations management mainly focus on
mathematical modeling and analysis of conflicting goals
between supply chain partners, which lack an effective
representation mechanism to model the domain-specific
knowledge. To fill this gap, Kim [32] proposed measurement
ontology and traceability ontology to represent and reason
about quality based on enterprise models. He also intro-
ducedmeasurement ontology for semantic web applications,
which represents not only units of measurement and
quantities but also measurement concepts such as sampling,
mean values, and evaluation of quality [33]. Tan et al. [21]
proposed a quality information system structure within the
WWW-based intranet infrastructure and discussed the role
of quality information systems in the e-commerce integrated
environment. However, as indicated by Lau et al. [34], there
is a shortage of literature on intelligent systems for quality
inspection, including the shortage of system infrastructure
models synthesizing the nature of quality measurement. As
suppliers may update their defrauding methods daily, the
inspection capability, inspection errors, and other related
parameters are always dynamically changing. )e SCQIS,
including the knowledge it captured, needs to evolve
according to the dynamic and uncertain world. Blockchain
brings a new hope for SCQIS that ensures traceability right
across nodes to the involved stakeholders in the value chain
and ensures product quality to consumers through a
specified measurement of product quality. George et al. [35]
proposed a restaurant prototype using blockchain that
captures data from various stakeholders across the food
supply chain, segregates it, and applies the Food Quality
Index (FQI) algorithm to measure product quality. )e
challenges and difficulties of modeling quality inspection in
SCQM require a modeling approach that will overcome the
limitations of traditional modeling methodologies and can
connect knowledge representation with reasoning mecha-
nisms for decision-making.

2.3. Contemporary Modeling Languages and Techniques for
SCQM. Business process modeling and service modeling
play a central role in SCQM, and many modeling languages
and techniques have been proposed. Essentially, a model is a
simplified abstract view of a complex reality, and thus the
objective of modeling languages and techniques is to have a
representation of some phenomenon to interpret the reality.
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Typically, only some aspects of the reality are referred to
as a model, and two models of the same phenomenon
may be essentially different. )is may be due to the
differing requirements of the model’s end users or due to
the modelers’ conceptual or esthetic differences and
decisions made during the modeling process.

Van der Aalst [36] reviewed business process modeling
languages and classified them into three classes: formal
languages, conceptual languages, and execution languages.
Formal languages, such as Petri Net, are languages with
unambiguous semantics and allow for analysis. Conceptual
languages are typically informal, do not have well-defined
semantics, and do not allow for analysis. Examples of
conceptual languages for business process modeling include
BPMN (Business Process Modeling Notation), EPCs (event-
driven process chains), and UML activity diagrams. Exe-
cution languages, such as BPEL (Business Process Execution
Language), are concerned with implementation details and
are executable for specifying actions within a business
process.

Due to the rigorous semantics (making it impossible
to leave things intentionally vague) and low-level nature,
business users in practice often have problems using
formal languages or execution languages and, therefore,
typically prefer to use higher-level languages, that is,
conceptual languages [36]. BPMN which is commonly
used as a representative conceptual language for business
process modeling is considered the state-of-the-art in the
field and is an industry standard maintained by Object
Management Group (see https://www.omg.org). BPMN
is commonly used as the basis for business process
representation, simulation, and automation, which are
important in the contemporary service-oriented archi-
tectures common in information technology. )e BPMN
diagram has been designed for ease of use and under-
standing, offering a very complex expressive model of
business processes. BPMN is a complex language that
undergoes constant revisions and extensions. It contains
a larger set of constructs in contrast to competing lan-
guages and offers a multitude of options for conceptual
modeling.

Goal-oriented business process modeling was identified as
one of the most important issues in driving business processes
towards their goals [37]. It aims to extend traditional business
process modeling that addresses the “how” of the business
process, which is concerned with efficient execution, to also
include the “why” to ensure the effectiveness of business pro-
cesses [37]. Goal orientation is often regarded as an aspect of an
individual’s motivation that describes the goals they choose and
the methods used to pursue those goals. )e goal-oriented view
of business process engineering dictates that business goals are
the driving force for structuring and evaluating business pro-
cesses [37]. )e i∗ framework [38], originating in the field of
requirements engineering, provides the best compromise in the
field of goal-oriented process modeling [37] as it allows for
complex goal classification structures according to goal types
and facilitates the modeling of logical, causal, and influencing
relationships between goals and business processes.

Nowadays, ontologies and semantic web have been
widely adopted to represent services and business pro-
cesses [39]. A form of ontology represents a common
understanding of a domain or domains, including a
shared vocabulary and the types or concepts of objects
and their attributes and relationships existing in specific
fields [40]. In the definition of service-oriented model-
ing, several existing international standards define on-
tologies, models, and metamodels to describe evaluated
services, including service-oriented architecture mod-
eling language (SoaML), SOA Reference Model (SOA
RM), SOA Reference Architecture (SOA RA), SOA
Ontology (SOAO), and Web Services Architecture
(WSA). Based on ontology representation, a semantic
web is not an independent web, but rather it is an ex-
tension of the current web, in which information is given
a clear meaning so that computers and people can work
together better [41]. Based on ontologies, it can un-
derstand words and concepts but also the logical rela-
tionship between them, which can make communication
more efficient and valuable. )e main goals of semantic
web can be summarized as follows: allowing software
agents to automatically obtain information, integrating
content from different sources, optimizing search, and
realizing trust on the web. Using a semantic web means
adopting a brand-new data description and retrieval
paradigm [42]. )e semantic web concept introduces the
use of ontology to construct information in machine-
readable format, and it also improves the clarity of
understanding difference information [43]. Now there
are many languages that can realize semantic description,
such as RDF (Resource Description Framework), RDFS
(RDF Schema), OWL (Web Ontology Language), and
WSMO (Web Service Modeling Ontology) [44].

)ere are three major problems in applying the existing
modeling languages: (1) the complexity of the modeling
languages, which makes it costly to teach business users the
existing model notations to deal with a particular business
scenario [45]; (2) the ontological deficiencies of the mod-
eling languages, which include construct deficit, construct
redundancy, construct overload, and construct excess [46];
and (3) the conceptual mismatch between the design and the
execution of modeling languages.)ere is a lack of semantics
in conceptual modeling languages, making it impossible to
directly execute them [36]. On the other hand, there is a
conceptual mismatch between the mapping of conceptual
languages and execution languages [47]. )ese three
problems also pose challenges in applying modeling lan-
guages and techniques to supply chain quality management,
which motivates us to propose a modeling approach for the
service-oriented analysis and design of supply chain quality
information systems.)emodeling approach is based on the
extension and simplification of the aforementioned mod-
eling languages and techniques that is simple enough for
business users to easily understand while expressive enough
to represent and solve the supply chain quality inspection
problem and, furthermore, executable to easily implement
the quality information system.
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3. Motivational Context: A Dairy Supply Chain

To facilitate the discussion in the paper, we put this research
in the context of a food supply chain, specifically a dairy
product supply chain. Food production is an application
domain with high quality requirements, which fits the
purpose of our proposed approach.

As shown in Figure 1, the stakeholders along the dairy
supply chain include raw milk suppliers, a dairy firm, and
end consumers. In dairy product production, the dairy firm
often uses HACCP (hazard analysis critical control point)
systems to control food safety. )e HACCP system is
implemented within the dairy firm to test products at critical
control points, such as the reception of raw milk, storage in
silo tanks, clarification, separation, standardization, pas-
teurization, and homogenization. Blockchain technology
provides an efficient way to track items throughout the
supply chain. However, the raw milk suppliers, who control
rawmilk production, may have different interests from dairy
firms. Business process modeling is needed to leverage
different stakeholders’ available information for quality
control. In this paper, we propose a modeling framework
that can support the analysis and design of such blockchain-
enabled SCQIS.

4. A Service-Oriented Modeling Framework

We propose that effective information system building for
blockchain-enabled SCQM should incorporate institutional
analysis and adopt a service-dominant business strategy to
guide the service-oriented IT modeling. )e service-domi-
nant logic offers a different view from the traditional good-
dominant logic to model blockchain-enabled SCQIS [48].
Prior studies have suggested that blockchain technology
enables the formation and coordination of a service system,
particularly in a supply chain context [10, 49]. In this section,
we propose a Blockchain-Oriented Service Modeling
(BOSM) approach for blockchain-enabled SCQIS.

4.1.ModelingGuidelines. )e concept of service and service-
oriented modeling has shifted since Lusch and Vargo [48]
introduced service-dominant logic. )ey defined a service as
“the application of specialized competences (knowledge and
skills) through deeds, processes, and performances for the
benefit of another entity or the entity itself.” A service-
dominant view is inherently a resource-based view of the
firm that emphasizes the strategic value of a firm’s skill and
cultural competencies [50], and it extends the resource-
based view by further differentiating operand resources
(those on which an act or operation is performed) and
operant resources (those that act on other resources) [51]. It
shifted the thinking of value from operand resources—u-
sually tangible, static resources—to operant resources—u-
sually intangible, dynamic resources. It is also aligned with
the service-oriented architecture developed in information
technology [52].

Based on the service-dominant view, we re-conceptu-
alize the supply chain as a network of service systems, each

representing a role with distinct resources. Supply chain
partners exchange operand resources to acquire services of
operant resources, and the blockchain records the exchange
of operand resources. Each service has an effect that will lead
to the achievement of a goal. In other words, each service
exchange takes place because one entity relies on another
entity’s service to achieve their goal. Operant resources, such
as manufacturing skills and knowledge [53], are the focus for
service. Technology, including SCQIS and blockchain, can
be conceptualized as operant resources that are capable of
acting on other resources to create values [54]. )e appli-
cation of operant resources in providing services is asso-
ciated with several operand resources that can be tangibly
recorded in SCQIS, including tangible products (raw ma-
terials, prototypes), procedure specifications of service ex-
ecution, inputs or outputs of the service, the plant, and
conditions of service provision. )e applications of
knowledge and skills in providing service may have their
constraints. For example, specific manufacturing plants and
conditions may be required to accomplish the provision of a
specific service. )e constraints of service provision should
be modeled as an operand resource. Overall, we derive four
design guidelines for blockchain-enabled SCQIS following a
service-dominant view (Figure 2).

4.2.AServiceModel for SCQISRequirementModeling. In this
study, we develop a conceptual model to represent the
service-oriented modeling in a blockchain-enabled supply
chain context. Figure 3 shows the visual representations we
give to these concepts and relations. In our modeling
framework, a service is built on four classes of concepts,
actor, goal, resources, and tasks, and the relationship be-
tween the concepts. Figure 4 shows a portion of a simplified
ontology for service provision in a supply chain. Because of
the complexity of this figure, many links, such as Part of,
Instance_of, Object_property and Datatype_property, have
been omitted. )e ontology is produced at three levels:
metaclass level, domain level, and instance level. )e entities
at the instance level correspond to the instances of domain
classes, while the domain classes inherit attributes from the
metaclass level. As OWL has flexible modeling ability and
powerful knowledge reasoning ability, it will work well in
our context involving many supply chain participants with
varied knowledge and can be used as our ontology imple-
mentation language.

In light of the service-dominant view and guidelines we
discussed above, we differentiate resources to operant re-
source and operand resource in our visual language. Fur-
thermore, a blockchain-enabled SCQIS may be concerned
with functional requirements (specific functions or services
of the service) and nonfunctional requirements (criteria or
quality attributes of the service). Since nonfunctional re-
quirements are usually stated informally and may have
conflicts, Mylopoulos et al. [55] proposed the concept of the
soft goal for modeling and analyzing nonfunctional re-
quirements. In this research, we also differentiate soft goal
and hard goal in our visual language. )e service compo-
nents in our visual language are as follows:
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(1) Actor models a service provider that has strategic
goals, possesses resources, and intentionally acts
within the service setting. An actor can be a physical,
social, or software agent that provides a type of
service. In our dairy supply chain example, the actors
may include supplier, manufacturer, retailer, con-
sumer, and blockchain-enabled SCQIS.

(2) Goal represents an actor’s strategic interests. One
actor may rely on another actor to fulfill its goal. For
example, a manufacturer relies on suppliers for a

good raw material supply. Goal is classified into two
categories: hard goal and soft goal. )e hard goals
can be checked through verification techniques. Soft
goals have no clear-cut criteria to check whether they
are satisfied or not.

(3) Resources represent the belongings an actor pos-
sesses. Resources are further classified into operant
resources and operand resources. Operant resources
can act on or in concert with other resources to
create value, such as manufacturing skills. Operand

Supply chain entities should be modeled as roles of a service provider possessing operant resources
and operand resources.Blockchain-enabled SCQIS should be modeled as entities providing services
to fulfill SCQM goals. Entities provide their service in exchange for other entities’ service to fulfill their goals. 

Guideline 1:

Service is the application of operant resources to fulfill an achievable goal. Supply chain entities’ skills and
knowledge, such as suppliers’ supply, manufacturers’ production and inspection, and consumers’ product
review, should be modeled as operant resources.Blockchain-enabled SCQIS includes several operant resources, 
such as distributed ledger and inspection service.

Guideline 2:

Operant resources are associated with several operand resources. Goods and production materials, such as inputs
and outputs in a manufacturing process, procedure specifications, plants and conditions, should be modeled
as operand resources. Operand resources can be recorded in a distributed ledger to track and trace the application
of operant resources.

Guideline 3:

The exchange goals can be packaged into smart contracts. The fulfillment of decomposed goals can be used to
measure service quality.

Guideline 4:

Figure 2: Design guidelines according to the service-dominant view.
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Figure 3: Legend for knowledge-level modeling language.
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Figure 1: Case illustration.
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resources are resources on which an operation or act
is performed to produce an effect, such as goods at
different production stages, including the raw ma-
terial and final product.

(4) Task is an activity that needs to be performed by the
actor. )e execution of a task can be a means to
satisfy a hard goal. A task may be carried out under
some constraints. In supply chains, the payment,
production, and delivery activities can be modeled as
a task. A task may be decomposed into subtasks.

)e relationships between the service components
consist of traditional association relationships and strategic
relationships. Traditional relationships include the Is-part-of
association, Is-A association, and AND-OR decomposition.
)e strategic relationships are specifically adopted from i∗
modeling [56], as follows:

(1) Contribution relationship describes how one goal
(soft goal or hard goal) contributes to the achieve-
ment of another goal. Contributions can be either
negative or positive. A positive (negative) contri-
bution means that a goal is helpful (harmful) to the
achievement of another goal.

(2) Means-ends relationship shows how the goal (i.e.,
end) can be fulfilled by the series of tasks (i.e., means)
through the manipulation of resources. A goal may
be satisfied in several possible ways (means).

(3) Dependency relationship, between two actors, or
actors and goals, indicates that one actor depends on
the other in order to attain some hard goal. )e
former actor is called the depender, while the latter is
called the dependee.

(4) Configuration relationship, between an operant re-
source and operand resources, represents how an
operant resource is configured by some operand
resources as inputs, outputs, procedure, and
constraints.

To further explain the service components and their
relationships defined in our visual language, we illustrate
them in Figure 5. As shown in Figure 5, actors play a
central role in our modeling framework. )e goal and its
subclasses, soft goal and hard goal, are desired by actors.
Actors are connected to each other through the de-
pendency relationship, which is a quaternary relation-
ship involving depender, dependee, and dependum (i.e.,
a hard goal). Actors process the resources to conduct the
tasks. Goals (of the actors) can be analyzed to clarify their
related decomposition, contribution, and means-ends
relations. Contribution is a ternary relationship between
an actor and two goals, which identifies that one goal can
contribute positively or negatively towards the fulfill-
ment of another goal. Means-ends relation is a ternary
relationship defined among an operant resource (the
constraints), a goal (the end), and tasks (the means),
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Dairy Company 
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Figure 4: A simplified ontology for SCQM.
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showing that the actors can conduct tasks with some
resources to attain the goal. Configuration is a ternary
relationship between an actor, an operant resource, and
some operand resources, showing that the operand re-
sources needed to apply a specific operant resource.

4.3. Conceptual Modeling for Blockchain-Enabled SCQIS.
With the defined service model, we are able to conceptually
model the facts and relationships between service providers
in a blockchain-enabled supply chain. )e major procedures
using our proposed service modeling for knowledge-level
modeling contain four steps: (1) actor and goal modeling, (2)
service and resource modeling, (3) goal and resource de-
pendence modeling, and (4) blockchain-enabled SCQIS
modeling.

First, one needs to identify all the entities participating in
SCQM as actors and elaborate each actor’s goals. Figure 6
shows examples of a manufacturer and its corresponding
goals, in which the dashed circle shows the boundary of each
actor. As we can see, the general purpose (soft goal) of
manufacturers is to get a qualified supply, which can be
decomposed into two soft goals: “trust in the production
process” and “trust in the quality inspection.”

Definition 1. Actor
An actor is a 5-tuple< a_id, G, S, R, T>, in which a_id is

the unique identifier of the service provider, G � {g|g is a
goal in the scenario}, S� {s|s is a service in the scenario}, R�

{r|r is a resource in the scenario}, and T� {t|t is a task in the
scenario}.

According to references [56–58], blockchain-enabled
SCQIS can be modeled as a set of actors possessing various
goals to fulfill. As the goals for blockchain-enabled SCQIS
are ambiguous, we only model the supply chain enterprises
in this first step. Blockchain-enabled SCQIS will be modeled
after the goal exchange phase.

In the goal modeling phrase, we need to detail the de-
composition and contribution relationships among goals.
Figure 7 further illustrates such analysis, in which the soft
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goal of “get good raw milk” is decomposed to the AND-
OR soft goals “from cow with good feed,” “from cow
without infectious disease,” and “from cow without
mastitis.” )e soft goals can be further transformed to
explicit and achievable goals (hard goal). In Figure 7, the
soft goal “from cow with good feed” can be attributed to
the contribution of the hard goals “fat inspection,”
“protein inspection,” and “density inspection.” )e hard
goals of “cow health check” and “feed check” can con-
tribute to the soft goal of “get good raw milk.” As such,
the hard goal of g1 “quality inspection” can be decom-
posed into g2 “physics indexes,” g3 “sensory indexes,”
and g4 “bacteriological indexes.” Such an AND com-
position of hard goal g1 can be represented as a con-
straint c1(c1: g1⇒g2∧g3) meaning that if g1 exists, then
both g2 and g3 exist. Here, “c1” is the unique identifier of
this constraint.

Second, in service and resource modeling, we need to
depict the resources possessed by each entity, including
operant resources and their related operand resources. A
service is the application of an operant resource, while
operand resources are explicitly documented or tangible
and need to be associated with at least one operant re-
source. Figure 8 shows an example of the operant re-
source (a service of raw milk supply) associated with four
operand resources (milking procedure, cows, feed, and
raw milk).

Definition 2. Service
A service is a 5-tuple s�<I,O, C, P, T>. I andO represent

the input and output elements (operand resources or other
operant resources) accepted by a particular operation and
made available after the operation, respectively. C is the set
of conditions (including the availability of operand re-
sources or other operant resources) to invoke the operation.
P is the description of the operant resource’s status, state,
operation procedures, or other explicit features. T is the set
of tasks carried out to provide the service.

After identifying an actor’s resources, we are able to
model the individual actor’s goal exchange and fulfillment.
From a service perspective, multiple actors in a supply chain
will exchange services to fulfill those goals. As some goals
cannot be fulfilled by the actor, we need to connect different
actors’ goals through service exchange modeling. As we can
see in Figure 9, the service of raw milk supply can fulfill the
goal of “get raw milk,” which should be a manufacturer’s
goal. In our framework, we allow actors to exchange hard
goals fulfilled by others. Figure 9 shows an example in which
the manufacturer exchanges her hard goal “get raw milk” for
the supplier’s hard goal “get paid.” )e exchange of goals
may not be limited to one-to-one relationships. In this step,
we began to define entities of blockchain-enabled SCQIS to
fulfill the goals from the manufacturer and the supplier. As
an example, in Figure 9, the inspection service is defined to
fulfill the hard goals of “get cow health check” and “get
protein inspection,” and the distributed ledger is defined to
“get consensus on cow data.”
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Figure 7: An example of goal modeling.
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Up to this point, we need to identify tasks to satisfy the
hard goal through the application of blockchain-enabled
SCQIS. Now, we can use blockchain-enabled SCQIS to get a
full conceptual model to depict the requirements and de-
pendencies of supply chain partners with blockchain-en-
abled SCQIS. Figure 10 shows a part of conceptual modeling
of the distributed ledger and inspection service. For instance,
the distributed ledger offers consensus service to get con-
sensus on cow data. Specifically, the consensus service takes
cow data from the supplier and verification data from other
nodes as inputs, and then, using its consensus algorithm
(e.g., PBFT) as the processing procedure and peers’ en-
dorsement as constraints, the service will offer mutual
agreement on cow data as outputs. It is worth noticing that
an actor may offer several services in parallel. For example,
the inspection agent can offer different services for different
inspection requirements, including protein content in-
spection and fat content inspection. In Figure 10, we show an
example of the Kjeldahl method to provide protein content
inspection. It takes raw milk samples as inputs and shows
nitrogen percentage as outputs, including a processing
procedure of digestion, distillation, and titration. )e
Kjeldahl method measures nitrogen as a proxy of protein in
milk, fulfilling the goal of “get protein inspection.”

5. Case Study on Modeling a Blockchain-
Enabled SCQIS

To illustrate the feasibility of applying our proposed ap-
proach, we use it to build a prototype for a dairy supply
chain. We develop a conceptual model for the regular
product tracing and quality inspection process in the supply
chain, which is partially shown in Figure 11. In this figure,
we identify that the quality of the milk is related to the
milk production process, that is, cows and the feeding
process. Previous literature suggested that the inspection
of supplies and the inspection of supplier facilities
complement each other [19]. )us, the quality inspection

system needs to identify and record both types of in-
formation for decision-making. So when building the
quality inspection system, examining the raw milk
supply service from the raw milk supplier focuses on the
intangible operant resource of “supply” capability, as-
sociated with tangible operand resources I as feed, P as
milking procedure, C as cows, and O as raw milk.

To ensure the quality of the final product, the dairy product
manufacturer needs to check the quality of shipped raw milk.
)e quality inspection includes various examination indexes
such as protein content, fat content, and density, all of which are
evaluated by testing methods decided by testing policy. With
different levels of inspection technologies and capabilities, the
raw milk suppliers could have different potential deception
intentions to manipulate the product and dupe some exami-
nation attributes. For example, adding melamine can dupe the
Kjeldahl method for protein content detection. However, it is
not feasible for the dairy product manufacturer (i.e., the buyer)
to apply every inspection technology to eliminate the deception
due to cost. So themanufacturer needs to decide its testing policy
that can discourage a supplier’s deception while keeping cost
manageable. We build a blockchain-enabled SCQIS to facilitate
the manufacturer’s decision.

)e designed blockchain-enabled SCQIS has enabled a
flexible inspection in SCQM. As shown in Figure 12, services
are captured by the proposed service modeling framework.
)e effect of flexible inspection is achieved by the service of
contract execution, which depends on a service composition
of data collection, data recording, data consensus, and
quality inspection. A supply contract between the manu-
facturer and the supplier defines the flexible testing policy to
be executed depending on the data stored in the distributed
ledger. For instance, when the distributed ledger gets a
record of cow data that indicates it is an unhealthy cow, a
protein inspection will be carried out. To reach mutual
agreement on such data of an unhealthy cow, the distributed
ledger service provider provides a service of data recording
via peer-to-peer recording in permitted nodes and a service
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of data consensus by the peer endorsements. )e service of
data recording, in turn, receives data from the IoT data
collecting service.

6. Discussion

6.1. Transforming BOSM into BPMN. As business process
models are important for information systems design, we
discuss how to transform the proposed model into business

process models in this section. Transforming to business
process models can help to quickly develop the business
process of SCQIS applications and provide a lens through
which we can examine the practical significance and fea-
sibility of the proposed model.

First, in the BOSM, participants, tasks, and other ele-
ments can be mapped to BPMN. )e participants defined in
the supply chain, including suppliers, manufacturers, and
consumers, can bemapped into actors (represented as pools)
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in the BPMN diagram. However, the pools in BPMNwill not
automatically become participants, and they all are needed
to be verified in the blockchain before they can become
nodes in it. )en the behaviors in the BOSM can be mapped
into tasks in the BPMN, such as feeding cows and producing
milk. All these behaviors will be migrated to a blockchain
platform through a consensus mechanism, and relevant
information will be shared by all nodes. In addition, the
quality inspection in the BOSM can be mapped into a
gateway in the BPMN; only qualified products can enter the
next round of the supply chain.

In Figure 13, we transform the service of dairy product
supply in the BOSM to a BPMN model. As we can see from
this BPMNmodel, all behaviors of the supplier are recorded
and uploaded to a blockchain, including cow information,
feeding information, production information, and trans-
portation information.When the rawmilk is delivered to the
manufacturer, the manufacturer can obtain all the infor-
mation of the raw milk production process from the
blockchain. In addition to the inspection of raw milk
products themselves, other operand resources can be
inspected. )is method can not only better detect product
problems but also effectively discover the causes of product
problems.

In the proposed BOSM approach, we also regard the
experiences and opinions of consumers as important. As

shown in Figure 14, transforming to the BPMNmodel shows
that after a consumer buys a product, he can get all the
product information through the blockchain, ensuring that
the finally obtained information on dairy products is au-
thentic and reliable. In addition, consumers can upload their
feedback on products to the supply chain for manufacturers’
reference, which will enable manufacturers to improve their
products and services.

6.2. Comparing Blockchain-Enabled SCQIS with Traditional
SCQIS. By transforming from BOSM to BPMN to illustrate
the business processes of blockchain-enabled SCQIS, we can
find the differences between blockchain-enabled SCQIS and
traditional SCQIS in terms of business process imple-
mentation. Traditional SCQIS builds an internal informa-
tion tracing system according to requirements of a central
enterprise, mostly with traditional tracing technologies such
as bar code, two-dimensional code, or radio frequency
identification (RFID), and uploads the tracing data into
enterprise data systems [59]. Each enterprise along supply
chains has its own database. In blockchain-enabled SCQIS,
all enterprises jointly use blockchain as a platform for data
sharing and update process data in supply chains in real time
through other collaborative technologies such as the Internet
of )ings, leading to collaboration among enterprises.
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Blockchain-enabled SCQIS can effectively improve the
traceability of SCQIS and provide better visibility and higher
efficiency by creating records in the supply chain grids [60].
Taking dairy supply chains as an example, the interests and
needs of participants in the supply chain are different, and
some participants may modify their process data privately,
resulting in data tempering problems in supply chain
management. For example, raw milk suppliers may modify
the production time of rawmilk in order to sell expired milk.
In contrast, with the introduction of blockchain technology,
the decentralization of data recording can improve trust-
building among raw milk suppliers, dairy companies, and
consumers, can minimize negative consequences of infor-
mation asymmetry along supply chains, and can prevent
improper behaviors of various stakeholders (such as falsi-
fying product quality data). )erefore, blockchain can avoid

the vulnerability of centralized nodes in establishing trust
[61]. In addition, blockchain technology can bring certain
security to SCQIS. According to a survey report [62], small
organizations are often targeted by network attacks because
of their size. Traditional SCQIS relies on communication
and coordination at the same time, which may easily attract
network attacks on the SCQIS, leading to a fragile situation
[59]. For example, SCQIS may face the risk of counterfeit tag
attacks and counterfeit product attacks. In contrast, with the
introduction of blockchain technology, the blockchain-en-
abled SCQIS can have certain resistance capability in the face
of such attacks [31].

Blockchain-enabled SCQIS has its limitations. Block-
chain requires considerable computing power [63]. A
blockchain-enabled SCQIS uses a lot of computer energy
because it is necessary to keep all nodes updated from time to
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time to ensure the consensus of traceability. During the
transaction process, every transaction needs to be signed by a
cryptographic scheme, which will also bring high energy con-
sumption. Without enough computing power, ordinary users
may not be able to participate in the blockchain network, which
further affects the application of blockchain in SCQIS. In ad-
dition, the integration of blockchain with existing systems may
bring great challenges to actual business, as not all SCQIS can
perfectly adapt to blockchain [64].

6.3. Comparing the BOSMApproach with Traditional Service-
OrientedModeling Approaches. )e BOSM approach aims to
model services in blockchain-enabled SCQIS, while traditional
service-oriented modeling approaches do not take the context
of supply chains and features of blockchain into consideration.
In comparison with commonly used methods in service-ori-
ented modeling approaches, such as UML [65], the proposed
BOSM approach has advantages in the following aspects.

From a semantic perspective, BOSM distinguishes op-
erant resources from operand resources, while traditional
service-oriented modeling approaches, such as UML, do not
possess such capabilities. Compared with UML, the BOSM
method enables us to have a clearer representation of what
the SCQIS offers and the conditions to achieve goals. In the
knowledge-level modeling, we adopted the goal-oriented
modeling technique to focus on the self-interest charac-
teristics of supply chain participants and studied different
behaviors under different knowledge and goals. )is mod-
eling method allows us to focus not only on the product itself
but also on product manufacturing processes and the mo-
tivation of major participants, with better explanations for
their behaviors.

From a grammar perspective, the BOSM approach reduces
complexity of the modeling language, makes it easier for
business users to understand, and can effectively reduce the
cost of communication between business users to deal with
specific business scenarios. In contrast, UML lacks grammatical
elements, and its sentences are not coherent [66]. )e BOSM
approach provides a series of models and operations with
graphical explanations, simplifies the modeling language at the
knowledge level, and reduces business user’s learning costs.

From an implementation perspective, in the process of
UML modeling, there are repetitive and useless model el-
ements in SCQM scenarios, which will cause ontology de-
fects in the process of ontology building, including structural
defects, structural redundancy, structural overload, and
structural excess [46]. In the process of ontology con-
struction, BOSM builds services on four kinds of concepts,
that is, participants, goals, resources and tasks, and the
relationship between concepts. )is method ensures in-
tegrity and practicability in the process of ontology con-
struction in SCQM scenarios.

7. Conclusion

SCQM faces several challenges due to the self-interested and
distributed nature of supply chains, such as the information
asymmetry that exists in the production process and the

difficulty in quality measurement. Blockchain-enabled
SCQIS holds the potential to alleviate such concerns for
SCQM. However, the modeling techniques for developing
blockchain-enabled SCQIS have not been fully investigated
in literature. )is research provides a novel service-oriented
modeling framework to fill this gap.

Our proposed BOSM modeling approach enables us to
model what the system does and how it does it from both a
service management perspective and a service computing
perspective. In the knowledge-level modeling process, we
follow a service-dominant view and develop a visual lan-
guage to capture the possible activities of partners. We
conducted a case study and developed a prototype in the
context of quality inspection in a dairy supply chain to il-
lustrate how the proposed modeling approach is applied to
real-world situations.

Our proposed modeling framework under the service-
dominant view has several advantages as compared with
other modeling perspectives. First, the modeling of operant
resources separates the manufacturing process—the cause of
quality—from products—the carrier of quality. )is sepa-
ration facilitates the detection of product defects and the
inspection of the reason for these defects. Second, the
modeling of services’ interaction and cocreation of value
with supply chain partners encapsulates the system-based
view of the blockchain-enabled supply chain. )e modeling
approach characterizes the supply chain entities with dif-
ferent motivations or interests in acquiring the benefits of
specialized competences of others. )is perspective offers an
instrument to analyze the different interests of supply chain
partners as well as the competences they can offer, which is a
key element for coordination in a supply chain.
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(e practical Byzantine fault-tolerant consensus algorithm reduces the operational complexity of Byzantine protocols from an
exponential level to a polynomial level, which makes it possible to apply Byzantine protocols in distributed systems. However, it
still has some problems, such as high communication overhead, low security, poor scalability, and difficulty in tracking. In this
article, we propose a Byzantine fault-tolerant consensus algorithm based on dual administrator short group signatures (GPBFT).
Firstly, the certification authority chooses the master node and group administrators based on the credit value. (e group
administrators organize the nodes into a group, and the members generate the signatures by applying the short group signatures
scheme, in which any group member can represent the group during the GroupSign phase. Additionally, the GPBFT algorithm
adds the Trace phase. According to member and client authentication information, the group administrator can track the true
identity of the malicious node, identify the malicious node, and revoke it. (e experimental results show that compared with the
PBFTalgorithm, the GPBFTalgorithm can reduce the network communication overhead, reduce the consensus delay, and greatly
improve the security and stability of the system. (e algorithm can effectively manage member nodes and enable the tracking of
identified malicious nodes while maintaining anonymity in terms of node tracking.

1. Introduction

In the practical applications of blockchain, storage scalability
and security are the major problems that researchers con-
front in the existing field of sustainable manufacturing. (e
primary security problems include the generation and
protection of private keys, vulnerabilities of the signature
algorithm, the centralization of the consensus process,
vulnerabilities of smart contracts, and vulnerabilities of
decentralized applications. It is challenging to design scal-
able and highly secure consensus algorithms to assist self-
adaptive coordination effectively in each sustainable
manufacturing system [1, 2]. (e consensus algorithm is the
core mechanism in the blockchain system, and it aims at
solving the problem of data consistency across distributed
nodes in the system [3–5]. (e Byzantine fault-tolerant
algorithm (BFT) is a fault-tolerant algorithm based on the

Byzantine problem, which addresses how to reach consensus
with reliable communication but the possibility of node
failure [6]. However, the algorithm’s exponential operational
complexity makes it difficult to implement in practice. In
Ref. [7], Castro and Liskov proposed the PBFTalgorithm, an
improved algorithm of BFT, which reduces the operational
complexity of Byzantine protocols from the exponential
level to the polynomial level, allowing Byzantine protocols to
be used in distributed systems. (e Hyperledger Fabric
project was the first to use the PBFT algorithm in the
consortium blockchain [8–10].(e Tendermint algorithm of
the Cosmos blockchain combines the PBFT and the PoS
algorithm and uses a token mortgage to select some con-
sensus nodes for BFT consensus. It weakens the asynchro-
nous assumption and incorporates the concept of lock based
on the PBFT algorithm, allowing consensus nodes to reach
consensus through two-stage communication in a partially
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synchronous network [11, 12]. Based on Tendermint, the
Hotstuff algorithm integrates the blockchain’s chained-
block structure with each phase of BFT, where the sig-
natures confirmation of the previous block and the con-
struction of a new block are performed simultaneously
between nodes at each phase, simplifying the algorithm’s
implementation [13–15]. (e MBFT algorithm combines
hierarchical and slicing technology. (e former can reduce
the load of individual nodes and effectively improve
consensus efficiency. (e latter can assign transactions to
different node groups to improve the processing power and
decrease delay [16]. By grouping the network nodes, RBFT
adopts the improved RAFT to participate in the consensus
within the group. (e leaders generated by the RAFT al-
gorithm form a new group, and the PBFT consensus
mechanism is adopted among the new groups. (e algo-
rithm solves the problem that some traditional PBFTs
cannot support low delay, high throughput, and high se-
curity in large-scale networks [17]. (e above consensus
algorithms primarily use a subset of nodes to replace the
entire network, which can reduce the traffic and improve
the algorithm efficiency. However, in large-scale networks,
only a few nodes participating in the consensus will have an
impact on the system’s degree of centralization, and the
scalability is limited. On the other hand, many improve-
ments of the algorithm are based on grouping or hierar-
chical thinking. Although the traffic of the PBFT algorithm
can be reduced by dividing the consensus process into
multiple levels, the algorithm still maintains a high com-
plexity. Furthermore, the existing improved algorithms do
not put the security of the PBFTalgorithm in the first place
or improve the handling of malicious nodes.

In this article, we propose a practical Byzantine fault-
tolerant consensus algorithm based on dual administrator
short group signatures, in which the client initiates a request
to start the consensus process after selecting the master node
and the group administrator with short group signatures.
Compared with the PBFT algorithm, the GPBFT algorithm
adds the GroupSign phase and Trace phase. In the
GroupSign phase, the group administrator organizes the
replica nodes into a group, in which one group member can
represent the group as long as it completes the consensus
process, which will reduce the communication overhead and
decrease the number of communications. In the Trace phase,
the group tracking administrator can trace the specific
identity information of the node whose authenticator failed
to verify and then revoke the member to ensure the security
and stability of the system.

2. Related Work

Chaum and van Heyst introduced the concept of group
signatures in 1991 [18]. Camenish et al. later modified and
refined the concept [19, 20]. Group signatures are widely
used in management, military, political, and economic
aspects. Group signatures, like other digital signatures, can
be verified publicly and only with a single group public key.
(e group administrator in a group signature ensures that
the signature is secure and traceable, in addition to basic

anonymity. (e group administrator can search for the real
signer by opening the group signatures [21].

2.1. �e Foundation of Short Group Signatures. Boneh, a
professor at StanfordUniversity, proposed short group signatures
for the first time at the International Conference on Cryptog-
raphy in 2004 [22].(e security of this signatures scheme is based
on the strong Diffie–Hellman (SDH) and linear Diffie–Hellman
(LDH) assumptions in cryptography. (e signatures use bilinear
mapping e: G1 × G2⟶ GT, which guarantees the length of the
signature while satisfying the characteristics of the group sig-
natures and meets the security criteria.

2.1.1. Bilinear Mapping, and SDH and LDH Assumptions

Bilinear mapping: Let G1, G2, and GT be three multi-
plicative cyclic groups of prime order n, and the
generating element of Gn is gn. A bilinear mapping is a
mapping relation e: G1 × G2⟶ GT defined on these
three groups, satisfying bilinearity, nondegeneracy, and
computability.
q-Strong Diffie–Hellman (q − S DH): Given
(q + 2)tuples (g1, g2, g

c
2, g

c2

2 , . . . , g
cq

2 ) as input and a
pair of (g

1/(c+x)
1 , x), x ∈ Z∗p as output.

Linear Diffie–Hellman (LDH): Decision linear problem
in G1: u, v, ua, vb, hc ∈ G1 are given as input, and the
output is Yes if a + b � c; otherwise, the output is No.

2.1.2. Short Group Signatures Technology. In a short group
signature scheme, any member of a group can sign messages
anonymously on behalf of the entire group. Short group
signatures, like all other digital signatures, are publicly
verifiable and can be verified with just one group public key,
as shown in Figure 1.

2.1.3. Short Group Signatures Security Standards.
Assuming that communication between the group members
and administrators is confidential, a short group signature
scheme should ensure that the signature system is both
effective and long-lasting.(e properties it needs to meet are
shown in Table 1.

2.2.�e PBFTConsensus Algorithm. (e practical Byzantine
fault-tolerant consensus algorithm is a distributed consis-
tency algorithm based on state machine replication. It re-
quires each node to sign when sending messages, and other
nodes cannot modify other nodes’ messages. After receiving
a client request, the next request will be sent for execution
only after the completion of the previous request by net-
work-wide broadcast.

In the PBFT algorithm, all nodes operate in the same
configuration, where there is only one master node and
the other nodes act as replica nodes. (e master node is
responsible for sorting the requests from the clients and
sending them to the replica nodes in order. (e basic
process of the whole algorithm is shown in Figure 2.
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(ere are three core phases in the process of the PBFT
algorithm: the Pre-prepare phase, the Prepare phase, and
the Commit phase. At first, a client sends a request to the
master node. (en, the master node N0 will send a Pre-
prepare message to the other nodes after receiving the
client request. Other nodes start the core three-phase
consensus process after receiving the Pre-prepare message.
(e details are as follows:

(a) Pre-prepare Phase: (e node decides whether to
agree to the request based on the message content or
the request number order after receiving the Pre-
Prepare message.

(b) Prepare Phase: After agreeing to the request, the
node sends a prepare message to other nodes. If
more than 2f (f denotes the maximum number
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of fault-tolerant malicious nodes) different nodes
receive a prepare message within a certain time,
the Prepare phase is complete.

(c) Commit Phase: Broadcast commit messages to other
nodes. When 2f + 1 commit messages are received
(including its own), most of the nodes have entered
the Commit phase, and consensus has been reached
in this phase, so the node executes the request and
writes the data.

(e node sends a message to the client when the process
is finished.

3. The Dual Administrator Short Group
Signatures Scheme

When designing a group signature scheme, the length of a
group signature has always been an important factor.
When the network bandwidth is limited, short group
signatures are commonly used. (e short group signatures
can guarantee the group member’s privacy, and one of the
main advantages of this scheme is that the signature is
short. For example, when the elements in G1 are 171-bit
strings, the signature’s length is only 192 bytes, which can
reduce the system’s communication load. Moreover, the
security is approximately the same as that of the RSA

signature algorithm with a signature length of 1024 bits.
To ensure the stability and security of the signature al-
gorithm, the dual administrator short group signatures
scheme in this article must satisfy the following three
conditions:

(a) A group signature scheme may require the mem-
bership revocation to simplify the membership
management.

(b) Given the limited storage resources of the
blockchain, the signature data cannot be too
large.

(c) (e group membership administrator initiates re-
quests to establish groups, select users with high
reputation as the group members, and select the
group tracking administrator who is responsible for
determining the members, opening the group sig-
natures, and tracking the malicious users.

(e dual administrator short group signatures scheme is
shown in Figure 3.

(e process is as follows:

(a) Initialize
Initialize (n): Initialize algorithm, that is, two
group administrators establish a group according
to the relevant parameters. (e input parameter is
n, where n is the number of the group members
(including the administrators). (e outputs are the
group public key gpk, the group tracking private
key gtsk, and the group member’s private key
gsk[i].

(b) Join
Join (xi): Join algorithm, that is, the process of user
i(1≤ i≤ n) applying to join the group. (e input
parameter is xi. (e group member i randomly
selects xi ∈ Z∗p as the user’s private key.(e output is
the group member’s private key gsk[i] of user i.

(c) Sign
Sign (gpk, gsk[i], M): (e signature algorithm, that
is, the process of group signatures of the message M

by the group members. (e inputs are the group

Table 1: Short group signatures security standards.

Security
standards Explanation

Correctness Legal group members’ signature is properly verified and that the group signature can be traced back to the original
signer

Unforgeability A legal group signature can only be generated by members who have obtained a group membership certificate and a
signing key

Anonymity (e user who receives the signature can only verify the signature’s legality, not the identity of the group member who
generated it, or even the identity of the other members in the group

Traceability Only the administrator can open a signature and find the identity of a signed group member

Unlinkability It is computationally impossible to determine whether two signatures are signed by the same group member for
unopened signatures

Irreplaceability No member of the group can generate a signature on behalf of other users

Anti-joint attack Even if some group members are federated, they cannot produce a valid group signature that can be tracked by the
group administrator

Client

N0

N1

N2

N3

Request Pre-Prepare Prepare Commit Reply

Figure 2: (e PBFT consensus process.
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public key gpk, the group member’s private key
gsk[i], and the message M. (e output is the
signature σ.

(d) Verify
Verify (gpk, M, σ): (e verification algorithm, that
is, the procedure used by the verifier to determine
whether σ is a valid signature. (e inputs are the
group public key gpk, the message M, and the group
signature σ. (e output is the verification result,
which is a Boolean type yes or no.

(e) Trace
Trace (gpk, gtsk, M, σ): (e tracing algorithm, that
is, the signatory member can be traced according to
the signature. (e inputs are the group public key
gpk, the tracing private key gtsk, the message M,
and the signature σ. (e output is the information of
the parameters in the group member’s private key.

Finally, the group member is revoked based on the
group membership information.

3.1. Dual Administrator Short Group Signatures Security
Analysis. In addition to the basic security standards for the
group signature, the short group signatures scheme in the
article focuses on the following:

(a) Correctness: Verifying a signature is a process of
verifying that a data record is correct. A short group
signature σ is a data record in the SDH hypothetical
protocol. In this article, the signature σ generated by
the short group signatures scheme must be verified
by the Verify algorithm.

(b) Anonymity: (e verifier of short group signatures
verifies the signature using the group public key, so it
is impossible to determine which group member
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signed the signature, thereby ensuring the group
members’ anonymity.

(c) Traceability: (e group tracking administrator has
the key to open the signature at any time to obtain
the identity of the group members in the event of a
verification failure.

(d) Irreplaceability: Each group member has its own
tuple (Ai, xi, yi), with the exception of a few public
parameters, and the value of yi can be kept secret by
the group members. As a result, no member of the
group can generate a signature on behalf of other
members, including the group administrator.

4. A Practical Byzantine Fault-Tolerant
Consensus Algorithm Based on Dual
Administrator Short Group Signatures

(ere are some issues in the PBFT algorithm, such as high
communication overhead, low security, poor scalability, and
traceability. To address these issues, the GPBFTalgorithm, a
practical Byzantine fault-tolerant consensus algorithm based
on dual administrator short group signatures, is proposed in
this article. (e consensus algorithm mainly includes five
phases: Request, Pre-prepare, Prepare, GroupSign, and
Trace. Firstly, the client initiates a request to the master node
in the Request phase. (e request is then processed in the
Pre-prepare and Prepare phases. (e dual administrator
short group signatures scheme is proposed in the GroupSign
phase of the algorithm, which chooses the group mem-
bership administrator as the algorithm’s master node. It can
reduce the possibility that the master node is a Byzantine
node and speed up the view changing and “three-phase
consensus” process. Finally, with the involvement of the
supervisor, the group tracking administrator can track the
identity of the signer by obtaining the signer certificate
signer’s certificate and the signature information in the Trace
phase. (e flow chart is shown in Figure 4.

(e flow of the GPBFTconsensus algorithm is as follows:

4.1. Preparation. In the GPBFT algorithm, the master node
N0, that is, the group membership administrator, should be
the first administrator in the short group signatures, who is
responsible for the joining and revocation of nodes, and the
second node N1, that is, the group tracking administrator, is
responsible for tracking malicious nodes. (e selection is
based on certification from a reputable CA organization.
(erefore, the probability of Byzantine error in the master
node is low, which greatly avoids the number of view
switches and reduces the cost and communication overhead.
In addition, client c acts as the verifier of the short group
signatures.

4.2. Request Phase. (e client c sends a request
〈Request[M, d(M)], o, t, cli〉 to the master node N0, where
M is the message content of the request entity, d(M) is the
digest of the message M, o is the operation requested by the
client, t is the timestamp, and cli is the client’s identifier.

4.3. Pre-prepare Phase. When the master node N0 receives a
request from a client, the message serial number n is first
added to the message. (en, the message digest is obtained
and signed to generate the signature M. (e information is
then spliced together and broadcast to the remaining replica
nodes.

4.4. Prepare Phase. After receiving the Pre-prepare message
from the master node, each replica node verifies the message
digest d, message sequence number n, andmessage signature
M in the Pre-prepare message. d must match the message
digest of M in the Pre-prepare, the message sequence
number n must be in the same view v, and the number is also
n. If any of them fail, the Prepare broadcast will be rejected.

(e illegal request is discarded. If the request is correct,
the replica node i signs the message with its own private key
and then sends a Prepare message to other nodes, including
the master node.

(e entire consensus process must be under the same
view in the Pre-prepare and Prepare phases. (e non-
malicious nodes perform a consistent ordering of the
message M, denoted by Order(v, M, n), where v is the view
ordinal number, M is the message, and n is an ordinal
number that is confirmed for themessage M when View � v.

4.5. GroupSign Phase. (e messages in the preparation
phase are verified by the master and replica nodes when the
Prepare message is received. It mainly verifies whether the
messages received by each node are in the same view v,
whether the message digest d and the message sequence
number n are both consistent, and whether the Prepare
message of the replica node is correct. (e illegal message
requests are discarded after verification, and the legal request
messages are carried out in the next steps. (e group ad-
ministrator initiates the request to build a group, and each
group member joins to form a group, accepts the message
from the Prepare phase, and performs the short group
signatures operation. (e message serial number remains n.
Because of the reauthentication of the group signature, the
likelihood of view change is greatly reduced. Even if view
change does occur, node revocation can be performed
reliably.
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Form
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Figure 4: (e GPBFT consensus algorithm.
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(e group membership administrator N0 and group
tracking administrator N1 will be combined with other
replica nodes to form a group and generate a short group
signature σ through the short group signatures scheme given
in the article. Here, all group members can sendmessages on
behalf of the group, and any member of the group who is the
first to receive and verify the request message can imme-
diately send the contents of the GroupSign message to the
client for verification. (e message content is
〈GroupSign, d, gpk, σ, M〉, where gpk is the group public
key and σ is the message signatures generated for the
member. After signing with a short group signature, the
message sequence number remains n. Because of the
revalidation of the new signatures scheme, node revocation
can be performed stably even if view change occurs.

When a GroupSign message is received from a group
member, the verifier firstly verifies the message digest d and
message content M. (en, in the verification algorithm of
short group signatures, the message content M, the group
public key gpk, and the message signature σ are used as
input parameters to verify whether the signature informa-
tion is correct. If the message is correct, the corresponding
information is sent to the group administrator to complete
the basic consensus phase. If the message verification is
incorrect, the message 〈GroupSign, d, M, σ〉 is sent back to
the group membership administrator for information
management updating, and the group tracking adminis-
trator checks it and enters the Trace phase.

4.6. Trace Phase. (e group tracking administrator checks
whether the verified messages M and d are correct and
whether σ is a valid signature on M after receiving the error
information feedback from the verified client. (en, the
group members are tracked according to the feedback in-
formation. (e Trace algorithm takes the group tracking
private key gtsk, the signature σ in the feedback information,
and the group public key gpk as input and returns the
identity of node i in the consensus stage, as well as the
identity and information of abnormal nodes.

5. Experiment

To evaluate the performance of the GPBFT algorithm, the
Go language is used to simulate the flow of the GPBFT and
PBFTalgorithm.(e experimental environment is an AMD
Ryzen 7 4800 h with a Radeon Graphics CPU, 16GB
memory, and 6GB video memory. (e operating system is
Ubuntu 64 bit, and the go language version is GO1.15.6.
(e content of consensus transmission information is set to
48 bytes and 384 bits. (e experimental results were
processed by Python.

To demonstrate the accuracy and reliability of the
GPBFT algorithm, this article compares the GPBFT and
PBFTalgorithm from five aspects: communication overhead,
consensus delay, tracking efficiency, a signature generation
time changes with the number of nodes, and basic algorithm
security.

5.1. Communication Overhead Analysis. Pre-prepare, Pre-
pare, and Commit are the three main phases of the PBFT
algorithm. Because the communication times of the three
phases are, n − 1, n∗ (n − 1), and n∗ (n − 1), the total
communication times are (n − 1) + (n2 − n) + (n2 − n) or
2n2 − n − 1, and the algorithm complexity is O(n2).

(e Pre-prepare, Prepare, and GroupSign are the main
phases of the GPBFT algorithm. In the Pre-prepare phase,
the master node broadcasts the Pre-prepare message to other
nodes, so communication times are n − 1. In the Prepare
phase, after each node agrees to the request, it broadcasts the
Prepare message to other nodes, with the communication
times of n∗ (n − 1), that is, n2 − n. In the GroupSign phase,
after the group administrator and other nodes form a group,
only one node that received the Prepare message needs to
sign the short group signatures and then respond to the
client. (e total communication times in the GroupSign
phase are n. (erefore, the communication times are
(n − 1) + (n2 − n) + n, that is, n2 + n − 1, and the algorithm
complexity is also O(n2). (e communication overhead
between them is shown in Figure 5.

5.2. Consensus Delay. Consensus delay refers to the time
difference between the initiation and completion of a re-
quest. It is an important indicator of the speed of the
consensus algorithm. A lower consensus delay allows re-
quests to be confirmed more quickly and makes blockchains
more secure and practical. (e consensus delay for the test is
the time it takes to complete a consensus process, as defined
in the following formula:

DelayTime � Tcomplete − Tsubmit, (1)

where Tcomplete is the time when the client confirmation is
completed and Tsubmit is the time when the request starts.

(e consensus delay of the PBFT and GPBFT algorithm
is investigated by using 4, 25, 50, 75, and 100 nodes, re-
spectively. (e results of each group of experiments are the
average of 30 different experiments. (e consensus delay in
the PBFT algorithm includes the time of the Request, Pre-
prepare, Prepare, Commit, and Reply phases, plus the time
taken by RSA to generate a signature for each node. (e
consensus delay in the GPBFT algorithm is the total time of
the Request, Pre-prepare, Prepare, GroupSign, Trace phases,
plus the generation time of dual administrator short group
signatures. Because of the characteristics of short group
signatures, any member node in the GPBFT group can sign
the message anonymously on behalf of the entire group and
then feed back to the client. (e total time delay of this
algorithm should consider the time difference between the
first node sending the message and the feedback. If the client
verifies correctly, the consensus is complete. If the verifi-
cation is incorrect, the Trace tracing phase starts. (e group
tracking administrator opens its group signature and an-
nounces the malicious node, and the group membership
administrator realizes the cancellation of the member. (e
consensus time delay between GPBFTand PBFT is shown in
Figure 6.
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5.3. Algorithm Tracking Efficiency. We test the time to trace
the group signature taken by GPBFT when the number of
nodes is 4, 15, 25, 35, 45, 55, 65, 75, 85, 95, and 105. (e
experimental results are the average of 50 experiments for
each group, in which the abnormal data are excluded. (e
experimental results show that the tracking time of most
nodes is between 1.5ms and 2.5ms when the number of
nodes is small.(e tracking time becomes longer as the node
grows, but a few of them remain between 1.5ms and 2.5ms.
When the number of nodes reaches 75, more than one-third
of the nodes’ tracking time increases to 70–85 milliseconds;
when the number of nodes reaches more than 100, at least
half of the nodes’ tracking time exceeds 100 milliseconds.
(e group tracking administrator tracking efficiency is
shown in Figure 7.

5.4. �e Signature Generation Time of Different Numbers of
Nodes in the GPBFT Algorithm. With the growth of nodes,
the time for the signature algorithm to generate public and

private keys for nodes in GPBFT will also change. We
compare the key generation time with different signature
schemes between the GPBFT and the PBFT algorithm. (is
shows the superiority of the short group signatures algo-
rithm in this scheme.

(e experimental results show that the GPBFT’s short
group signatures scheme has the advantage of generation
time. When the number of nodes reaches more than 75, this
advantage becomes apparent. (e results are shown in
Figure 8.

5.5. Algorithm Security. Regarding security issues, the PDI
framework proposed in Ref. [23] reviews blockchain security
research from three aspects: the process level, the data level,
and the infrastructure level. Starting from the data level, this
article takes a consensus algorithm, authentication, signa-
ture scheme, and other aspects as a breakthrough to solve the
security problem of blockchain. Data-level security is
flanked by process and infrastructure, so the optimized
algorithm in this article can also bring beneficial changes to
the other two levels. For the consensus algorithm, the fol-
lowing aspects are considered.

5.5.1. Number of Malicious Nodes. As the number of
malicious nodes in the simulated network changes, we test
whether consensus is reached in the GPBFT algorithm. If
there is a single malicious node in the GPBFT, consensus can
be reached. If the number of malicious nodes reaches the
maximum limit of malicious nodes, consensus cannot be
reached. In GPBFT, the Pre-prepare and Prepare phases
must still satisfy the Byzantine rules; that is, at least 2f + 1
messages must be received. (e experiments show that the
fault tolerance rate of the GPBFT algorithm is consistent
with that of the PBFT algorithm. It has normal fault
tolerance.

5.5.2. �e Master Node Problem. In the PBFTalgorithm, the
master node is generated by random selection, which has a
high level of uncertainty. In contrast, in the GPBFT
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algorithm, it (i.e., group membership administrator) is
generated by the CA authentication institution, and the
likelihood of Byzantine error is greatly reduced.

When the master node becomes a malicious node or fails
in the GPBFT algorithm, it can be effectively identified and
responded to. If the malicious request is propagated by the
master node, the consensus system will fail to recognize the
request information and will be unable to reach the con-
sensus. As a result, the consensus system will send a view
switching request to revoke the malicious master node and
then reselect the master node (i.e., the group administrator).
Furthermore, when the master node is down, the consensus
cannot be reached in the GPBFT.

(e tests show that it has good resistance and response
ability for the master node problem.

5.5.3. Sybil Attack. In a P2P network without trusted node
identity authentication institutions, it is difficult to guar-
antee that multiple backup nodes are different entities. By
deploying only one entity that broadcasts multiple identity
IDs to the network, an attacker can act as multiple distinct
nodes, and these forged identities are commonly referred to
as Sybil nodes. Because there is no God perspective in an
entirely decentralized system, no single node will naturally
know the exact number of nodes involved. (ey can only
judge the overall situation by the data they received. As a
result of this property, the attacking node disguises itself as
multiple nodes and broadcasts in the P2P network. (e
number of Byzantine nodes that can be resisted in PBFT is
N≥ 3f + 1 (f is the number of malicious nodes).

A dual administrator short group signatures mecha-
nism is introduced in the GPBFT algorithm, in which each
node only needs to sign by itself and then feedback the
message when it enters the GroupSign phase. Although
each node is a group member, each node is relatively in-
dependent, and the consensus is reached when the client
verifier receives a group member’s message. If the attacker

who used the Sybil Attack disguises the node, the node will
be tracked and revoked.

(e consensus can be reached if there is a disguised
malicious node in the consensus node. However, the con-
sensus cannot be reached if the total number of nodes re-
mains unchanged and the number of disguised nodes
exceeds the maximum number of malicious nodes that the
system can bear. When the attacker impersonates the master
node and spreads malicious requests, the system will not be
able to complete the consensus. At the same time, the system
will change its view to overthrow the master node with
malicious behavior and then reselect a new master node.

5.5.4. Fault Tolerance Analysis. (e maximum number of
fault-tolerant nodes of the PBFT algorithm is f1 ≤N − 1/3.

For the GPBFTalgorithm, in addition to supporting fault
nodes, it also needs to support error nodes. Assume the
number of cluster nodes is N and the problematic node is f.
Among the problematic nodes, it can be either fault or error
or fault and error. (ere are two extremes.

In the first case, f problematic nodes are both fault and
error. According to the features of group signature, at least
one node completes consensus in the GroupSign phase.(en,
the cluster can reach consensus. (is means that the maxi-
mum number of fault-tolerant nodes is (N − 1) in this case.

In the second case, the fault nodes and the error nodes
are both different nodes. Hence, there will be f fault nodes
and f error nodes. When a node is found to be a fault node,
it will be excluded by the cluster, and f error nodes remain.
(en, according to the features of the group signature, the
number of normal nodes in the cluster is at least one.
(erefore, there is one correct node, f fault nodes, and f

error nodes in all nodes, that is, 2f + 1 � N. (erefore, the
maximum number of fault-tolerant nodes is f2 ≤N − 1/2 in
this case.

Due to f1 <f2, the GPBFTalgorithm in this article has a
higher fault tolerance than the PBFT algorithm.

5.6. Comparison with Other Literature Studies. For the
existing consensus algorithm optimization scheme, we can
evaluate it from four dimensions in the actual design,
namely, decentralization, efficiency, security, and fault tol-
erance. (e idea of optimization is generally divided into the
following aspects: optimizing the consensus process,
selecting the primary node, and selecting the appropriate
signature algorithm or the underlying communicationmode

Buchman [11] replaced messages changing in the PBFT
view with variables and deleted the garbage collection
mechanism. (e simplified Tendermint algorithm only has
three stages, which is more concise and understandable than
PBFT.

dBFT [24] and Tendermint select nodes based on PoS.
dBFT is an algorithm proposed by the AntChain (Neo),
which combines PoS with the PBFTmechanism. Although it
can improve performance, the election process is static.
Because the electoral scheme and results are entirely de-
termined by the project side, the NEO has also been
overcentralized. RBFT uses the hash algorithm to group
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nodes firstly, and the Raft mechanism is used to elect leaders
among groups. (en, the leaders are assembled to run the
PBFT algorithm [17].

RBFT, SBFT [25], and HotStuff [13] reduce the system
communication complexity to O(n) by introducing
threshold signature. Jalalzai et al. proposed the Fast–Hot-
Stuff algorithm by using aggregate signature in the NewView
phase of consensus, which improves the efficiency of
consensus.

(e GBC consensus algorithm [26], which is based on
the Gossip protocol, improves the fault tolerance of the
system from 1/3 to 1/2.

Compared with the above literature, the short group
signatures are used as the underlying signature algorithm in
this article, which can maintain a certain anonymity, track
malicious members in malicious groups quickly and effec-
tively, and increase the stability and security of the algo-
rithm. On the other hand, GPBFT simplifies the algorithm
process and reduces the communication overhead of the
algorithm, and the introduced GroupSign phase can enter
the tracking phase when the consensus fails.(e certification
authority is used to select the group master node in the
article, which reduces the probability of Byzantine errors on
the nodes and improves the scalability of the algorithm. In
addition, the algorithm is more secure and stable against
Sybil attacks with fault tolerance N − 1/2.

6. Conclusions

In this article, we proposed the PBFT consensus algorithm
(GPBFT) based on dual administrator short group signa-
tures, which combines the advantages of short group sig-
natures with short length, high applicability, low algorithm
complexity, and traceable nodes for administrators. Ex-
perimental results show that it can not only reduce com-
munication overhead, greatly reduce network traffic, and
improve communication efficiency but also be applied in
consensus schemes with more nodes, higher scalability, and
lower consensus delay. (e tracing and dual administrator
mechanism in the GPBFTalgorithm can make the algorithm
more secure and have a greater control rate on malicious
nodes.(e GPBFT is a weakly centralized algorithm that can
be used in the practical applications, including e-commerce,
e-banking, e-voting, and e-auction. (e selection of the
master node and group administrators is an important focus
for future work, as it will make the selected administrators
more suitable and authoritative and make them more ap-
plicable to the alliance chain. In addition, with the rapid
development of quantum computing, current blockchain
platforms that rely on group signature and hash algorithms
are vulnerable to quantum attacks. We can use multichain
synchronization and optimized group signature to solve this
problem, such as side chain technology or group signatures
schemes on lattices [23].
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With the development of blockchain, many studies apply blockchain to certificate revocation. However, existing blockchain-based
certificate revocation schemes have two shortcomings. First, the storage overhead on the blockchain is relatively large. Second, as
the number of revoked certificates increases, the misjudgment rate of certificate status will increase accordingly, so a public key
infrastructure implementation certificate revocation scheme based on blockchain and accumulators, called CR-BA, is proposed.
First, CR-BA expands the certificate structure, adding a revocation factor and a smart contract account for accessing the
blockchain in the certificate extension, which is filled by the CAwhen the certificate is generated.*en, when the certificate is to be
revoked, CA generates the revocation fingerprint through the revocation factor and publishes it to the blockchain. Finally, when
the user needs to verify the status of the certificate, CA calculates the revocation fingerprint according to the revocation factor on
the certificate, then compares it with the existing revocation fingerprint on the blockchain, and returns the comparison result to
the user. *e experimental results show that this scheme can effectively overcome the storage and misjudgment problems caused
by existing blockchain-based certificate revocation schemes and improve the query efficiency of certificate revocation information.

1. Introduction

Public key infrastructure (PKI) collects hardware, software,
people, policies, and procedures. It can realize the genera-
tion, management, storage, distribution, and revocation of
keys and certificates based on public key cryptosystems [1],
which is the foundation and core of network security
construction. It is now widely used in secure e-mail, virtual
private networks, e-commerce, and e-government and is the
basis for achieving network security [2]. Certificate revo-
cation is one of the core functions of PKI, which indicates
the end of certificate life. When personal identity infor-
mation changes or the private key of the certificate is leaked,
or the fraudulent behavior of the certificate owner, the
certificate user should promptly submit a certificate revo-
cation request to CA. CA should also put certificates into the
publicly released Certificate Revocation Lists (CRLs) in time.
*e traditional certificate revocation method is to store
revoked certificate number in the LDAP directory server,

and the user is informed of the certificate revocation in-
formation by querying LDAP. *is centralized query ap-
proach suffers from the trustworthiness of the LDAP
administrators, and the LDAP directory server can become a
performance bottleneck as the number of accesses increases.

Blockchain [3, 4] has been developed relatively quickly in
recent years. In essence, it is a shared database, a distributed
ledger technology based on the point-to-point network,
providing a set of distributed data structures, interaction
mechanisms, and computing paradigms [5], with decen-
tralized storage, decentralization, tamper-proof and trace-
able characteristics [6–8]. Blockchain has laid a solid
foundation of “trust.” It is widely used in data security [9],
becoming a better solution to the problem of traditional
certificate revocation due to its superiority in transparency,
traceability, and security [10]. *ere are many research
results. Fromknecht et al. [11] designed a fully decentralized
PKI using consistency provided by the Namecoin block-
chain. Kubilay et al. [12] proposed a new blockchain-based
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PKI architecture for certificate transparency. In particular,
Rabieh et al. [13] used Bloom filters to reduce the size of
CRL, and Medury et al. [14] and Huang et al. [15] used
cuckoo filters to quickly verify revoked certificates and use
blockchain publishing filters. However, existing blockchain-
based certificate revocation schemes also have two problems:
first, the storage overhead on the blockchain is relatively
large. For example [13] uses the insertion of certificate
fingerprints in Bloom filters. When a new certificate revo-
cation transaction is generated, it is necessary to publish a
new complete filter to the blockchain, with each block
storing a complete array. Second, as the number of revoked
certificates increases, the false-positive rate of certificate
status increases accordingly.*e Bloom filter used in [13] is a
probabilistic data structure designed by multiple hash
function algorithms. *e principle is to calculate the hash
value by hash function and then map this value to an array
set to 1. However, different values may generate the same
address, resulting in a hash collision, causing the problem
that filter query results do not match actual data.*e cuckoo
filter used in [15] is a probabilistic data structure designed
based on the Cuckoo Hashing algorithm. *e principle is to
calculate the fingerprint and hash value of the data and
calculate another hash value from the fingerprint and hash
value. It maps two hash values to two locations. If the in-
sertion fails at both positions, one fingerprint is randomly
squeezed out, and a new position is found for that finger-
print again. *is method may cause a hash collision on
fingerprint information in extreme cases, leading to the
misjudgment that elements outside the set exist in the set.
Benaloh and Mare [16] first proposed accumulators [17]. It
can hash a large set of inputs into a short value. Moreover,
given an accumulator, an element, and a membership
witness, it can verify the existence of the element in the
cumulative set [11]. Member witnesses are generated when
relevant elements are added to the accumulator and are
usually updated when the collection is changed. Member
witnesses that are not elements of the accumulator are
difficult to find computationally. *e feature of the accu-
mulator is that when an element is added or removed,
accumulated value andmembership proofs can be effectively
updated, and it supports member proofs and nonmember
proofs. Accumulator uses the strong RSA assumption in
cryptography to ensure security and zero-knowledge proofs.
It ensured that users do not reveal information about
themselves when proving their legitimacy to the verifier.

*erefore, this article proposes a public key infra-
structure certificate revocation scheme based on blockchain
and accumulator. First, we expand the certificate structure
and add a new revocation factor and blockchain access
information to the certificate extension, which is populated
by CA invoking smart contracts when generating certifi-
cates. *en, when a certificate is to be revoked, CA generates
a revocation fingerprint through the revocation factor and
accumulator and publishes it to the blockchain. Finally,
when verifying certificate status, CA verifies the validity of
the certificate according to the revocation factor and rev-
ocation fingerprint of the blockchain. *e experimental
results show that this scheme can effectively overcome

storage and misjudgment problems caused by the previous
certificate revocation scheme and improve the query effi-
ciency of certificate revocation information. *e rest of this
article is organized as follows: Section 2 describes current
research work on certificate revocation. Section 3 describes
the essential concepts of this system. Section 4 describes the
system design. *en, Section 5 presents a feature analysis of
this article. Section 6 describes experiments and gives a
performance evaluation of the proposed method. Section 7
concludes the whole article and presents future research
prospects.

2. Related Work

For certificate revocation of PKI, many research results have
been achieved.*e following will analyze and summarize the
current primary certificate revocation mechanisms and
blockchain-based certificate revocation mechanisms.

2.1. Main Certificate Revocation Schemes. Certificate Revo-
cation List (CRL) [18, 19] is a time-stamped list in which all
certificate information that has been revoked or hung is
listed, issued by the certification authority CA and published
periodically. CRL contains two fields: the current update
date and the next update date. Users can determine whether
the current CRL is the latest from two date information, and
CRL contains the signature of CA. So CRL can be stored in
any node on the network. To check the validity of a cer-
tificate, the verifier initiates a request to the LDAP directory
server hosting the corresponding CRL with the CA identifier
parameters that issued the certificate. *en it receives the
latest CRL generated by CA and checks the CRL signature
and its validity. Finally, the certificate is searched in CRL to
determine whether the certificate and key pair are trusted.
*e advantages of the traditional CRL approach are sim-
plicity, information richness, and low risk. *e disadvan-
tages are high bandwidth cost, low query efficiency, and long
delay time. *e size of CRL is its main drawback. *e
amount of communication between user and directory
server is heavy. Each verification of the public key certificate
requires downloading the entire CRL, which requires high
bandwidth for verification and update.When the scale of CA
becomes larger and larger and users use certificate infor-
mation more and more frequently, a large number of users
download new CRLs on LDAP. CAs have to keep publishing
new CRLs to LDAP, which at this time tends to cause
congestion within CRL requests. *e feature greatly limits
the scalability of this method. At present, many improved
CRL schemes have been proposed, and some well-known
ones are described below. Incremental distribution (Delta-
CRL) [20] provides a more efficient way to distribute cer-
tificate status information. Instead of generating a complete
and potentially growing CRL every time a certificate is re-
voked, the list only records all the unexpired certificates that
have been revoked since the last CRL was issued. Clients do
not have to download the entire CRL but only maintain their
own CRL database and keep it updated with a Delta-CRL
that is much smaller than the size of the entire CRL, saving
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communication bandwidth and time. Delta-CRL aims to
solve the scalability problem of downloading CRLs. How-
ever, Delta-CRL only represents a part of CRL, and revo-
cation information can only be used after it is associated with
themain CRL.*at is, any request issued at a certain point in
time requires a complete CRL. *is scheme cannot solve the
problems of verification time and computational complexity
of revoked certificates. CRL distribution points (CRL-DP)
[21] is a way for CA to address scalability by partitioning
CRL using CRL distribution points on a compromise and
routine revocation basis.*emain idea is that system divides
the entire authentication space into small fragments
according to some classification. Each fragment is associated
with a particular CRL distribution point, which can be lo-
cated on a different host or on a different directory on the
same host. Clients checking certificate status can access the
CRL distribution point specified in the certificate instead of
the CRL distribution point in the main CRL. *erefore, the
CRL distribution point reduces the length of CRL down-
loaded by the user, which is more advantageous than
complete CRL in balancing network load and improving
authentication efficiency. However, this method does not
reduce peak requests and increases users’ average request
rate and waiting time when they need to query multiple
segments [1]. Moreover, since the location of CRL distri-
bution points is fixed throughout the life of the certificate,
CA must know in advance how to segment the CRL in-
formation and fix the location of CRL distribution points,
which is also a problem of the method. Redirect certificate
revocation list (RCRL) [22] can solve the problem that the
location in the CRL release point cannot be changed. In this
mechanism, a new critical CRL extension is defined. *is
extension consists of a range that covers authenticated
certificates and a pointer to the new CRL location of the
problematic certificate. Even though redirected CRL solves
the problem of fixed distribution point locations. It still
causes an increase in the average CRL request rate and
longer user wait times as the number of CRL segments
increases. Indirect CRL [22] enables the publication of
revocation information from multiple CAs in a single CRL.
*at is, multiple CAs can use the same CRL distribution
point. *e use of indirect CRLs reduces the total number of
CRLs that users need to retrieve during the certificate val-
idation process, reducing traffic load and cost. However,
since revocation information comes from different places, it
is necessary to determine the CA of each item in the cer-
tificate revocation list. *erefore, a certificate issuer field
needs to be set in each item. *e distribution point is
maintained by another trusted third party, increasing the
difficulty of maintaining a single distribution point. Another
alternative to RL is the Certificate Revocation Status (CRS)
[23, 24], which is an authentication dictionary data structure
with evidence having the characteristic of being delivered
through unscientific third parties [22]. CRS was designed in
accordance with the following principles: increasing the
amount of communication between CA and directory
during the update of revocation information and being able
to minimize the length of evidence obtained when a user
queries the status of the certificate from a directory (this

contains all the information of revoked certificate in CRL).
CA sends a signed statement to the CRS directory every day
stating the status of individual issued certificates, and each
unexpired certificate has a signed statement. When a user
queries for certificate revocation status, CRS Directory re-
plies with information that the user can use to verify the
requested status. CRS reduces the communication load
between server and end entity, achieving an overall per-
formance improvement compared to the CRL method.
However, it greatly increases the communication load be-
tween the server and CA.

In addition to this, an alternative to the CRL scheme is
Certificate Revocation Tree (CRT) [25]. It is usually a Merkle
hash tree representing all certificate revocation information
for a given PKI domain, providing a set of statements about
the certificate sequence numbers in leaves. *e main ad-
vantage of this approach is that we do not need a complete
CRL to provide certificate validation. However, its main
disadvantage is updating, since any change in the revocation
certificate set may cause the entire list to be recomputed,
resulting in a continuous workload [26].

Online Certificate Status Protocol (OCSP) [27] is an
online revocation system that relies on a request/response
mechanism. It acts between the client and the server and
provides a way for applications to obtain certificate status
online. *e client, called an OCSP requester, generates an
OCSP request to send to the server if it wants to verify the
status of one or more certificates. *e server, called an
OCSP responder, first verifies the request’s syntax and
semantics after receiving the client’s request and then
constructs an OCSP response to return to the requester.
Revocation information is obtained at the server of the
OCSP responder, which receives it directly from CA. In
fact, the CA does not sign the OCSP response, so the
revocation server must be trusted by the CA. OCSP ap-
proach solves low timeliness and revocation information
update problems. However, this method has some draw-
backs, mainly (1) since this method is centralized, the OCSP
server represents a single point of failure [28]. (2) OCSP
responds to verify the certificate’s revocation status without
checking the validity sequence number. A malicious user
can use the validation flood server to request a certificate
not belonging to CA. *is makes the server work con-
centrated will lead to denial of service. (3) OCSP lookup has
a high overhead [29, 30]. (4) OCSP is an ineffective online
scheme for offline systems [30]. (5) OCSP can provide real-
time responses to revocation queries, but it is unclear
whether these responses contain updated revocation in-
formation. (6) OCSP approaches introduce privacy risks.
OCSP responders know which certificates end users are
verifying, so they can track which sites users are visiting
[30].

2.2. Blockchain-Based Revocation Schemes. In recent years,
blockchain has become popular in certificate revocation
research. Blockchain-based technologies are appealing be-
cause they allow for secure, robust, and trustworthy solu-
tions and bring improvements compared to current
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technologies or management systems in terms of trans-
parency and traceability. It is the ideal technology for PKI
design and deployment [31]. *e following describes several
blockchain-based PKI methods, focusing on their certificate
revocation management component.

Fromknecht et al. [11] proposed a fully decentralized
PKI that leverages the consistency provided by the
Namecoin blockchain to provide strong identity retention
guarantees, which [11] has five functions: register, update,
find, verify, and withdraw. Although Fromknecht et al. [11]
solved some problems, the method still has many short-
comings. As in the high cost of mining and public key
lookup and verification, there is no actual verification of the
linkability of ID links to registered public keys. Moreover,
during the revocation process of Fromknecht et al. [11], the
owner of the identity ID can revoke its public key only by
publishing a transaction to the blockchain. *e entire
revocation process is completely handled by the owner
himself, which will cause many problems; for example, (1)
handling revocation by the user himself is a difficult task as
it requires some expertise. Furthermore, a user cannot
know if the key has been compromised. (2) Malicious users
will not revoke their keys. (3) To verify the certificate’s
status, the schememust first verify that a revoked certificate
is published in the blockchain. It is all about browsing the
blockchain to ensure that the certificate has not been re-
voked. However, censoring search content in blockchain
can take much time. Hu et al.[32] proposed Certificate
Revocation Guard (CRG), which intercepts all TLS com-
munications from entities such as organizational gateways
using an intermediate box that performs OCSP requests to
check certificate revocation status. If a revoked certificate is
detected, a malformed certificate is returned to the client,
effectively blocking the connection. *e policy does not
require any modification by clients to participate. However,
mobile clients such as laptops and smartphones will lose
protection when they leave the network due to using
intermediaries. Hewa et al. [33] proposed the application of
an Elliptic Curve Qu-Vanstone (ECQV) certificate, which
is lightweight for resource-constrained IoT devices. Ad-
ditionally, they integrate blockchain-based smart contracts
to handle certificate-related operations. *ey apply smart
contracts to certificate issuance and develop a smart
contract-based threat scoring mechanism to revoke cer-
tificates automatically. *e lightweight nature of ECQV
certificates enables distributed ledgers to store, renew, and
revoke certificates. Kubilay et al. [12] proposed a new
blockchain-based certificate transparency PKI architecture,
called CertLedger, and provided an ideal certificate revo-
cation transparency. *e revocation status of all TLS
certificates, the entire revocation process, and trusted CA
management is carried out in CertLedger. BARS [34] is a
blockchain-based anonymous reputation system to break
the linkability between real identities and public keys to
preserve privacy. BARS has two main contributions: first,
they exploit the features of blockchain to extend conven-
tional public key infrastructure with an effective privacy-
preserving authentication mechanism. *e linkability

between the public key and the real identity of a vehicle is
eliminated when a certificate authority (CA) operates the
certificate issuance and revocation. Second, the algorithm
evaluates the trustworthiness of each vehicle according to
the authenticity of broadcasted messages and opinions
from other vehicles. All the messages are recorded on the
blockchain. *e reputation score provides an incentive for
internal vehicles to prevent misbehavior and mitigate
forged messages’ distribution. In [35], Malik et al. proposed
a framework for transaction authentication and revocation
that authenticates vehicles and speedily updates revoked
vehicles’ status in the shared blockchain ledger with the
PoA mechanism. *is method reduces the dependency on
CA in the validation process. Feng et al. [36] presented an
efficient privacy-preserving authentication model called
EPAM that shortens the time of checking Certificate
Revocation Lists (CRLs), alleviates the presentation
problem during mutual authentication, and achieves pri-
vacy properties such as anonymity and unlinkability. Wang
et al. [37] utilized a smart contract as a transparent agent to
manage the revocations. *e user sends a revocation re-
quest to the smart contract, and the smart contract peri-
odically transmits valid requests to CA. *at scheme
directly displays the revocation identity to a smart contract,
which may violate the user’s privacy and face scalability
issues. Lin et al. [38] proposed a novel BCPPA protocol.
*e Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA)
based on PKI is used in this scheme. *e algorithm is based
on a public blockchain (Ethereum) for secure communi-
cation. Participating vehicles do not need to store “private
keys,” further reducing verification time and costs. Yao
et al. [39] proposed a privacy-preserving blockchain-based
certificate status validation scheme called PBCert. *e
scheme is designed to store all revoked certificates in the
OCSP server, and only the minimal control information
(namely, certificate hashes and related operation block
height) is stored in the blockchain. *e scheme uses bloom
filters to improve the efficiency of client-side status vali-
dation. Rabieh et al. [13], for the scalability of Advanced
Metering Infrastructure (AMI) networks, partitioned the
network into clusters of SMs. However, there is a trade-off
between the overhead of a certificate authority (CA) and
the overhead of a cluster. Bloom filters are used to reduce
the size of CRL. However, bloom filters will give false
positives. *e additional distribution of the list of certifi-
cates that trigger false positives through the gateway and
CA identifies and eliminates false positives, but this adds
overhead. Medury et al. [14] and Huang et al. [15] used the
cuckoo filter to verify revoked certificates quickly, and they
stored certificate information and cuckoo filter coefficients
in the blockchain. *is method can reduce the cost of
certificate storage, but there is a problem of false-positive
rate caused by the filter.

To sum up, although many research results have been
achieved in certificate revocation. However, there are still
two problems in the combination of blockchain and cer-
tificate revocation: storage overhead on the blockchain is
relatively large. As the number of revoked certificates
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increases, the rate of misclassification of certificate status will
increase accordingly. *ese two issues are still not better
addressed.

3. Related Algorithms of the Accumulator

In this article, the accumulator is used for revocation factors
and status verification. We introduce the related algorithms
of cryptographic accumulators as follows:

(1) KeyGen (k, M) is a probabilistic algorithm that is
executed in order to instantiate the scheme. It takes
as input a security parameter 1k and the upper bound
M on the number of accumulated elements and
returns an accumulator parameter P � (Pu, Pr),
where Pu is a public key and Pr is a private key.

(2) AccVal (L, P) is a probabilistic algorithm that com-
putes an accumulated value. It takes as input a set of
elements L � C1, C2, C3, . . . , . . . , Cm (1<m≤M)

and returns an accumulated value v, along with some
additional information ac and Al.

(3) WitGen (ac, Al, Pu) is a probabilistic algorithm that
creates the witness for every element. It takes as input
the auxiliary information ac and Al and the pa-
rameter P and returns a witness Wi for each
Ci(i � 1, 2, . . . , m).

(4) Verify (c, W, v, Pu) is a deterministic algorithm that
verifies that a given element is accumulated in the
value v. It takes as input an element c, its witness W,
the accumulated value v, and the public key Pu and
returns YES if the witness W constitutes a valid proof
that c has been accumulated in v, or NO otherwise.

(5) AddEle (L− , ac, v, P) is a probabilistic algorithm that
adds new elements to the accumulator and generates a
new accumulated value. It takes as input a set of new
elementsL+ � c+

1 , c+
2 , . . . , c+

i  L+ ⊂ C, 1≤ i≤M − m{ },
auxiliary information ac, the accumulated value v, and
the parameter P, returns a new accumulated value v′
corresponding to the set L+ ∪ L, witnesses W+

1 , L, W+
k 

for the newly inserted elements c+
1 , c+

2 , . . . , c+
k  , along

with new auxiliary information ac and au.
(6) DelEle (L− , ac, v, P) is a probabilistic algorithm that

deletes some elements from the accumulated value. It
takes as input a set of elements
L− c−

1 , c−
2 , . . . , c−

k (L− ⊂ L, 1≤ k≤m) that are to be
deleted, the auxiliary information ac, the accumu-
lated value v, and the parameter P and returns a new
accumulated value v′ corresponding to the set L/L− ,
along with new auxiliary information ac and au.

(7) UpdateWit (Wi, au, pu) is a deterministic algorithm
that updates witness for the elements that have been
accumulated in v and v′ after adding or deleting
operations to the set L. It takes as input the witness
Wi, the auxiliary information au, and the public key
Pu and returns an updated witness Wi

′, proving that
the element ci is accumulated in the new value v′.

(8) Input ac, Al, and parameter P and output the witness
Wi(i � 1, 2, . . . , m) for each Ci(i � 1, 2, . . . , m).

4. Certificate Revocation Scheme Based on
Blockchain and Accumulator

Verification of certificate revocation status is a critical link in
the reliability of public key infrastructure systems. *is
article’s method aims for the reliable distribution and
storage of certificate revocation information and designs a
public key infrastructure certificate revocation scheme based
on blockchain and accumulator. *e core is to introduce a
field to expand the X.509 certificate structure, namely, the
revocation factor. *e revocation factor is issued by the
blockchain and embedded in the revocation certificate by
CA. Blockchain stores the accumulator value. Whenever CA
revokes a certificate, it recalculates the corresponding ac-
cumulator value and provides a new transaction to put it
stored in the blockchain. Since this system only needs to
detect revocation information, it only uses the accumulator’s
accumulation and nonmember certification functions.
Newly generated certificates do not need to broadcast new
accumulator values. Only each revocation needs to broad-
cast accumulator values, thus detecting whether certificates
have been revoked. When the user checks whether a cer-
tificate is revoked, the smart contract is used to verify
whether the revocation factor is the factor of the blockchain
accumulator value. Finally, get the certificate status.

*e whole system includes three entities: certificate
authority, blockchain, and user, as shown in Figure 1:

(1) Certificate Authority (CA): CA is an entity that
revokes a certificate. CA responds to the user’s
certificate request and performs certificate issuance.
CA sends a new transaction to the blockchain for
each certificate revocation to share the information.

(2) Blockchain: A distributed ledger stores revocation
information, storing accumulator values on the
blockchain.
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Figure 1: System structure.
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(3) User: An entity that requests and receives certifi-
cates issued by CA. *e user submits identity in-
formation in the registration stage, and the
communication requires identity verification using
a digital certificate. *e authentication step includes
revocation status verification to ensure a valid
certificate status before establishing a communi-
cation connection.

4.1. Certificate Structure Design. *is article designs a new
certificate based on the X.509 certificate. X.509 certificate
and CAB certificate are shown in Figure 2.

Compared with the traditional X.509 certificate, the
main improvements are as follows:

(1) *is article adds a revocation factor to the extension.
When CA generates a certificate for the user, the
smart contract invoking the licensed blockchain uses
the accumulator to generate a revocation factor and
an accumulator value. *e revocation factor is
returned to CA, the certificate is inserted, and the
accumulator value is written into the blockchain. CA
uses the revocation factor to verify that the certificate
is in the accumulator when the client verifies cer-
tificate status.

(2) *e certificate designed in this article changes the
URL of the certificate revocation check service to the
smart contract address. When traditional PKI
queries whether a certificate is revoked, it finds the
location of the CRL distribution point according to

the URL of the certificate revocation check service. It
downloads the CRL list to check the certificate serial
number in it to check the certificate status. *e
scheme changes the URL module to the address of
the smart contract. When a client needs to query the
certificate status, it only needs to verify whether the
unique value contained in the certificate is included
in the accumulator value according to the revocation
factor provided by the user.

When the customer applies for a certificate, the infor-
mation is passed to the verification center in this system.
After the verification center verifies the customer infor-
mation, CA issues a certificate as follows:

Certificate :� SEQUENCE {
tbsCertificate TBSCertificate, signatur-

eAlgorithm AlgorithmIdentifier,
signatureValue BITSTRING

}
TBSCertificate :� SEQUENCE {
version v3, -- Certificate version number
serialNumberCertificateSerialNumber

default;--Serial number
signatureAlgorithmIdentifier default, --Sig-

nature algorithm identification
issuerName default,--issuer name
validity default, --Certificate validity period
subjectName CAB-Certification, --Certificate

subject Name
subjectPublicKeyInfo, SubjectPublicK-

eyInfo,--Certificate public key
issuerUniqueID default, --Certificate issuer

ID
subjectUniqueID default,--Certificate subject

ID
extensions Extension--Extension

}
Extension :� SEQUENCE {
extnID OBJECT IDENTIFIER,
critical Boolean DEFAULT FALSE,
extnValue OCTET STRING,
UndoRF default, --Revocation search factor
CPSDistributionPoints default, --Revocation

check address
}

*e certificate is designed based on X.509 certificate. *e
certificate carries out regular authentication but differs from
the CRL mechanism in the state check part. It provides a
witness of the unique value contained in the certificate to
make the client believe that the certificate is still valid.
*erefore, the revocation factor provided by the blockchain
is added to the extension.

version number

serial number

not before time not after time

user

public key

user name

user ID

issuer ID

issuer name

issuer

URL of certificate revocation
check service

signature algorithm

extensions

X.509 Certificate

version number

serial number

not before time not after time

user

public key

user name

user ID

issuer ID

issuer name

issuer

signature algorithm

CAB Certificate

Revocation factor

Smart Contract Address

extensions

Figure 2: X.509 certificate and CAB certificate.
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4.2. Accumulator-Based Revocation Factor Generation.
*e user initiates a certificate request to CA. CA makes the
user information, the public key obtained by the KMC, and
the revocation factor generated by calling the smart contract
into a certificate. *e revocation factor is generated by the
accumulator distributed in the blockchain. Accumulator
performs the following steps to calculate the accumulated
value and the revocation factor: first, it concatenates the
certificate’s serial number with its issuer’s public key to
obtain a unique string that prevents problems caused by
having the same serial number from different CAs. It
computes a relative prime number from a string. *en, add
this prime number to the accumulation list through pro-
veMembership, and calculate a newly accumulated value
accValue and the corresponding revocation factor witness,
as shown in Figure 3.

A user initiates a certificate revocation request to the CA,
which issues a certificate to the user containing a revocation
factor. *e revocation factor is generated by the blockchain
distribution accumulator, which aims to use blockchain to
improve the availability of revocation information and re-
duce the risk of insider threats caused by compromised
nodes in the distribution system. *e certificate revocation
process is shown in Figure 4.

(1) User⟶CA: req ()
*e user initiates a certificate request to CA.

(2) CA: verify (certID, keypub)
After receiving the request, CA assigns a unique
certificate to the current operation initiator. *e

process of calling the accumulator in the smart
contract and generating the accumulator value and
revocation factor is as follows.

(a) Add (certID): Generate a new accumulator
value(accValue′) by passing in the object and the
current certificate accumulator value (accvalue).

(b) WitCreate (certID, accValue′): *e corre-
sponding revocation factor (witness) is generated
through a public key (keypub), accumulated
value (accValue), and element (certID).

(c) updateAcc (data): Write the updated accumu-
lator value to the blockchain.

(3) CA⟶User: res (certID)

*e system returns the certificate to the user.*e specific
algorithm is Algorithm 1.

*e input parameters of Algorithm 1: accValue is the
certificate accumulator value on the blockchain, member is
the certificate member to be added to the accumulator, and
key is the user key. *e output parameters: accValue′ is the
updated accumulator value, and witness is the revocation
factor, which is the generated member witness. *e
function of lines 1 to 3 is to get the accumulator value on
the blockchain corresponding to the issuer. *e function of
line 4 is to use verify () function to verify that the member is
in that accumulator value. *e function of line 5 is to add
this member to the accumulator if it is not in this accu-
mulator. *e function of line 6 is to generate a new ac-
cumulator value accValue′ and a new revocation factor
witness. *e function of line 7 is to store the accumulator

④ Commit revocation factor
③ Accumulator value generation
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Figure 3: Revocation factor generation.
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value in the blockchain. �e function of line 8 is to return
the revocation factor to CA. Instead, tell CA that this
member already exists.

4.3. Accumulator-Based Revocation Factor Update. When
authenticating, users use revocation factors to prove the
validity of their identity. �e revocation list is compressed
into a short value using an accumulator to verify the cer-
ti�cate’s validity. �is short value can be easily updated and
distributed on a properly instantiated and managed
blockchain network. When a certi�cate is added to the
revocation accumulator, both the accumulator value and
revocation factor are updated. �e process for updating the
revocation factor is shown in Figure 5.

(1) User⟶CA: req(certID, witness, sign (certID,
witness)).
As shown in Figure 6, the user �rst initiates a request
to revoke the certi�cate to CA, where certID is the
unique identity certi�cate of this user, witness is the
revocation factor issued by blockchain for this cer-
ti�cate, and sign (certID, witness) represents the
user’s signature value for their account and revo-
cation factor.

(2) CA: verify (certID, witness, sign (certID, witness))
After CA receives the request, it performs the ver-
i�cation signature operation to ensure that the
certi�cate corresponding to the current operation
initiator belongs to the current user. After veri�ca-
tion is passed, the system calls the revocation cer-
ti�cate function in the smart contract. �e
revocation protocol process is as follows.

(a) query (certID): the deserialized accumulator
object veri�es if the certi�cate is in the block-
chain by passing in the revocation factor and
current certi�cate accumulator value.

(b) revokeFromAcc (certID): call revoke certi�cate
interface of the accumulator to remove the
member from the accumulator and recalculate
the accumulator value.

(c) updateAcc (data): write updated accumulator
value to the blockchain.

(3) CA⟶User: res(certID, status)
�e system returns the certi�cate certID and status of
the revoked certi�cate to the user, where status
contains revocation success or revocation failure.
�e algorithm is shown as follows.

When veri�cation credential needs to be regenerated,
execute MemWitUp algorithm to update accumulator
value and revocation factor. �e speci�c algorithm is Al-
gorithm 2.

�e description of Algorithm 2 is as follows. �e
function of lines 1 to 3 is to get the accumulator value on the
blockchain corresponding to the issuer.�e function of lines
4 to 6 is to use verify () function to verify that the member is
in that accumulator value. �e function of lines 7 to 8 is to
delete the member using the delete () function if it is in-
cluded in the accumulator value. �e function of line 9 is to
generate a new accumulator value and revocation factor
using the proveMembership () function. �e function of
lines 10 to 11 stores the accumulator value in the blockchain
and returns the revocation factor to CA. �e function of
lines 12 to 13 is that the member is not in the accumulator
and cannot be updated.

4.4. Accumulator-Based Certi�cate Status Veri�cation.
�e user applies for certi�cate status query operation and
submits the user’s certi�cate ID, revocation factor, and
signature parameters. After CA receives the request, it
performs the veri�cation signature operation to ensure
that the certi�cate corresponding to the current opera-
tion initiator belongs to the current user. After

User

User→CA: req ( )

CA Blockchain

Verify ( )

CA→Blockchain: Add ( )
WitCreate ( )

status ( )

CA→User: res ( )

UpdateACC (data)

Figure 4: Certi�cate revocation process.
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veri�cation is passed, the revocation status check func-
tion in the smart contract is called, and the queried
certi�cate status is returned to the user by executing the
member veri�cation algorithm. �e speci�c process is
shown in Figure 7.

A certi�cate query refers to querying the corresponding
certi�cate status from the blockchain through the infor-
mation given by the user. Protocol design for querying
certi�cate revocation status is shown in Figure 8.

(1) User⟶CA: queryCert (certID, witness, sign ())
�e user applies for certi�cate status query oper-
ation, and submitted parameters represent the
user’s certID, the revocation factor, and the sig-
nature value.

(2) CA: verify (certID, witness, sign ())
After CA receives the request, it performs the ver-
i�cation signature operation to ensure that the

User

User→CA: req ( )

CA Blockchain

Verify ( )

CA→Blockchain: query ( )
revokeFromAcc ( )

status ( )

CA→User: res ( )

UpdateACC (data)

Figure 6: Updating accumulator value process.
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certi�cate corresponding to the current operation
initiator belongs to the current user. After the ver-
i�cation is passed, the revocation status check
function in the smart contract is called. �e protocol
�ow is as follows.

(a) queryCert (certID): By executing the member
veri�cation algorithm in the accumulator, verify

witnesscicimodN � acccert correctness and return
the queried certi�cate status to the user.

(b) CA⟶User: {data} returns the certi�cate status
veri�ed from the blockchain.

�e speci�c algorithm is Algorithm 3.
�e description of Algorithm 3 is as follows. �e

function of lines 1 to 4 is to get the accumulator value on the
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Figure 7: Revocation status veri�cation.
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Figure 8: Query certi�cate status process.
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blockchain corresponding to the issuer. *e function of line
5 is to use the verify () function to verify that the member is
in that accumulator value. *e function of lines 6 to 7 is to
inform CA that this certificate is still valid if this member is
in the accumulator. *e function of lines 7 to 8 is to return
the certificate status to CA that it has been revoked.

As a security property of the accumulators, the proba-
bility of finding a nonmember witness for an element in
accumulating set is negligible. *erefore, in the case of
certificate revocation, the server cannot update its witness
and prove it is not on the revocation list.

5. Feature Analysis

5.1. Security. *e system uses accumulators and block-
chain. We use an accumulator to compare the revocation
list into a digest, which is updated and distributed through
a properly instantiated and managed blockchain network.
*is small digest allows us to easily distribute validation
data, reduce communication overhead and improve system
scalability. *e accumulator in this article is a secure ac-
cumulator based on a strong RSA assumption. Under this
assumption, the problem of finding f(w, m) � wmmodn

that satisfies the condition is polynomials hard to solve in a
short time. Given v andm, finding a w such that v � f(x, y)

is difficult, so the accumulator f(w, m) � wmmodn is se-
cure. In this article, we use blockchain to distribute ac-
cumulator values and blockchain to improve the
availability of revocation information and reduce the risk of

Input: accValue, member, key
Output: accValue′, witness

(1) ChaincodeStub stub� ctx.getStub ();
(2) byte[] ojectBytes� stub.getState (Accumulator.class.getSimpleName ());
(3) Accumulator accValue� deserialize(ojectBytes); //deserialize the accumulator object
(4) result←Acc.verify (member); //verify that current certificate exists
(5) accValue←Acc.add(member); //add member to accumulator
(6) witness� acc.proveMembership (sha256 (cert, n)); //compute new accumulator value and new revocation factor
(7) SendBlockchainTransaction (accValue′); //update accValue to the blockchain
(8) return accValue′, witness; //return revocation factor, and the accumulator value is saved to the blockchain

ALGORITHM 1: Generative algorithm, provemembership.
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Figure 9: Query time of the revoked certificate.
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Figure 10: Certificate storage cost comparison.
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Figure 11: Amount of data needed to exchange to provide a re-
sponse on the revocation status of a nonrevoked certificate.
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Figure 12: Amount of data needed to exchange to provide a response on the revocation status of a revoked certificate.

Input: accValue, member, witness, key
Output: f_result or false//validation response

(1) ChaincodeStub stub� ctx.getStub ();
(2) byte[] ojectBytes� stub.getState (Accumulator.class.getSimpleName ());
(3) Accumulator accValue� deserialize (ojectBytes); //deserialize the accumulator object
(4) for member in MEMBER//member are in MEMBER
(5) Boolean verify� acc.verifyMembership (accValue, member, witness, acc.getN ()); //Verify that the current certificate exists
(6) result←Acc.verify (member); //get the verification result
(7) if (result� � 0)
(8) Acc←Acc.Delete(member); //delete the certificate
(9) witness� acc.proveMembership (sha256 (cert, n)); //compute new accumulator value and new revocation factor
(10) f_result← provemembership (sha256 (cert, n)); //f_result is the result
(11) Return f_result; //return update result
(12) else
(13) Return false;

ALGORITHM 2: Update algorithm, MemWitUp.

Input: accValue, member, witness, key
Output: true or false//validation response

(1) ChaincodeStub stub� ctx.getStub ();
(2) byte [] ojectBytes� stub.getState(Accumulator.class.getSimpleName ());
(3) Accumulator accValue� deserialize (ojectBytes); //deserialize the accumulator object
(4) Acc← FindBlockchainContract; //get the accumulator value
(5) result←Acc.verify(member);//verify member is in the accumulator
(6) if (result� � 0) {
(7) return true; //verify successfully
(8) else
(9) return false;

ALGORITHM 3: Verification algorithm, verify.
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possible insider threats caused by compromised nodes in
the distribution system.

5.2. Lower Revocation Storage Costs. *is solution reduces
the cost of storing certificates after introducing the ac-
cumulator to the certificate storage. CA acts as an accu-
mulator administrator, aggregating certificates into
accumulator values. Accumulator represents the entire set
of elements with a single value, and the accumulator value
and witness are the sizes of the RSA modulus. Accumu-
lator allows the witness to prove whether the element is in
the set, independent of the number of elements in the
element.

5.3. No False Positives. *e verification algorithm will al-
ways return 1 for all honestly generated keys, all honestly
calculated cumulative values, and evidence. It is difficult to
findmembership evidence for elements that do not belong to
the set, and it is also challenging to find evidence of non-
membership, which is collision-free. Accumulator has
undeniability, indicating that computing two conflicting
pieces of evidence for elements x ∈ X or x ∉ X is compu-
tationally infeasible.

6. Experiment

6.1. Experimental Environment. *e experimental model is
deployed on a PC with the following configuration: Intel(R)
Core(TM) i7-10750H CPU, 16GB RAM. Ubuntu 18.04 OS,
Hyperledger Fabric v1.4.2, chain code using Golang 1.14.12,
Docker version number 19.03.2. *e chain code uses Golang
1.14.12 and Docker version number 19.03.2.

6.2. Results and Discussion. Before the experimental test,
5000 digital certificates are created in batches. To avoid the
contingency of experimental results, repeat five times to
calculate the average value. Moreover, it compares certificate
revocation methods using bloom and cuckoo filters. Table 1
indicates the comparison of the advantages and disadvan-
tages of different methods. Figure 9 compares the average
query time of the revoked certificate. Figure 10 represents
the cost comparison of using different blockchain certificate
storage methods. Figure 11 represents the amount of data
required to respond to an unrevoked certificate’s revocation
status. Figure 12 represents the amount of data required to
respond to a revoked certificate’s revocation status.

Figure 9 shows the results of the time required when
querying the status of a revoked certificate. Query time of
revocation certificate for CR-BA is 35.01ms on average, and it
is also about 1 second to query 10,000 certificates. RSI takes
more time than IABC and CR-BA. Because additional

verification is required when querying the status of a revoked
certificate. As the number of certificates increases, so does the
additional validation required. IABC has the most efficient
query but suffers from false positives (providing a positive
response while the certificate is still not revoked). Our ap-
proach has no false positives, and the response time is within
reasonable limits. Figure 10 shows the comparison of cer-
tificate storage costs. RSI stores a complete Bloom filter on the
blockchain, and IABC stores a cuckoo filter on the blockchain,
both as a complete array. CR-BA stores value, which is a small
summary as mentioned before. As seen from the figure, the
storage consumption of certificate storage in our approach is
about half of the other methods compared to others.

Figure 11 shows the amount of data needed to exchange
in response to the revocation status of a nonrevoked cer-
tificate. All three approaches relied on a simple request and
verified response that does not change much when the
number of certificates increases. Figure 12 shows the amount
of data needed to exchange to respond to a revoked cer-
tificate’s revocation status. RSI achieves the worst perfor-
mance. Since RSI needs to download the RSI structure, after
the filter provides a positive response, it must ensure no
false-positive response. It needs to download all LRSI
structures. *ere are as many LRSI as revoked certificates, so
it will take more time and data volume. IABC requires a
similar amount of data as our method, which does not
change much as the certificate increases. However, in this
validation scenario, IABC has the problem of false positives.

It can be seen from the above performance tests that the
certificate query time of [9] increases linearly with the increase
of test set size. *e time consumption of this article fluctuates
very little with the increase in the number of certificates, but it
lags behind the query speed of reference [8]. References [8, 9]
suffer from the probability of misjudgment, but this article
does not have this problem. Moreover, compared with other
methods, certificate storage in this article consumes less
storage. With the increase of blockchain data, the cost of
blockchain certificate data storage can be reduced, and it has
certain validity and feasibility.

7. Conclusion

*is article first analyzes the current certificate revocation
mechanism’s shortcomings and expounds relevant knowl-
edge of blockchain and accumulators. A public key infra-
structure certificate revocation scheme based on blockchain
and accumulator is proposed to address problems existing in
the current certificate status query method. It take advan-
tages of the efficient and verifiable features of the accu-
mulators and features that support dynamic addition and
removal of member elements. It builds a certificate con-
taining the revocation factor by generating a revocation

Table 1: Comparison of advantages and disadvantages of different methods.

Methods Certificate management False-positive rate Certificate change
Reference [8] IABC Exist Exist Exist
Reference [9] RSI Not exist Exist Not exist
Reference CAB Exist Not exist Exist
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accumulator in the smart contract. *e certificate’s finger-
print is written into the accumulator as a member value,
which improves query efficiency when the data on the chain
is huge and reduces certificate storage overhead.
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Recently, many governments in the world have been focusing on building sustainable agriculture to improve the life quality of
farmers and significantly increase their income. In Vietnam, however, the farmers still face the problems of “good harvest–low
prices, and vice versa” and lack capital for scaling or transforming the production model. One of the main reasons for this
phenomenon is that the price of agricultural products does not depend on farmers’ efforts but is based on the purchase price of the
trader or the market price. Besides, the farmers also maintain farming habits based on regional culture or follow trendy and
profitable agricultural products. )ose production strategies make this type of product oversupplied, leading to a down in price
shortly, so the farmers’ income will decrease. )e above problems stem from the lack of information and communication tools
between actors in the agricultural value chain, especially between cooperatives, farmers, and consumers. )is paper presents a
Blockchain-based framework for developing a traceability solution as an effective method of communication between actors in the
agricultural value chain toward a sustainable agricultural model. )e proposed approach helps to fully convey the production and
distribution of agricultural products and the ability to verify traceability information, thereby helping to increase prices and
protect the brand of agricultural products.

1. Introduction

Vietnam is an agricultural country with a rich and diverse
product range and many regional specialties. Besides,
Vietnam is one of the countries with great potential for
agricultural development and leading agricultural export
globally. Although the number of agricultural, forestry,
and fishery production organizations in Vietnam has
increased, their small scale and low investment make
production and business efficiency not high. )e lack of
product consumption or intense consumption fluctuation
over time, the phenomenon of “good harvest - low price,”
makes most agricultural firms barely cover costs. )ere-
fore, reinvesting is difficult, leading to capital deficiency to
expand the production scale and improve business
efficiency.

Vietnamese farmers are disproportionately paid for their
efforts in small and medium-scale businesses. When they
want to improve this, they do not have enough funding or
access to capital to expand the production scale. Meanwhile,
many countries are moving towards establishing sustainable
agriculture to improve the lives of farmers. According to the
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) [1], sus-
tainable agriculture is an agricultural production process
that protects the environment, expands the Earth’s natural
resources, and improves soil fertility. In particular, sus-
tainable agriculture aims to increase income for farms,
promote environmental protection and production man-
agement, improve farmers’ life quality, and satisfy human
food and fiber needs.

)ere have been many approaches to solve the above
problems of farmers. Each method has different advantages
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and disadvantages and is suitable for various goals of sus-
tainable agriculture. For instance, the methods proposed in
[2, 3] aim to improve transparency in the supply chain, while
the methods in [4, 5] aim to increase the sales volume and
enhance trade compliance. Our study will focus on the most
practical purposes that directly affect the lives of farmers,
which are increasing income for farmers and improving the
life quality of farming families and communities. Specifi-
cally, building a sustainable agricultural model solves two
topical issues of Vietnam’s agricultural industry, such as (1)
the problem of good harvest, low price - bad harvest, high
price; and (2) the problem of capital deficiency for
expanding business. )ese two problems generally stem
from the lack of information and exchangemethods between
actors in the agricultural value chain, especially between
cooperatives, farmers, and consumers.

Currently, cooperatives and farmers do not directly
interact with consumers but mainly deal with traders.
)erefore, they cannot grasp consumers’ needs to adjust
production plans or improve quality accordingly. More
importantly, the lack of information leaves them with no
basis to set prices for their agricultural products. )e in-
ability to communicate with consumers makes it impossible
for them to prove the product quality is commensurate with
the cost. In other words, the selling price of the product does
not reflect the farmers’ effort but is based on the purchase
price of the trader or the market price. Depending on traders
and having to sell copper at market value makes farmers only
earn enough to cover expenses, leading to no motivation to
make more efforts to improve product quality.

Besides, the current farming habits of cooperatives and
farmers in Vietnam are still based on regional practices or
chasing trendy agricultural products that bring high profits.
)erefore, it leads to an increase in supply, suddenly ex-
ceeding the market’s consumption capability, leading to a
sharp drop in selling prices. Meanwhile, consumers get
difficulty buying high-quality agricultural products amid
growing concerns about food safety. According to IBM’s
report, 71% of consumers are willing to pay 37% more for
products with traceability and transparent information [6].
Additionally, the Covid-19 epidemic also changes users’
behavior from “in person” to “online” shopping, making it
even more difficult for consumers to choose safe and clean
agricultural products. )us, it can be seen that there is a vast
gap between supply (farmers) and demand (consumers) in
terms of information.

Consequently, it is necessary to have a tool to support
bidirectional communication between farmers and con-
sumers to solve the two aforementioned problems for
sustainable agriculture in Vietnam. )is tool can provide
consumers with information about products, cultivation,
and distribution processes and send consumers’ feedback to
the producer. We find that an electronic traceability solution
is an appropriate approach. With a traceability system,
cooperatives and farmers provide consumers with trans-
parent information about products and quality certification
to create a competitive advantage, affirm the product quality
commensurate with the price, and build a trusted brand. On
the other hand, consumers have enough information to

choose and buy products having transparent information
and origin.

With technological advancements, digital systems are
being developed with transformative technologies to im-
prove food traceability’s speed, accuracy, and effectiveness.
One of the most significant limitations is that the current
solutions do not demonstrate complete transparency and
ensure user accountability when recording traceability in-
formation [7]. Meanwhile, Blockchain has been receiving
increased interest due to its success in the financial sector
and its ability to prohibit data alterations from even the
internal system. Technically, Blockchain is a public ledger
that records the whole transaction history on a peer-to-peer
computer network of the time. All collaborative entities
within an ecosystem will share a common ledger that
provides data immutability and indisputable accountability
for boosting data transparency. Consequently, applying
Blockchain technology in agriculture will improve the
current traceability process [8–14].

Many existing studies investigate the challenges and
benefits of adopting Blockchain. Among them, two survey
studies [15, 16] are the most outstanding ones in the smart
manufacturing sector.)e authors presented twelve valuable
metrics (M1 to M12) that help analyze the differences be-
tween various studies on Blockchain adoption. Our study
focuses on two metrics, M6 and M12, while other metrics
such as M1, M5, M7, and M8 can be achieved based on
inherent dominant features of Blockchain and smart con-
tracts. )is paper proposes a Blockchain-based framework
for developing a digital traceability solution as a transparent
and reliable communication between actors in an agricul-
tural value chain toward building sustainable agriculture in
Vietnam. Another contribution is to propose an enterprise
Blockchain platform to build a traceability software solution.
)is means that there will be no relation to cryptocurrency,
leading to not being limited by legal constraints in Vietnam.
)e experimental results also indicate that enterprise
Blockchain platforms have suitable properties for deploying
Blockchain-based applications in the agricultural sector.

2. The Proposed Framework

Storing data on the Blockchain will be executed by sending
an interactive transaction to the smart contract. In the ag-
ricultural product traceability context, each task in the
production farming process will be recorded and stored on
Blockchain, leading to massive transactions proportional to
the number of users. )e proposed framework is designed
according to the following objectives.

(1) Improving transaction processing capability: Due
to the limitation of the Blockchain platform in terms
of the maximum number of transactions processed
at a time and the processing time of a block of data
[17], the proposed system will be designed to
combine similar data into the same transaction or
minimize the number of transactions sent to the
Blockchain for ensuring the processing performance
and accommodating a large number of users.
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(2) Ensuring data transparency and privacy: By
leveraging the transparent property of Blockchain
technology, all traceable data will be stored so that all
participants can trace and authenticate on the
Blockchain [18]. However, some parts of the data will
be encrypted to ensure privacy, especially business-
related confidential data.

Figure 1 depicts the overall architecture of the proposed
framework based on a 4-layer model that is a revision of our
previous work [19]. )is framework enables us to develop a
traceability software suite including various modules (e.g.,
administration, data collection, and traceability portal)
according to different users’ roles via core services at the
application layer. )ese modules will directly interact with
each other and revolve around a Blockchain platform. Re-
garding the three remaining layers, the Blockchain data
processing layer combined with the core services module at
the application layer will act as a bridge between software
applications and the smart contract layer. Meanwhile, the
smart contract layer will handle the business logic, and the
data will be stored at the Blockchain network layer.

2.1. Application Layer. )e application layer consists of a
software suite and a group of core services. )e software
suite includes mobile apps and web-based applications,
which enable business owners (i.e., producers or manu-
facturers) to preconfigure farm descriptions such as crop
information, production processes, and raw materials. In
addition, the business owner can describe the number of
employees in the business, employee identification infor-
mation, and a separate action account for each employee.
Meanwhile, employees (i.e., farmers) use their activated
accounts to record daily production activities based on
information preconfigured by the business owner. More-
over, a traceability portal will display the traceable infor-
mation according to the QR code on the product scanned by
end-users.

Each product will be identified with a unique code
represented in a QR code printed into a stamp and then
affixed to the physical product. )is method has the ad-
vantage of being low cost, suitable for the vast majority of
products, and accessible to people who are not very familiar
with high technologies (such as farmers). However, this
cheap method cannot completely solve the anti-counter-
feiting of things because QR codes can be easily copied and
pasted on poor-quality products, which means multiple
products have the same QR code (i.e., same identifier). To
overcome this problem, when scanning the QR code, users
will know the genuine distribution locations of the product,
along with information on whether the product has been
sold or not? )en, users will rely on the difference in the
place of purchase (not in the official list that the QR code
gives) or the product’s status (sold or unsold) to avoid
buying the counterfeiting products. Additionally, as an in-
novative method proposed by Leng et al. [20], composing
biological features or edible chemical signatures (besides the
physical QR, RFID, and NFC) may be helpful for things
counterfeiting in a distributed agriculture context.

Each core service is a collection of related APIs and
shares some common tasks. Designing core services can take
advantage of inheritance, reduce programming effort, and
ensure the consistency of the software system. )ese core
services will communicate directly with the Blockchain data
processing layer, send transactions to the Blockchain net-
work for storing data, and interact with smart contract
entities.

(i) Account Allocation service provides APIs so that
other software modules can create digital objects
(e.g., user accounts or production objects) in the
database and smart contract entities (e.g., for storing
digital identifiers).

(ii) ID Allocation service is trusted for other software
modules to request for assigning identifiers to ob-
jects. )e processing requests from the software will
be asynchronous, leading to there can be many
requests to generate new identifiers at the same
time. Besides, the difference in processing time
between the software application and the Block-
chain network is also why the identifiers may
overlap. )erefore, this service must ensure
uniqueness, structure, and a secure coding system.

(iii) Traceability service provides APIs related to the
traceability business, such as APIs for managing
production areas, production objects, and pro-
duction logging, or APIs for other tasks related to
QR code stamps management.

(iv) Preorder service provides APIs that allow actors in
the agricultural value chain to preorder agricultural
products.

2.2. Blockchain Data Processing Layer. Conventionally, data
will be confirmed almost instantaneously in traditional
software systems, while Blockchain transactions will have a
certain delay depending on how long a data block is created
and confirmed on the network via a consensus mechanism,
leading to challenges in data synchronization and perfor-
mance guarantee. Besides, it is not easy to create transac-
tions, addresses, or interactions directly on the Blockchain
due to demands on technical skills. )erefore, we design the
Blockchain data processing layer as a communication bridge
for processing data to avoid data conflicts arising when users
perform relevant functions on the Blockchain network. As
shown in Figure 1, this layer provides three groups of
functions developed in the form of APIs that interact with
smart contract entities deployed on Blockchain networks.

(i) Transaction Processing and Management module
provides APIs to perform transaction information
retrieval, transaction initialization, block informa-
tion retrieval, and other related information. )ese
APIs help users without much knowledge of
Blockchain technology but still interact with the
Blockchain network.

(ii) Data Query module provides APIs to perform data
retrieval (e.g., user information, Blockchain address,
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or events generated by smart contracts) on the
Blockchain network. )ese APIs help some actors
participating in the ecosystem not necessarily be-
come a node in the Blockchain system, which helps
to eliminate redundant data and reduces the
workload on database synchronization.

(iii) Key Management and Smart Contracts module
provides APIs to help manage the secret keys and
smart contract entities of whole accounts in the
system. )e most challenging issue is to provide a
simple, transparent, and reliable mechanism to
manage the secret keys for low-tech users. It must
ensure that only authentic users can know and use
their secret keys while the key’s manager cannot
impersonate and manipulate them.

2.3. Smart Contract Layer. Smart contracts are used to
describe the business processes and digitize objects
participating in the value chain. Each object or group of
objects will be digitized by a smart contract and interact
with others. Each smart contract will be assigned a
unique address for deploying on the Blockchain network.
Transactions will be generated and sent to the corre-
sponding contract address for recording or retrieving the
object’s identification, description, and related infor-
mation. Our proposed model organizes eight smart
contracts into three groups, including Master, Object
Identity, and Object Diary Contracts, as depicted in
Figure 2.

First, the contracts in theMaster Contracts group play a
general executive role for the entire Blockchain system
architecture.

(i) Factory contract will create an instance of the
corresponding object identity contract depending
on the information provided by the user.

Smart Contracts

Master Contracts

Object Identity Contracts

Object’s Diary Contracts

Data StorageFactory

Entity 
Credential

Fungible
Asset

Non-Fungible
Asset

Crop Diary Stamp Activation

Escrow

Figure 2: )e architecture of Smart Contract layer in the proposed
framework.
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Figure 1: )e overall architecture of the proposed framework.
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(ii) Escrow contract describes the conditions between
the two parties when making a preorder. Once a
purchase is made in advance, all transaction in-
formation will be modeled into an instance based on
this contract.

(iii) Data Storage contract stores important informa-
tion about the Blockchain system, which keeps the
Blockchain platform from being dependent on a
centralized system and minimizes the risk of data
loss.

Second, the contracts in the Object Identity Contracts
group are used to map physical objects to digital ones in the
system on the Blockchain platform. )ree contract types
with different variable descriptions and functions represent
three different types of objects in the real world.

(i) Entity Credential contract is used to digitalize the
identities of real-world users, including farmers,
producers, and consumers. Each user will have a
corresponding instance of the contract and store
his/her identity information. Each instance is
identified by a Blockchain address, registered, and
stored in the Data Storage contract.

(ii) Nonfungible Asset contract is used to supplement
the Fungile Asset contract for describing the
quantities of products having similar characteristics
and relationships.

(iii) Fungible Asset contract is used to digitalize
physical products such as agricultural products in
our case study. )ese agricultural products will
generate new contracts if they have different
characteristics.

)ird, the contracts in the Object Diary Contracts
group are responsible for creating and keeping operations
related to objects on the Blockchain platform.

(i) Crop Diary contract represents a production crop,
including farming activities for an agricultural
product. )is contract will be tied to a Fungible
Asset contract.

(ii) Stamp Activation contract records the timestamps
of activating the QR code stamp for harvested ag-
ricultural products and the Blockchain address of the
next recipient in the ecosystem.

2.4. Blockchain Network Layer. )ere are currently nu-
merous Blockchain networks, among which the well-known
ones are Bitcoin, Ethereum, Binance Smart Chain, and
Cardano. Each Blockchain network will solve a specific
problem, but the most current ones are for finance and
payment. A Blockchain network suitable for developing
decentralized software applications (dApp) must support
programming via smart contracts to support developing
decentralized software applications. According to Coin-
MarketCap’s recent statistics, more than one hundred
Blockchain projects currently support smart contracts in
various programming languages. However, most Blockchain

networks will be designed to be compatible with the
Ethereum virtual machine (EVM) due to the completeness
and efficiency of the Ethereum network.

It should be noted that public Blockchain networks will
require cryptocurrency as a transaction processing fee to
maintain the network. For example, it takes about $0.05 for a
simple cryptocurrency transaction (e.g., the transaction for
recording farming diaries) in the Polygon Blockchain net-
work, even though it is one of the cheapest transaction fees.
)us, public Blockchain networks are inappropriate choices
for implementing traceability solutions. Instead, we will
choose an enterprise Blockchain network [21, 22], in which
Blockchain nodes will be deployed and operated by an
organization. )e primary goal is to store data on the
Blockchain network transparently without using crypto-
currencies as transaction fees.

3. Implementation

We adopt JavaScript language with the Nodejs Framework
to implement modular software on the server side. Mean-
while, desktop applications are implemented using Java-
Script’s ReactJS framework, compatible with the server side,
and can speed up the response to user requests. Besides, we
utilize MongoDB as the database because MongoDB is a
NoSQL database management system appropriate for
storing and querying large volumes of data with high access
speed.

3.1. Blockchain Network Selection. By investigating several
suitable Blockchain platforms, we choose VBChain since it
supports various EVM-compatible Blockchain networks and
famous open-source codes such as Open Ethereum or
Hyperledger Besu. In this study’s scope, we deploy our
application software modules on a preconfigured Blockchain
network with the setting parameters summarized in Table 1.

3.2. Smart Contracts’ Implementation. Smart contracts are
implemented based on common standards of the Ethereum
community called EthereumRequest for Comment (ERC) to
ensure the system’s compatibility with other decentralized
applications. As depicted in Figure 3, all smart contracts in
the proposed framework (see Figure 1) inherit a common
smart contract entity according to the ERC-165 standard. In
detail, the master contracts, including Factory, Escrow, and
Data Storage, will be first deployed on the Blockchain
network to operate the whole system. )en, the object
identity contracts will be created on the Blockchain network
once an object (e.g., a user account, product type, crop diary,
or stamp activation) is created in the software application.
)e object identifier contracts, including Entity Credential,
Nonfungible Asset, and Fungible Asset, are described as
follows:

(i) Entity Credential contract utilizes ERC-735 for
structured storage and verifying claims about that
user (such as identifiers). Meanwhile, it adopts
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ERC-725 to manage user-related access keys and
smart contracts.

(ii) Nonfungible Asset contract uses ERC-721 to dig-
italize a real-world object into a digital one on the
Blockchain network. Each group of objects (with the
same description) will be digitized as an entity of an
ERC-721-based smart contract, and the objects in

the same group are distinguished by a unique
identifier.

(iii) Fungible Asset contract uses ERC-20 to describe
the number of agricultural products on the
Blockchain network. An entity of this contract will
be attached to an instance of a Nonfungible Asset
contract on the Blockchain network.

Table 1: VBChain’s configuration for deploying our application software module.

VBChain∗ Description
Blockchain Node’s source code Open Ethereum (https://openethereum.github.io/)
Consensus Proof of authority (PoA) [23]
#Validator node 3
)e min. Processing time per block 15 (seconds)
)e max. Gas per block 240.000.000
∗https://vietnamblockchain.asia/.
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Figure 3: )e diagram of smart contract implementation.
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4. Results and Discussion

4.1.PilotDeployment. We develop a prototype of traceability
software, as shown in Figure 4, to demonstrate and evaluate
the proposed framework. Our traceability software solution
has been deployed at the Kata Farm Group, located in Dak
Lak province, Vietnam, for six months with the recorded
information as follows.

(i) Standardize and digitize 291 production objects
(ii) Record 3746 production logs
(iii) Perform 92 stamp activations with a total of 5823

stamps affixed to the final product.
(iv) Generate a total of 4131 transactions on the

Blockchain network

4.2. Transaction Fee Evaluation. Table 2 summarizes a
sample process, including the main steps to create products
with activated stamps so that users can trace the origin
information. As seen, it takes seven transactions to complete
the stamp activation step; the total GAS fee for processing
these seven transactions is 10,967,832; and the consuming
storage space is 3,793 Bytes (i.e., 3.7 KB).)en, we conduct a
comparison with several EVM-compatible Blockchain
platforms to evaluate the transaction fee.

As shown in Table 3, the cheapest transaction fee (on
Polygon Network) is about $0.68, while the most expensive
cost (on the public Ethereum) is much higher, about $2,926
for a sample case study in Table 2. However, in practice,
users will create a massive number of transactions to record
farming diaries of various products and seasons. Conse-
quently, the transaction fee will be a significant barrier for
users intending to adopt traceability software on the

Blockchain. )us, we suggest adopting an Enterprise
Blockchain platform to deploy the traceability software
without any transaction fee.

4.3. Processing Performance and Storage Usage Evaluation.
)e transaction processing time (txps) [24] can be con-
sidered the Blockchain networks’ performance, calculated as
the number of transactions in a block divided by a block’s
processing time. Table 4 summarizes the comparison results
of several popular EVM-compatible Blockchain networks.
Binance Smart Chain has the best performance with 23 txps,
which is better than the currently configured VBChain with
14 txps. However, the theoretical processing speed of en-
terprise Blockchain networks should be much faster than
public Blockchain networks because it adopts a smaller
number of nodes and the consensus rules with some cen-
tralized factors rather than fully decentralization [25].
)erefore, we can investigate further to find the best con-
figuration of VBChain with better performance.

In addition to transaction costs and processing time,
storage usage should be considered when applying Block-
chain technology [11]. Since all data recorded on the
Blockchain network will grow larger and larger over time.
Table 5 summarizes the daily storage usage inferred from the
processing capability in Table 4, assuming that the system
operates at 100% capacity. Accordingly, VBChain can
process 1232064 transactions per day and consume 1411MB
of storage space. )is result is reasonable because the faster
the processing speed is, the more storage usage is.

4.4. �e Data Security Issues in the Off-Chain Information
Flow. Most conventional software solutions deployed across
multiple enterprises will store customer data in the same

Backend
Web APIsJenkins

Smart Contact ERC165 ERC721 ERC725 ERC735VBChain Network

Database
MongoDB nMongoDB 1 . . .

Proxy and Load balance Nginx

Front-End

Web App Mobile App
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Redis
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Figure 4: )e architecture of a prototype of traceability software solution based on the proposed framework.
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centralized database. )is forces enterprises to share data
with at least the software vendor, and the security of the data
will depend on the software provider’s capability. Mean-
while, in our proposed approach, each enterprise will have a
private database storing only its data. However, before
storing data in the enterprise’s database, this data will be
hashed and stored on the Blockchain network (shared by all
businesses) via smart contracts. )is approach helps
stakeholders proactively choose and adopt appropriate
methods to ensure data security while still retaining the
ability to verify the correctness of data by using uneditable
hashes stored on the Blockchain network. Additionally, the
proposed approach can avoid single-point database failure,
which means that other enterprises’ data will still be safe
when one’s database is hacked or exploited.

5. Conclusions

)anks to Blockchain technology, the proposed framework
can provide transparent information helping actors in the

agricultural value chain have a reliable communication
method in the digital environment, leading to mutual
benefits for all parties toward sustainable agriculture in
Vietnam. Applying Blockchain technology in traceability
will help protect related stakeholders when something goes
wrong. For example, farmers can prove the product’s
quality or government agencies can handle wrongdoing
with reliable and undeniable evidence. )e traceability
information stored in the Blockchain will be a reliable
reconciliation since this information is immutable and
transparent without being manipulated by any individual
or organization. Any actor can conduct a verification
process in the system.

We have also analyzed, evaluated, and compared EVM-
compatible Blockchain platforms in terms of technology
application. )e results indicate that an enterprise Block-
chain platform is suitable for practical application in
Vietnam because it does not use cryptocurrency to pay
transaction fees, so it is not limited by legal constraints in
Vietnam.

Table 3: Transaction fee comparison.

Criteria
Platform

Enterprise blockchain (VBChain) Ethereum Binance smart chain Polygon network
Native token No ETH BNB MATIC
Native token price∗ No ∼ $2,900 ∼$401 ∼$1.24
Standard GAS price 0 92 ∗ 10−9 ETH 5 ∗ 10−9 BNB 50 ∗ 10−9 MATIC
Total transaction fee for 10,967,832 GAS 0 ∼$2,926 ∼$22 $0.68
∗Reference price at April 28th, 2022 from CoinMarketCap.

Table 4: Processing performance comparison.

Criteria
Platform

Enterprise blockchain (VBChain) Ethereum Binance smart chain Polygon network
Block time (second) 15 14 3 2
GAS limit per block 240,000,000 30,000,000 80,000,000 20,000,000
GAS used per sample transaction 1,116,464
Maximum transaction per block 214 26 71 17
Transaction per second 14.26 1.85 23.66 8.5

Table 5: Storage usage comparison.

Criteria
Platform

Enterprise blockchain (VBChain) Ethereum Binance smart chain Polygon network
Transaction per second (Table 4) 14.26 1.85 23.66 8.5
Transaction per day 1,232,064 159,840 2,044,244 734,400
Data size per sample transaction 1201 bytes
Maximum data storage per day 1,411MB 183MB 2,341MB 841MB

Table 2: A breakdown of transaction processing costs for a sample product.

Tasks
(∗) registration (1) product creation (2) crop creation (3) production diary (∗) stamp activation Total

#Transactions 1 1 1 3 1 7
GAS fee 4,820,522 4,629,425 142,216 1,116,464 259,205 10,967,832
Storage (bytes) 1,679 336 206 1,201 371 3,793
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In the future, we will study incorporating IoT devices
[26] to help manufacturers collect data automatically, save
human resources, or combine with AI solutions to support
information standardization and detect “scans” at suspicious
times and places to warn consumers promptly. Additionally,
as proposed and demonstrated in [27], the optimization and
self-learning ability of Blockchain applications are critical
for realizing system sustainability, which is an essential
metric of Blockchain technology adoption in the agriculture
sector. We will digitalize and integrate the farming process
dedicated to each product type to optimize farming activities
by adopting AI algorithms in data analytics.

Although most existing approaches adopting Blockchain
technology aim to enhance data security and transparency to
support traceability. However, Blockchain itself also has
security issues elaborated and presented systematically in
[28], which give some considerable directions in our further
studies.
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Blockchain is becoming increasingly popular and has received extensive attention in various fields. In a proof-of-work-based
blockchain, miners usually choose to join a mining pool for mining to gain revenue. Different mining pools may use other
payment mechanisms, and each miner can earn different revenues in different pools. -ere are currently four common payment
mechanisms used by mining pools to distribute mining revenue, namely, PPS, PPLNS, PPS+, and FPPS, and there are no relevant
research results on the selection strategies of these four payment mechanisms. To this end, this paper models the pool selection
problem as a risky decision problem and proposes the selection strategies of these four mining pool payment mechanisms. Firstly,
miners’ income under the four payment mechanisms is given; then, a mining pool selection strategy based on the change of
computing power is constructed based on the Laplace criterion; finally, the proposed strategy is verified and analyzed by
simulation. -e experiments show that the proposed mining pool selection strategy is effective. -e results of this paper can
provide an essential reference for miners when making pool selection decisions.

1. Introduction

In 2008, Satoshi Nakamoto published a white paper on
Bitcoin [1]. Following this, blockchain technology is be-
coming increasingly popular and attracting wide attention in
various fields [2–6]. Due to its decentralized, de-trusted,
collectively maintained, and tamper-evident properties [7],
blockchain technology has been used in several areas such as
medical information security management [8], smart city
[9, 10], smart manufacturing [11, 12], access control
framework system [13], and trusted service mechanism [14].
Bitcoin is a typical application of blockchain technology.
Bitcoin mining is the process of obtaining Bitcoins, which is
based on the principle of using computer computing power
to solve cryptographic puzzles and use this to generate
blocks that are eventually rewarded without blocks of Bit-
coins. In a proof-of-work-based blockchain network, miners
participate in solving a mathematical puzzle by contributing
their computing power. If they are able to arrive at a solution

that satisfies the practical block difficulty of the blockchain
network, they are considered to have found a new block.
-ey are rewarded for their contribution of their computing
power [15]. We call the solution to a mathematical puzzle
that satisfies the difficulty of generating a new block a full
workload proof. For miners, solving a full workload proof
alone is very difficult due to the sheer amount of computing
power on the blockchain network, and to improve the ef-
ficiency of the solution, miners usually join the mining pool
and contribute their computing power as a way to improve
the stability of their revenue. -e pool administrator, on the
other hand, usually divides the mathematical puzzle that
satisfies the difficulty of generating a new block into multiple
less difficult mathematical problems and asks the miners in
the pool to submit a solution to this less difficult mathe-
matical problem, which is usually referred to as a partial
workload proof [16]. When a miner in the pool obtains and
submits a solution as a full workload proof during the
calculation process, the pool is considered to have mined a
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new block, and the block reward will be settled to the
corresponding miner in the pool in accordance with the
pool’s payment mechanism. In practice, the issue of pool
selection is actually the first problem miners face in pool
mining, and for miners in a pool, the payment mechanism
used by the pool has a significant impact on their earnings.
For example, in the article [17], during the selection process
of two payment mechanism mining pools, PPS and PPLNS,
the PPLNS pool is settled according to the last N partial
workload proofs submitted by miners, and the change of N
leads to the shift of miners for the pool selection.

We perform a revenue analysis of four common
mechanisms commonly used by mining pools in practice,
PPS, PPLNS, PPS+, and FPPS [18–22]. We refer to the
revenue generated by the packaging transaction when a
block is generated as the miner’s fee, and the PPS mining
pool deducts the theoretical income from the mining fee
and proceeds the income settlement according to the
proportion of miners’ calculation power in the mining
pool. PPLNS mine pool will make a settlement with the
miners who have recently submitted N partial proof of
work after deducting the mining fee from the aggregate of
the actual block production reward of the mining pool
after several rounds. -e PPS +mining pool mechanism
combines PPS and PPLNS payment modes. -e block
payment reward is settled according to PPS and the
number of blocks produced by the mining pool theory.
-e miner’s fee is settled based on the actual mining fee
produced by the mining pool and N partial workload
proofs submitted by miners recently. -e FPPS mining
pool mechanism is also known as full PPS, where the
pool’s block rewards and miner fees are settled according
to the PPS model. -ere are already research results
comparing the PPS and PPLNS, PROP, and PPLNS
payment mechanisms in the context of independent
mining pools adopting different reward distribution
systems. -e PROP mechanism is based on the principle
that when a mining pool finds a new block, it allocates a
corresponding amount of revenue to the miner according
to the amount of computing power he has contributed to
the pool. -e only difference between the principle of the
PPS mechanism and PROP is that in PPS, the payout is
distributed according to the size of the miner’s contri-
bution, regardless of whether or not the current pool has
found a new block. Article [17] models the pool selection
problem faced by miners in the case of two payment
mechanisms, PPS and PPLNS, as a risky decision problem
based on the maximum likelihood criterion, based on the
phenomenon that miners have different returns for
selecting pools with varying mechanisms of reward, and
investigates the impact of the variation of N in the PPLNS
mechanism on miners’ optimal pool selection decision,
with N referring to the number of partial workload proofs
taken at the end of each settlement in the PPLNS
mechanism. -e article [16], on the other hand, addresses
the pool selection problem faced by miners under the
competitive relationship between two payment mecha-
nisms, PROP and PPLNS, and builds a pool selection
model based on the risk decision criterion, calculating the

miners’ returns in different pools. And the article derives
the optimal selection strategy using the maximum like-
lihood criterion and the expected value criterion, re-
spectively. It investigates the influence of pool computing
power and reward mechanism on the miners’ optimal
selection strategy.

-is paper aims to conduct a comparative analysis of
four payment mechanisms for Bitcoin mining, model the
problem of choosing a mining pool under the four payment
mechanisms faced by miners as a risky decision problem,
and construct a pool selection model based on Laplace’s
criterion. -is study focuses on the pool selection of four
common mining pool payment mechanisms, PPS, PPLNS,
PPS+, and FPPS, in the same blockchain network competing
for computing power resources, highlighting the impact of
computing power allocation on pool selection. Unfortu-
nately, the starting point of this study is different from other
mine pool selection strategy papers, so it is not compared
with the results of the papers with other selection strategies.
-e relevant selection strategy research article [16, 17] fo-
cuses on selecting the mine pool strategy under N change in
the PPLNS mechanism. Still, our study focuses more on the
influence of computing power distribution change. We
regard the change of N as an equal possibility value. -e
miners who chose the PPLNS payment mechanism sub-
mitted only two results: the proof of work falling into the
value range of N or not falling into the value range of N. We
highlight the influence of the computing power distribution
change on the choice of the four mine pool strategies. -e
results of this paper can provide an essential reference for
miners when making pool selection decisions. Using
computational experiments, we validate the effectiveness of
our proposed mining pool selection strategy.

2. Related Work

-e purpose of the study of mining pool strategies is to
improve miners’ profitability. Currently, there are several
mining pools in the market. Different pools have the dif-
ferent computing powers and may adopt different payment
mechanisms, which leads to the fact that miners cannot get
the same profit from different pools. Research on mining
pool strategies has produced several results in mining pool
incentive strategies, mining pool attack-defense strategies,
and mining pool selection strategies.

First, in terms of incentive strategies for mining pools,
articles [15, 23, 24] aim to encourage honest mining, reduce
the waste of computational resources due tominers’ malicious
behavior, and address the problems of inefficient mining and
unfair returns by providingminers with a game to think about
to encourage honest and cooperative mining to improve
returns. In paper [25, 26], mining strategies that can improve
the profits and reduce dishonest miners’ profits are proposed
to enhance the overall mining profits of the mining pool.

Secondly, in terms of mining pool attack and defense
strategies, the article [27, 28] defines and analyzes the game
theory problem of the prisoner’s dilemma arising from a
mining pool attack, uses the results of the congestion game to
establish a pure Nash equilibrium, gives an efficient
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algorithm for finding such an equilibrium, and calculates the
miner’s gain in the case of a mining pool attack. Articles
[29–31] address the problem that miners will choose to attack
each other due to the pursuit of superior strategies and high
returns. By building a model of mining pool defense strategy
and comparing the expected cooperative returns with attack
returns, they reduce the wastage of computing power and the
phenomenon of driving down mining returns caused by
miners when conducting attacks, promote the cooperation of
miners, and ensure stable returns of mining pools.-e article
[32] designs a new blockchain and provides a trust model for
it to address the problem of internal attacks on mining pools.
Articles [33–35] then provide mining pool attack strategies to
show the vulnerability of existing mining pool structures,
with the intention of deciphering the problem of the miner’s
prisoner’s dilemma and providing advice to miners when
choosing to attack or cooperate.

Finally, in terms of pool selection strategies, articles
[16, 17, 36, 37] investigate how miners choose pools in
blockchain networks under the influence of different block
mining strategies, reward allocation mechanisms, comput-
ing power, and latency, and use pool selection strategies to
obtain the best returns.

-ere has been a lot of research and research findings on
mining pool incentive strategies, attack and defense strat-
egies, and selection strategies. However, there is a lack of
research in the literature on pool selection strategies for
multiple different payment mechanisms, so there is some
value in this study [38–41].

3. Mining Pool Selection Strategies

3.1. Four Mining Pool Payment Mechanisms and Miner’s
Earnings. A comparison of the four mining pool payment
mechanisms is shown in Table 1.

-e mining fee is the fee charged by a mining pool for
conducting mining, usually expressed as δ. -e miner’s fee is
the transaction fee for all transactions obtained by packing
this block, in addition to the block reward.-e lucky value is
the ratio of the pool’s actual block yield to the theoretical
block yield.

Lucky Valu �
Actual Benefits

Throretical Benefits
× 100%. (1)

For the purposes of this paper, we assume that all four
pools receive a fixedminer’s fee of φ per block packed. In this
paper, we assume that the lucky value of mining is 100%; i.e.,
the expected revenue on blocks is equal to the actual return
on blocks. Suppose there are a total of four mining pools V1,
V2, V3, and V4 on the blockchain network, taking PPS,
PPLNS, PPS+, PPS+, and FPPS payment mechanisms, re-
spectively, with each payment mechanism accounting for e1,
e2, e3, and e4 of the blockchain network’s computing power,
respectively, then e1 + e2 + e3 + e4 � 1. Assume that the
blockchain network is a round from the start of mining new
blocks to the end of blocking, and that each round of
blocking lasts for a fixed time T, for a total of K rounds. -e
blockchain network has a fixed total block reward of R for
each round. Total mining revenue per mining pool for round

K is S � eiKR, i � 1, 2, 3, 4{ }. Assume that each pool miner
fee K round of total revenue is Sc � Kφ. Assume that each
pool has exactly M partial workload proofs per round, and
for ease of calculation, assume that each miner provides only
one partial workload proof per round, and that the position
of the partial workload proof submitted by the miner among
the M partial workload proofs is random and this position is
the same in K rounds, and let the probability that the partial
workload proof submitted by the miner in each round is at
position i be pi, pi � (1/M).

3.1.1. PPS (Pay per Share). PPS payment mechanism of the
pool is based on theminer’s computing power in the pool; an
estimate of the daily output can be obtained in the pool, not
to allocate theminer’s fee; the pool will retain δ percentage of
mining fees.

-e mining pool that chooses the PPS payment mech-
anism for mining is defined as event V1. -e mining revenue
for miners in event V1 is

v1 �
1

M
e1(1 − δ)KR. (2)

Since the model does not calculate miner’s fees, the
miner’s gain in miner’s fees in event V1 is

Sc v1(  � 0. (3)

3.1.2. PPLNS (Pay per Last N Shares). -e PPLNS payment
mechanism mining pool will settle with the miner who
submitted the last N partial workload proofs after several
rounds by adding up the actual block bonus of this pool with
the actual miner’s fee, minus the mining fees. -e revenue
will be allocated to the miner who submits the last N partial
workload proofs, as shown in the literature [17],
N � (k − 1)M + j, k ∈ [1, K], j ∈ [1, M], where k refers to
the number of rounds N contains and j refers to the number
of partial workload proofs that N contains when a full round
is not included.

-e mining pool that chooses the PPLNS payment
mechanism for mining is defined as event V2, in which
miners have two revenue states a and b.

In state a, the probability that some of the workload
proofs submitted by miners at the settlement of each reward
do not all fall within the last N candidates is

Table 1: Comparison of four common mining pool payment
mechanisms.

Payment
mechanisms Block rewards Miners’ fees Supported

mining pools

PPS -eoretical
value No distribution ViaBTC

PPLNS Actual value Actual value AntPool,
ViaBTC

PPS+ -eoretical
value Actual value AntPool,

F2Pool

FPPS -eoretical
value

-eoretical
value BTC.com
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p2,a �
M − j

M
. (4)

-e miner’s mining revenue in state a of event V2 is

v2,a �
k − 1

N
e2(1 − δ)KR. (5)

-e miner’s gain in miner’s fee for state a of event V2 is

Sc v2,a  �
k − 1

N
(1 − δ)Kφ. (6)

In state b, some of the workload proofs submitted by
miners at each settlement of the reward fall within the last N

candidates with the probability are

p2,b �
j

M
. (7)

-emining revenue of the miner in state b of event V2 is

v2,b �
k

N
e2(1 − δ)KR. (8)

-e miner’s gain in miner’s fee for state b of event
V2 is

Sc v2,b  �
k

N
(1 − δ)Kφ. (9)

3.1.3. PPS+ (Pay per Shares plus). -e PPS + payment
mechanism pool combines both PPS and PPLNS models,
with PPS settling the pool’s theoretical block, payout re-
wards, and PPLNS determining the miners’ fees generated
by the pool’s actual block payouts.

-e mining pool that chooses the PPS + payment
mechanism for mining is defined as event V3, and from
Sections 3.1.2 and 3.1.3, the mining returns of miners in
event V3 are

v3,a �
1

M
e3(1 − δ)KR，p3,a �

M − j

M
,

v3,b �
1

M
e3(1 − δ)KR，p3,b �

j

M
.

(10)

-eminer’s gains from the miner’s fees in event V3 were

Sc v3,a  �
k − 1

N
(1 − δ)Kφ，p3,a �

M − j

M
,

Sc v3,b  �
k

N
(1 − δ)Kφ，p3,b �

j

M
.

(11)

3.1.4. FPPS (Full Pay per Shares). FPPS payment mechanism
mining pools, also known as full PPS mining pools, are
settled according to theoretical earnings after deducting
mining fees for block rewards and miner fees.

-e mining pool that chooses the FPPS payment
mechanism for mining is defined as event V4, and from
Sections 3.1.2 and 3.1.3, it follows that the miner’s mining
revenue in event V4 is

v4 �
1

M
e4(1 − δ)KR. (12)

-e miner’s gain from the miner’s fee in event V4 is

Sc v4(  �
1

M
(1 − δ)Kφ. (13)

3.2. Mining Pool Selection Strategy under the Laplace
Criterion. Laplace’s criterion: Laplace’s criterion, also
known as the equal likelihood criterion, is based on the
assumption that multiple states Cj, j � 1, 2, 3, . . . , n{ } of
event Vi, i � 1, 2, 3, . . . , m{ } have the same probability P(Cj)

of occurring, i.e., P(Cj) � (1/n), j � 1, 2, 3, . . . , n{ }, the total
payoff of the event in each state is denoted as v∗j , and then the
expected payoff of the event is E(Vi) � 

n
i�1 P(Cj)∗ v∗j ,

j � 1, 2, . . . , n{ }, where m refers to the number of possible
events and N refers to the number of states in which the
event may occur. -e optimal choice of Laplace’s criterion
should satisfy E∗Vi

� max
Vi� V1 ,V2 ,...,Vm{ }

E(Vi) in the expected

revenue value of each event.
In Laplace’s criterion, when the decision-maker

cannot determine which event is easy to occur in the
decision-making process, he has to think that the op-
portunity of various events is equal; that is, the proba-
bility of occurrence is equal. In other studies of mining
pool selection strategies [16, 17], the variation of N in the
PPLNS mechanism is used as the primary variable. -is
study did not focus on N change to highlight the effect of
computing power allocation change on choosing four
mine pool strategies. We believe that the change in N will
only lead to two outcomes, and the probability of the two
outcomes is equal: the partial proof of workload sub-
mitted by miners falls into the value range of N or not
into the value range of N. -is understanding is usually
more in line with ordinary miners’ knowledge of the
various mining mechanisms when choosing a pool
since not all miners are experts in understanding
the mining pool. Our study controls for the results caused
by changes in N. -is control is more consistent with
the requirements of Laplace decision-making, so it is
reasonable to choose Laplace decision research in this
paper.

Based on the Laplace criterion, the benefits of each of the
four mining pool mechanisms can be summarized in con-
junction with Section 3.1 as shown in Table 2.

Using the Laplace criterion principle, we assume that in a
mining pool that includes a PPLNS payment mechanism,
there are only two possibilities for partial workload proofs
submitted by miners: falling into the range of values of N

and not falling into the range of values of N. Under this
criterion, the partial workload proofs submitted by miners
in events V2 and V3 have the same probability of falling
into both states a and b, i.e., (M − j/M) � (j/M), N �

(k − 1)M + (1/2)M � (k − 1/2)M, k ∈ [1, K]. Let the ex-
pected revenue of the four mining pool mechanisms be
E(V1), E(V2), E(V3), and E(V4). -e following conclusions
can be drawn from Table 2.
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E V1(  �
1

M
e1(1 − δ)KR,

E V2(  �
1

M
e2(1 − δ)KR +

1
M

(1 − δ)Kφ,

E V3(  �
1

M
e3(1 − δ)KR +

1
M

(1 − δ)Kφ,

E V4(  �
1

M
e4(1 − δ)KR +

1
M

(1 − δ)Kφ.

(14)

Let RE(i, j) � (E(Vi)/E(Vj)) − 1 and obtain RE(i, j)

taking matrix as shown in Table 3.
As can be seen from Table 3, for events V1, when

e1 − e2 < (φ/R), e1 − e3 < (φ/R), e1 − e4 < (φ/R), and
e1 < (3φ + R/4R), there is E(V1)<mini� 2,3,4{ }E(Vi), and the
mining pool with the PPS payment mechanism is not se-
lected at this time. When e1 − e2 > (φ/R), e1 − e3 > (φ/R),
e1 − e4 > (φ/R), and e1 > (3φ + R/4R), there is E(V1)>
maxi� 2,3,4{ }E(Vi), and the mining pool with the PPS payment
mechanism is the optimal choice at this point.

For event V2, when e1 − e2 > (φ/R), E(V1)>E(V2), and
a mining pool with a PPLNS payment mechanism is not
selected. When e1 − e2 < (φ/R), E(V)1 <E(V2), at which
point if e2 − e3 < 0 or e2 − e4 < 0, there is E(V2)<
maxi� 3,4{ }E(Vi), the mining pool that does not select the
PPLNS payment mechanism. If e2 − e3 > 0, e2 − e4 > 0, and
e2 > (R − φ/4R), there is E(V2)>maxi� 3,4{ }E(Vi) and at this
point the mining pool with the PPLNS payment mechanism
is optimal choice.

For event V3, when e1 − e3 > (φ/R) and e2 − e3 > 0, there
is E(V3)<maxi� 1,2{ }E(Vi), and the mining pool with
PPS + payment mechanism is not selected. When e1 − e3 <
(φ/R) and e2 − e3 < 0, there is E(V3)>maxi� 1,2{ }E(Vi), at
which point if e3 − e4 < 0 and e3 < (R − φ/4R), there is
E(V)3 <E(V4), and the mining pool with the PPS + pay-
ment mechanism is not selected. If e3 − e4 > 0 and e3 >
(R − φ/4R), there is E(V3)>maxi� 1,2,4{ }E(Vi), and the
mining pool with PPS + payment mechanism is the optimal
choice.

For event V4, when e1 − e4 > (φ/R), e2 − e4 > 0, and
e3 − e4 > 0, there is E(V4)<mini� 1,2,3{ }E(Vi), and the mining
pool with FPPS payment mechanism is not selected. When
e1 − e4 < (φ/R), e2 − e4 < 0, e3 − e4 < 0, and e4 > (R − φ/4R),
there is E(V4)>maxi� 1,2,3{ }E(Vi), and at this point the
mining pool with FPPS payment mechanism is the optimal
choice.

In particular, when e1 − e2 � (φ/R), e1 − e3 � (φ/R),
e1 − e4 � (φ/R), e2 − e3 � 0, and e3 − e4 � 0, i.e., when e1 �

(3φ + R/4R) and e2 � e3 � e4 � (R − φ/4R), all have
E(V1) � E(V2) � E(V3) � E(V4), and the choice of any
payment mechanism mining pool is optimal.

4. Simulation and Analysis

-is chapter evaluates the mining pool selection strategies
under the Laplace criterion. We refer to the strategy that
always selects one of the PPS, PPLNS, PPS+, and FPPS
mining pools as strategy C1, C2, C3, and C4, and the strategy
that uses the scheme proposed in this paper as strategy C5.
-ere are four events under strategy C5, namely, V1, V2, V3,
and V4, representing the selection of the PPS, PPLNS, and
PPS + FPPSmining pools as the optimal choice for each case.
In the discussion in Chapter 4, we analyzed the relationship
between the mining pool selection strategy and the pro-
portion of computing power allocation under the Laplace
criterion. In this experiment, we will verify the effectiveness
of the strategies proposed in this paper by comparing the
total returns of each strategy under several different com-
binations of computing power allocation. To be able to verify
more intuitively the validity of the strategies derived in this
paper using the Laplace criterion, the following experiments
were carried out.

4.1. Experimental Scenario. -e experiments were imple-
mented on a 64-bit Windows 10 system, with the Python 3
programming tool, using the NumPy scientific computing
library for the simulations and the Matplotlib plotting li-
brary for the graphical presentation of the simulation results.

Table 2: Benefits of each of the four mining pool mechanisms under the Laplace criterion.

Payment mechanisms Events Vi Status Cj Probability P(Cj) Total revenue v∗j

PPS V1 — — v∗1 � (1/M)e1(1 − δ)KR

PPLNS V2
a M − j/M v∗2,a � (k − 1/N)e2(1 − δ)KR + (k − 1/N)(1 − δ)Kφ
b j/M v∗2,b � (k/N)e2(1 − δ)KR + (k/N)(1 − δ)Kφ

PPS+ V3
a M − j/M v∗3,a � (1/M)e3(1 − δ)KR + (k − 1/N)(1 − δ)Kφ
b j/M v∗3,b � (1/M)e3(1 − δ)KR + (k/N)(1 − δ)Kφ

FPPS V4 — — v∗4 � (1/M)e4(1 − δ)KR + (1/M)(1 − δ)Kφ

Table 3: Matrix of values for RE(i, j).

RE(i, j) E(V1) E(V2) E(V3) E(V4)

E(V)1 0 ((e1 − e2)R − φ/e2R + φ) ((e1 − e3)R − φ/e3R + φ) ((e1 − e4)R − φ/e4R + φ)

E(V)2 ((e2 − e1)R + φ/e1R) 0 ((e2 − e3)R/e3R + φ) ((e2 − e4)R/e4R + φ)

E(V)3 ((e3 − e1)R + φ/e1R) ((e3 − e2)R/e2R + φ) 0 ((e3 − e4)R/e4R + φ)

E(V)4 ((e4 − e1)R + φ/e1R) ((e4 − e2)R/e2R + φ) ((e4 − e3)R/e3R + φ) 0
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4.2. Experiment Content. In this experiment, four mining
pools are set up in the blockchain network, using the PPS,
PPLNS, PPS+, and FPPS payment mechanisms, respectively,
and each of them is governed by a computing power ratio of
e1, e2, e3, and e4. All four pools will produce blocks in each
round and receive block rewards and miner’s fees corre-
sponding to the computing power ratio, but the rewards are
distributed according to their respective payment mecha-
nisms, and each miner submits only partial proof of
workload in each round. Assuming M � 5, K � 15, δ � 0.03,

R � 100, and φ � 10, the data with computing power e1, e2,
e3, and e4 all in the range of [0, 1] and e1 + e2 + e3 + e4 � 1
are recorded as a combination, and the experiment gives the
optimal mining pool selection strategy under a variety of
different combinations of computing power taking values.

5. Results and Analysis

For strategies C1, C2, C3, and C4, experiments are conducted
according to the possible values of their computing power e1,
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Figure 1: Expected revenue of strategy C1, C2, C3, and C4 under different computing power allocations.
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Figure 2: Expected revenue of strategy C5 for each event under change in computing power.
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e2, e3, and e4, respectively. Figure 1 represents the expected
revenue values of the strategy C1, C2, C3, and C4, when the
computing power e1, e2, e3, and e4 takes values in the range
[0, 1]. Figure 1 represents the relationship between the
expected revenue E(Ci) of the strategy Ci using a separate
mine pool payment mechanism and the computing power ei

assigned to this strategy. As can be seen from Figure 1, the
expected payoff of the C1, C2, and C3, strategy is propor-
tional to the computing power it is assigned to.

Figure 2 represents the expected revenue that can be
fetched by strategy C5 for each event computing power
variation, and Table 4 shows the values taken for some of the
points in strategy C5. -e dashed line represents the max-
imum expected revenue of strategy C5 for each event
computing power variation, and the realization represents
the minimum expected revenue of strategy C5 for each event
computing power variation. In Figure 2, we show the re-
lationship between the expected revenue of the strategy C5

and the corresponding computing power ei in each of the
four events, V1, V2, V3, and V4, respectively. For any one
event, the minimum expected gain is the greater of the gain
of that event at computing power e and the gain of the other
events that have equally divided the remaining computing
power (1 − e) other than the computing power of that event;
the maximum expected gain arises when the other events
have concentrated the remaining computing power (1 − e)

in one of the other events. Taking event V1 as an example,
the computing power of event V1 is e1, the gain is E(V1), and
the gain of other events V2 and V3 is E(V2), E(V3), and
E(V4). When e2 � e3 � e4 � (1 − e1/3), there is E(V2) �

E(V3) � E(V4) and MinE(C5) � Min E(V1), E(Vi) ,

i � 2, 3, 4; when e2 � 1 − e1, e3 � e4 � 0, there is
MaxE(C5) � Max E(V1), E(V2) . When E(V1) � E(V2) �

E(V3) � E(V4), take the theoretical minimum, the solid line
turning point in the diagram; when E(V1) � E(V2),
MaxE(C5) coincides with the value of MinE(C5), both the

Table 4: Selected values for strategy C5

Percentage of computing power 0 0.225 0.325 0.475 0.675 1

e1 Min E (C5) 126.003 104.275 94.575 138.225 196.425 294
Max E (C5) 320.1 254.625 225.525 181.875 196.425 291

e2 Min E (C5) 116.4 94.575 123.675 167.325 225.525 320.1
Max E (C5) 320.1 254.625 225.525 181.875 225.525 320.1

e3 Min E (C5) 116.4 94.575 123.675 167.325 225.525 320.1
Max E (C5) 320.1 254.625 225.525 181.875 225.525 320.1

e4 Min E (C5) 116.4 94.575 123.675 167.325 225.525 320.1
Max E (C5) 320.1 254.625 225.525 181.875 225.525 320.1
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Figure 3: Expected revenue for strategy C1, C2, C3, and C4 versus strategy C5 under different event choices.
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points in the diagram where the realized and dashed lines
intersect.

As can be seen from Figure 2, the optimal choice of
strategy events changes depending on the amount of
computing power allocated to e1, e2, e3, and e4; when
e1 � 0.325, and e2 � e3 � e4 � 0.225, i.e., when e1 � (3φ +

R/4R) and e2 � e3 � e4 � (R − φ/4R), strategy C5 takes the
minimum expected revenue of MinE(C5) �

E(V1) � E(V2) � E(V3) � E(V4), at which point the choice
of any mechanism of the mining pool is optimal.

Figure 3 shows the expected revenue of strategy C1, C2,
C3, and C4 compared to strategy C5 under different event
choices depending on the change in computing power,
where the dotted line represents the expected revenue of
strategy C1, C2, C3, and C4. In this chapter, the computing
power of the four events of policy C5 corresponds to that of
strategies C1, C2, C3, and C4, respectively. In Figure 3, we
group [event Vi, strategy Ci] and compare the relationship
between the expected revenues of strategy C5 and strategy Ci

in each group, using the computing power ei as the variable.
Combined with Table 2, it can be seen that in event V1, when
e1 < (3φ + R/4R), strategy C5 does not select a mining pool
with a PPS payment mechanism, and when
e1 > (3φ + R/4R), strategy C5 will select a payment mecha-
nism based on a ratio of e1, e2, e3, and e4, at which point the
mining pool that selects a PPS payment mechanism will
receive the minimum expected revenue MinE(V1), at which
point the maximum expected revenue MaxE(V1) is pro-
vided by a mining pool with another payment mechanism.
Once the e1 ratio of computing power grows to meet
MinE(V1) � MaxE(V1), the mining pool with the PPS
payment mechanism becomes the optimal choice. Similarly
in events V2, V3, and V4, when e2 < (R − φ/4R), strategy C5
does not select the pool with the PPLNS payment mecha-
nism, and when e2 > (R − φ/4R), the pool with the PPLNS
payment mechanism will obtain the minimum expected
revenue MinE(V2), and the pool with the PPLNS payment
mechanism becomes the optimal choice after the proportion
of computing power e2 grows to satisfy
MinE(V2) � MaxE(V2). When e3 < (R − φ/4R), strategy
C5 does not select the pool with the PPS + payment
mechanism, and when e3 > (R − φ/4R), the pool with the
PPS + payment mechanism will obtain the minimum ex-
pected revenue MinE(V3), and the pool with the
PPS + payment mechanism becomes the optimal choice after
the computing power e3 grows proportionally to satisfy
MinE(V3) � MaxE(V3). When e4 < (R − φ/4R), strategy
C5 does not select the pool with FPPS payment mechanism;
when e4 > (R − φ/4R), the pool with FPPS payment mech-
anism will get the minimum expected revenue MinE(V4),
and the pool with FPPS payment mechanism becomes the
optimal choice after the proportion of computing power e4
grows to satisfy MinE(V4) � MaxE(V4).

As can be seen from Figure 3, when the proportion of
computing power represented by strategy C1, C2, C3, and C4
is high, the expected revenue obtained by strategy C5 is equal
to the expected revenue obtained by strategy C1, C2, C3, and
C4; when the proportion of computing power represented by
strategy C1, C2, C3, and C4 is low, the expected revenue

obtained by strategy C5 is higher than the expected revenue
obtained by strategy C1, C2, C3, and C4. -is indicates that
strategy C5 is superior to strategy C1, C2, C3, and C4.

6. Conclusion

-is paper examines the problem of pool selection faced by
miners when mining in blockchain networks. Consider the
impact on the revenue of miners choosing a pool with a
different payment mechanism when the four common pool
payment mechanisms compete for blockchain network
computing power. We adopt Laplace’s criterion for the
optimal selection strategy for four mining pools with dif-
ferent computing power and design corresponding experi-
ments to evaluate the proposed pool selection strategy, and
the experimental results verify the effectiveness of this pool
selection strategy. -is paper has shortcomings in the fol-
lowing questions:

RQ1: How to implement a selection strategy for multiple
payment mechanism pools when miners submit multiple
partial workload certificates in a single round.

RQ2: How to implement a selection strategy for multiple
payment mechanism pools in the case of changing com-
puting power allocation.
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With the fast development of the industrial Internet, its interconnectivity poses new challenges for the cooperation of industrial
entities. Cooperation among these entities is built on trust, and trust is based on high-quality industrial products at reasonable
prices. A traceability system can play an essential role in objectively reflecting the production process and promoting this trust.
However, traditional traceability systems often have data privacy issues. Because traceability data are collected or generated during
the production process (namely, production-related data), they could be considered privacy data. Several researchers have
introduced privacy protection schemes into the traceability system, such as authentication or encryption. Nevertheless, when a
privacy protection scheme is established, the original data are disclosed to the legal user of the system, but the data may still be
leaked intentionally or unintentionally. Except for data privacy issues, a traditional traceability system can be vulnerable to
network attacks, data unavailability, and reliability issues. )e authors conducted a study to overcome these shortcomings, and
this paper reports the results. We built a traceability prototype system using a blockchain protocol and a zero-knowledge proof
method. First, we built a blockchain to record key production process data, aiming to maintain data reliability and availability.
Second, through an analysis of traceability purpose using production knowledge, the traceability purpose could be divided into
multiple provable statements. By introducing privacy protection through a zero-knowledge proof, the traceability process was
converted to proving relative statements. Finally, the statements were validated by a smart contract that provided openness and
reliability during the traceability process. Analysis has shown that our approach couldmeet the requirements for high security and
privacy. In addition, the paper also discusses the calculation cost of the traceability process to show our work’s viability. )e
traceability system described in this paper creates new possibilities for constructing a healthy and reliable trust relationship
between production entities to provide further support in the development of the industrial Internet.

1. Introduction

With the application of information technology (IT) to tra-
ditional industrial production, production power has signif-
icantly increased, and senior automation and information
technology have optimized the production process. However,
as the scale of production expands, the industrial production
model may be overwhelmed by high production levels, the
bullwhip effect, or biased pricing [1]. )ese issues impair the
trust and cooperation between industry entities [2]. To break
the production limit, Industry 4.0 [3] and the industrial In-
ternet [4] were introduced by Germany in 2010 and General
Electric in 2012. )e primary purpose of this structure is to

connect people, data, and machines with an open and
globalized network and to achieve a high degree of integration
of industrial systems with computing, analysis, and ITsystems
[5]. In particular, the industrial Internet may create a data
corridor between each element in production scenarios. By
integrating the traditional manufacturing technology with big
data analysis, artificial intelligence, and advanced semicon-
ductor technology, industrial Internet could reform the entire
production and cooperation model [6].

In traditional industrial production, cooperation among
entities depends on the supply chain [7], and the traceability
data are one of the key parts of the supply chain system to
ensure the high efficiency and stable operation. Traceability
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data are also an important constituent for improving the
quality of industrial products [8] and optimizing the supply
chain and the production process [9]. As an important part
of the supply chain, a traceability system can significantly
affect product quality control, order management, and
production service. However, with the continuous expan-
sion of the supply chain and development of industrial
Internet, the traceability system may face challenges due to
the requirement of interconnection and open cooperation
between industrial entities [10]. Current traceability system-
related data are not sensitive. However, some field data related
to the production process can be unsafe for a company to
publish due to industrial confidentiality. Against an industrial
background, sensitive production data can objectively reflect
the quality and even advanced technology of industrial
products, so traceability requirements for these types of
sensitive data do exist. Furthermore, tracing these production
data can promote and encourage interindustry cooperation
and interactions. )is new type of cooperation and pro-
duction may transform the dominant industrial model.

For regular scenarios, traceability can be treated as a
process that satisfies a particular purpose related to demand.
In this situation, the initiator of traceability should have a clear
purpose, such as locating quality problems in the production
process [11] or verifying whether a particular process in the
production process satisfies required standards or specifica-
tions. Nomatter the purpose of the traceability, it is ultimately
up to the traceability initializer to judge the relevant data
obtained from a traceability system. However, acquirers of
traceability datamight lack knowledge about production in an
actual traceability process. After the related data are received,
a third party is needed to interpret the result using traceability
data, which may eventually cause production data to leak.
)erefore, the traceability process for sensitive production-
related data should avoid data transmission.

To achieve the above, this study adopts a privacy pro-
tection mechanism based on a zero-knowledge proof and
realizes the traceability of the target with no need for the
traceability data owner to provide any original data. In ad-
dition, the traceability system still needs to solve the problem
of original data availability and reliability, and the proof
should be open and without the possibility of repudiation. To
satisfy the above requirements, this paper introduces block-
chain technology into the design of traceability system, which
could provide features that are tamper-resistant, unable to be
repudiated, and open to supervision [12]. To design a com-
plete system, this study made the following assumptions:

(1) Raw industrial production data are stored in the
respective production domains, while the related
data digest is stored in the blockchain.

(2) )e traceability process was initialized by the
traceability data acquirer with a clear purpose or an
expected traceability result.

(3) )ere is a correlation between the traceability pur-
pose and the industrial traceable production data.

Under the above premise, this paper introduces a zero-
knowledge proof for raw data production. )rough a

purpose analysis of traceability data acquirer, the production
process was converted into multiple statements and adopted
a zero-knowledge proof engine generating a validator to
prove those statements. Finally, through publishing a smart
contract, the traceability process is completed in an open and
fair manner. )e innovations of this paper are as follows:

(1) An abstraction of the industrial production process
into several traceability features according to their
traceability is developed.

(2) A privacy-preserving traceability system architecture
for production data is constructed and the algorithm
flow involved in the architecture is explained.

(3) Availability and security issues are discussed through
a comparative analysis.

2. Background Knowledge

2.1. Blockchain and Distributed Ledgers. A blockchain is a
type of distributed ledger system designed on a cryptography
algorithm, peer-to-peer (P2P) network, and distributed
consensus algorithm [13]. Blockchain has attracted much
attention since its creation. Many researchers have shown
increasing interest in the application of blockchain. Gen-
erally speaking, blockchain can be divided into two cate-
gories: unauthorized blockchain and authorized blockchain
[14]. )e former category is usually used to build payment
systems instead of centralized banks, such as Bitcoin or
Ethereum [15, 16], and the latter is designed for specific
application scenarios such as medical, agrifood, or other
fields. Nomatter what type of blockchain is being used, it can
help to build trust between participants in an exchange.
Authorized blockchain supported with smart contracts
could be applied to financial, medical, and logistics scenarios
[17]. Moreover, its features of tamper-resistance and non-
repudiation may provide highly reliable data that could be
the basis for industrial entities creating cooperative rela-
tionships. Especially in the research area of combining
blockchain with industrial Internet or industry 4.0, the se-
curity and trust features of blockchain [18] may help in-
dustrial entities create healthy cooperative relationships and
promote the production level.

)e main idea of the traceability system designed in this
paper is to trace the privacy data generated in the production
process. In industrial production scenarios, such as the
industrial Internet of things or the industrial Internet, the
data generated from billions of sensors, controllers, and data
collectors makes it possible for entities to make production
more intelligent, optimize production plans, and realize
cooperative production [19]. To create a reliable traceability
system, the first step is to guarantee the reliability and
availability of production data [20]. In traditional centralized
traceability approaches, there are many potential informa-
tion security issues, including denial-of-service attacks,
spoofing attacks, and data leaking and tampering, while a
blockchain-based approach may be immune to the security
issues above and make the data both tamper-resistant and
highly available [21]. In this situation, the circulation of data
is treated as a transaction, and data digests can be recorded
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in a transaction for confirmation by all participants. Sup-
ported by blockchain, a traceability system able to fully
record industrial production could be created.

Nevertheless, the openness of blockchain may also create
privacy issues [22]. Production-related data may be tightly
bonded with industrial secrets and sensitive data, making it
impossible for entities to share their production data for
traceability. )erefore, a privacy-preserving scheme should
be deployed.

2.2. Zero-Knowledge Proofs. Zero-knowledge proofs can
enable one subject to verify the correctness of a statement
put forward by another subject without involving any raw
data or relying on a third party [23]. )erefore, zero-
knowledge proofs can be used as effective privacy protection
mechanisms. )ere are two leading roles involved in the
zero-knowledge proof process. )e first is the prover, who
declares a statement and generates a proof with raw data.)e
second role is the verifier, or the proof receiver, who has the
ability to verify the proof. Zero-knowledge proofs are widely
used in privacy-preserving schemes due to their com-
pleteness, soundness, and zero-knowledge [24]. Complete-
ness means the statement can be verified by the prover and
convince the verifier of its veracity. Its soundness provides
an environment in which the prover cannot cheat the verifier
with a false proof. Zero-knowledge ensures that the raw data
is never revealed to the public. )e prover can always
maintain their ownership of the raw data during the proving
and verifying processes to protect their privacy.

In the real-world usage of zero-knowledge proof
schemes, a toolkit based on zero-knowledge succinct non-
interactive arguments of knowledge (zkSNARK) is intro-
duced to build corresponding systems [25]. zkSNARK allows
the prover to prove its statement with low process com-
plexity using a simple message. )erefore, the toolkit based
on zkSNARK is widely used in the design of blockchain-
based applications [26]. According to the application sce-
nario, a zkSNARK-based toolkit offers a flexible and effective
way to create a smart contract for automatic verification and
generate the proof with raw data.

In this situation, the application scenarios of zero-
knowledge proof are significantly expanded and provide the
possibility for the implementation of traceability in this
paper.

2.3. Related Work. Research on the combination of block-
chain and traceability systems has shown that the data
recorded in a blockchain can provide reliable support for
data traceability so long as production data can be stored
with high reliability. Previous work has successfully con-
nected the traceability process with the data produced
during production [27]. )e traceability of production data
is beneficial for tracking production drawbacks and raising
production quality [28], and, in the research area of
traceability, Chen et al. [29] demonstrated the relationship
between quality control and traceability and then designed a
quality control model based on traceability. On this basis,
Tsai and Wang et al. [30] then designed a cooperative

production method based on the production data to im-
prove and optimize the production process. By importing
blockchain into traceability system design, more researchers
have concentrated on the design of blockchain-based
decentralized traceability systems. Helo et al. [31] designed a
high-performance traceability model for the supply chains
based on blockchain, Radio Frequency Identification
(RFID), and Internet of )ings (IoT) technology. Zhu et al.
[32] optimized the supply chain by using blockchain-based
traceability system to trace production processes and co-
ordination. Xiao et al. [33] designed a traceability model for
the agrifood industry, providing a safe and traceable envi-
ronment for food production quality control and anti-
counterfeiting. Tarun [34], based on blockchain, constructed
a traceability system for textile manufacturing and improved
production efficiency. Uddin [35] built a blockchain-based
traceability framework for the pharmacy industry that
provided reliability verification for the circulation of med-
icine. Patelli et al. [36] built a traceability system for the
supply chain management of food industry based on
blockchain, which is immune to several network attacks
compared to the traditional traceability mechanism. )e
above studies have proven that blockchain technology can be
effectively integrated with traceability mechanisms to im-
prove production efficiency and product quality to ensure
data reliability. Except for studies on the reliability of
traceability data, privacy-preserving schemes for traceability
data were also discussed by researchers. Yang [37] used
RFID encryption to provide production data privacy during
data collection. Wang [38] treated the traceability process as
transactions in the blockchain and divided the traceability
process into three actions: demanding, pricing, and trading.

Privacy-preserving mechanisms have also been intro-
duced to avoid privacy leakage issues formed by the
openness of blockchain. )e above research shows that
privacy preservation methods mainly depend on access
control, identity authorization, or data encryption. Although
the traceability process is protected, raw traceability data can
still be leaked by the traceability data receiver.

In this paper, a zero-knowledge proof is used to protect
the raw traceability data. Zero-knowledge proofs can pro-
vide proof for satisfying specified conditions in a specific
scene without disclosing any private information. Currently,
zero-knowledge proofs are widely used in digital currency.
Zcash realized a privacy-protected digital currency system
by applying a zero-knowledge proof. In addition, Eberhardt
[39] combined a zero-knowledge proof with an Ethereum
smart contract by constructing ZoKrates, realizing a zero-
knowledge proof mode of offline computing and online
verification, thus expanding the possible applications of
zero-knowledge proofs. Based on this, Westerkamp [40]
designed a side chain proof mechanism using ZoKrates. In
addition to the field of digital currency, Ibrahem [41] applied
zero-knowledge proofs and homomorphic encryption to an
anonymous voting system. Rasheed et al. [42] realized an
anonymity authentication method based on the premise of
protecting user privacy by applying a zero-knowledge proof
in the area of Internet of vehicle. Jeong et al. [43] applied
smart contracts and zero-knowledge proofs in online real
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estate transactions to provide a transaction process with a
privacy protection mechanism. Qi et al. [44] applied a zero-
knowledge proof to the auto insurance industry, achieving
an effective insurance evaluation method based on usage
habits while preserving privacy. Umar et al. [45] combined
zero-knowledge proofs with wireless body sensors to ef-
fectively avoid privacy leakage caused by malicious attackers
monitoring communication channels. Huang et al. [46]
proposed an auditable information-sharing mechanism for
the industrial Internet based on a zero-knowledge proof
mechanism, which effectively avoided the leakage of sen-
sitive information into the industrial environment. )e
above research results show that zero-knowledge proofs can
provide a proof process with a privacy protection mecha-
nism for different fields according to their needs, and so it is
feasible and beneficial to attempt to apply it to the privacy
protection process of production data traceability.

3. System Architecture

3.1. Architecture Review. Based on industrial production
data, as industrial production entities record production
data digests in the blockchain, these production data can
objectively describe the production process and reflect the
technologies of production and the flow of the production
process. Traceability processes are often used to show the
high quality or advanced technology of production [47]. In
this situation, the traceability process needs to be open and
fair. However, the traceability data acquirers may lack
production-related knowledge and cannot judge whether
acquired data could reach their purpose. )erefore, the
current solution relies on a trusted third party, which means
that the traceability data acquirers need to inform their
purposes to a trusted third party, entrust it as an agent to
receive the traceability data, and make a final judgement
[48]. However, this solution still exposes the production data
to a third-party verifier. At the same time, the verification
process would not be open and transparent. To establish an
open, fair, and privacy-preserving traceability mechanism,
this paper designed a new traceability system based on a
zero-knowledge proof combined with a smart contract and
blockchain, which is called a zero-knowledge-based trace-
ability system (ZKTS), to create a privacy data traceability
method independent from any third party in order to protect
the privacy of producers. )e architecture diagram of the
traceability system is shown in Figure 1.

)e traceability system in this paper contains three
layers. )e first is the physical data layer, which contains the
data produced by each independent entity according to the
actual production, the physical data generated by the
transportation and sales process, and the raw data saved in
the database and constructed by an independent production
entity. At the same time, the digest of raw data was published
in an authorized blockchain system called a data chain. Data
chain is open for all certificated users to access the data digest
of raw data. )e second is the data privacy layer, composed
of a zero-knowledge engine and its related external inter-
faces. )e data privacy layer is mainly responsible for re-
ceiving the traceability features and the related data digest

from the upper layer, building the smart contract, and
interacting with the data provider to generate the proof for
traceability using a zero-knowledge proof engine. )e data
privacy layer is responsible for the core function of the
traceability system, privacy preservation. )e third layer is
the application layer; in this paper, we define the purpose of
the traceability data acquirer as the traceability purpose, and
the application layer maintains the authentication process
and the traceability purpose analysis process or the trace-
ability feature-generating algorithm. )is algorithm is used
to analyze the primary purpose of traceability and generate
related features and could satisfy the traceability purpose. As
shown in Figure 1, the entire system contains two relatively
independent blockchains. One is used to ensure the integrity
and reliability of relevant production data, and the other is
used for traceability verification in public scenarios. )e two
blockchains cannot interact directly but can be accessed
through authentication with supervision. )e specific func-
tions of each layer in the traceability model are as follows.

3.1.1. Physical Data Layer. )e physical data layer includes
sensors, controllers, data collection devices, and other
production-related devices. In the physical data layer,
production data can be mapped to devices using a unique
label through RFID or other technologies. )e physical data
layer collects the data generated by those production devices,
and these collected data can be used to generate traceability
features. In this study, we assumed that no fake data had
been created in the physical data layer and that the data
digest would be published in a particular blockchain system
(data chain).

3.1.2. Data Privacy Layer. )e data privacy layer is the key
component ensuring the protection of privacy in the
traceability system. )e data privacy layer has a data ex-
traction and privacy processing engine. First, the data pri-
vacy layer collects the data digest of production from the
data chain. According to the analysis of the purpose of the
traceability data acquirer, the privacy processing engine then
generates a smart contract with need-to-proof issues. A
witness is then generated to interact with the owner of the
raw production data to generate the proof.

)e processing of the data privacy layer involves the
privacy information of production, so the process is offline.
After the proof is generated, the smart contract, related
proof, and traceability features are disclosed to verify
whether traceability is achieved.

3.1.3. Traceability Application Layer. )e traceability ap-
plication layer directly interacts with the traceability data
acquirer and production data owner. )e primary function
of the application layer is to provide a traceability interface
for both sides with an authentication mechanism and also to
provide a platform for mutual traceability negotiation. )e
traceability application layer was established by industrial
entities and traceability-related individuals or entities. )e
traceability application was developed with a smart contract
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on a public or light-authenticated blockchain system. 
e
traceability application layer can publish the smart contract
generated by the data privacy layer and provide a veri�cation
interface for the proof. A blockchain-based application layer
is an essential part of the traceability system, allowing the
system to be both fair and transparent.

3.2. Participant Design. In the traceability system we
designed, given the ownership of the traceability data, there
were three roles: the initializer of the traceability process,
called the traceability data acquirer (TDA); the traceability
data owner, called the traceability data provider (TDP); and
a third party, called the traceability agent (TA).


e TDP was the original holder and provider of the
production data to be traced. In production-related trace-
ability, the data has production technology privacy that
needs to be protected during the production and circulation
of the relevant products. 
e TDA was the initializer of the
tracing process and could be a partner or a consumer with
either a cooperative or a transaction-based relationship with
the TDP. 
e TDA initiated the tracing process with a clear
purpose such as judgement of production quality, making it
a sign of traceability completion. 
e TA introduced in this
paper is a new role. 
e TA held the production knowledge
of the TDP, which means that the TA could analyze the
primary purposes of the TDA. According to the features
generated by the TA, smart contracts with related need-to-
proof issues were created and transferred to TDP. According
to those need-to-proof issues, the TDP generates the proof
with raw production data and publishes it to the public.

Since the behavior of the TA did not involve the privacy of
both sides of the traceability process, the whole traceability
process can be conducted transparently to ensure the
openness and e�ectiveness.

3.3. Traceability Process Design. 
e traceability process
designed in this study contains four phases: the authenti-
cation phase, preprocessing phase, construction phase, and
veri�cation phase. In di�erent stages, di�erent roles may
execute corresponding work�ows, and a complete process of
our approach together with the relationship between roles
and work�ows is shown in Figure 2.

A typical traceability process is shown in Figure 2. In the
authentication phase, an authentication scheme is imple-
mented based on the data recorded in the data chain. A
traceability request is then sent from the TDA to the TA. In
the preprocessing phase, the TA extracts the tracing proposal
from the request, generates the traceability features, and
transfers them to the TDP. In the construction phase, the
TDP receives the traceability features and generates the
proof using the raw production data. Meanwhile, a smart
contract is published by the TA for veri�cation. Finally, in
the veri�cation phase, the TA receives the generated proof
and passes it to the TDA. After the complete process, the
TDA determines whether traceability has been achieved. A
more detailed explanation of the algorithm and its process is
fully explained in what follows.

3.3.1. Authentication Phase. In this phase, due to the
openness of the traceability system, the TDA and TDP both
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have the privilege of accessing the data digest stored in the
data chain, which means the TDA and TDP each have a
public and private key pair: PKa/SKa and PKp/SKp, re-
spectively. Furthermore, in the process of production
trading, a relationship between the TDA and TDP is
established and the related transaction data are also recorded
in the data chain; these data could be used to generate
ProductData (PD) using the following formula:

ProductData � PID|TxTS|TxHash|random(r). (1)


e ProductData contains relevant information about
production trading between the TDA and TDP, including
product identi�cation (PID), transaction timestamp (TxTS),
transaction digest (TxHash), and a random number (r). 
e
ProductData are generated in the process of product cir-
culation. According to the relevant data, SKp and PKa are
used to encrypt and sign PD, while ProductSign (PS) gen-
erated using formula (2) is used for authority authentication
of TDA:

ProductSign � sign(sign(ProductData, SKp), PKa)|PID.
(2)


e PS is then passed to the TDA, who can verify the
product according to SKa and PKp. After PD is obtained, the
TDA calculates the PD digest, simultaneously generates an
authentication request, and then submits the request to the
TDP to prove the traceability permission of the corre-
sponding product. 
is completes the authentication pro-
cess between the TDA and TDP. 
e authentication
algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.

3.3.2. Preprocessing Phase. After the authentication phase,
the system work�ow enters the preprocessing phase. In this
phase, the traceability purpose of the TDA is analyzed by the
traceability feature generating algorithm. 
e core of the
algorithm is based on public industrial production standards
or key technical knowledge. According to these standards,
knowledge, and related production data, traceability features
can be generated.

As the production process progressed, data corre-
sponding to the production process is generated in industrial
production. Here, we de�ne all the production processes as
P, and we obtain the following equation:

P � P1 ∪P2 ∪ 3 ∪ · · · ∪Pn, (3)

where PI represents one of the production steps in industrial
production process, and, for any I, we use the following
formula:

D1, D2, . . . , Dk−1, Dk{ }⟶ Pi, (4)

Di Refers to the relevant data generated in a single pro-
duction process; that is, there is a mapping relationship
between the production process and the data, and each data
point generated in the production process can be de�ned by
the following formula:

Dj ∈ bool,num, hash{ }. (5)

In other words, the production process data can be
de�ned as a Boolean (bool), numeric (num), or hash type in
a production record. Boolean data show the state of in-
dustrial devices, such as controllers or switches. Numeric
data are used to record the data generated by the production
devices like sensors. Hash data are used in industrial pro-
duction to record relevant signatures. In this situation, a
production process can be de�ned by the following equation:

Pi � D
i
1 ∪D

i
2 ∪ · · · ∪D

I
k, (6)

where DI
k is de�ned as the kth data generated in the ith

production process. 
erefore, for a single production
product, its entire production process can be de�ned by the
following equation:

Product � D1
1 ∪D

1
2 ∪ · · · ∪D

1
m{ }∪ D2

1 ∪D
2
2 ∪ · · · ∪D

2
n{ }

∪ · · · ∪ Dk
1 ∪D

k
2 ∪ · · · ∪D

k
p{ }.

(7)

On this basis, each industrial production process can be
mapped to a set of data that holds all the data generated by
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Figure 2: Overview of the entire traceability process.
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the production process. Considering the production data
and the correlation of the traceability process, a function,
dataParser, was introduced to filter the key data out of the
set. )e key data are then generated using the following
equation:

KeyData � dataParser(Product). (8)

KeyData obtained through this process can be further
processed and combined with relevant knowledge of the
production field to generate traceability features. In this
situation, the traceability purpose is defined as TP, and the
traceability feature can be generated using the following
equation:

TraceabilityFeature � parse(KeyData, knowledge). (9)

In the above equation, knowledge means the production
knowledge that can be obtained by the relevant production
experts or by a public production standard. Trace-
abilityFeature is generated as a producer of zero-knowledge
proof. On this basis, the TA will use TraceabilityFeature to
generate a smart contract and also transfer the Trace-
abilityFeature to TDP for generating the proof with raw data.

In addition to traceability features generated in the
preprocessing phase, high-availability production data are
provided by the TDP. Sensors generate raw production data
during production, transportation, trading, and other activ-
ities, among which different production entities are distrib-
uted. )ese data can be marked as rawData, and the rawData
digest is marked as HashData. HashData and the identity of
the data source form a transaction record, Tx. Finally, Tx is
published to the data chain, which creates a relationship
between production data and transactions. )e on-chain data
digest ensures the tamper-resistant and antirepudiation
characteristics of the production data. )e specific algorithm
of data preprocessing is shown in Algorithm 2.

)e data are first collected by a data collection device in
the data physical layer and are used to extract the traceability

features with production knowledge. )e blockchain-based
data record model has been previously discussed in the
literature [34, 37]. In our study, we only refer to those
conclusions. )e high-availability record of the production
data provides a basis for the privacy protection approach to
be adopted in the later construction phase.

3.3.3. Construction Phase. After the two phases above are
finished, the traceability features are provided with the
available production data. )e construction phase may
import the zero-knowledge engine to generate related smart
contracts and the proof. In the construction phase, the TA
uses the traceability features generated by the preprocessing
phase to create need-to-proof issues, which is called the
witness, and then transfers it to the TDP. )e TDP receives
and generates the proof using a witness and the related raw
data. After the proof is generated, the TDP submits the proof
to the TA or the public, and then the TDA receives the data
and verifies the proof.

At first, the generation of witness should be discussed.
We define the witness as verifyKey, and three main issues
should be proven. First, the available data must prove that
the data that the TDP used to generate the proof are the same
as those recorded in the data chain. Second, those data must
be from the production being traced. )ird, the traceability
feature proof must show that the proof of data is satisfied

Input: ID, PKt, SKte, Tx
Output: AuthResult

(1) ProductData� PID|TxTS|TxHash|random(r)
(2) ProductSign� sign(sign(ProductData,SKp),PKa)|TxHash
(3) TDP.send(ProductSign)
(4) recvData�TDA.recv()
(5) ProductData� decrypt(recvData,SKa).decrypt(recvData,PKp)
(6) if verify(PID):
(7) authToken� hash(ProductData)
(8) else:
(9) deny()
(10) TDA.send(authToken|PID)
(11) authToken�TDP.recv()
(12) if authToken� � hash(ProductData)
(13) IndentityConfirmed()
(14) Else
(15) deny

ALGORITHM 1: Authentication algorithm.

Input: Data
Output: Tx

(1) Data� [sensor, collector,controller, etc].collect()
(2) ID� [sensor, collector,controller, etc].PID
(3) Hashdata� hash(Data)
(4) Tx�TXgenerator(Hashdata|ID)
(5) Tx.submit()

ALGORITHM 2: Data preprocessing algorithm.
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among the traceability features. )is ensures the correctness
of the traceability process. )e verifyKey generation algo-
rithm is shown in Algorithm 3.

After generating verifyKey, a zero-knowledge engine
(ZKe) is introduced to the phase. )e TA first uses ZKe to
compile and set up with verifyKey to generate specific keys
and transfer them to the TDP for creating a witness and
proof. Simultaneously, the TA generates the smart contract
using the genContract() function to provide an interaction
interface for the traceability application layer. )e TDP
receives the keys to generating the witness using the related
raw production data and then creates a proof that can be
published to the public. )e proof and contract generation
algorithm is shown in Algorithm 4.

In the above algorithm, the TA publishes a smart
contract address to the public to verify the proof. )rough
the TA, the TDP can first receive the traceability features and
verification keys and then generate and publish the proof
using raw production data. Meanwhile, the TDA can verify
the proof through the smart contract in an open manner and
finally reach traceability purpose in the verification phase.

3.3.4. Verification Phase. After the completion of the above
phases, the TA and TDP can provide the contract address,
proof, and traceability features. )e TDA can analyze the
traceability features with common knowledge and judge
the expected result. If the TDP fails to generate a related
proof, the traceability failed, and the TDA and TA might
negotiate new traceability features and restart the trace-
ability process.

It was worth noting that traceability is based on trace-
ability features that are generated with expert or public
knowledge. Simultaneously, the related smart contract was
permanently deployed in the blockchain, which means that
the smart contract with the related proof could be reused to
simplify the traceability process. )e algorithm designed in
the verification stage is shown in Algorithm 5.

In the verification phase, according to the judgement of
traceability features, the TDA, TDP, and TA may complete
the traceability process in an open and privacy-preserving
way. )e traceability system for this paper could be effec-
tively applied to typical traceability scenarios such as anti-
counterfeiting verification [49], standard execution proofs
[50], or abnormal investigations [51]. Furthermore, in the

above relevant traceability process, the TA could be in-
dustrial entities or even production experts. )ose TA may
create a competitive environment for traceability feature
generation. As more new technologies have been imported
into the production process, a competitive relationship
between TAs may be beneficial in raising the availability of
the traceability system.

4. Analysis with Discussion

4.1. Security Analysis. Security issues in network attacks and
privacy protection are discussed in this section. For network
attacks, in the traditional traceability system, malicious
intruders may launch Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS)
attack or Advanced Persistent )reat (APT) attacks in the
centralized server [52]. Furthermore, the traceability data
may be tampered with to destroy the traceability system’s
authority. However, the blockchain-based traceability sys-
tem designed in this paper is immune to DDoS attacks and
APTattacks [53]. All data digests stored in the blockchain for
privacy protection are mapped with raw production data.
With the importing of the zero-knowledge proof scheme, the
traceability process can be transferred into a proof of related
traceability features. )e system described in this paper can
avoid transferring the raw production data between any
entities or individuals and so finally realize the traceability of
privacy data. With the traceability system based on smart
contracts, the entire traceability process could be monitored
by the public, enhancing the traceability compliance and
openness of the process. )e system designed in this paper

Input: PID, TraceabilityFeature(TF), offlineVolume
Output: witness

(1) Tx�Datachain.search(PID)
(2) Hash�Tx.DataHash
(3) Data� offlineVolume. Find (“PID”)
(4) For each in TF
(5) verifyKey.append(Hash(Data)� �Tx.hashData)
(6) verifyKey.append(PID� �Tx.PID)
(7) verifyKey.append(Data.satify(TF))
(8) return verifyKey

ALGORITHM 3: VerifyKey generation algorithm.

Input: verifyKey, PID, TF
Output: Proof, contractAddr

(1) TA.compile(verifyKey)
(2) TA.setup()
(3) SC�TA.genContract()
(4) verifyKey,TF,PID�TDP.recv()
(5) rawData�TDP.getRawDataByID()
(6) witness�ZK.genWitness(rawData, verificationKey)
(7) proof�Verify.genProof(Witness)
(8) TDP.send(proof,TA)
(9) TA.publish(proof|contractAddr)

ALGORITHM 4: Proof and contract generation algorithm.

Input: proof, TF
Output: TP, result

(1) TDA.subscribe(TA,TDP)
(2) TraceabilityResult�TDA.verify(ProofAddr, Proof|

ProofFeature)
(3) If TraceabilityResult� � satisfied:
(4) Finish tracing
(5) If TraceabilityResult� � not satisfied
(6) Restart traceability process()
(7) Return tracing failed

ALGORITHM 5: Verification algorithm.
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can be used to promote the industrial Internet, help it
achieve a broader range of joint production, and provide an
essential basis for trust [54].

Despite the network attack launched by malicious in-
truders, the blockchain itself may also have security issues
such as transaction-related attacks (e.g., double spending
attack), consensus failure, and smart contract-oriented at-
tacks. In our work, we deployed the whole application on
Ethereum environment to realize the availability of trace-
ability process and assumed that the consensus process,
smart contract execution, or other application process logic
are operating without malicious behavior. Further research
was deeply discussed in related works [55]; we just make the
assumption above in order to reach the availability of
traceability system.

4.2. Available Analysis. In this paper, zkSNARK toolkit was
introduced to form a privacy-preserving scheme. According
to the generated traceability features, a smart contract could
be published in the Ethereum blockchain. Our experimental
environment included an i7-6700 CPU and 8GB of memory;
considering the highly available and widely used blockchain
system, a widely used IDE with Ethereum testnet [56] was
also used. We designed the test with 1 to 100 traceability
features and generated a related proof and smart contract.
However, the calculation of Ethereum is not free; the ver-
i�cation and the publication of a smart contract could re-
quire a computing fee (gas). In this situation, gas could be
treated as a cost of traceability process, and the gas con-
sumption of contract publication and veri�cation is shown
in Figure 3.

As shown in the �gure above, the gas consumption does
not signi�cantly increase as the number of traceability fea-
tures increases. 
e gas consumptions of smart contract
publication and validation are approximately 1535000 and
242800. With the current price of the Ethereum, the costs are
approximately 0.15 ETH and 0.02 ETH. As shown above, the
publication and veri�cation may increase the cost of trace-
ability. In contrast, in traceability scenarios, the gas con-
sumption could be optimized, such as through the production

of a continuous linear process that could be implemented in a
contract for multiple data validations and could �nally reduce
the gas consumption of publication and veri�cation. At the
same time, the system designed in this paper is built in the
Ethereum testnet environment, and the traceability system in
this paper can also be deployed into mainstream authorized
blockchain systems, such as Hyperledger. 
rough corre-
sponding smart contracts, the extra cost of publication and
veri�cation may e�ectively be avoided.

4.3. Comparative Analysis. In the comparative analysis, this
section compares our traceability system with the trace-
ability systems constructed in related studies to demonstrate
the advantages of our approach. In this paper, we choose
three typical models of traceability systems: a traceability
system designed without blockchain [11] (Centralized), a
blockchain-based traceability system without a privacy-
preserving scheme [30–35], and a blockchain-based trace-
ability system with a privacy-preserving scheme [36, 37].
Although the traceability systems we choose to compare
were designed for di�erent purposes and industrial envi-
ronments, the issues in each typical model are common;
therefore, these traceability system models were selected for
comparative analysis of data reliability, traceability target,
privacy protection scheme, attack resistance, and cost of
traceability. 
e analysis results are shown in Table 1.

Unlike other related traceability systems, this paper
constructed a traceability system using a decentralized ar-
chitecture based on blockchain; on this basis, unlike a
centralized traceability system, data reliability and avail-
ability could be fully guaranteed. At the same time, our
approach can defend against DDoS attacks, and, due to the
privacy protection scheme of zero-knowledge proofs to-
gether with authentication, our approach realizes a trace-
ability of privacy data in industrial production that is
superior to other decentralized traceability systems and
could e�ectively build trust relationships between industrial
entities. For the comparison of traceability cost, a centralized
traceability system needs to spend much to build and
maintain a traceability system, that is, the traceability system
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manager may have the right to fix the price of traceability
service. It may influence the cost of traceability system users.
In contrast, in our approach, pricing was determined by the
calculation cost of the smart contract. )e TA was intro-
duced to make the price of traceability more flexible and
open. )e TDA and TDP would also benefit from the
traceability process.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

With the development of industrial production, the in-
dustrial Internet may create many more opportunities for
industrial entities of all sizes. As a key part of building
industrial cooperation between entities, the traceability
system plays a significant role in the development of in-
dustrial Internet. )e traceability system designed in this
paper achieves traceability for privacy production data,
which makes it possible to objectively judge the quality of
products in order to raise production quality or optimize
supply chain structure. On the other hand, the privacy-
preserving scheme designed in this paper raises the will-
ingness of parties to share data, which may take good effect
to raise the production capacity or reduce the resource
consumption.

In order to make a stronger trust relationship between
industrial entities in industrial Internet, our work could be
combined with anticounterfeiting system [57] to reach a
higher data privacy level or applied in production lifecycle
management to reach sustainable manufacturing [58] with
privacy. We would research the feasibility of those appli-
cation scenarios with our work in the future and our work
could make contribution to meeting the privacy demand in
industrial Internet to some extent.

It is worth mentioning that our work still needs to be
improved. Firstly, in this paper, the traceability feature
generation process still depends on traceability knowledge
held by a third party or public production standard [59].
Future studies should focus on areas such as artificial in-
telligence or industrial big data. Traceability features will be
an important research direction in our future work. Sec-
ondly, security issues also need to be further researched,
especially the security-oriented in blockchain system and
smart contract. Our work is based on the premise of non-
malicious blockchain nodes; security protection schemes
should be further discussed in order to provide more secure
environment for blockchain [12].
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Online advertising, which depends on consumers’ click, creates revenue for media sites, publishers, and advertisers. However,
click fraud by criminals, i.e., the ad is clicked either by malicious machines or hiring people, threatens this advertising system. To
solve the problem, many schemes are proposed which are mainly based on machine learning or statistical analysis. Although these
schemes mitigate the problem of click fraud, several problems still exist. For example, some fraudulent clicks are still in the wild
since their schemes only discover the fraudulent clicks with a probability approaching but not 100%. Also, the process of detecting
a click fraud is executed by a single publisher, which makes a chance for the publisher to obtain illegal income by deceiving
advertisers and media sites. Besides, the identity privacy of consumers is also exposed because the schemes deal with the plain text
of consumers’ real identity. *erefore, in this paper, a blockchain-based click fraud detection and prevention scheme (BCFDPS)
for online advertising is proposed to deal with the above problems. Specifically, the BCFDPS mainly introduces bilinear pairing to
implicitly verify whether a consumer’s real digital identity is contained in a click message to significantly avoid click fraud and
employs a consortium blockchain to ensure the transparency of the detection and prevention process. In our scheme, the clicks by
machines or fraud ones by a human can be accurately detected and prevented by media sites, publishers, and advertisers.
Furthermore, ciphertext-policy attribute-based encryption is adopted to protect the identity privacy of consumers. *e
implementation and evaluation results show that compared with the existing click fraud detection and prevention schemes based
on machine learning and statistical analysis, BCFDPS achieves detection of each fraudulent click with a probability of 100% and
consumes lower computation cost; furthermore, BCFDPS adds functions of consumers’ privacy protection and click fraud
detection and prevention, compared to the existing blockchain-based online advertising scheme, by introducing limited
communication cost (4, 984 bytes) at lower storage cost.

1. Introduction

Nowadays, cost-per-click (CPC) is by far the most popular
model used in online advertising [1]. An online advertising
system mainly includes four entities [2–4], namely, con-
sumers (Us), advertisers (ADEs), publishers (PUBs), and
media sites (MSs). An ad promotion process includes seven
steps such as publishing, clicking, paying, and so on, which is
shown in Figure 1. *e ADE’s ad is published by PUB to U

on the website of MS, as shown in steps 1–3 in Figure 1. A
click is counted when a U clicks on the ad, as shown in steps
4-5 in Figure 1. *en, ADE needs to pay advertising pro-
motion fees to PUB because of these clicks, and PUB also
pays advertising click fees to MS, as shown in steps 6-7 in
Figure 1. *ere are mainly two types of implementations of
online advertising system to publish ads. *e first type is the
traditional online advertising systems (Google, Twitter, etc.)
which mainly rely on centralized servers. Also, inspired by
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the tamper-proof and decentralized characteristics of
blockchain, the other one is blockchain-based advertising
systems [5, 6] which are implemented to achieve the
transparency of an advertising business.

For higher revenue in the two types of implementations
of online advertising systems, an ad will be published to
a targeted U who is the potential consumer, which is called
ad precision targeting. As we know, two main types of click
fraudmethods are designed by the attackers in the above two
systems to gain extra illegal revenue: the first type is to
generate the repeated click messages by machines. In detail,
malicious advertisers use web crawler, botnet and proxy
server, etc. to click an ad by machines [7–9] for exhausting
his competitors’ budgets. 2e second one is click fraud by
a human. Specifically, the malicious publishers and media
sites recruit many people to click the same ad frame [10] or
abuse the click history of legitimate users [11] to charge
advertisers more ad promotion fees [4, 12]. *us, these fake
clicks generate additional budgets for advertisers, but do not
create any revenue [13, 14], which undoubtedly disrupts the
order of the advertising system.

*erefore, many click fraud detection and prevention
schemes have been proposed to predict the authenticity of
each click and to maintain the stability of the advertising
system. According to the technology adopted, these schemes
may be classified into two categories:machine learning-based
scheme and statistical analysis-based scheme. Machine
learning-based schemes [4, 7–9, 13, 15–22] utilize machine
learning algorithms to train models that can judge whether
a new click is fraudulent from massive click traffic. For
example, in the scheme of [7], a machine learning algorithm
based on convolutional neural networks and decision tree is
designed to construct a classifier that distinguishes whether
a click message is generated by machines or human beings
according to the sensors of mobile device. However, the
dataset used for training is easy to be mixed with fraudulent
clicks in these schemes, causing the process of training
a model to be susceptible to adversarial attack [23]. *ence,
statistical analysis-based schemes [1, 10, 24–32] aim to
mitigate the adversarial attacks. For instance, the schemes in
[10, 25] predict malicious crowdsourcing platforms by
clustering algorithms. Xu and Li [25] used the DP-means

clustering method to predict malicious groups, while Tian
et al. [10], inspired by the DP-means clustering method,
proposed a non-parametric method to solve the problem of
malicious coalition fraud. Although they prevent the fraud
of short-term malicious crowdsourcing platforms, their
approaches are not enough for multiple traffics with long
fraud intervals.

Apart from this, in the above two categories of schemes,
the click fraud is still in the wild since they predict the click
fraud only with a probability which is less than 100%. Also,
the transparency of the click fraud detection and prevention
process is not achieved, since these fraud detection and
prevention algorithms are only implemented within a single
central agency (publisher). *at is, the publisher could gain
illegal income from misreporting the number of the real
clicks. Moreover, U’s privacy is also leaked since these
schemes analyze U’s some original identity information such
as the username and phone number.

Recently, as a tamper-proof and distributed technology,
blockchain has attracted the attention of online advertising
systems to significantly increase the trust between consumers
and advertisers without additional costs and intermediaries.
Specifically, by using a distributed ledger, the data related to
the delivery of ads, clicks, and the analysis result of the real
click number are all stored in the blockchain, which can be
audited and verified by everyone [33]. On the other hand,
people’s activities in physical space have been transferred to
cyberspace increasingly. To build a better cyberspace, a digital
identity that maps one-to-one with a physical identity in
cyberspace is becoming the focus of the future. To this end,
many digital identity infrastructures [34–38] have emerged to
better manage user behavior in cyberspace.

*erefore, taking the above merits and problems into
account, we introduce the blockchain and the existing digital
identity infrastructures to detect and prevent fraudulent
clicks for an online advertising system. *e main contri-
butions of this paper are summarized as follows.

(1) We propose a blockchain-based click fraud detection
and prevention scheme (BCFDPS) for online adver-
tising, which significantly avoids clicking by machines
and increases the cost of fraud ones by a human.

(2) Whether a click is fraudulent can be confirmed di-
rectly in our scheme rather than predicted with
a probability less than 100%. A consumer’s digital
identity that is one and only mapping to a person in
the physical world is embedded in a click message.
*at is, a fraudulent click does not contain a legiti-
mate digital identity, and many duplicate clicks
contain only the same digital identity.

(3) When negotiating the ad billing fee between entities,
the problem of tampering with the real number of
clicks by media sites and publishers is solved because
the transparency of the number in the click fraud
detection and prevention process is realized through
introducing a consortium blockchain. Specifically,
the analysis result of the clicks is periodically
recorded by publishers. *e media sites and the

Publisher
(PUB)

Media site
(MS)

Consumer
(U)

Advertiser
(ADE)

1. Send an ad
2. Publish an ad to a
targeted consumer

3. Display the ad on
the website

4. Click the ad
5. Transfer the click

message

6. Pay fee

7. Pay expense

Figure 1: Process of online advertising system.
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advertisers can also verify the result independently
through the data in the blockchain.

(4) *e risk of leaking consumers’ identity privacy from
adversaries is alleviated by the bilinear pairing and
ciphertext-policy attribute-based encryption without
excessively affecting the publisher’s accurate target of
ads to consumers.

*e rest of this article is organized as follows. Related
works are discussed in Section 2. Section 3 reviews some
preliminaries. Section 4 formulates the problem being
addressed. Section 5 describes the proposed BCFDPS in
detail. Security is analyzed in Section 6, and an experiment is
designed and implemented in Section 7, followed by dis-
cussion and conclusion in Sections 8 and 9, respectively.

2. Related Work

2.1. Machine Learning-Based Schemes. Machine learning-
based schemes are widely used in advertising fraud de-
tection scenarios with large amounts of click data. User’s
click features are first extracted, then these features are used
to train a model with the training dataset, and further the
trained model is evaluated with the test dataset [13].
Oentaryo et al. [15] and Kanei et al. [4] mainly utilized
random forest to detect click fraud in online advertising
systems. But they are unable to catch coalition attacks
involving multiple fraudulent approaches. *en, Wang
et al. [16] presented CLUE in 2017, a novel recurrent neural
network (RNN)-based online e-commerce transaction
fraud detection system, and they deployed the CLUE on
JD.com, serving over 220 million active users, to achieve
real-time detection of fraudulent transactions. However,
the CLUE in [16] will face gradient vanishing or gradient
exploding problems when the click traffic is too compli-
cated, leading to a poor fraud detection model. In 2018,
Haider et al. [18] used two ensemble learning techniques,
bagging and boosting algorithms, to train a model to detect
and prevent click fraud. In 2019, support vector machine
(SVM), K-nearest neighbor (KNN), AdaBoost, decision
tree, and bagging were evaluated to detect a click by
Almahmoud et al. [8]. In 2020, gradient tree boosting
(GTB) algorithm was used to address the challenges en-
countered in effectively classifying fraudulent publishers
[19]. Nevertheless, the user’s identity privacy is exposed in
[8, 18, 19] since they used the original identity information
of consumers, such as the real username and the address of
the visitor, to train models. *en, in 2021, two XGBoost-
based schemes [21, 22] were proposed for click fraud de-
tection, but both of them require manual classification of
a large amount of click traffic in advance, which is time
consuming. Apart from the problems mentioned above,
according to the paper of Mikhailov and Trusov [23], all the
schemes in this category are prone to adversarial attacks,
for which they need a large number of samples as input to
train the model. Also, these machine learning-based
schemes can only determine whether the click is fraudulent
with a probability approaching 100%.

2.2. Statistical Analysis-Based Schemes. Graph-based prop-
agation approaches were first proposed in [24, 27, 29] to
analyze the advertising traffic. *e main idea of Stitelman
et al. [24] is to use the co-visitation network between
websites to identify media sites with a large amount of
fraudulent traffic, but this approach relies on the fact that
the experts have informed views about which websites
look reasonable and which do not. Since it is difficult to
collect all the users’ data in a co-visitation network, Hu
et al. [27] analyzed the behavior characteristic of indi-
vidual mobile advertising user and then reduced mali-
cious user clicks. As a specific deployment of the idea in
[27], Dong et al. [29] proposed FraudDroid, a novel
hybrid approach, to detect ad frauds in mobile Android
apps. It dynamically analyzes applications to build UI
state transition graphs, collects their associated runtime
network traffic, and then uses it to identify advertising
fraud.

Additionally, a pattern-based click fraud detection
scheme for mobile applications [32] was designed, and it
mainly has two components: offline pattern extractor and
online fraud detector. *e extractor is responsible for
extracting traffic patterns for ad and non-ad traffics, and the
detector is in charge of monitoring network traffic and
detecting click fraud with the traffic patterns. But the
schemes in [29, 32] may fail to handle subsequent variant
click fraud [39].

Different from the above graph-based and pattern-based
analysis schemes, three contextual-based attributes con-
cerning interarrival time (IAT), diurnal activity (DA), and
eigenscore (ES) were analyzed in comparison-shopping
services to calculate a click’s credible score for detecting
whether it is fake in [26]. Moreover, Meghanath et al. [28]
proposed a new contextual outlier detection technology
(ConOut) and applied it to the advertising domain to
identify fraudulent publishers. Besides, the work in [30]
presents Bag-of-Words algorithm to assess clicks in online
advertising system, which is based on the concept of text
search methods. However, the outlier detection technology
in [28] and the Bag-of-Words algorithm in [30] involve
users’ real username and address of the visitor, which reveals
user’s identity privacy.

In 2019, a novel inference technique (Clicktok) was
developed to isolate click fraud attacks in [31]. Clicktok
analyzes the traffic matrix, including matrix decomposition
and construction, to propose two defenses, mimicry and
bait-click. *e mimicry isolates click spam by observing the
reuse pattern of legitimate click traffic, and the ad network
uses bait-clicks to watermark the channel periodically, which
sets off watermark detectors when an attacker harvests and
reuses a legitimate clickstream in the channel. But the
Clicktok does not have a good ability to prevent the new
types of click fraud whose traffic matrix is similar to the one
of a normal click. On the other hand, these statistical
analysis-based methods are deployed in publishers’ devices
and they do not achieve the transparency of the click fraud
detection and prevention process for each entity in the
advertising system. In addition, the statistical analysis-based
schemes leak user’s identity privacy since they analyze the
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original data which includes user’s real username, address of
the user, etc.

2.3. Blockchain-Based Advertising System. Recently, block-
chain has been widely adopted in many disciplines owing to
its trusted computing model and open nature. *erefore,
blockchain-based advertising systems [5, 6] are proposed to
provide trust between entities in advertising business. *e
scheme of Liu et al. [5] develops transparent and accountable
vehicular local advertising (TAVLA) by utilizing the mes-
sage digest, multi-party verification, and smart contract of
blockchain. Specifically, the hash of the advertising in-
formation database is stored in the blockchain, and the code
of the advertising query functions is stored off-chain. A
vehicle user first requests the ad off-chain, and then the off-
chain query result will be verified and assembled in the
blockchain smart contract, and finally, the smart contract
sends the result to the user. However, the communication
data in this scheme is in plaintext, which is not secure for
online advertising systems. Moreover, to improve the low
trust caused by the click fraud in the online advertising
system, Ding et al. [6] designed and implemented a block-
chain-based digital advertising media system (B2DAM) and
deployed the business logic based on smart contracts and
Hyperledger SDK. But the communication cost between
multiple blockchains in their scheme is expensive, as they
read and write messages too many times on the blockchains.

All in all, in the above schemes, all real-time interactions
of entities are settled in the blockchain, and each ad delivery
and click behavior are recorded in the blockchain, so that the
throughput is hard to meet the high concurrency in the
advertising system. As a result, we periodically record the
analysis results of the clicks on the blockchain in our scheme.

3. Preliminaries

3.1. Blockchain. Blockchain records all the transactions
which are generated in a peer-to-peer network, and it is
actually a decentralized ledger system. In the system, all the
blocks include the hash of the previous block; in this way,
they are linked together by the hash, and a blockchain is
formed. According to the decreasing order of de-
centralization, the blockchain consists of three categories:
public blockchain, consortium blockchain, and private
blockchain [40, 41]. *e public blockchain is open to all
nodes, and everyone can read and write data on it. *e
consortium blockchain is partially open since it is managed
by several organizations and only the authenticated mem-
bers can access and record data on it. Also, the private
blockchain is considered to be centralized as it is fully
controlled by a single enterprise or organization. Consid-
ering that several enterprises and organizations are included
in the advertising system, the consortium blockchain is
adopted in our scheme.

3.2. Shamir (t, n) 2reshold Secret Sharing Algorithm. A
threshold secret sharing algorithm [42] was proposed by
Shamir in 1979 to share a master secret in a safe way. In the

literature, a trusted center (TC) splits the master secret K

into n sub-secrets (K1, K2, K3, . . . , Kn) and then distributes
them to n participants (U1, U2, U3, . . . , Un). *e master
secret K cannot be reconstructed with fewer than t sub-
secrets and the specific steps are described as follows. Firstly,
a random (t −1)-th degree polynomial as f(x) � a0 + a1x +

· · · + at−1x
t− 1 is generated by the TC, in which the master

secret K � f(0) � a0. *en, the TC calculates n sub-secrets
Ki � f(xi), i � 1, 2, . . . , n and allocates Ki to Ui secretly.
Next, when Ui receives Ki, he saves it safely. Finally, the
master key K can be recovered by the TC using the Lagrange
interpolation formula: f′(x) � 

t
i�1 Ki 

t
j�1,j≠ i x − xj/

xi − xj, and the master key K � f′(0).

3.3. Bilinear Mapping. Assume G1, G2, and GT denote three
additive andmultiplicative cyclic groups of the same order p,
where p is a large prime and q is the generator of G1, G2.
Besides, ψ: G2⟶ G1 is an isomorphism, and G1, G2, GT are
equipped with pairing. *e bilinear pairing mapping e: G1 ×

G2⟶ GT satisfies the following properties [43, 44].

(1) Bilinear: ∀P ∈ G1, Q ∈ G2 and a, b ∈ Z∗p, whereZ
∗
p �

[1, 2, . . . , ]; if e(aP, bQ) � e(P, Q)ab, the mapping
e: G1 × G2⟶ GT is said to be bilinear.

(2) Non-degenerate: there exists P ∈ G1, Q ∈ G2 such
that e(P, Q)≠ 1GT

.
(3) Computability: ∀P ∈ G1, Q ∈ G2, there is an efficient

algorithm to compute e(P, Q).

*e group GT that possesses such a map e is called
a bilinear group.

3.4. Ciphertext-Policy Attribute-Based Encryption (CP-ABE).
CP-ABE schemes [45, 46] are designed to realize complex
access control on encrypted data. In CP-ABE, a party
wishing to encrypt a message M specifies a policy by an
access tree T, and the private key must meet the policy to
decrypt it, where the access tree is constructed by the party
and the private key is generated by a set of descriptive at-
tributes S of the decryptors. In the access tree T, each non-
leaf node represents a threshold gate, described by its
children and a threshold value, and each leaf node x of the
tree is described by an attribute y and a threshold value tx.
To facilitate working with the access trees, the parent of the
node x is described by parent(x), and the function att(x) is
defined only if x is a leaf node and denotes the attribute
associated with the leaf node x. *e access tree T also defines
an ordering between the children of every node, that is, the
children of a node are numbered from 1 to num. *e
function index(x) returns such a number associated with the
node x.

According to [47], the four algorithms of the bilinear
mapping-based CP-ABE scheme are as follows:

(1) Setup: this algorithm gives the public parameters PK
and master key MK. It chooses a bilinear group G1 of
prime order p with generator g. Next, it chooses two
random exponents α, β ∈ Zp. *en, the public key is
published as
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PK � G1, g, h, f, l , (1)

where h � gβ, f � g1/β, l � e(g, g)α, and the master
key MK is (β, gα).

(2) Encrypt (PK, M, T): this algorithm encrypts message
M to get ciphertext CT using the public parameters
PK and the access tree T. In detail, it first chooses
a polynomial px for each node x (including the
leaves) in the tree T, in which the degree dx of the
polynomial px is one less than the threshold value tx,
that is, dx � tx − 1. Starting with the root node R in
T, the algorithm chooses a random s ∈ Zp and sets
pR(0) � s. *en, it sets px(0) � pparent(x)(index(x)).
Finally, it lets Y be the set of leaf nodes in T, and the
ciphertext CT is

CT � T, C � M · l
s
, C � h

s
,∀y ∈ Y: Cy � g

py(0)
,

Cy
′ � (h(att(y)))

py(0)
.

(2)

(3) KeyGen (MK, S): the KeyGen algorithm outputs the
private key SK using the master key MK and the
attribute set S. Firstly, it chooses r ∈ Zp and rj ∈ Zp

for each attribute j ∈ S. *en, it computes the private
key SK as

SK � D � g
(α+r)/β

,∀j ∈ S: Dj � g
r

· h(j)
rj , Dj
′ � g

rj .

(3)

(4) Decrypt (CT, SK): this algorithm decrypts the ci-
phertext CT with the private key SK for people who
satisfy the attribute set S. *e decryption procedure
is a recursive algorithm in which

DecryptNode(CT, SK, x) �
e Di, Cx( 

e Di
′, Cx
′( 

� e(g, g)
rpx(0)

.

(4)

When x is the root node R in the tree T, it can be
concluded that DecryptNode(CT, SK, R) �

e(g, g)rpR(0) � A. *en, the message M can be
computed by

C

(e(C, D)/A)
�

C

e h
s
, g

(α+r)/β
 /e(g, g)

rs
 

� M.

(5)

4. Problem Statement

Many digital identity infrastructures [34–38] have emerged
to better manage user’s behavior in cyberspace, among
which an identity management agency is responsible for
generating and maintaining one-to-one mappings between
digital identities and physical identities. *e one-to-one
mapping of digital identity infrastructures can prevent
identity-based attacks (Sybil, whitewashing, etc.) in

cyberspace. *erefore, based on the existing infrastructures,
we designed our blockchain-based click fraud detection and
prevention scheme (BCFDPS) for online advertising system.
To elaborate our scheme clearly, the main entities and
procedures of existing digital identity infrastructures are also
included.

4.1. SystemModel. *e proposed BCFDPS consists of seven
entities: identity management agency (IMA), entity identity
blockchain (EIB), consumer (U), access behavior blockchain
(ABB), media site (MS), publisher (PUB), and advertiser
(ADE), where the IMA and EIB are the entities of the
existing digital identity infrastructures, as shown in Figure 2.

(i) IMA generates identities for U, PUB, and ADE,
issues their identity licenses, and provides U with
a signature on U’s masked identity during the
registration phase. IMA records the real identities
of U, PUB, and ADE in EIB. Note: the IMA belongs
to the existing digital identity infrastructures.

(ii) EIB is responsible for recording the hash of digital
identity in the advertising system other than MS.
Also, it is a consortium blockchain maintained by
several IMAs. Note: the EIB belongs to the existing
digital identity infrastructures.

(iii) U sends the encrypted masked identity and ad click
messages to MS whenever he visits MS’s website
and clicks the ad.

(iv) ABB is in charge of recording the information of
PUB’s advertising bidding, MS’s forwarding results
ofU’s click message, and PUB’s analysis result ofU’s
access behavior. *e ABB is a consortium block-
chain, which is controlled by many MSs and PUBs.

(v) MS represents themedia site betweenU and PUB. It
is responsible for displaying PUB’s ad for U and
forwarding all the click messages of U for PUB. MS
summaries the result of ad bidding and the for-
warding information and periodically records them
in the ABB. MS can verify the click number in-
dependently for detecting and preventing click
fraud.

(vi) PUB publishes ADE’s ad, joins the ad bidding
process of MS, analyzes the effective ad clicks
generated by U, and records the analysis results in
the ABB. PUB can verify the click number in-
dependently for detecting and preventing click
fraud.

(vii) ADE sends an ad to PUB for publishing, and he can
also detect and prevent click fraud alone through
verifying the number of clicks in the ABB.

4.2. Security Model. In BCFDPS, we have the following
security assumptions.

(i) IMA and PUB are semi-honest and they will strictly
follow the protocol but are curious about the
information.
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(ii) U is considered as a malicious entity and he will
intentionally click on the same ad many times out
of profit or curiosity.

(iii) MS is regarded as dishonest. It may deploy click
fraud methods and even directly tamper with the
statistical results of clicks to try to obtain extra
illegal revenue from the PUB.

(iv) ADE is also seen as a malicious entity. He may
attempt to deliberately falsify his statistics to reduce
the ad expenses from the PUB.

(v) Two consortium blockchains, maintained by
multiple IMAs, MSs, and PUBs, respectively, are
fast and secure enough in recording transactions.
Also, we assume that the standard cryptographic
algorithms used in our scheme are secure and
unbreakable.

(vi) It is built upon the Canetti–Krawczyk (CK) threat
model [48], in which any two parties could com-
municate via an unauthenticated network. Specif-
ically, an adversary can fully control the
communication in a probabilistic polynomial time
and try to reveal, track, or even imitate U through
sniffing and tampering with messages between U
and MS.

(vii) Corresponding to the physical identity, a person in
cyberspace has his one and only digital identity.*e
U’s digital identity in each ad click message is
protected by a masked identity and the random
numbers, and the click message is generated by U’s
browser plugin, where the plugin is assumed to be
integrated in the browser in advance to protect U’s
privacy.

4.3.DesignGoals. According to the above system model and
security model, the design goals of our scheme are as follows.

(1) No impact on ad precision targeting: a PUB can still
accurately target an ad to aU although theU’s digital
identity is masked. In other words, only the PUB can
link the U’s masked identity from different click
messages.

(2) Acceptability of ad response speed: the ad response
speed in our scheme is acceptable for a U, even
though the cryptographic algorithms are used to
protect the U’s identity privacy in the process of
publishing an ad.

(3) Transparency of ad billing fee: MS, PUB, and ADE
can count the real number of clicks on the same ad in
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an independent way. *at is, the process of verifying
the ad billing fee is transparent between MS, PUB,
and ADE.

5. Proposed BCFDPS

*e BCFDPS is proposed to detect and prevent click fraud,
and it is mainly divided into three phases, as shown in
Figure 2. *e first phase allows U, PUB, and ADE to register
with the IMA and obtain their digital identities and identity
licenses. Meanwhile, IMA stores the hash value of their
identities on the EIB, as shown in steps①–④ (note: the four
steps belong to the existing digital identity infrastructure).
*e second phase permits MS and PUB to work together to
recommend ADE’s ad to U. U clicks the ad that he is in-
terested in and MS records the hash value of the data that it
forwarded in the ABB, as shown in steps ⑤–⑬. *e last
phase lets both PUB and ADE detect and prevent click fraud
independently using the data in the ABB, which is shown in
steps ⑭ and ⑮.

*e detailed process of BCFDPS includes four phases:
initialization, registration, ad publishing, and click fraud
detection and prevention. To elaborate our scheme clearly, the
notations and descriptions of BCFDPS are shown in Table 1.

5.1. Initialization. *e digital identity is the cornerstone of
cyberspace which is provided and validated whenever a user
accesses the network services. *e initialization of this
section is not exclusive to our scheme. In other words, in
order to describe our scheme clearly, the pivotal initiali-
zation of the existing digital identity infrastructure is de-
scribed in this section. Specifically, the IMA performs
initialization to generate its public and private keys, and the
EIB generates the system public parameters PP. In addition,
U, PUB, and ADE generate their public and private keys.

5.1.1. IMA Initialization. IMA initializes its public and
private keys PKIMA/SKIMA. *en, IMA publishes PKIMA in
the system. In addition, IMA defines PUB’s attribute set
including but not limited to these attributes
S � PUB{ }, Hat∪Pants∪ Shoes∪ . . .{ }{ }.

5.1.2. EIB Initialization. *e EIB performs initialization to
generate the system public parameters PP. Firstly, it selects
a large prime p, an elliptic curve Ep(a, b), and a base point P

with order n under the finite field Fp. *en, it chooses
a bilinear group G with generator g and two random
numbers α, β ∈ Zp. Next, it calculates parameters: h � gβ,
f � g1/β, l � e(g, g)α, andMK � (β, gα), and publishes PP �

Ep(a, b), P, G, g, hf, l,MK  in the system so that IMA can
get PP. Lastly, EIB generates a shared private key x denoting
the master key described in Section 3.2, and it uses the
Shamir (t, n) threshold secret sharing algorithm [42] to
distribute the sub-secrets of x to each IMA.

5.1.3. U, PUB, and ADE Initialization. U, PUB, and ADE
also generate their own public and private keys, referred to as
PKU/SKU, PKPUB/SKPUB, PKADE/SKADE.

5.2. Registration. Similar to Section 5.1, the registrations of
U, PUB, and ADE are not exclusive to our scheme. In other
words, in order to describe our scheme clearly, the pivotal
registration of the existing digital identity infrastructure is
described in this section. Specifically, U registers with IMA
to obtain his real identity UID, identity license ILU, and the
signature USig. Similar to U, PUB registers with IMA to get
its digital identity PUBID, identity license ILPUB, and an
attribute set S as an ad publisher. Also, ADE receives his
digital identity ADEID and identity license ILADE from IMA.

5.2.1. U Registration (UR)

STEP UR1. IMA collects U’s biometric data, e.g., finger-
print, digitalizes the fingerprint to obtain the digitized data,
and selects and assembles a set of unique code segments
from the code library according to the data, and at the
same time, the hash value of the code segments is cal-
culated. *e hash value is U’s real identity UID. Note that
if a U is disguised by a machine or has already registered,
the IMAwould not generate an identity for theU. In order
to issue an identity license ILU to U, the IMA gathers
other’s sub-secrets and uses the Shamir (t, n) threshold
secret recovering algorithm [42] to recover the shared
private key x for calculating ILU � UID · h(x) · P andU’s
masked identity MUID � UID · P. *en, IMA sends
EPKU

(UID‖ILU‖USig‖PP) to U’s browser plugin, where
USig is the signature of U from IMA, shown in (6), and PP
refer to the public parameters in EIB. *is process is
shown in step ① in Figure 2.

USig � SigSKIMA
h ILU( ‖MUID( . (6)

STEP UR2. At last, IMA records h(UID) in EIB, which
is used for accountability when a click fraud happens.
*is process is shown in step ④ in Figure 2.

Table 1: Notations and descriptions.

Notation Description
PP Public parameter generated by EIB
UID U’s real digital identity
MUID U’s masked identity
MS *e identity of media site
PUBID *e identity of publisher
ADEID *e identity of advertiser
IDad *e identity of an ad
x *e shared private key of EIB
S *e publisher’s attribute set
USig *e signature of U from IMA
PKe *e public key of entity e

SKe *e private key of entity e

ILe *e identity license of entity e

AuSe *e authentication symbol for entity e

SAe *e secure authentication for entity e

ts, ts1, ts2 *e timestamp
h(·) hash function: 0, 1{ }∗ ⟶ 0, 1{ }n

U‖V Concatenate operation between U and V

Ea(b)/Da(b) Encrypt/decrypt message b with key a

Siga(b) *e signature on message b with key a

M Message generated after U clicks an ad
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5.2.2. PUB Registration (PUBR)

STEP PUBR1. IMA generates PUB’s identity PUBID
and an attribute set S � PUB{ }, Hat∪ Food∪ . . .{ }{ }

according to the business scope of PUB. Hereafter,
similar to STEP UR1, IMA generates PUB’s identity
license ILPUB � PUBID · h(x) · P and sends
EPKPUB

(PUBID‖ILPUB‖S‖PP) to PUB. *is process is
shown in step ② in Figure 2.
STEP PUBR2. At last, IMA records the h(PUBID) in
EIB for supervision when a click fraud appears. *is
process is shown in step ④ in Figure 2.

5.2.3. ADE Registration (ADER)

STEP ADER1. IMA generates ADE’s identity ADEID
and identity license ILADE � ADEID · h(x) · P and
sends EPKADE

(ADEID‖ILADE) to ADE. *is process is
shown in step ③ in Figure 2.
STEP ADER2. At last, IMA records h(ADEID) in EIB
to supervise when a click fraud arises. *is process is
shown in step ④ in Figure 2.

5.3. Ad Publishing. To obtain higher revenue, PUB often
publishes ads to a targetedU throughMS’s ad bidding.*en,
U clicks the ad that he is interested in.

5.3.1. Publisher Publishes an Ad (PPA). *is phase deals
with the process that a browser plugin sends U’s masked
identity in ciphertext to PUB and PUB displays the related
ads to the targeted U, as shown in steps ①–⑥ in Figure 3.

STEP PPA1. ADE sends an ad to PUB for publication.
*en, ADE and PUB reach a consensus on ADE’s ad
and create the ad’s identity IDad, as shown in step① in
Figure 3.
STEP PPA2. U sends his masked identity in ciphertext
(instead of a real identity in the real world) to PUB for
getting the ad that he is interested in, protecting his
privacy. Firstly, U visits MS’s website, and U’s web
browser plugin encrypts the secret USig through the CP-
ABE algorithm to prevent entities other than the col-
lection of PUBs from obtaining U’s identity privacy.
*en, U sends the ciphertext CT to the MS. After that,
the MS directly broadcasts the CT to the PUBs
cooperating with the MS. Here is the specific process.
U uses the public parameters PP and defines an access
tree T according to the attributes of ads that he is
interested in. *e format of T is shown in Figure 4,
where “1/2” means that PUB must satisfy at least one of
the two attributes Hat∪ Shoes{ }. *en, U encrypts the
secret USig to get the ciphertext CT.

CT � T, C � USig‖ts1  · l
s
, C � h

s
,∀y ∈ Y:

Cy � g
py(0)

, Cy
′ � (h(att(y)))

py(0)
,

(7)

where ts1 is the timestamp, l � e(g, g)α, h ∈ PP, s ∈ Zp

is a random number, py is a polynomial for each node y

in T, and py(0) � s and att(y) are the attributes as-
sociated with the leaf node y.
After U visits MS’s website, U’s browser plugin sends
CT to MS, which is then directly broadcast to different
PUBs by MS. *is process is as in steps ② and ③ in
Figure 3.
STEP PPA3. Next, PUB decrypts C in CT to get the
secret USig. Further, PUB gets U’s masked identity
MUID from the USig and decides whether to bid for an
ad according to the MUID, as shown in step ④ in
Figure 3. *e specific process of getting the USig is as
follows.
According to the attribute set S obtained as described in
Section 5.2.2, PUB uses themaster keyMK in the public
parameters PP to generate the decryption key SK
according to

SK � D � g
(α+r)/β

,∀j ∈ S: Dj � g
r

· h(j)
rj , Dj
′ � g

rj ,

(8)

where r, rj ∈ Zp are random numbers, j ∈ S is an at-
tribute, and α, β belong to the public parameter PP.
*en, PUB uses (9) to decrypt the leaf nodes of the
access tree T with SK and CT when PUB’s
S � PUB{ }, Hat∪ Food∪ . . .{ }{ } satisfies the attributes
which U requires.

DecryptNode(CT, SK, x) �
e Di, Cx( 

e Di
′, Cx
′( 

� e(g, g)
rpx(0)

,

(9)

where x is a leaf node in T. After PUB obtains all leaf
nodes, it uses the Lagrangian interpolation formula to
obtain the parent node, and this process is recursive
until T’s root node is obtained. T’s root node is
A � e(g, g)r·pR(0).
Next, PUB can get the secret USig by

C

(e(C, D)/A)
�

C

e h
s
, g

(α+r)/β
 /e(g, g)

rs
 

� USig‖ts1 .

(10)

At last, PUB decrypts USig with IMA’s public key PKIMA
and obtains the masked identity MUID of U. PUB
searches its local database to get the portrait of MUID and
decides whether to bid for the ad. If a PUB joins in the
bidding process, it sends the IDa d and the price fee to the
MS.*is bidding process will be executed by many PUBs.
STEP PPA4. MS displays the ad of the bid winner and
sends the PUBID, ADEID, PKPUB, PKADE, and ad frame
to the U, as shown in step ⑤ in Figure 3.
STEP PPA5. MS periodically (e.g., once a day) records
the results of the ad bidding in the ABB sorted by
periods and IDa d s. *e format of the results is
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IDad‖EPKPUB
(fee)‖MS‖PUBID{ }, where “fee” is the

price that PUB should pay to MS after an ad is clicked
once by U, as shown in step ⑥ in Figure 3.

5.3.2. U Clicks the Ad (UCA). U clicks the ad that he is
interested in after MS displays it on the website. �is section
is shown in steps ⑦–⑨ in Figure 3.

STEP UCA1. U’s browser plugin gets PUBID, ADEID,
PKPUB, and PKADE from the ad frame and calculates
AuSPUB � e(ILU · PUBID, P)

h(ILU) and
AuSADE � e(ILU · ADEID, P)

h(ILU). It then embeds the
timestamp ts2 to calculate SAPUB � EPKPUB

(AuSPUB‖ts2)
and SAADE � EPKADE

(AuSADE‖ts2). Next, the plugin
sends the click messageM about the ad toMS.�e click
message is shown as in equation 6 and as in step ⑦ in
Figure 3.

M � EPKPUB
USig‖ts2( )‖SAPUB‖SAADE. (11)

STEP UCA2. MS forwards IDa d‖M‖MS{ } to the PUB
who won the bidding and stores
IDa d‖M‖MS‖PUBID{ } in its local database, as shown
in step ⑧ in Figure 3.
STEP UCA3. Finally, the data
h(IDa d‖M‖MS‖PUBID){ } are classi�ed by periods and
IDa d s and periodically (e.g., once a day) recorded in
the ABB by the MS, as shown in step ⑨ in Figure 3.

5.4. Click Fraud Detection and Prevention. �is phase ach-
ieves click fraud detection and prevention between entities
in an advertising system based on ABB.

5.4.1. PUB Detects and Prevents Click Fraud (PUBD). To
prevent MS from forging the data and ensure the trans-
parency of this ad click analysis process, PUB can detect and
prevent fraudulent click, and it is shown in Figure 5.

STEP PUBD1. PUB uses its private key SKPUB to de-
crypt M from MS to obtain the secret USig and
AuSPUB‖ts2{ } from SAPUB. �e PUB veri�es the
timeliness of the ts2 to prevent the replay attacks, as
shown in step ① in Figure 5.
STEP PUBD2. PUB uses IMA’s public key PKIMA to
restore h(ILU) and MUID from the USig and then
calculates AuSPUB by (12), as shown in step ② in
Figure 5:

e ILPUB,MUID( )h ILU( ) � e ILPUB,UID · P( )h ILU( ) � e ILPUB, P( )UID·h ILU( )

� e ILU · PUBID, P( )h ILU( )

� AuSPUB′ .

(12)

U
T,Usig,UID,MUID,ILU

ABBMS PUB ADE

CT

M

③ CT

① IDad

{IDad || fee}

⑧ {IDad || M || MS}

⑨ {h (IDad || M || MS || PUBID)}

⑥ {IDad || EPKPUB
 ( fee) || MS || PUBID}

⑤ {PUBID || ADEID ||
PK

PUB
 || PKADE || ad frame}

⑦ Calculate a
M = EPKPUB

 (USig ||ts2) || SAPUB || SAADE

④ Decrypt the C to get USig, and
obtain the MUID = EPKIMA

 (USig)

~

CT = T, C = USig || ts1 ∙ ls, C = hs
② Generate a~

Figure 3: Process of publishing an ad to a targeted consumer.
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Figure 4: An example of U’s access tree T.
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STEP PUBD3. If (12) holds, PUB counts the number of
di�erent MUID s in AuSPUB s, denoted as n, which is
the number of valid advertising clicks in a certain
period (e.g., one day). �is means that in this period,
PUB only pays for n clicks to MS. In this way, the PUB
can detect all the fraudulent clicks in the message
forwarded byMS. Also, the PUB pays nothing toMS for
the repeated MUIDs, so the click fraud by a malicious
MS can be prevented. Simultaneously, PUB records U’s
access behavior information like IDa d‖M‖{
MUID‖USig‖ SAPUB‖ts2‖SAADE‖MS‖fee‖behaviour}
locally, as shown in step ③ in Figure 5.
STEP PUBD4. Finally, PUB periodically (e.g., once
a day) records the result n, IDa d, h(MUID)n,{
h(SAPUB)n, h(SAADE)n} in ABB sorted by periods and
IDa ds, as shown in step in ④ in Figure 5.

5.4.2. ADE Detects and Prevents Click Fraud (ADED).
Similarly, ADE also veri�es the results recorded by PUB in
the ABB to detect and prevent click fraud, and this section is
shown in Figure 6.

STEP ADED1. ADE communicates with PUB to obtain
the original access information IDa d‖USig‖{
MS‖fee‖SAADE} of U in the PUB local database. ADE
then uses PKPUB to encrypt the fee and compares it with
the data on the ABB to prevent PUB’s cheating, as
shown in step ① in Figure 6.
STEP ADED2. ADE decrypts SAADE with private key
SKADE, obtains AuSADE‖ts2{ }, and veri�es the timeli-
ness of ts2 to prevent replay attacks, as shown in step②
in Figure 6.
STEP ADED3. Similar to STEP PUBD2, ADE also re-
stores h(ILU) and MUID fromUSig, and then calculates
AuSADE′ by

e ILADE,MUID( )h ILU( ) � e ILADE,UID · P( )h ILU( )

� e ILADE, P( )UID·h ILU( )

� e ILU · ADEID, P( )h ILU( )

� AuSADE′ .

(13)

If (13) holds, ADE also counts the number n′ of dif-
ferent MUIDs in AuSADEs in a certain period (e.g., one
day), as shown in step ③ in Figure 6.

STEP ADED4. ADE reads the data n recorded in ABB
by PUB and compares n′ with the n. If the equation
n′ � n holds, ADE pays fee to PUB according to the n,
as shown in step④ in Figure 6.�erefore, the ADE can
detect all the fraudulent clicks in the original access
information from PUB. Also, the ADE pays nothing to
PUB for the repeatedMUIDs, so the fraudulent click by
a malicious PUB can be prevented.

5.4.3. MS Detects and Prevents Click Fraud (MSD). MS
obtains all the AuSPUB‖ts2{ } from PUB and uses PKPUB to
encrypt them successively to get the encrypted result
SAPUB′ � EPKPUB

(AuSPUB‖ts2). �en, MS compares the SAPUB′
with the SAPUB inM fromMS’s local database one by one; if
it holds, the data from the PUB are valid. Finally, MS counts
the number n″ of the di�erent AuSPUB and veri�es if n″ � n
holds. If it holds, MS charges PUB fees according to the n″.
As a result, the MS can detect all the fraudulent clicks in the
data from PUB. Also, MS cannot charge more PUB for the
repeated AuSPUBs, so the fraudulent click by a malicious MS
can be prevented.

6. Security Analysis

In this section, we �rst analyze the security of our scheme
from three levels: the processing level, the data level, and the
infrastructure level, which can be called PDI model-based
security [49–52]. �en, we give the informal analysis of
security under the security assumptions in Section 4.2.
Lastly, we demonstrate that the BCFDPS scheme is provably
secure.

6.1. PDI Model-Based Security Analysis. As the one of the
latest and most mature blockchain security analysis
frameworks for Industry 4.0, the PDI model [49] conducts
a comprehensive and detailed analysis of security issues. In
the PDI model, the blockchain security is divided into three
levels, which are the process level, the data level, and the
infrastructure level [51]. Similarly, we also analyze the se-
curity of our blockchain-based click fraud detection and
prevention scheme according to the three aspects.

6.1.1. e Process Security

(1) O�-blockchain data processing security: a large
number of data processing operations are run o�-

ABBPUB
M

count the number n of different MUIDs. 

① Restore USig , AuSPUB || ts2, and verify ts2.
② Restore h (ILU), MUID, and calculate AuS′PUB.
③ Verify AuS′PUB? = AuSPUB, if it holds,

④ {n, IDad , h (MUID), n , h (SAPUB) n , h (SAADE) n}

Figure 5: Process of PUB verifying the e�ective clicks.
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blockchain in our scheme, since the data statistical
analysis ability of the existing blockchain applica-
tions is weak [50]. In our scheme, a U’s masked
identity MUID and his ad click message M are
encrypted (denoted as mm) and sent to the MS by
U’s browser plugin locally.�en, mm is forwarded to
a PUB by a MS o�-blockchain. Next, the MS, PUB,
and ADE can independently count the real click
number from mm with ECC and bilinear pairing
algorithms. Also, since mm is ciphertext and being
processed o�-blockchain, it is di�cult for an attacker
to gather, crack, and modify it. �at is, the data
processing security o�-blockchain is guaranteed in
these entities.

(2) Data processing security in the blockchain: to im-
plement our scheme in a real-time online advertising
scenario, the data processing in the blockchain of our
scheme is to periodically read and write content in
the access behavior blockchain (ABB) through smart
contracts. �e ABB is a consortium blockchain that
only allows authorized MSs and PUBs to write data,
which avoids the unauthorized access. Also, the
consensus protocol in ABB guarantees the correct-
ness and consistency of the data when it is written to
the ABB, largely eliminating exceptions in data
processing and ensuring the security of data pro-
cessing in the blockchain.

6.1.2. e Data Security

(1) Data tamper-proof: in our scheme, all original
business data are stored in the local servers of MS
and PUB, and the aggregated results of the original
data are regularly recorded in the consortium
blockchain as the form of hash values. In this way,
even if attackers obtain the data in the blockchain,
they cannot get the original data in the local servers
of MS and PUB, so they cannot view or tamper with
the original data. On the other hand, blockchain can
ensure data consistency in distributed ledgers.
�erefore, business data security is achieved whether
the data are in the blockchain or not.

(2) Consumer’s identity privacy: similar to the digital
twin in [53–55], a U in our scheme can only obtain
his unique digital identity to visit MS’s websites and
click on PUB’s ads. Also, a masked identity MUID,

CP-ABE algorithm, and ECC algorithm are utilized
by the U to hide his identity, while preserving the ad
precision targeting. In addition, nobody except the
PUB can mark the U, and no one can reveal U’s real
digital identity UID. �at is, our scheme protects the
privacy of consumer’s identity.

6.1.3. e Infrastructure Security

(1) System structure security: the two-level mutual ver-
i�cation between MS, PUB, and ADE maintains the
stability of our system structure. For one thing, PUB
counts the real and e�ective clicks from a large
number of users’ ad click messages Ms which are
forwarded by the MS. Once the Ms are tampered
with or forged by the MS, they cannot pass the
veri�cation of PUB. At the same time, theMS can use
the ECC algorithm to count the real clicks from the
data stored in local database to prevent PUB from
forging the amount of the clicks. For the other thing,
since the raw data are generated by U, the ADE can
�nd anomalies once the PUB adds entries in the raw
data.�us, our scheme has system structure security.

(2) Cryptographic facilities security: we use the standard
cryptographic facilities to build our system. Specif-
ically, CP-ABE algorithm, bilinear pairing algorithm,
and ECC algorithm are used by a U to protect his
identity. �e bilinear pairing algorithm and ECC
algorithm are adopted by a PUB and an ADE to
detect the fraudulent click, while a MS utilizes the
ECC algorithm to detect a click fraud.�e security of
our scheme relies on these standard cryptographic
facilities and we assume that the standard crypto-
graphic facilities used in our scheme are secure and
unbreakable.

6.2. Informal Analysis of Security. In this section, we analyze
the security of our scheme under the security assumptions in
Section 4.2 in an informal way.

6.2.1. Prevention of a False MUID. In Section 5.2.1, a ma-
chine cannot obtain a validMUID since it has no way to pass
the IMA biometric authentication. Even if it forges a false
MUID, it still cannot generate a valid
USig � SigSKIMA

(h(ILU)‖MUID) without IMA’s private key

ABBADE

④ n recorded by PUB

Get {IDad  || USig || MS || fee || SAADE}, encrypt the fee and compare with
EPKPUB

 (fee) in ABB network, if it is correct, the fee is valid.

Restore AuSADE || ts2, and verifies ts2.
Calculate AuS′ADE and verify AuS′ADE? = AuSADE, if it holds, count the number n′
of different MUIDs.

Verify whether n′ ? = n, if it holds, the click fraud do not happen.

③

②

①

Figure 6: Process of ADE verifying the e�ective clicks.
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SKIMA. *at is, the click message, containing an invalid
MUID, generated by the machine in phase 5.3.2 will be
discarded. *erefore, in our scheme, the number of false
MUIDs is not included in the number of valid clicks.

6.2.2. Transparency of Clicks between Entities. PUB decrypts
the SAPUB in M to get AuSPUB using SKPUB, then verifies the
AuSPUB, and counts the number n of different AuSPUB.
Similarly, ADE restores the AuSADE in SAADE from PUB’s
local database using SKADE to verify the authenticity of
AuSADE, and then ADE counts the number n′ of different
AuSADE. Although SAADE of M comes from PUB, AuSADE in
SAADE is encrypted by PKADE, and only SKADE can decrypt it.
*erefore, PUB cannot tamper with SAADE; furthermore,
ADE ensures the validity of n′. MS encrypts the original data
AuSPUB‖ts2  from PUB using PKPUB and compares the
encrypted result SAPUB′ � EPKPUB

(AuSPUB‖ts2) with SAPUB in
M from MS’s local database to verify whether the PUB is
honest. In this way, PUB, ADE, and MS can verify the
number of clicks about the same ad in an independent way.

6.2.3. U’s Conditional Unlinkability. First of all, U sends his
masked identity in ciphertext CT toMS andMS broadcasts it
to PUBs in phase 5.3.1.*en, only PUBs can decryptU’s USig
from CT since CT is calculated using the CP-ABE algorithm
and only attributes S owned by PUBs can generate a de-
cryption key SK. Secondly, U sends his click message M to
MS and MS forwards it to PUB in phase 5.3.2. Next, only
PUB can reveal U’s masked identity MUID from M using its
private key for advertising precision marketing. In the entire
communication of U, neither the attacker in the channel nor
the MS can directly link U’s masked identity MUID because
both CT and M are encrypted by CP-ABE algorithm or
asymmetric cryptographic algorithm and only PUBs can
decrypt them. However, even PUB cannot link U’s masked
identity MUID to U’s real identity UID in ABB since PUB
does not have the right to write and read in EIB. *ence, the
scheme achieves U’s conditional unlinkability.

6.2.4. Data Security and Integrity. Firstly, in this scheme, all
the commercial contract data, e.g., fee, are encrypted and
only the data owner PUB and MS can decrypt these ci-
phertexts. In addition, all the commercial contract data and
the hash value of click result are recorded in the ABB (a
consortium blockchain) which is shown in steps⑩,⑬, and,
⑭ and any adversary cannot tamper with these data in the
consortium blockchain.

6.2.5. Resistance to Replay Attacks. In phases 5.3.1 and 5.3.2,
the timestamp ts1 and ts2 are included in the message CT
and M, and PUB first checks their timeliness to avoid replay
attacks. Further, in phases 5.4.2 and 5.4.3, ADE and MS can
avoid replay attacks by the timestamp ts2. Consequently, our
scheme is resistant to replay attacks in a great probability.

6.2.6. Resistance to Forgery. For one thing, in phase 5.3.1,
MS storesU’s CT while it has no ability to constructU’s click
message M in phase 5.3.2 without a ILU. For another thing,
in phase 5.4.2, PUB records SAPUB and SAADE, but it cannot
forge a SAADE because it also does not have a ILU. In other
words, the click message M containing MUID can only be
generated by U. *at is, the BCFDPS can resist forgery
attacks.

6.3. Provable Security. *e proposed scheme is based on
bilinear pairing cryptosystem on elliptic curves (denoted as
BPCEC), ciphertext-policy attribute-based encryption
(denoted as CP-ABE), and elliptic curve cryptography
(denoted as ECC). According to the security characteristics
of each module, we show that our scheme meets click fraud
detection and prevention and U’s conditional unlinkability.

6.3.1. 2eorem 1. If the BPCEC, CP-ABE, and ECC algo-
rithms satisfy the basic security properties, then the scheme
in this paper can detect and prevent click fraud.

Proof. Define ABPCEC as an adversary who attacks the se-
curity of BPCEC algorithm, ACP−ABE as an adversary
attacking the security of CP-ABE algorithm, and AECC as an
opponent attacking the security of ECC algorithm. As-
suming ACF clicks fraud successfully, a polynomial time
algorithm Aθ ∈ (ABPCEC, ACP−ABE, AECC) is defined, which
has the ability to attack the algorithms of BPCEC, CP-ABE,
and ECC.*rough the query of ACF and the Aθ’s interaction
in the click fraud game, Aθ is optimized repeatedly to
successfully attack the BPCEC, CP-ABE, and ECC algo-
rithms. *at is, if the adversary ACF clicks fraud successfully
in the scheme, it meansAθ successfully attacks the security of
algorithms of BPCEC, CP-ABE, and ECC with a certain
probability.

According to the steps defined above, here are the in-
teractions between algorithm Aθ and the adversary ACF:

STEP 1. Registration phase: through the identity gen-
erated in U’s registration phase, algorithm Aθ obtains
U’s digital identity and receives U’s identity UID, U’s
masked identity MUID, U’s identity license ILU, and
IMA’s signature USig. At last, Aθ sends
UID,MUID, ILU, USig  to ACF.
STEP 2. Inquiry phase: the adversary ACF can query the
algorithm Aθ for polynomial time:

(1) Generate the ciphertext CT: ACF visits MS’s website,
generates the ciphertext CT by the CP-ABE algo-
rithm, and sends CT to MS.

(2) Generate the click message M: MACF generates the
click message M which contains a b ∈ 0, 1{ } ran-
domly selected by ACF through BPCEC and ECC
algorithm and ACF then clicks PUB’s ad to send M.

STEP 3. Verification phase: PUB verifies U’s click
message M and outputs b′ using the ECC and BPCEC
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algorithms. If b′ � b exists, it indicates that the ad-
versary ACF successfully carried out the click fraud
attack. *e success probability of the adversary ACF is

AdvACF
(k) � Pr ExpACF

(k) � 1 

� Pr ACF(verify) � 1|b � 1  · Pr[b � 1] + Pr ACF(verify) � 0|b � 0  · Pr[b � 0]

�
1
2

Pr

ABPCEC(verify) � 1,

ACP−ABE(verify) � 1,

AECC(verify) � 1,

|b � 1
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
+
1
2

Pr

ABPCEC(verify) � 0,

ACP−ABE(verify) � 0,

AECC(verify) � 0,

|b � 0
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

<
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2

Pr ABPCEC(verify) � 1|b � 1  + Pr ACP−ABE(verify) � 1|b � 1  + Pr AECC(verify) � 1|b � 1 ( 

+
1
2

Pr ABPCEC(verify) � 0|b � 0  + Pr ACP−ABE(verify) � 0|b � 0  + Pr AECC(verify) � 0|b � 0 ( 

� Pr ExpABPCEC
(k) � 1  + Pr ExpACP−ABE

(k) � 1  + Pr ExpAECC
(k) � 1 

� AdvABPCEC
(k) + AdvACP−ABE

(k) + AdvAECC
(k).

(14)

If an attacker ABPCEC successfully attacks the BPCEC al-
gorithm, an attacker ACP−ABE successfully attacks the CP-ABE
algorithm, and an attacker AECC can successfully attack ECC
algorithm, ACF can carry out the click fraud attack successfully.
However, the probability of ABPCEC, ACP−ABE, and AECC suc-
cessfully attacking the BPCEC, CP-ABE, and ECC algorithms is
almost 1/n, respectively; then, ACF wins in the click fraud attack
game of BCFDPS scheme with a probability of 3/n. But,
according to the assumptions that BPCEC, CP-ABE, and ECC
algorithms satisfy the basic security properties, it is concluded
that the probability ofACF successfully attacking can be ignored,
so the scheme can detect and prevent click fraud. □

6.3.2. 2eorem 2. If all the crypto-algorithms such as
BPCEC, CP-ABE, and ECC satisfy the basic security

features, then U’s conditional unlinkability can be achieved
in the BCFDPS.

Proof. Define ABPCEC as an adversary who attacks the
linkability of MUID of BPCEC algorithm, ACP−ABE as an
adversary attacking the linkability of USig of CP-ABE al-
gorithm, and AECC as an opponent attacking the linkability
of USig of ECC algorithm. Assuming ACP (except PUB) links
U’s masked identity MUID successfully, a polynomial time
algorithm Aτ ∈ (ABPCEC, ACP−ABE, AECC) is defined, which
has the ability to attack the algorithms of BPCEC, CP-ABE,
and ECC. During the communication process of U, MS, and
PUB, two messages CT and M are encrypted by the algo-
rithms BPCEC, CP-ABE, and ECC. *erefore, for the ad-
versary ACP, the probability of successfully linking many
different messages to the same U is

AdvACP
(k) � Pr ExpACP

(k) � 1 

� Pr[Ver(CT) � 1] · Pr Ver USig  � 1  · Pr Ver AuSPUB(  � 1 

� Pr ExpACP−ABE
(k) � 1  · Pr ExpAECC

(k) � 1  · Pr ExpABPCEC
(k) � 1 

� AdvACP−ABE
(k) · AdvAECC

(k) · AdvABPCEC
(k).

(15)

*erefore, if the attacker ABPCEC successfully attacks the
BPCEC algorithm, the attacker ACP−ABE successfully attacks
the CP-ABE algorithm, and the attacker AECC successfully

attacks the ECC algorithm, then ACP wins in the conditional
unlinkability simulation attack game. However, according to
the assumptions about these security features, the
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probability of ACP successfully attacking can be ignored. As
a result, the scheme accomplishes U’s conditional
unlinkability. □

7. Implementation and Evaluation

We evaluate our scheme in terms of computation, com-
munication, storage, and Ethereum gas cost based on JPBC
library [56] and Ethereum.

In the proposed scheme, four phases of initialization,
registration, ad publishing, and click fraud detection and
prevention are involved. Because the first two phases happen
rarely, they are not implemented in this section and we
mainly focus on the phases of ad publishing and click fraud
detection and prevention in which an ad is published and the
click fraud is detected and prevented.

7.1. Computation Cost

7.1.1. Evaluation of Our Scheme. We mainly focus on the
phases of the ad publishing and click fraud detection and
prevention in this section. We execute evaluation tests to get
the time cost of meta-operations and the evaluation test is
based on a PC (Intel Core i5-9400F CPU @ 2.90GHz, 16GB
RAM @ 2667MHz and Windows 10× 64). We use JDK 1.8,
JPBC library [56], to support efficient bilinear pairing
operations.

To achieve persuasive expression of computation com-
parison, the symbols and parameters are introduced: TC Enc

is the encryption algorithm in CP-ABE scheme, TC KG
denotes the key generation algorithm in CP-ABE scheme,
TC Dec means the decryption algorithm in CP-ABE scheme,
TE Enc expresses the encryption algorithm in ECC, TE Dec
signifies the decryption algorithm in ECC, and Tbp repre-
sents the bilinear pairing operation. *eir time cost is as
follows: TC Enc � 146.41 ms, TC KG � 118.80 ms, TC De c �

33.12 ms, TE Enc � 3.17 ms, TE Dec � 0.36 ms, and Tbp �

6.79 ms. In addition, the time cost of hash function and
concatenate operation is small, and we do not take this into
account in computation cost. *e detailed computation
costs for each phase are illustrated in Table 2.

In phase 5.3.1, U is required to perform one encryption
algorithm in CP-ABE scheme and PUB needs to execute one
key generation algorithm in CP-ABE scheme, one de-
cryption algorithm in CP-ABE scheme, and one decryption
algorithm in ECC, that is, the running time is TC Enc +

TC KG + TC Dec + TE Dec � 298.69 ms. According to Ma
et al. [57], the response speed of publishing an ad in our
scheme is in the acceptable threshold (150 ∼ 600ms) and is
lower than the one in [6] which closes to 400ms. In phase
5.3.2, U computes three encryption algorithms in ECC and
two bilinear pairing operations. *erefore, the execution
time to generate a click message is
3TE Enc + 2Tbp � 23.09ms, and it has no effect on the user
experience. Further, in phase 5.4.1, PUB is required to run
three decryption algorithms in ECC and one bilinear pairing
operation, that is 3TE Dec + Tbp � 7.87ms. In summary, the
computation cost from publishing an ad for U (phase 5.3.1)

to verifying the effective clicks by PUB (phase 5.4.1) is
298.69 + 23.09 + 7.87 � 329.65ms, where the time cost of
one click fraud detection and prevention is only 7.87ms.
After PUB counts the effective clicks, ADE and MS will also
verify the clicks to ensure their profit. Similar to PUB, ADE
performs three decryption algorithms in ECC and one bi-
linear pairing operation, that is, 3TE Dec + Tbp � 7.87ms.
For the MS, it executes one encryption algorithm in ECC to
detect a click fraud, which is TE Enc � 3.17ms. From Table 2,
it can be seen that the CP-ABE algorithm increases the run
time in phase 5.3.1, but it protects U’s privacy from MS and
the sniffer of a channel. In addition, it should be noted that
the computation overhead of PUB in phases 5.3.1 and 5.4.1
can be improved at the publisher with powerful computing
clusters. Moreover, distributed and parallel optimization
techniques for verifiable computations can also be adopted
to further enhance publisher’s performance in publishing
the ad to a U who is the potential consumer of the ad.

On the other hand, blockchain is introduced in our
scheme; in order to demonstrate the practical performance
of our blockchain-based scheme, we evaluate the execution
cost of our smart contract based on a public Ethereum
testnet (Rinkeby). We used Chrome v89.0 explorer with the
plugin MetaMask and Remix which is a browser-based IDE
to connect the contract between Ethereum and the program
simulated. Rinkeby testnet was started by the Ethereum team
in April 2017 and it uses Clique PoA (Proof of Authority)
consensus protocol. Importantly, it is immune to spam
attacks, as Ether supply is controlled by several trusted
parties and only they can write transactions in the block-
chain, which makes it like a consortium blockchain; thence,
the waiting time for transaction confirmation is relatively
short to be ignored.

We deploy smart contracts on Rinkeby to record the
transaction data and count the gas cost of smart contracts on
deployment and recall. *e gas cost of our scheme is shown
in Table 2. In our scheme, a smart contract is only deployed
once in phase 5.3.1 and the gas cost of deploying the contract
is 89, 003. Additionally, in phases 5.3.1, 5.3.2, and 5.4.1, the
cost of recalling the contract to write 256, 32, and 128 bytes
of analysis result on blockchain is 27,054, 23,470, and 25,006
gas, respectively. All in all, judging from the evaluation
results, our scheme is feasible in practice.

7.1.2. Comparison of the Computation Cost in Click Fraud
Detection and Prevention Process. As far as we know, the
click fraud detection and prevention schemes that use
blockchain are hardly found. *erefore, we choose the click
fraud detection schemes [8, 16, 18, 29, 31] which do not use
blockchain and compare the computation costs with them in
publisher’s click fraud detection and prevention process
(phase 5.4.1), and the comparison result is shown in Table 3.

It can be seen from Table 3 that Almahmoud et al. [8]
utilized SVM, KNN, etc. to detect a fraudulent click by
machines, and the time taken to build the model of the
generated 500 instances is 10ms, while the time taken to
classify a single instance whether legitimate or illegitimate is
50ms with a precision of 95.10%. *e scheme in [16] uses
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recurrent neural network to train a model with more than
1.6 million sessions so that the typical training duration is 12
hours (roughly 6–8 epochs), but the precision is 33.80%.*e
dataset of the scheme in [18] contains 393,708 deliveries
(243,650 ok deliveries and 150,058 fraud deliveries), and the
time required to train classifier with 10 features is about 800
seconds with a precision rate of 96.29%. Dong et al. [29]
utilized 12,000 ad-supported apps, and an average of 216.7
seconds was spent to construct the UI transition graphs and
an average of 400ms was spent to detect the ad frauds. *e
dataset in [31] is from a university campus network between
June 2015 and November 2017 with total of 217,334,190
unique clicks. After training, the precision is 89.34%. Table 3
shows that the preparation times of schemes in [16, 18, 29]
are longer than ours because their schemes are based on
machine learning and statistical analysis, and they need to
spendmore time training machine models and analyzing the
pattern of the click traffic, while the preparation time is not
included in our scheme.*e verification time of a click fraud
in the schemes in [16, 18, 31] is not explained, but in the
scheme in [29], it is 400ms, which is obviously higher than
ours. In summary, our scheme is the best one for publishers
to detect and prevent a click fraud.

7.2. Communication and Storage Cost

7.2.1. Evaluation of Our Scheme. Our scheme is embedded
in the advertising system and many entities in the system
need to send data to publish an ad and store data as evi-
dences to pay for fees. To evaluate the feasibility of our
scheme in practice, we simulate the scheme in terms of ad

publishing and click fraud detection and prevention, and the
results of communication and storage cost are shown in
Table 4. Specifically, we assume that the output size of the
general hash function (h) is 256 bits, the size of an elements
in the elliptic curve is 256 bits, the size of an element in
a bilinear group is 1,024 bits, the length of identities is
256 bits, and the timestamp size is 112 bits.

In phase 5.3.1, an ADE first sends an ad’s identity IDa d

to a PUB, then a U transmits a ciphertext CT containing his
own MUID to a MS, the MS further forwards the ciphertext
CT to the PUB, and after the PUB decrypts and obtains the
MUID, the PUB sends the IDa d and bidding fee to the MS;
next, the MS displays the a d frame for the U. *e com-
munication cost of U, MS, PUB, and ADE is CT � 1, 508,
CT + a d frame � 2, 508, IDa d + fee � 33, and IDa d � 32
bytes. Also, U stores 259-byte parameters
T, USig,MUID, ILU  to compute ad click messages M faster.
To make it easier to publish the ad, the MS stores the
IDa d, fee,PUBID  that are 65 bytes, the PUB reserves
CT,MUID, IDa d, fee,MS , which are 1, 637 bytes, and the
ADE keeps his 32 bytes IDa d . Similarly, in phase 5.3.2, the
contents of the communication of U, MS, PUB and ADE are
M � 484 bytes, IDa d + M + MS � 548 bytes, 0, and 0, re-
spectively. *e storage cost of them is 0, M{ } � 484 bytes,
M{ } � 484 bytes, and 0 separately.*e click fraud is detected
and prevented by the MS, PUB, and ADE in an independent
way in phases 5.4.1, 5.4.2, and 5.4.3, and the processed results
are also stored. Specifically, the PUB writes a total of n +

IDa d + Info + ts � 143 bytes of data in the ABB and it
consumes 175 bytes to store n, IDa d,MS, Info, ts . *e ADE
receives SAADE + ts + USig � 255 bytes to verify the click
messages, and the ADE stores n, IDa d, PUBID, ts  � 79

Table 2: Computation cost of our scheme in ad publishing and click fraud detection and prevention.

Phases
Time (ms) Gas on contracts

U MS PUB ADE Total Deploy Call Total
5.3.1:
PPA TC Enc� 146.41 0 TC KG + TC Dec + TE Dec� 152.28 0 298.69 89,003 27,054 116,057

5.3.2:
UCA 3TE Enc + 2Tbp� 23.09 0 0 0 23.09 0 23,470 23,470

5.4.1:
PUBD 0 0 3TE De c + Tbp� 7.87 0 7.87 0 25,006 25,006

5.4.2:
ADED 0 0 0 3TE De c + Tbp� 7.87 7.87 0 0 0

5.4.3:
MSD 0 TE Enc� 3.17 0 0 3.17 0 0 0

Table 3: Comparison of computation cost in click fraud detection and prevention.

Schemes Methods Precision (%) Preparation time Verification time (ms)
[8] Machine learning (SVM, KNN, etc.) 95.10 10ms 50
[16] Machine learning (RNN) 33.80 12 h (roughly 6–8 epochs) —
[18] Machine learning (bagging and boosting) 96.29 ≈ 800 s —
[29] Statistical analysis (UI transition graphs) ≈ 93 216.7 s 400
[31] Statistical analysis (traffic matrix analysis) 89.34 — —
Ours Blockchain (identity authentication) 100 0 7.87
Method refers to the algorithms or ideas used in these schemes. Precision indicates the credibility of a click traffic detection result. Preparation time denotes
the time cost to train a model or analyze a pattern of a click fraud. Verification time describes the time cost to detect a click fraud using the model or pattern.
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bytes of data. Moreover, AUSPUB + ts � 142 bytes of message
are obtained by the MS to detect the click fraud, and it stores
n, IDa d, PUBID,AUSPUB, ts  � 207 bytes of result.

For the data presented in Table 4, the communication
and storage cost in our scheme is mainly consumed in phases
5.3.1 and 5.3.2. A total of about 8, 000 bytes are used, which is
negligible in today’s common online advertising systems.

7.2.2. Comparison of the Communication Cost in Publishing
and Clicking an Ad. We did our best to search for current
blockchain-based online advertising click fraud detection
and prevention schemes but only found two blockchain-
based online advertising schemes [5, 6] which do not realize
the detection and prevention of click fraud. Additionally,
Ding et al. [6] were mainly concerned about the throughput
of the blockchain transactions, and they did not give details
of sending the advertising messages. *erefore, from the
perspective of scheme similarity, we only make a compari-
son in the processes of “Publisher publishes an ad (phase
5.3.1)” and “U clicks the ad (phase 5.3.2)” with a vehicular
local advertising system of Liu et al. [5]. Table 5 visually
describes the communication cost in the processes of
publishing an ad and clicking an ad.

In the scheme of Liu et al. [5], a PUB directly sends an
ad to a U, and the U then clicks on the ad. ADE and MS are
not included in the process of publishing and clicking on
the ad, so the cost of ADE and MS is 0. To obtain an ad in
the scheme of Liu et al. [5], a U needs to send his local
position of 2 × 8 � 16 bytes, five attributes of 5 × 10 � 50
bytes, and a number of 1 byte to a PUB, in which the
communication of a U is 16 + 50 + 1 � 67 bytes. Also, the
PUB returns two positions of 2 × 8 � 16 bytes and forty
attributes of 40 × 10 � 400 bytes to the U, in which the
communication of a PUB is 2 × 16 + 400 � 432 bytes.
However, in their scheme, the click fraud still exists since
they did not verify the authenticity of the click. Also, the
privacy of U’s locations and interests is leaked to the sniffer
in the channel because the communication data are in
plaintext. In our scheme, we are able to detect and prevent
click fraud while protecting the identity privacy of the
U. Specifically, an ADE first sends an ad IDa d to a PUB, a U
sends a ciphertext CT to the MS, and the MS forwards the
CT to the PUB for getting an ad. *en, the PUB sends
a IDa d and a price fee to the MS, and the MS displays the
a d to the U. Next, the U clicks on an ad and sends a click
message M to the MS, and the M is forwarded to the PUB.
In these steps, the U’s communication cost includes a CT
and a M, which is 1, 508 + 484 � 1, 992 bytes, the

communication cost of the MS contains a CT, an a d frame,
a IDa d, an identity MS, and a M, which is 1, 508 + 1, 000 +

32 + 32 + 484 � 3, 056 bytes, the PUB’s communication
cost consists of a IDa d and a fee, which is 32 + 1 � 33 bytes,
and the ADE only sends 32 bytes of IDa d. *e commu-
nication cost of ours is higher than that of Liu et al. [5] since
we add some additional authenticity information in the
click message to detect and prevent click fraud. Moreover,
the communication data are encrypted by the CP-ABE
algorithm to protect U’s privacy from the transmission
medium.

When we place our scheme and Liu et al.’s scheme [5] with
the same level of U’s privacy protection and without regarding
to click fraud detection and prevention, the ad publishing steps
in our scheme can be modified as follows: a U needs to send
UID to theMS, then theMS forwardsUID to the PUB, next, the
PUB sends IDa d and fee to theMS, and finally, theMS displays
IDa d for the U. As a result, during these steps, the total
communication content within the system is
UID,UID, IDa d, fee, IDa d  � 32 + 32 + 32 + 1 + 32 � 129
bytes, which is significantly lower than 499bytes of Liu et al.’s
scheme. *at is, we add 5, 113 − 129 � 4, 984 bytes of com-
munication overhead for U’s privacy protection and click fraud
detection and prevention. Also, the overhead (4, 984 bytes)
added to our scheme is acceptable in the background that the
mainstream network bandwidth is above 3MB/s (the average
bandwidth of a 4G network is 3MB/s).

7.2.3. Comparison of the Storage Cost in Publishing and
Clicking an Ad. Besides, the comparison of storage cost
when a publisher publishes an ad and a consumer clicks the
ad is also shown in Figure 7.

In the processes of publishing and clicking an ad, Liu et al.’s
scheme [5] does not involve the advertiser and the media site,
that is, the storage cost of them is 0. Also, to request an ad faster,
theU stores his ad query in advance, inwhich the storage cost of
U is 67bytes. After publishing an ad to the U, the PUB records
the result of the ad query, and according to the experimental

Table 4: Communication and storage cost of our scheme in ad publishing and click fraud detection and prevention.

Phases
Communication cost (bytes) Storage cost (bytes)

U MS PUB ADE Total U MS PUB ADE Total
5.3.1: PPA 1, 508 2, 508 33 32 4,081 259 65 1, 637 32 1,993
5.3.2: UCA 484 548 0 0 1,032 0 484 484 0 968
5.4.1: PUBD 0 0 143 0 143 0 0 175 0 175
5.4.2: ADED 0 0 0 255 255 0 0 0 79 79
5.4.3: MSD 0 142 0 0 142 0 207 0 0 207

Table 5: Comparison of communication cost (bytes) in publishing
and clicking an ad.

[5] Ours
Consumer (U) 67 1, 508 + 484 � 1, 992
Media site (MS) 0 2, 508 + 548 � 3, 056
Publisher (PUB) 432 33
Advertiser (ADE) 0 32
Total 499 5, 113
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result, the total length is 12 × 8 × 128 + 3 × 22 × 50 × 128 �

434, 688 bytes. For our scheme, the access tree (T), the sig-
nature from IMA (USig), the masked identity (MUID), and the
identity license (ILU) of U are stored in U’s browser plugin in
advance, which is a total of 60 + 71 + 64 + 64 � 259 bytes. *e
MS is responsible for forwarding messages and retaining the
forwarding results IDa d, fee,PUBID, M , so its storage cost is
32 + 1 + 32 + 484 � 549 bytes. Additionally, the PUB stores
CT,MUID, IDa d, fee,MS, M  forwarded by the MS, which is
a total of 1, 508 + 64 + 32 + 1 + 32 + 484 � 2, 121 bytes. Also,
the ADE only stores 32bytes of ad information IDa d . In
a word, the total storage cost of our scheme is significantly lower
than that of Liu et al. [5] because they need to store all the
similarity results between multiple ads and one consumer.

8. Discussion

Our scheme addresses the challenging problems encoun-
tered in online advertising click fraud detection and pre-
vention, namely, incompletely reliable detection results,
tampering with the number of real clicks by the PUB itself
(the PUB can count the real click number), and leakage of
consumer’s identity privacy. However, it still has some
shortcomings that need to be solved.

First of all, although an entity identity blockchain
(EIB) exists in our scheme, fraudulent adversaries have
not been held accountable in our current scheme. Spe-
cifically, the EIB is designed as a consortium blockchain
that records the digital identity hash of entities which can
serve as evidence to hold malicious entities accountable
when a fraudulent click fraud occurs. To restrain the
malicious entities, an accountability system needs to be
designed in the future.

Secondly, the time spent by MS to detect and prevent
click fraud is slightly higher. In detail, when a MS detects
click fraud, it needs to use the PKPUB to encrypt the

AuSPUB‖ts2  successively and then compare the encrypted
result with the SAPUB in its local database one by one. As
a result, to reach an agreement with PUB on ad billing fees,
the time cost for MS to detect real clicks may be high in
a certain period. *erefore, our future research will focus on
reducing the time cost of MS in its detection process.

Lastly, the problem of consumers’ partial data loss may
still exist. In our scheme, we assume that the parameters
obtained by registration such as the user’s identity license
ILU are secretly stored in his browser plugin, so how to
prevent the leakage of parameters from the plugin also needs
to be further studied.

9. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a blockchain-based click fraud
detection and prevention scheme (BCFDPS) for online
advertising to avoid clicking by machines and increases
the cost of fraud ones by a human. Specifically, a click
fraud by a malicious machine is significantly avoided
since a consumer’s immutable digital identity is em-
bedded in the click message with the bilinear pairing
algorithm and the machine does not have a digital
identity to generate a valid click message. Also, the cost of
click fraud by a human increases because many valid
clicks by the same recruited person can only be counted
once. Additionally, the introduced consortium block-
chain maintains all the hash values of analysis result of
consumers’ click messages to achieve the transparency of
the click fraud detection and prevention process for each
entity in the advertising system. Further, the identity
privacy of consumers is protected from media sites,
advertisers, and the sniffers in the channel by ciphertext-
policy attribute-based encryption. Our implementation
and evaluation demonstrate the advantages of BCFDPS in
computation and storage cost, and the Ethereum gas cost
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Figure 7: Comparison of storage cost (bytes) when a publisher publishes an ad and a consumer clicks the ad.
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is limited. Additionally, to protect the user’s identity
privacy, the communication cost is moderately increased.
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Nowadays, blockchain is known as a new generation of secure information technologies for realizing business and industrial
sustainability, and consensus algorithm is the key technology of blockchain. In order to solve the problem of “oligarchy” nodes
and excessive punishment for nodes in existing credit consensus algorithms, a novel semifragile consensus algorithm based on the
credit space for consortium blockchain is proposed in this paper. Firstly, the accounting node selectionmechanism based on credit
space is proposed..e credit value of the node is calculated according to a novel credit evaluation model, and then the credit space
of the node is allocated according to the size of the credit value. Afterward, a random algorithm is used to select the accounting
node in the credit space. .is mechanism effectively inhibits the generation of “oligarchy” nodes and maintains the enthusiasm of
nodes. Secondly, this paper proposes a semifragile hierarchical punishment mechanism, which punishes the malicious nodes with
severe measures and gives the nonmalicious nodes the opportunity to continue participating in the consensus. So, this semifragile
punishment mechanism solves the problem of excessive punishment of nodes. Experimental simulation results demonstrate that
the proposed consensus algorithm has randomness while maintaining the credit incentive among nodes. In addition, the node’s
punishment mechanism is more reasonable. .is algorithm has better security and can be well applied to consortium
blockchain scenarios.

1. Introduction

In 2008, Satoshi Nakamoto publicly published Bitcoin [1].
Afterward, with the crazy of Bitcoin, blockchain as a core
technology of Bitcoin has received extensive research at-
tention [2]. Blockchain has the characteristics of decen-
tralization, hard tamperability, traceability, and
transparency, which solves the data monopoly and security
problems current in the existing centralized platform [3]. At
the same time, many studies have found that blockchain has
many innovative applications in the field of IoT and sensor
networks. For instance, Satapathy et al. [4] proposed a secure
architecture based on open blockchain, which can solve
some of the challenges in IoT applications, like issues with
confidentiality and privacy of data; Mrinal et al. [5] proposed

a blockchain-based wireless sensor network for secure ve-
hicle tracking, reducing the need for an Internet connection
and eliminating the use of continuous GPS tracking; that is,
it can effectively protect the privacy of commuters and the
security of collected data. .erefore, blockchain is known as
a new generation of secure information technology. As the
core part of the blockchain system, the consensus algorithm
is the mechanism for each node of the blockchain to reach
consensus on the block information of the whole network
[6]. More precisely, it can ensure whether the latest block is
correctly added to the blockchain. It is worth mentioning
that the performance efficiency and security of the entire
blockchain system will be affected by the merits of the
consensus algorithm [7]. Similarly, consensus algorithm has
always been the key technology of decentralized system,
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which is widely used in resource-constrained edge com-
puting fields. For instance, Zeng et al. [8] proposed a scheme
by utilizing the idle resources in volunteer vehicles to handle
the overloaded issues in VEC servers; the scheme can reduce
the offloading cost of vehicles and improve the utility of VEC
servers; Zeng et al. [9] proposed a new vehicle edge com-
puting framework based on software-defined networks,
which introduces the reputation to measure the contribution
of each vehicle. .e proposed scheme not only brings more
benefits to the edge server side but also reduces the average
delay a lot.

Generally, different blockchain frameworks use dif-
ferent consensus algorithms. In summary, a common
classification divides blockchain into three categories, in-
cluding public blockchain, consortium blockchain, and
private blockchain [10]. .e number of nodes in the public
blockchain is large, so the transaction speed will be slower.
On the contrary, there are fewer nodes in private block-
chain and consortium blockchain than in public block-
chain, and the transaction speed will be faster [11].
However, the permissions in the private blockchain are
controlled by a few nodes, which deviates from the original
intention of decentralization [12]. Compared with the
private blockchain, the permission design requirements in
the consortium blockchain are more complicated and more
credible. Now, relevant researches show that the consor-
tium blockchain has more practical value in the fields of
IoT applications and medical scenarios. For example,
.omas et al. [13] proposed an anonymous identity and
access control system based on consortium blockchain,
which improves the security of cross-domain identity
authentication in the Internet of .ings; Huang et al. [14]
proposed a medical data privacy protection and safe
sharing scheme based on consortium blockchain, which
can effectively ensure the safety of patients’ medical in-
formation and can safely share information.

At present, the consensus algorithm of consortium
blockchain is mainly represented by the Practical Byzantine
Fault Tolerance (PBFT) protocol [15]. PBFT has a high
transaction speed; however, with the number of nodes in-
creasing, the network overhead of PBFT will increase rapidly,
and the consumption of computing power will be high [16].
Moreover, PBFT selects the leader node according to the
continuous switching of view number, which may select
malicious nodes as the leader node, resulting in poor system
security [17]. As such, in order to solve the problem of
malicious nodes becoming accounting nodes, researchers have
proposed a credit mechanism to generate accounting nodes.
.e credit value was calculated on the basis of the node’s
performance in the system, and the node with a higher credit
value preferentially became the accounting node [18]. For
instance, Li et al. [19] proposed a consortium consensus al-
gorithm based on credit (CCAC), which calculated the credit
value of nodes by the contribution of node participation
consensus, and selected a node to become an accounting node
in turn according to the size of node credit. Notably, a con-
sensusmechanism based on credit reduced the consumption of
algorithm computing power and improved the efficiency of
consensus. However, this is not effective for the node with a

small credit value and easily leads to low enthusiasm of nodes.
Wang et al. [20] proposed a proof of work algorithm based on
credit model (CPoW) and designed a node credit model based
on BP neural network, which effectively reduced the huge
resource consumption of repeated calculation in the produc-
tion process of new blocks. Unfortunately, generating new
blocks according to the order of credit value was easy to
produce “oligarchy” nodes. Li et al. [21] proposed a dynamic
hierarchical Byzantine fault-tolerant consensus mechanism
based on credit (DHBFT). .e presented reward and pun-
ishment plan could effectively reduce the possibility of mali-
cious nodes becoming the leader node, but it could easily cause
node with high credit values to be selected as the master node,
which lacks fairness and easily causes other nodes to be less
motivated. Liu et al. [22] proposed a master-slave multichain
blockchain consensus mechanism based on reputation, which
introduced credit value evaluation into the consensus mech-
anism based on proof of stake. In addition, it designed a joint
consensus mechanism that integrates multiple consensus
mechanisms, which improved the throughput of the trans-
action and ensured the consistency and nontamperability of the
data. However, the punishment for all malicious nodes was too
heavy, resulting in nodes being unable to normally participate
in the consensus for a long time. Bugday et al. [23] proposed a
reputation-based consensus group learning model to calculate
the credit value based on the weight value of all nodes in the
trust committee, which could effectively avoidmalicious nodes,
but the weight value of malicious nodes is large. Once a node
had malicious acts, the credit value of this node would fall to a
very low level, and it was difficult to continue to join the
consensus. Huang et al. [24] proposed a credit-based proof of
work mechanism for IoTdevices, which improved security and
enhanced transaction efficiency. Similarly, the punishment for
malicious nodes was to reduce the credit value directly to a
negative value, which made it difficult for nodes to participate
in normal consensus.

To sum up, although the existing consensus algorithm
based on credit has improved the efficiency and security of
consensus, there are still problems that it is easy to generate
“oligarchy” nodes and the punishment for nonmalicious
nodes is too large. In order to solve the above problems, this
paper proposes a semifragile consortium blockchain con-
sensus algorithm based on credit space. .e main contri-
butions of this paper are as follows:

(1) An accounting node selection mechanism based on
credit space is proposed. A credit evaluation model is
formulated to calculate the credit value of the node,
and the credit space of the node is allocated based on
the credit value. Based on the credit space, an al-
gorithm for randomly selecting accounting nodes is
designed. .e nodes with large credit space have a
high probability of becoming accounting nodes. At
the same time, a threshold equation for the number
of accounting nodes is set for the problem of “oli-
garchy” nodes so that the number of times of be-
coming accounting nodes is limited.

(2) A semifragile hierarchical punishment mechanism is
designed. Nodes with good working conditions are
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in the normal layer, and the nodes with malicious
behaviours are placed in the prison layer for “cus-
tody.” Furthermore, we judge whether the node is
malicious or nonmalicious; for malicious nodes, the
“custody” time will be longer, and for nonmalicious
nodes, they can be returned to the normal layer
beyond the “custody” time. .erefore, the non-
malicious nodes have the opportunity to participate
in the following consensus, and this mechanism can
reduce the existence rate of malicious nodes.

2. Problem Statement

2.1. Problem of “Oligarchy” Nodes. Among the existing
consensus algorithms based on credit, most of the ac-
counting nodes are selected according to the size of the
credit value, which is easy to produce “oligarchy” nodes, and
the incentive degree for nodes with small credit value is not
enough, such as CCAC algorithm [19]. .e credit value of
each node is calculated after the credit evaluation of the
node, then the credit value is sorted from largest to smallest,
and an accounting node is selected in this order, which can
easily lead to the production of “oligarchy” nodes and cause
other nodes to be less motivated. In this paper, we test the
proportion of “oligarchy” nodes as accounting nodes in the
total consensus times for CCAC to verify the adverse effects
of “oligarchy” nodes on the network, and the results are
shown in Table 1.

It can be seen from Table 1 that, with the number of
consensuses increasing, the number of “oligarchy” nodes
becoming accounting nodes also accounts for an increasing
proportion, which can easily cause other nodes to be less
motivated to work. .erefore, this paper proposes a
mechanism for selecting accounting nodes based on credit
space, which can effectively inhibit the generation of “oli-
garchy” nodes and increase the enthusiasm of nodes.

2.2. Problem of Node’s Excessive Punishment. In view of the
existing consortium blockchain consensus algorithm based
on credit, the punishment for malicious nodes is too severe.
More precisely, they do not judge whether the malicious
behaviour of a node is deliberate or not, and the credit value
of the nodes is always severely reduced so that these nodes
cannot continue to participate in the consensus, typically
such as the consensus algorithm in [22]. A PoS consensus
mechanism based on credit value is proposed, and a credit
value evaluation method is designed. .e punishment
equation for the credit value of malicious nodes is as follows:

trust
i
h � − trust

i
h− 1, (1)

where trusti
h represents the credit value of node i at the

end of the hth cycle and trusti
h− 1 represents the credit

value of node i at the end of the h-1th cycle. It can be seen
from equation (1) that the credit value of the malicious
node will be directly reduced to a negative value, making it
difficult for the node to continue to participate in the
following consensus. Besides, references [23, 24] men-
tioned in the Introduction also have the same punishment

for malicious nodes. Both have too harsh punishments for
malicious nodes, and normal consensus cannot be carried
out for a long time. In this paper, we compare these al-
gorithms to test the change in credit value of nodes with
malicious behaviours, and the experimental results are
shown in Figure 1.

It can be seen from Figure 1 that the credit value of
malicious nodes in [22] will rapidly decrease from positive
value to negative value, which is difficult to continue to
participate in consensus for a long time. Although the al-
gorithm in [23] did not reduce to a negative value, the credit
value is very close to 0 and cannot compete with the credit
value of normal nodes. In [24], the credit value of the
malicious node is always below 0, and it is difficult to
continue the normal consensus. By comparing the changes
in the credit value of nodes with malicious behaviour in
these three algorithms, it can be seen that they cannot
participate in normal consensus for a long time for nodes
with malicious behaviour. .erefore, this paper proposes a
semifragile hierarchical punishment mechanism. .is
mechanism can make it difficult for malicious nodes to
participate in consensus again, but nonmalicious nodes can
continue to participate in consensus within a short amount
of time.

3. Proposed Algorithm

3.1. Credit EvaluationModel. .e credit of nodes represents
the working performance of nodes in the process of par-
ticipating in consensus [18]. .e credit evaluation model
proposed by the CCAC only considers the number of valid
and invalid blocks generated by the accounting node and the
time required to add on the chain [19]. However, it does not
consider the time when the node is passive and offline from
the block. In this paper, the credit evaluation of nodes will be
carried out according to the four indicators of the number of
transactions in the valid block, the time of the chain, the off-
chain time, and the generation of invalid blocks. .e credit
evaluation indicators are given in Table 2.

Combined with these credit indicators, the data will be
standardized so that the data can be calculated uniformly. In
this paper, the minimum-maximum planning method is
used to standardize the data. .is method is the linear
transformation of the original data, and the maximum max
and minimum min will be set. After calculation by the
standardized equation, the data range will fall between [0, 1],
and then the following credit value is calculated. .e
computation equation is as follows:

i′ �
i − min

max − min
, (2)

where max and min are obtained by preprocessing. In
particular, the result of preprocessing is based on 100
consensus experiments in this paper. In the process of
consensus experiments, the data of these indicators will be
obtained, andmax andmin are themaximum andminimum
values of data in each indicator. When an indicator in a node
needs to be measured, it is only necessary to put the data into
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the (2) to obtain the standardized value: inum
′ , itime
′ , ioff− time
′ ,

iinvalid
′ .

After getting the standardized data, some data may be
positive or negative..en, these data are added together, and
finally, a value x that reflects the quality of the credit value is
obtained, as shown in (3). Subsequently, the credit value
C(xi) is to be accumulated or deleted by node i by (4).

xi � inum
′ + itime
′ + ioff− time
′ + iinvalid

′ , (3)

C xi(  � 
x

− ∞

1
���
2π

√
σ

e
− (x− μ)2/2σ2

dx, − ∞<x<∞, (4)

where xi represents the number after processing of the
standardized data mentioned above. C(xi) represents the
credit value of node i. Besides, μ is the mean value calculated
from the data obtained in the preprocessing, and σ is the
variance calculated after preprocessing.

Similarly, the credit value of the accounting node that
works hard will be accumulated, as shown in (5). .e initial
credit value of each node is 1. When node i becomes an
accounting node for the first time, its credit value is equal to
the initial credit value plus the C(xi) calculated by (4).
Moreover, when node i is selected as the accounting node
again, its credit value is the sum of the newly calculated
credit value and the previously obtained. .e equation for
calculating the credit value of node i as an accounting node
for the nth time is as follows:

Credit
n
i �

1 + C xi(  n � 1,

Credit
n− 1
i + C xi(  n≠ 1.

⎧⎨

⎩ (5)

In contrast, for nodes with malicious behaviour, it will be
subtracted after calculating the corresponding credit value,
as shown in (6). For the initial malicious nodes, its credit
value is the initial credit value minus C(xi) calculated by (4),
that is, the credit value obtained after work. But for the
malicious nodes in the consensus process, the credit value
subtracts the new credit value from the previous credit value.
.e calculation equation of themth malicious credit value of
node i is as follows:

Credit
m
i �

1 − C xi(  m � 1,

Credit
n− 1
i − C xi(  m≠ 1.

⎧⎨

⎩ (6)

.rough the credit evaluation model for node credit
evaluation, the nodes in working well condition can get a
larger credit value. .at is, their opportunity to become an
accounting node will be greater, which creates a benign
network environment for nodes actively participating in
consensus.

3.2.Credit Space. In this paper, the credit space is used as the
basis for selecting an accounting node. After a node obtains
its credit value, its corresponding credit space is allocated
according to the proportion of the credit value in the entire
space. .at is, the greater the credit value of the node, the
greater the allocated space, and the greater the probability of
becoming accounting node. For this reason, this method can
better motivate nodes to work. Furthermore, the random
algorithm also ensures the randomness of the algorithm, and
it does not mean that nodes with larger credit space will
certainly become accounting nodes..e credit space of node
i can be computed by

C Spacei �
Crediti


n
i�1 Crediti

× L, (7)

where Crediti represents the credit value of node i and


n
i�1 Crediti is the sum of the credit values of each node in

this round. L is the total length of the credit space. Figure 2 is
a graph of the change of credit space when a node is selected
as an accounting node. Figure 2(a) shows the distribution of
credit space of a certain round of nodes. Assuming that the
pointer is randomly selected to node 3, the credit value of
node 3 becomes larger after being selected as an accounting
node and packaged block successfully. Obviously, according
to the calculation equation of credit space, its credit space
will also become larger. So node 3 has a greater probability in
the next selection of accounting node, which is like playing a

Table 1: Percentage statistics of “oligarchy” nodes become accounting nodes.

Total consensus number .e proportion of times that nodes become accounting nodes (%)
400 52.4
600 58.3
800 62.8
1000 78.1

reference[22]
reference[23]
reference[24]
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Figure 1: .e credit value change diagram of the malicious nodes
of each algorithm, recorded in a 6000ms period. .ese dots
represent the credit value of the malicious node taken every 500ms.
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roulette game. .e greater the credit space of node 3, the
greater the probability of the pointer pointing to node 3.
Since the size of the whole credit space is fixed, each node’s
credit space is calculated according to the proportion of
credit value, so the credit space of other nodes will be
proportionally reduced.

What is more, after the node is selected as an accounting
node, the corresponding packaging work must be com-
pleted. .e packaging work involves the block structure,
which is used to store and verify the credit value. .e block
structure includes the following:

(1) Blockhead: block version number, hash value of the
previous block, timestamp, and random number.

(2) Blockchain time: record the time accounting nodes
successfully package block into chain, which helps to
verify whether the credit value is accumulated
correctly.

(3) .e hash value of the block’s transaction data: record
the transaction data generated by the accounting
node of the block.

(4) Credit array in block: record the credit value ob-
tained by nodes on blocks.

(5) Counting array in block: record the number of times
a node becomes an accounting node.

Once completed the packaging work, the credit value
will be calculated and accumulated in the original credit
value. When the next accounting node selection begins, the
credit space will be allocated according to the size of the
credit value. However, there is a problem at present. Nodes
with larger credit values may always be selected as

accounting nodes, which leads to the generation of “oli-
garchy” nodes. .erefore, a threshold for becoming an
accounting node is set. When it exceeds the current number
threshold, it cannot continue to be selected as an accounting
node. .e threshold equation is as follows:

τ �


Num
i�1 numi

Num
+ t, (8)

where τ is a threshold, Num represents the number of nodes,
numi denotes the number of node i becoming an accounting
node, and 

Num
i�1 numi represents the total number of times

that all nodes become accounting nodes. .e threshold
calculated by the equation will change with the number of
nodes becoming accounting nodes in the whole consensus
network. When the threshold of this round increases, nodes
may still be selected as accounting nodes. .e constant t in
the equation will be obtained through experiments, and the
specific value is explained in the subsequent experimental
part.

3.3. Semifragile Hierarchical Punishment Mechanism.
Generally, the punishment of malicious nodes in the existing
credit mechanism is too severe, which directly reduces the
credit value of malicious nodes and makes it too difficult to
continue to participate in consensus. Consequently, this
paper proposes a semifragile hierarchical punishment
mechanism. Semifragile refers to the ability to distinguish
whether a node with malicious acts is deliberate or non-
deliberate. In our algorithm, the nodes judged as nonde-
liberate are given the opportunity to reparticipate in
consensus.

Table 2: Credit evaluation indicators.

Indicator name Explanation
itime .e time when the node generates a block
ioff− time .e time the node leaves the blockchain
inum .e number of transactions in a valid block
iinvalid .e number of invalid blocks generated by nodes in consensus
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Figure 2: Credit space change diagram. Each sector in the figure represents the credit value of each node, and the pointer is like a turntable
to represent random selection. (a) Distribution of credit space of each node in a certain round. (b) Distribution of credit space after selecting
miner nodes.
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In order to determine whether the malicious node is
deliberate or nondeliberate, this paper judges the node by the
number of malicious acts. When the number of malicious
acts of a node is less than m, it is judged as a nondeliberate
node, and vice versa. With respect to the value of m, this
paper counts the number of malicious nodes through many
experiments, and the results are shown in Table 3.

It can be seen from Table 3 that the nodes with the
number of malicious acts less than or equal to 2 account for
98.53%, basically covering most of the nodes. .erefore, this
paper selects 2 as the value of m, which is determined as the
critical value of nonmalicious nodes.

.e specific process of the semifragile hierarchical
punishment mechanism is as follows; the general process is
shown in Figure 3. First, all nodes will be placed in the
normal layer, and then the credit space of nodes is calculated
to select the accounting node. Moreover, the credit evalu-
ation of the accounting node will be carried out. If the node
has malicious behaviour, the node will be placed in the
prison layer after calculating the credit value. It is worth
mentioning that the nodes in the prison layer have no chance
to be selected as accounting nodes and only the nodes in the
normal layer have the chance to allocate the credit space to
be selected as accounting nodes. .e nodes in the prison
layer will allocate the “custody” time according to the
number of malicious acts. During this period, the nodes still
need to participate in the data synchronization of the cluster.
In particular, if the node is found to have malicious be-
haviour such as not performing block data synchronization
or not working, it will continue to increase the “custody”
time. After the time has passed, it is determined whether the
node is deliberate or nondeliberate. If the node is a non-
deliberate node, it will return to the normal layer and give it
the opportunity to be selected as an accounting node again.
Otherwise, the malicious node will continue to be punished.

About the node’s “custody” time, when the number of
nodes performing malicious acts increases, the time will
increase obviously with the number of times. According to
this characteristic, this paper uses the following function:

T � e
x
. (9)

.e function is monotonically increasing, where T is the
“custody” time and x is the number of malicious acts. It can
be seen from (9) that T is monotonically increasing, that is,
when x increases, that is, when the number of malicious acts
increases, the time increases exponentially. In contrast, for
nonmalicious nodes, only one or two malicious activities are
performed, and the “custody” time is relatively appropriate.
It conforms to the principle of the proposed punishment
mechanism, gives a good buffer to the nodes that do not
deliberately perform malicious acts, and then gives the
opportunity to participate in the consensus.

4. Algorithm Design

Firstly, the credit value of all nodes is initialized to 1. In the
beginning, each node is placed in the normal layer, and each
participating node is numbered. Moreover, the

corresponding credit space is allocated according to the
credit value of each node. Obviously, the size of the space
allocated by each node is the same, and the total space is
unchanged. .en the credit array Cn and count array Cc are
constructed. Cn is used to store the credit value of the node,
and Cc is the number of times the storage node has become
an accounting node. .ereafter, begin the cycle of selecting
the accounting nodes. .e process of credit consensus is
shown in Figure 4. As shown in Figure 4, the whole process
can be divided into four steps: initialization stage, cyclic
selection of accounting node stage, constructing block stage,
and checking the new block stage.

4.1. Initialization Stage. In the initial stage, the initial credit
value of each participating node in the normal layer is set to
1, and the total credit space length is set to 100. .e credit
space of each node is calculated by equation (7), and the
number of participating nodes is assigned. .ereafter, the
credit array Cn and the count array Cc are constructed to
store the credit value of the node and the number of nodes
becoming accounting nodes, respectively. Algorithm 1
shows how to allocate the node’s credit space.

4.2. Cyclic Selection of Accounting Node Stage. .rough
Algorithm 1, we have obtained the credit space of each node.
.en, the algorithm randomly selects the accounting node.

Table 3: Statistics of the number of malicious acts. .e proportion
indicates the proportion of nodes with different times of malicious
acts in the total nodes.

Number of malicious
acts Proportion of the number of nodes (%)

≤0 96.25
≤1 97.84
≤2 98.53
>2 1.47
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return to 
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node from 
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The node initially enters the network
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Yes, add 
“custody” time

Figure 3: Semifragile hierarchical punishment mechanism.
Malicious nodes will judge whether the node is deliberate and take
corresponding measures.
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More precisely, each interval represents each node's credit
space, and the algorithm selects accounting node by setting a
random number and judging which interval the random
number falls into. As a result, the node represented by this
interval is selected as accounting node. Subsequently, the
accounting node will complete the corresponding work and
obtain the corresponding credit value. Generally, if an ac-
counting node does not work, the node will be punished
beyond the given time and enter the next accounting node’s
selection. When the next accounting node selection is
conducted, the corresponding space will be allocated
according to the credit value. If the credit value is larger, it is

easier to obtain the packaging right. Since it is randomly
selected, there will be nodes with low credit values that get
the right to package. In order to avoid the generation of
“oligarchy” node, τ is set. If numi exceeds τ, node i cannot be
selected as an accounting node. But it does not mean that i
cannot be selected as an accounting node anymore because τ
will change with

Num
i�1 numi in the whole consensus network.

When τ becomes larger, node i may still be selected as the
accounting node. Algorithm 2 gives the process of randomly
selecting an accounting node.

If the node has malicious acts, the node will be placed in
the prison layer for “custody.” “Custody” time will be

Start
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initialization

Randomly select 
miner nodes
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node has 
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Allocate space for each node of the 
normal layer

No
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nodes
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Figure 4: Credit consensus process. .is flowchart describes how nodes select accounting nodes and how to punish malicious nodes.
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calculated according to (9). .en, it will determine whether
the time has expired. If it has expired, determine whether the
node is a malicious node. If it is not a malicious node, it will
be released back to the normal layer. If it is a malicious node,
continue to stay in the prison layer for “custody.” If it has not
expired, it will continue to stay in the prison layer. Algorithm
3 gives the penalty mechanism of malicious nodes.

4.3. Construct Block Stage. Once the accounting node is
selected, the accounting node will broadcast the constructed
block to all adjacent nodes. Afterward, adjacent nodes will
receive the new block and broadcast it to the whole network
after successful verification. When the block is verified, the
block will be added to each node’s blockchain copy. After all
nodes have received and verified the block, the work of the
next block construction will proceed.

4.4. Check the New Block Stage. After selecting the ac-
counting node and completing the related transactions on
the block, the node will broadcast the generated block to the
whole network and then verify the credit value. Once the
verification is correct, the node will obtain the corre-
sponding credit reward. On the contrary, if the node has
malicious behaviour, the behaviour will be recorded in the
block, and the corresponding credit punishment will be
carried out.

5. Experimental Results and Analysis

In our experiments, we use Golang programming language
and JetBrainsGoLand 2020.3.4 for the simulation test. First,
we use the Go language to write a single-machine multinode
platform to simulate the consensus process. .en, we
compare the performance of the consensus algorithm
proposed in this paper with CCAC algorithm [19], CPoW
algorithm [20], and master-slave multichain algorithm [22],
and test the number of malicious nodes, punishment
mechanism, and the consensus delay of nodes. Finally, the

images are drawn according to the experimental data for
comparative analysis.

5.1. ;reshold Equation Constant Experiment. .is experi-
ment is to analyze the value of threshold equation constant.
We selected 40 nodes for 600 consensuses and tested the
average time consumption to select accounting nodes under
different threshold equation constants.

It can be seen from Figure 5 that the average time
consumption of selecting accounting nodes with a constant 3
is the least, while the average time consumption of other
nodes is relatively high. .erefore, we choose constant 3 as
the value of t in the threshold equation.

5.2. Statistics of Accounting Node Number. In this experi-
ment, we test the number of times nodes become accounting
nodes to verify the credit evaluation model and the
mechanism of selecting accounting nodes. First, set 20
nodes, conduct consensus on them 600 times, and select
accounting nodes. .e experimental results are shown in
Figure 6. As can be seen from the data in Figure 6, each node
can become an accounting node in the consensus process.
Some nodes have become accounting nodes only 5 or 6
times, and some nodes have become accounting nodes 18 or
20 times. .is shows that the proposed algorithm can reflect
the role of credit value and ensure the randomness of
selecting accounting nodes through credit space.

In order to test whether the threshold τ can better limit
the “oligarchy” node, this paper tests 20 nodes, carries out
1500 consensuses on them, selects the accounting node, and
then records the number of rounds of threshold change and
the highest number of accounting node in this round. .e
experimental results are shown in Figure 7. As shown in
Figure 7, the threshold τ will change with the number of
nodes becoming accounting nodes in the whole network,
and the number of accounting nodes is also limited to the
threshold τ..e number of accounting nodes increases more
and more slowly and requires a longer consensus time. .is

Input: Cn (node’s credit value array)
Output: spaceArray (node’s credit space array)
(1) spaceArray[]� {0}; //Initialization of Credit Space Array
(2) for i� 1 to n do //Traversing all nodes
(3) if JudgePrsion (Cn[i]) //Judge if the node is in the prison layer, if it is, do not allocate
(4) space
(5) continue;
(6) end if
(7) if i� � 0 //When i is the first node in space
(8) spaceArray[i]�(Cn[i]/countSum (Cn))∗ spaceLength; //Calculating the length of credit
(9) space
(10) continue;
(11) end if
(12) spaceArray[i]� (Cn[i]/countSum (Cn))∗ spaceLength + spaceArray[i − 1]; //.e length of
(13) credit space after becoming an accounting node, Cn is an array of normal layers
(14) end for

ALGORITHM 1: Node layering and credit space allocation algorithm.
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shows that the proposed threshold mechanism can effec-
tively restrain the emergence of “oligarchy” nodes.

5.3. Semifragile Hierarchical Punishment Mechanism
Experiment. In order to prove that the punishment mech-
anism proposed in this paper can effectively avoid malicious
nodes destroying the consensus process, we do an experiment
to test the number of malicious nodes in different algorithm.
.e experimental results are given in Figure 8. At first, 1000
nodes are set in the system, and 273 malicious nodes are set
and labelled artificially in these nodes. With the increase of
consensus times, it can be found that the number of labelled
malicious nodes in each algorithm is gradually decreasing, but
it should be noted that the number of malicious nodes in the
proposed algorithm in this paper has a more obvious decline.

From Figure 8, it can be seen that when the 70th consensus is
carried out, the number of labelled malicious nodes in the
algorithm proposed in this paper is reduced to 32, and the
number of malicious nodes in other algorithms is more than
that of this algorithm. .is shows that the credit evaluation
model proposed in this paper will gradually reduce the credit
value of the malicious nodes. At the same time, the hierar-
chical punishment mechanism will also punish malicious
nodes, which further restrains malicious nodes from doing
evil. With the increase in the number of consensuses, the
probability of selecting the malicious nodes as accounting
nodes will be greatly reduced; as such, it will make the
blockchain system more safe and reliable.

In order to further test the performance of the proposed
semifragile hierarchical punishment mechanism, this paper
does an experimental test to determine the malicious

Input: spaceArray (Node’s Credit Space Array)
Output: i (accounting node’s serial number)
(1) while (nodeSelect) //nodeSelect is whether to select the miner to complete the identifier,
(2) the initial value is true
(3) rand.Seed (time.Now().Unix()); //Set random number time seed
(4) randomSize� randomFloat (0, spaceLeangth); //Random number selected in space
(5) node� judgeSelect (spaceArray, randomSize); //Determine which node is selected
(6) if CoutArray [node]≤Exceeded //.e requirement cannot exceed the threshold
(7) nodeSelect� false; //.e selection is complete, jump out of the loop, otherwise
(8) continue to choose
(9) Cc[i]++; //Count value plus 1
(10) return i;
(11) end if
(12) end while

ALGORITHM 2: Random selection accounting node algorithm.

Input: U (the set of malicious nodes)
Output: prisonArray (prison layer array)
(1) prisonArray[]� {}; //Initialize the prsion layer
(2) while (node in U)
(3) if JudgeMalicious (node) //Determine whether the node is malicious
(4) time� pow (e, x); //Calculate penalty time
(5) insert (node, prisonArray, time); //Put the node in jail and record the punishment time
(6) node++; //Pointer moved to the next malicious node
(7) continue;
(8) end if
(9) if JudgeTimeOut (node) //Determines whether the node penalty time expires
(10) if (maliciousCount≤ 2) //Determines whether the node is a malicious node
(11) remove (node, prisonArray); //Remove the node
(12) node++; //Pointer moved to the next malicious node
(13) continue;
(14) else
(15) stayPrison (node); //Leave the node in the prison layer
(16) node++; //Pointer moved to the next malicious node
(17) continue;
(18) end if
(19) end if
(20) end while

ALGORITHM 3: Punishment algorithm for malicious nodes.

Security and Communication Networks 9



behaviours of nodes. Firstly, a deliberate node and a non-
deliberate node are marked, respectively, and they are placed
in the prison layer. According to the proposed mechanism,
nondeliberate nodes will be put back to the normal layer over
time to continue to join the consensus, we record their credit
values to observe the work of the node, and the results are
shown in Figure 9.

It can be seen from Figure 9 that the credit value of a
nondeliberate node decreases after malicious acts. After
putting it into the prison layer, the credit value remains
unchanged. If it is put back to the normal layer after ex-
ceeding the “custody” time, it can normally participate in the
consensus. However, the credit value of the deliberate node
declines after committing malicious acts. It is worth men-
tioning that if the deliberate node continues to commit
malicious acts in the prison layer, the “custody” time will be
double. It shows that the mechanism gives an opportunity to

nondeliberate nodes and does not reduce its credit value to
the point of being unable to participate in the consensus.
.at is, it makes nondeliberate nodes become normal nodes,
while deliberate nodes are punished accordingly.

5.4. Consensus Delay. .e consensus delay comparison re-
sults are shown in Figure 10. As can be seen from Figure 10,
with the increase of consensus times, consensus delay in-
creases gradually. .e consensus delay of the CCAC algo-
rithm is the lowest, the consensus delay of the proposed
algorithm is only higher than that of CCAC, and the con-
sensus delay of the CPoW algorithm is the highest. .is is
because the proposed algorithm in this paper selects ac-
counting nodes based on the credit space and introduces the
hierarchical punishment mechanism, which results in higher
delay than CCAC. However, the consensus delay of the
algorithm is within an acceptable range, and it does not
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affect the normal operation of the entire blockchain system.
Compared with the proposed algorithm in this paper, CPoW
is more difficult to solve the hash problem with the increase
of blockchain length. .erefore, CPoW will consume a lot of
computing power and have a high consensus delay. Because
the master-slave multichain algorithm is based on the PoS
algorithm, compared with CPoW, it saves a lot of energy
consumption without mining. However, compared with the
algorithm proposed in this paper, its consensus process is
more complex and prone to bifurcation..us, the consensus
delay is higher than that of the proposed algorithm in this
paper.

5.5. Limitation. It can be seen from the results of the above
experiments that the algorithm proposed in this paper can
suppress the “oligarchy” nodes and deal with the deliberate
nodes very well, but there are still some limitations. In this
part of the credit evaluation model, the evaluation indicators
set are not complete enough, so the evaluation of the nodes
may not be comprehensive enough. .is is a relatively
limited point, and there is room for improvement in the
future.

6. Conclusion

.is paper proposed a semifragile consortium blockchain
consensus algorithm based on credit space. According to the
working situation of the node, we designed a credit evalu-
ation model to calculate the credit value of the node and
allocated the credit space. Besides, we proposed a randomly
select mechanism for the accounting node based on the
credit space, which solved the problem of insufficient in-
centive in the consensus algorithm and ensured the ran-
domness of the node to become an accounting node. .e
experimental results show that the consensus mechanism in
this paper has randomness while ensuring credit incentive; it
enhances the security of the algorithm. In addition, it is more
reasonable for the node penalty mechanism and has better
performance in consensus efficiency, which is suitable for

consensus in the consortium blockchain. Nonetheless, the
algorithm still has shortcomings in the determination of
malicious nodes and the design of the “custody” time
equation of the semifragile hierarchical punishment
mechanism. .e next step will continue to conduct in-depth
research on these two aspects.
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Currently, because of the excellent properties of decentralization, hard tamperability, and traceability, blockchain is widely used in
WSN and IoT applications. In particular, consortium blockchain plays a fundamental role in the practical application envi-
ronment, but consensus algorithm is always a key constraint. Over the past decade, we have been witnessing the obvious growth in
blockchain consensus algorithms. However, in the existing consortium blockchain consensus algorithms, there is a limited
characteristic of scalability, concurrency, and security. To address this problem, this work introduces a new consensus algorithm
that is derived from a directed acyclic graph and backpropagation neural network. First, we propose a partitioned structure and
segmented directed acyclic graph as data storage structure, which allows us to improve scalability, throughput, and fine-grained
granularity of transaction data. Furthermore, in order to provide the accuracy of node credit evaluation and reduce the possibility
of Byzantine nodes, we introduce a novel credit evaluation mechanism based on a backpropagation neural network. Finally, we
design a resistant double-spending mechanism based on MapReduce, which ensures the transaction data are globally unique and
ordered. Experimental results and security analysis demonstrate that the proposed algorithm has advantages in throughput.
Compared with the existing methods, it has higher security and scalability.

1. Introduction

In 2008, Satoshi Nakamoto proposed Bitcoin for the first
time, and then the digital currency represented by Bitcoin
has developed rapidly and became an integral part of the
digital finance field. Blockchain as a core technology of
Bitcoin has received extensive research attention, expanding
to other fields besides finance; for example, in Wireless
Sensor Network (WSN) [1–3], almost all the scenarios of
WSNs require an efficient and accurate localization process.
However, the main disadvantage of the existing frameworks
and algorithms is that they are not so much significant with
the trust of the beacon nodes, which are an integral part of
WSNs. /is must be ensured for localization. At the same
time, it is obvious to have the malicious nodes in the hostile
environment of WSN operations. Literature [3] provides a

secure localization scheme based on trust assessment for
WSNs using blockchain technology. While addressing this
challenge, it also provides a trust-based framework for se-
cure localization. In the field of the Industrial Internet of
/ings (IIoT), blockchain technology has become a new way
to solve cooperative trust issues. Using blockchain, a tamper-
proof system can be built, which can be used as an audit tool
for hardware products of the industrial Internet of /ings
from chip to whole equipment. Blockchain improves the
productivity and operational efficiency of IIoT through a
smart contract, allowing machines to manage themselves. To
apply blockchain technology in IIoT, one of the main issues
is to solve the security and efficiency problems of consensus
protocols. Literature [4] proposes a reputation-based in-
centive module that can be implemented on state-of-the-art
PoX protocols and can make the PoX protocols achieve
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better consensus states. /is scheme can effectively en-
courage the cooperative behavior of the nodes in IIoT, which
can benefit the network. At the same time, in the field of
vehicle edge computing [5, 6], due to the tamper-proof,
traceable, and distributed storage properties of blockchain, it
can provide a reliable storage environment for its data.
However, what affects the blockchain’s real entry into
practical application is the blockchain’s infrastructure.
Currently, a general classification divides blockchain into
three categories, including public blockchain, consortium
blockchain, and private blockchain. Among them, the
consortium blockchain is widely welcomed due to the
features of controlled access node identity and decentralized
storage. However, the existing consortium blockchain ar-
chitecture still suffers from low performance of consensus
mechanism, which leads to low operational efficiency of the
whole blockchain system.

Consensus algorithm is the core technology in block-
chain, used to solve how to reach an agreement between
distributed nodes [7]. Most of the existing mainstream
consortium blockchain consensus algorithms are based on
Byzantine Fault Tolerance [7] (BFT). Although the BFT
algorithm can solve the “Byzantine General” problem, it also
brings new problems. For example, as the number of nodes
increases, the communication complexity of PBFT [8] will
increase rapidly, which will directly lead to a decrease in
system throughput. In addition, the PBFT elects the leader
node by trying to serially switch the number, which will
greatly increase the possibility of a malicious node becoming
a leader node and lead to poor system security. For this
reason, HotStuff [9] uses threshold signature and star
communication topology to solve the problem of high
communication complexity of PBFT, but there is the pos-
sibility of malicious nodes becoming leader nodes, and the
HotStuff algorithm adopts a star topology structure, so its
algorithm performance is limited by leader node’s hardware
resource. Besides, Raft [10] uses the communication
structure of master-slave nodes to make the system
throughput higher under small-scale nodes, but there are
problems such as non-Byzantine resistance and throughput
limited by the hardware resources of the leader node.

In order to solve the problem of malicious nodes doing
evil, researchers proposed to introduce a reputation
mechanism into BFT algorithms. For example, Alex et al.
[11] proposed a reputation consensus algorithm against
“Sybil” attacks, which effectively reduces the risk of mali-
cious nodes becoming leader nodes. However, the algorithm
still does not solve the problem that the larger the size of the
node, the lower the throughput, and the calculation of the
reputation model is relatively fixed, so the scalability is poor.
DE Oliverira et al. [12] proposed an adaptive hedging al-
gorithm to change the calculation of the reputation model in
a dynamic way. However, the algorithm has poor activity;
that is, when the leader node goes down, the algorithm will
run abnormally and it is difficult to restore to the normal
operating state. In addition, the underlying data structure
used by the above consensus algorithm is the traditional
chain structure, which will limit the throughput of the
system. Directed acyclic graph [13] (DAG) has the

characteristics of adapting to high concurrency, which can
better solve this problem and greatly increase the throughput
of the system. Although traditional DAG has better per-
formance in throughput, it also has problems such as
double-spending and high retrieval complexity. In sum-
mary, the existing mainstream consortium blockchain
consensus algorithms have problems such as poor
throughput, poor scalability, and security risks.

In response to the above problems, we propose a con-
sensus algorithm for consortium blockchain with low
communication resource consumption, reliable perfor-
mance, and easy scalability. In the following, the main
contributions of this paper are mentioned:

(1) Propose a node reputation evaluation mechanism
based on BP neural network, which can measure the
node’s credit value more accurately. And use the
reputation value to select the accounting node to
reduce the risk of malicious nodes becoming ac-
counting nodes. In addition, select multiple nodes
with higher reputation value to enter the committee
to verify the accuracy of transaction messages to
improve security.

(2) Design a partition structure for nodes to join and exit
freely, which is used to solve the problem of poor
scalability. Introduce a segmented DAG as the data
storage structure solves the problem of poor
throughput while reducing the complexity of re-
trieval in traditional directed acyclic graphs and
improves the fine-grained nature of data operations
by using transactions as the basic storage unit.

(3) A resistant double-spending mechanism based on
MapReduce [14] is proposed to ensure that the data
is globally unique. At the same time, it solves the
poor scalability of the BFT consensus algorithm and
the double-spending problem in DAG [15].

/is paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we briefly
summarize the related knowledge, including the existing
mainstream consensus algorithms, BP algorithm, MapReduce,
and DAG. In Section 3, we describe the consensus algorithm
proposed in this paper in detail, including the credibility
evaluation model, the underlying topology, the election of the
organizing committee members, and the consensus process.
/e experimental results and analysis are described in Section
4, which introduces the experimental environment, perfor-
mance test results, security analysis, and comparisonwith other
pieces of literature. Finally, in Section 5, we outline conclusions
and future research directions.

2. Related Knowledge

2.1. Consensus Algorithm. Generally, a good consensus al-
gorithm can greatly save the time required for the syn-
chronization of the ledger data of the blockchain network
nodes, thereby improving the operating efficiency of the
entire blockchain system. At present, the consensus algo-
rithms used in the blockchain framework can be roughly
divided into three categories: the first is based on the
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attribute value proof of the node itself, typical representative
algorithms such as proof of work [16] (PoW) of the Bitcoin
system, Proof of Stake [17] (PoS) of Nextcoin, and the Proof
of Delegated [18] (DPoS) of EOS v1.0 [19]; the second is the
node voting system, typical representative algorithms such
as PBFT of Fabric v0.6 [20]; the third is the Paxos-like
consensus algorithm, typical representative consensus al-
gorithms such as Paxos [21–23] and Raft of Fabric v1.4.4.

In particular, Paxos is the origin of traditional distrib-
uted algorithms. Many consensus algorithms are based on
their evolution and development, and Raft also evolved from
this idea. However, both Paxos and Raft do not have anti-
Byzantine characteristics, so they are not suitable for the
blockchain environment. /e PoW algorithm proposed by
Satoshi Nakamoto solves the Byzantine problem but uses the
method of solving the hash problem to select the accounting
nodes, which has the problem of wasting computing power
and lower throughput. Afterward, PoS proposes solutions to
the problems of excessive waste of PoW resources and slow
block generation time, but there are problems such as
harmless attacks and long-range attacks. Moreover, DPoS
introduces a proxy mechanism, and token holders can elect
supernodes as accounting representatives to solve the
problem of oligarchy. But when abnormal super nodes
appear, the election system cannot solve the problems
caused by abnormal and malicious nodes in time.

PBFT is a method of state machine copy replication to
solve the BFT problem. In PBFT, all replica states are con-
verted in the view, and the leader node selectionmethod is the
master node view number modulo the number of nodes./at
is, a round of consensus is to take a view as a cycle and switch
views when the consensus is completed. Although PBFT
reduces the communication complexity in the BFT problem
from exponential to polynomial, the nodes need to contin-
uously broadcast message; as the scale becomes larger, the
network performance requirements are higher, and the ef-
ficiency becomes slower and slower. More precisely, when the
leader node in PBFT switches frequently, the complexity will
reach O(n3), so this method is only suitable for consortium
blockchain. As such, for the problem of high communication
complexity, HotStuff adopts the way that all messages are
received and distributed by the leader node, which reduces the
average communication complexity of PBFT from O(n2) to
O(n). In addition, the view switching and consensus process
in PBFT are executed separately. If the views are frequently
switched, the communication complexity is as high as O(n3).
However, HotStuff relies on a synchronized clock to integrate
switching views and the consensus process. When the verifier
raises an objection during the consensus process, that is, there
is a problem in the authentication procedure, the view will be
switched after the time expires. Both of the above BFT al-
gorithms’ leader nodes are elected according to the view
number order for switching. Unfortunately, this way will have
the problem of poor security.

Interestingly, the emergence of reputation-based con-
sensus algorithms has solved the problem of leader node
election. Literature [12] proposed a newmodel to replace the
proof of work to form a consensus group. /e proposed
model uses an adaptive hedging method to calculate

reputation values for nodes that want to participate in the
consensus committee and select nodes with higher repu-
tation values for the consensus committee to reduce the
chance of evil nodes. But this method does not take into
account the problem of algorithm activity.

Besides, Liu et al. [24] proposed a consensus mechanism
of reputation proof, which solves the problem that the
verification node in the blockchain is vulnerable to attack
and loses the ability to distinguish honest nodes. By con-
structing all nodes into a directed weighted graph, the largest
weakly connected branch is taken as the set of verification
nodes with the highest positivity. Moreover, the “Leader-
Rank” algorithm [25] is used to calculate the contribution
degree of the verification node according to the out-degree
and in-degree of the node. Afterward, it calculates the re-
liability of the number of valid blocks, valid votes, invalid
blocks, and invalid votes created by the verification node and
finally calculates the weighted sum of the contribution and
reliability to obtain the final comprehensive reputation.
Based on the comprehensive reputation ranking, the leader
in the current round of BFT is selected./is reputation proof
mechanism can effectively solve the problem of verifying
nodes being manipulated by attacks, but it has the problem
of unbalanced weight distribution between contribution and
reliability and potential reputation oligarchs. Among them,
literature [26] proposed a PoS consensus mechanism based
on reputation. Aiming at the problems of low performance
and low security of existing blockchain, a master-slave
multichain structure is designed to ensure that the block
information cannot be tampered with through the an-
choring of the master-slave chain. At the same time, a joint
consensus mechanism for the main chain is proposed, which
uses multiple consensus mechanisms to calculate together in
the main-slave chain. However, the use of different algo-
rithms on the master-slave chain will produce a barrel effect,
which leads to the problem of high concurrency difficulty.

In summary, from the above consensus algorithm, we
can see that the election methods of accounting nodes are
mainly randomly selected, fixed election, or election based
on some attribute values. In particular, a good election
method of accounting nodes can increase the security of the
whole system. /erefore, the election method of the ac-
counting node becomes particularly critical. Generally, the
election method not only considers the weight distribution
of attributes but also needs to take into account the per-
formance of the entire network.

2.2. Backpropagation Algorithm (BP) [27]. As the core of
deep learning [28–30], the BP algorithm’s function is to
calculate the error based on the forward output and then
conduct backpropagation to adjust the weights in the neural
network based on the error. In brief, the core idea of the BP
algorithm is to use gradient descent to find the most suitable
weights and bias values so that the fit of the function is
optimal. /e BP neural network model is shown in Figure 1.

As can be seen, the model is divided into an input layer, a
hidden layer, and an output layer. /e connection of neu-
rons between layers is the weight w, and the target of
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network training is to adjust w to the optimal value. More
precisely, we take the adjustment of the first weight w1

11 of
the first layer as an example. First, the output of O1 needs to
be calculated forward, as shown in formula (1).

y � 
n

i�1
hi × w

2
i1. (1)

In formula (1), hi is the neural unit of the hidden layer,
and the calculation formula for h1 is shown as follows:

y � σ 
n

j�1
Xj × w

1
j1

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠. (2)

Among them, σ is the activation function, and the
common activation functions are ReLU, tanh, sigmoid, and
so on. /e activation function makes the neural network
have a nonlinear fitting ability. Xj is the input value.

And then, the calculation formula of the loss value is
shown as follows:

loss � (y − y)
2
. (3)

Among them, the meaning of loss is to measure the
difference between the predicted value y and the true value y.
/e adjustment method of w1

11 is shown in formula (4).

w
1
11(2) � w

1
11(1) − lr × Δw1

11, (4)

where lr is a real number between 0 and 1 and w1
11(2)

represents the second-round adjustment value of w1
11. /e

result is the first round w1
11 minus the gradient multiplied by

lr, and the calculation method is shown in formula (5).

Δw1
11 �

z loss
zO1

zO1

zh1

zh1

zw
1
11

. (5)

Finally, repeat formula (4), and after multiple iterations
of updating, w1

11 completes the adjustment. Because the
neural network can independently adjust the advantages of
characteristic nodes, we use it to predict the reputation value
of each node.

2.3.MapReduce. Undoubtedly, when an information system
has a huge amount of data, the data needs to be divided and
processed separately. MapReduce is a computing architec-
ture that uses functional programming ideas to divide a
calculation into two calculation processes, Map and Reduce.
More precisely, MapReduce can divide a large computing
task into multiple small computing tasks and then assign
each small computing task to the corresponding computing
node in the cluster and always track the progress of each
computing node to decide whether to reexecute the task.
Finally, the calculation results on each node are collected and
output. Its working principle is shown in Figure 2. In the
chaotic and disorderly color data, it first performs the Map
operation on the color data, then splits the key-value data
structure, and sends it to different computing units per-
forming the Reduce operation, which mainly counts and
sorts the number and types of colors. Finally, the results of
the types and quantities of colors are summarized. Since
MapReduce has the characteristics of multinode collabo-
ration and deduplication of data, this paper will use this
architecture to solve the poor scalability of consensus al-
gorithms and the double-spending problem in DAG.

2.4. Directed Acyclic Graph. Particularly, the emergence of
DAG has transformed the ledger form from a single chain to
a directed acyclic graph pattern, avoiding the limitations of
serialized writes that exist in single chains and allowing the
ledger to support high concurrency. In fact, in the block-
chain represented by Bitcoin, except for the genesis block,
each block has one and only one predecessor block and one
successor block, and the blocks form a single chain. Con-
versely, if two blocks are reserved at the same time, it will
cause the blockchain to fork. According to the longest chain
principle, only one block will be retained on the main chain,
and the other will be discarded. However, in a distributed
ledger based on DAG, as shown in Figure 3, the basic unit of
each ledger can reference one or more predecessor units and
can be referenced by one or more subsequent units at the
same time. As such, this structural difference enables DAG-
based ledgers to support concurrent operations, and mul-
tiple nodes can add transactions or block units to the ledgers
at the same time, thereby greatly improving system
throughput. However, although the traditional DAG has
better performance in throughput, there are other problems.
For example, using the Iota [31] framework with DAG as the
bottom layer, transactions in this framework require a large
number of Markov Monte Carlo random walks and a small
amount of proof of work to add to the ledger. /is method is
too complicated, and the transactions in Iota are not globally
ordered, so it cannot completely resist the double-spending
problem, and the retrieval time is long. In addition, another
HashGraph [32] framework that uses a parachain DAG uses
a gossip algorithm and virtual voting to confirm that the
entire transaction is globally ordered in an asynchronous
environment, and there will be a long voting process in the
virtual voting stage. For this reason, it will result in more
rounds of voting to confirm that the transaction is valid and
reliable. In summary, the existing DAG framework has
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problems such as double-spending, high search complexity,
and long time to add to the ledger. We propose a segmented
DAG to solve the above problems, the details of which will be
introduced in subsequent chapters.

2.5. Attack Model. /e blockchain system is a network
composed of cooperation between nodes. In order to sub-
divide the functions of the blockchain system, the block-
chain is usually divided into a six-layer structure, which
includes data layer, network communication layer, con-
sensus layer, incentive layer, contract layer, and application
layer. /e proposed algorithm in this paper mainly involves
the data layer, network communication layer, and consensus
layer. /e data layer is mainly based on a certain data
structure to store data, the network communication layer is
responsible for broadcasting and verifying transactions, and
the purpose of the consensus layer is to allow nodes to
coordinate and cooperate to achieve a consensus on data
consistency. /is paper mainly discusses the attack methods
involved in these three layers. Common attack methods [33]
are as follows:

(1) Double-spending attacks: the main situations of
common double-spending attacks are as follows:
(1) When a new transaction enters the block to

obtain a sufficient number of confirmations, and the
length of the attacker’s side chain exceeds the main
chain, the attacker’s side chain becomes the main
chain. So, the first transaction initiated by the at-
tacker was determined to be invalid, and the double-
spending attack was successful. (2) For the Naive
DAG, when the transaction enters the ledger, it relies
on the PoW algorithm to calculate the weight to
choose to eliminate the double-spending transaction,
but there is a situation that is not timely.

(2) 51% attack: for this paper, an attacker who has more
than half of the reputation value is 51% attack.

(3) Solar eclipse attack: an attacker tries to isolate a
group or one node, isolate it from communication
with other nodes, and prevent it from obtaining the
latest world state.

(4) Denial of service attack: the node deliberately does
not actively participate in the calculation process. In
this paper, it can be considered that the calculation
process forwards heartbeat packets too much, does
not respond or repeatedly sends double-spending
transactions, and almost does not send normal
transactions. In brief, the proportion of normal
transactions that is less than 50% is considered a
denial of attack.

/is paper applies the above attack model to the security
considerations of the proposed algorithm.

3. Proposed Algorithms

3.1. Reputation Evaluation Model. In the traditional con-
sortium blockchain consensus algorithm, the nodes partici-
pating in the consensus generally switch sequentially or
randomly, which easily leads to malicious nodes deliberately
doing evil. In the following research, the reputation consensus
algorithm has been proposed, node’s reputation is measured
by the behavior of nodes participating in the consensus, and
the accounting nodes are selected in turn by the size of the
reputation value. In this way, it better solves the problem of

“Big data”
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Figure 2: Working principle of MapReduce.
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nodes doing evil. However, most of them use simple linear
formulas to evaluate the reputation of nodes. Unfortunately,
linear algorithms cannot effectively extract the behavioral
characteristics of nodes, so they cannot make full use of the
characteristics and assign corresponding weights. For this
reason, we propose a reputation evaluation model based on
the BP algorithm. Since the neural network can approximate
the properties of any function from arbitrary precision [34], it
has strong feature extraction capabilities. We use some at-
tributes of the node as feature vectors to consider the rep-
utation value of the node. /e reputation value is used to
quantify the possibility that the node is a Byzantine node. /e
node attributes are shown in Table 1.

/e characteristics of nodes in the blockchain mainly in-
clude two aspects. (1) Security features: they contain the number
of maliciously sending false transaction messages E_Tx, the
node’s historical reputation value H_Rep, and the node’s online
time On_Time. (2) Performance characteristics: they contain
the throughput TPS of the node, the number of effective for-
warding transactions C_ETx of the node, and the average delay
forwarding time D_AFT, where E_Tx, C_FTx, and C_ETx are
discrete values, and the rest are continuous values.

In this paper, we constructed a four-layer BP neural
network, in which the input layer contains six neurons,
corresponding to six features, and the two-layer hidden layer
contains 1,000 neurons. /e activation function uses the
ReLU function, and the last output layer uses the sigmoid
function to map the reputation value between 0 and 1.
Construct reputation evaluation as shown in formula (6).

rep
i
j �

F X
i− 1
j rep

i− 1
j ≥ 0 and evil � 0,

− 
latest

i�0
rep

i
jrep

i− 1
j ≥ 0 and evil � 1,

rep
i− 1
j + αe

− count
rep

i− 1
j < 0,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(6)

where evil� 0 means that the node is not doing evil and
evil� 1 means that the node is doing evil. repi

j is the rep-
utation value of the j node in round i, and Xi− 1

j is the feature
vector of the j node in round i-1. Xj � [E_Tx,H_Rep,
On_Time,TPS,C_ETx,D_AFT]; Xj needs to undergo di-
mensionless processing. F(x) is the neural network model,
and when repi− 1

j is greater than or equal to 0 and the node is
not doing evil, use F(x) to predict the reputation value of the
node. However, when repi− 1

j is greater than or equal to 0 and
the node has malicious behavior, the node’s reputation is the
negative number of the node’s accumulated reputations
from the first time to the latest; in contrast, when repi− 1

j is
less than 0, the node’s reputation is calculated by adding an
exponential function related to the number of evils and the
reputation of the previous round, where α ∈ (0, 1), and
count is the number of evils.

3.2. Underlying Topology. Compared with the serial pro-
cessing of chain structure, DAG is more suitable for natural
high concurrency. We propose a segmented DAG to solve
the problem of high retrieval complexity and long time for
transactions to be added to the ledger. As shown in Figure 4,

the shaded block is the organizing committee block, which
contains the organizing committee’s group signature,
timestamp, reputation record, and hash pointer group. /e
white blocks represent ordinary nodes, which contain the
signatures, timestamps, transaction information, and hash
pointer groups of ordinary nodes. /e numbers in the grey
and white blocks represent the sequence./e black block is a
fast index block array, which contains a timestamp, a hash
pointer, and the block hash of its own block.

/e genesis block 0 is fixedly generated as organizing
committee block, and subsequent blocks are connected to it
by hash pointers. /e connection method is to randomly
select the nearest n timestamp transaction data. A fixed
organizing committee block is generated every fixed time or
the corresponding number of blocks. /e transaction in-
formation between two organizing committee blocks is
verified and deduplicated by the former. In addition, in
terms of retrieval, compared to the retrieval of all transac-
tions in the original DAG, we divide the DAG according to
the time dimension, only relying on the black block to
quickly index according to the timestamp. As such, the
search complexity is greatly reduced.

DAG has two forms in physical structure: one is an
adjacency matrix, and the other is an adjacency list. Since the
adjacency matrix is a sparse matrix, it will waste a lot of
space, so the storage form of the adjacency list is adopted. As
shown in Figure 5, the leftmost is an array of fast index
blocks, which contains timestamps and hash pointers, the
grey part in the middle is the committee block, and the white
part is the original block. Both the committee block and the
white block contain transaction information, hash value, and
hash pointer and are connected to the corresponding
transaction information block.

Aiming at the problem of double-spending that is dif-
ficult to eliminate in DAGs, we propose a resistant double-
spending mechanism based on MapReduce, as shown in
Figure 6. First, use n organizing committee nodes to accept
the client’s transaction operations, then divide all ordinary
nodes into several partitions, and select a number of ordi-
nary nodes with higher reputation values or organizing
committee nodes in different partitions for transaction
message statistics. Furthermore, the ordinary node sends the
transaction message to the organizing committee node. In
addition to verifying the correctness of the transaction, the
organizing committee node not only verifies the transac-
tion’s correctness but also removes the double-spending
transaction message according to the reputation value of the
node. Finally, the results are summarized to the leader node
for verification. Afterward, the leader packs the transaction
message, sends it to the remaining nodes of the organizing
committee, and sends it to the other ordinary nodes through
the gossip protocol [35].

3.3. Consensus Algorithm Process

3.3.1. Algorithm for Election of Organizing Committee
Members. /e method for electing members of the orga-
nizing committee is shown in Algorithm 1. /e members
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Table 1: Characteristic attributes of node.

Characteristic symbol Explanation Value range
E_Tx Number of maliciously sending false transaction messages [0, +∞]
H_Rep Node’s historical reputation [− ∞, 1]
On_Time Node’s online time [0, +∞]
C_ETx /e number of effective forwarding transactions by the node [0, +∞]
D_AFT Average delay forwarding time [0, +∞]
TPS Node’s throughput [0, +∞]
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Figure 4: Topology diagram of segmented DAG.
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who enter the committee in the first round are fixedly se-
lected. Besides, the subsequent election of the organizing
committee can be described as follows. First, input the
characteristics into formula (6), and obtain the reputation of
each round of nodes; second, rank the reputation, and the
leader of the organizing committee uses a verifiable random
function [36] (verifiable random functions (VRF)) to gen-
erate verifiable random numbers, which are used to ran-
domly select nodes with higher reputation values. Finally,
the nodes in the group verify whether the random number
and the binomial distribution pass. If the verification of the
VRF function fails or overtime, the organizing committee is
requested to perform random sampling again and regenerate
the random number through VRF; if it passes, the organizing
committee will synchronize the data of random numbers
and select several nodes to enter the organizing committee.

3.3.2. Consensus Process. In this paper, nodes are divided
into ordinary nodes and organizing committee nodes, and
the reputation value of the node is obtained by the repu-
tation model. /e overall consensus process is shown in
Algorithm 2. First, the organizing committee randomly
elects a leader node and preselects a backup leader node.
Generally, the organizing committee selects the backup
leader with the highest reputation value. /e backup leader
node is normally responsible for collecting transaction
messages and monitoring the status of the leader and fol-
lower nodes. Once the leader node goes down or acts
maliciously, the backup node starts to take over. /e
remaining nodes are follower nodes, which are responsible
for collecting and verifying transaction data and sorting
them. After a period of time, the results are returned to the
leader node. Second, according to the results, the leader node
removes the double-spending data according to the entry
degree and distributes the relevant information to the or-
ganizing committee nodes to wait for a reply. Last, if more
than 1/2 of the reputation node replies are received (the
reputation value of 1/2 is the maximum error tolerance
threshold of this algorithm, which will be proved by sub-
sequent experiments), then gossip protocol broadcasts to
other ordinary nodes to achieve global unification. In
contrast, if not received or timed out, immediately switch the
leader to enter the next round. Or when the term of the
committee is reached, all the members of the organizing
committee will be replaced; else go directly to the next
round.

3.3.3. Resistant Double-Spending Mechanism Based on
MapReduce. /e mechanism used in this paper to remove
double-spending transactions based on MapReduce is
shown in Algorithm 3. First, n organizing committee nodes
monitor transaction messages, and the backup leader section
group is responsible for monitoring the status of the or-
ganizing committee nodes, scheduling, and removing some
malicious nodes. Second, each organizing committee node
will divide the transaction message into m parts and then
send the m parts to m organizing committee nodes with
higher reputation value for map. /e map operation will

traverse the transaction message and return the data in k-v
format. /e key is the hash of the transaction message, and
the value is the reputation value of the node that sent the
transaction. /ese m organizing committee nodes do
the MD5 operation of the key and modulate r and then send
the k-v to the corresponding r organizing committee nodes.
/ird, after these r organizing committee nodes receive the
corresponding transaction message, they will merge the
messages, shuffle the messages according to the size of
the value, remove the double-spending operation, and then
return the deduplicated transaction message to leader. Fi-
nally, the leader node receives the message of the organizing
committee node, performs verification, packs, and returns
the DAG structure transaction message.

4. Experimental Results and Analysis

4.1. Experimental Environment. In order to test the per-
formance of the consensus algorithm proposed in this paper,
we designed several simulation experiments. /e operating
system selected for the experimental environment is centos,
using Python and PyTorch to write consensus algorithms,
using flask to write web program interfaces, and using
docker containers to load web programs to simulate nodes.
In addition, we used Alibaba Cloud server to simulate the
experiment of multimachine multinode stress test, used
siege to carry out stress test and throughput, and set the
concurrency to 280 transactions/s. It should be noted that,
without a special statement, we set the number of organizing
committee nodes to one-half of the number of summary
points, set the appointment period of the organizing com-
mittee to 2min, and set the delay waiting threshold to be
random between 3 s and 4 s. In order to better carry out
quantitative experiments, we used transactions with tags.
/e transaction tags are normal, empty, malicious, and
double spend, which represent normal transactions, empty
transactions (heartbeat packets), malicious transactions, and
double spend transactions, respectively. /e purpose of the
experiment is to test the performance and security of the
consensus algorithm in an ideal environment or a Byzantine
environment. /e performance includes the error of the
neural network, the ability to process transactions in the
consensus process, and the delay in completing the con-
sensus. On the other hand, the purpose of security is to test
the system operation under the condition of a hypothetical
adversary attack.

4.2. Performance Test

4.2.1. Regressor Performance. To test the accuracy of the
regressor, 500 node’s index data and their reputation
evaluation results are selected. According to the method of
the reputation evaluation model, the selected index data is
first standardized to facilitate the neural network processing.
More precisely, the data of 400 nodes are used as training
data each time, and the data of the remaining 100 nodes are
used as verification data. Besides, the learning rate is set to
0.001 in the experiment.
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Input: X (the feature vector of the node)
Output: flag1 (whether the committee members are successfully elected)
(1) Vec� formula(X)# Get the reputation value of the node in each round
(2) Sorted_Vec� Sort(Vec) # Reputation ranking
(3) flag1� false
(4) Random_number, proof�VRF(seed)# VRF function to generate random numbers and evidence
(5) if(Verify(Random)� �True&&Verify(proof)� �True&&Time<Congfig_time): #Verify that the random number and evidence

are correct at the specified time
(6) flag1�Choose(Random_number)# Select nodes to enter the committee and set flag to True
(7) else:
(8) Go To Step4
(9) end else
(10) end if
(11) return flag1

ALGORITHM 1: Election of organizing committee members.

Input: Random seed
Output: Consensus result flag2
(1) (leader, leader_backs, follower)�VRF(seed)# Select leader node, backup node, and follower node
(2) Tx_sorted� Sort(gather_follower(TX))# Collect verification transactions and sort them
(3) Block�MapReduce(gather_follower(Tx_sorted))# Remove duplicate transactions and pack
(4) flag2� false
(5) if(Collect(Block)≥1/2reputation&&Time<Congfig time) # Collect more than half of the reputation value at a fixed time
(6) flag2�Broadcast(Block) # Broadcast block success is True
(7) if Check(Term of Service)� �True # Is it in the service cycle
(8) Go to step1 # Repeat step 1
(9) end if
(10) else
(11) Clean(committee)# Clearance Committee
(12)
(13) end else
(14) else:
(15) Change(leader) # Switch leader node
(16) Go to Step1# Go back to step 1 and restart transaction collection
(17) end else
(18) end if
(19) return flag 2

ALGORITHM 2: Consensus process.

Input: transaction message msg
Output: the transaction set block and malicious node number after deduplication
(1) msg_i� follower_i.watch(msg) i in range(0, n-1)# /ere are n organizing committee nodes to monitor transaction messages
(2) msg_ij�Deivide(msg_i) j in range(0, m-1)# Divide the transaction message msg_i of each node into m parts
(3) key,value� node_j.map(msg_ij) j in range(0, m-1) # Map the transaction message, use the transaction hash as the key, and the

value is the reputation value of the node that sent the transaction
(4) key_temp�md5(key) mod r # Do the md5 operation of the key and modulate r, and send the key and value to the corresponding

follower_t
(5) msg_t� follower_t.reduce(key_temp, value) t in range(0, r-1) #/e follower node receives the corresponding transaction

message, merges the messages, shuffles according to the size of the value, removes the double-spending operation, and
returns the deduplicated transaction message

(6) if msg_t is db_tx or error_msg:
(7) nodeid� t
(8) end if
(9) block� leader.collect(msg_t) # /e leader node accepts the follower node message and performs verification and packaging
(10) return block, nodeid # Return DAG transaction message

ALGORITHM 3: Resistant double-spending mechanism based on MapReduce.
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/e change of loss function is shown in Figure 7. As can
be seen from the data in Figure 7, as the number of pieces of
training increases, the loss function has a sharp downward
trend and finally tends to a stable value of about 0.1.
However, the loss on the verification set is stable at around
0.067. /ese results provide substantial evidence for the
original assumptions that the neural network model has
learned the corresponding features and the error with the
true value is small.

4.2.2. ;roughput Test. In order to test the throughput of
different consensus algorithms in a multimachine multinode
environment, four hosts are configured with 25, 50, 75, 100,
125, 150, 175, and 200 docker simulation nodes. Each
consensus algorithm takes the average value of the trans-
actions per second (TPS) of 100 rounds of consensus./at is,
the total transaction volume in 100 rounds divides the time
taken for 100 rounds of consensus.

/e test results are shown in Figure 8. /e results reveal
that the four algorithms all increase the TPS when the node
size is less than 100./e proposed algorithm is slightly worse
than HotStuff and Raft, but better than PBFT. However,
when the node size is greater than 100, the TPS of PBFT
decreases rapidly, while the TPS of Raft and HotStuff grows
more slowly, and the proposed algorithm grows approxi-
mately linearly and is better than the other three algorithms.
/is is because, in the case of a smaller scale, the star to-
pology used by Raft and HotStuff is faster. However, as the
scale becomes larger, the performance of PBFT becomes
lower and lower as the communication becomes more
complicated. Since HotStuff and Raft use a star topology
communicationmethod, the throughput of the entire system
is limited by the IO device of the master node. In particular,
when the number of nodes increases, once the traffic exceeds
or reaches the maximum processing capacity of the main
node’s IO, TPS will begin to decrease. In contrast, the
performance of the proposed consensus algorithm will in-
crease linearly with the increase in the number of nodes./is
is because the MapReduce architecture is used to process
tasks onmultiple nodes, which greatly weakens the hardware
performance limitations of a single node.

4.2.3. Response Time. Generally, the delay of the blockchain
system can be defined as the time difference between the
client submitting the transaction request and the client
receiving the response result. In the experiment, we tested
the delays of PBFT, the proposed algorithm, Raft, and
HotStuff, when the number of nodes in the whole network is
25, 50, 75, 100, 125, 150, 175, and 200, respectively. Each
algorithm tests the average delay of 100 rounds of consensus
results.

/e result is shown in Figure 9. Figure 9 illustrates that
the delay of PBFT increases sharply with the increase of the
number of nodes, while the proposed algorithms, Raft, and
HotStuff keep the delay low. /e reason for the above
phenomenon is that the PBFTcommunication time is O(n2),
so as the number of nodes increases, the access delay will
increase greatly. Since both HotStuff and Raft use a star
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topology for communication, the client and the leader di-
rectly perform read and write operations, this method will
enter a bottleneck period after being limited by hardware
resources, and the delay will slowly increase in the later
period. However, the algorithm in this paper has a small
workload of the leader node due to the simultaneous write
mechanism of the partitions. /erefore, it has lower latency.

4.2.4. Comparison of Retrieval Speed of Different Storage
Structures. In this paper, the retrieval transaction scale is set
between 0 and 20,000 transactions, and the purpose is to
compare the retrieval speed in different storage structure
scenarios of chain structure, simple DAG, and segmented
DAG structure. /e experimental results are shown in
Figure 10.

As can be seen from Figure 10, the retrieval speed of
traditional chained and naive DAGs increases linearly with
the number of transactions. /e segmented DAG retrieval
does not follow the trend of linear growth in the number of
transactions. /e reason for the above phenomenon is that
the chained data structure is searched in order. Even if the
tree search method is used, it is limited to within the block.
When searching for a transaction, the external memory
needs to be transferred into the memory, so it takes longer.
Simple DAG requires a BFS or DFS search method, so with
the increase of transaction messages, the retrieval time will
also increase accordingly. However, the segmented DAG
used in this paper is stored in the form of a hash table and
can be retrieved in chronological order, so the retrieval time
is greatly reduced.

4.3. Security Analysis

4.3.1. Attack Model Analysis

(1) Double spend attack. As mentioned in Section 2.5, in
view of the first case, the underlying DAG topology
we proposed will not have chain bifurcation, and
there will be no two segmented DAGs at the same
time. Only when a solar eclipse attack occurs, will the
network splits make two segmented DAGs. In this
case, you need to master the 50% reputation value;
however, it is almost nonexistent in the subsequent
experimental verification. For the second case, we
designed the MapReduce architecture to ensure that
the transactions in the DAGwill be deduplicated and
then sorted. In addition, the leader node will perform
deduplication again, so the second case can also be
avoided.

(2) 51% attack and eclipse attack (reputation cumulative
split attack).

/e segmented DAG structure we used is still updated
based on the longest DAG structure. Assuming that the solar
eclipse attack is successful, there will be multiple DAGs in an
asynchronous environment. /is phenomenon shows the
Poisson distribution [16]. At a specific time, something will
happen randomly at any time. More precisely, when this

time period is divided into very small time slices, it can be
considered that, within each time slice, the event may or may
not happen. However, it is almost impossible to consider
situations that occur more than once because the time slice
can be divided into small enough time slices. /e Poisson
distribution formula is as follows:

P(X � i) �

n

i

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ λ
n

  1 −
λ
n

 

n− i

. (7)

In formula (7), when n⟶∞, n

i
 /ni⟶ 4/i!,

(1 − (λ/n))⟶ e− λ, it can be derived as formula (8).
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Formula (8) represents the probability that the attacker
succeeds in the i block, where i� z, λ � qz, and the calcu-
lation method of qz is shown in formula (9). Among them, q
is the probability of an attacker’s successful attack, and p is
the probability of an honest node that normally generates a
transaction block.

qz �

1, If the attacker is the longest chain,

q

p
 

z

, If the attacker is behind by z blocks.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(9)

We set the organizing committee node groups with 10%,
33%, 49%, and 50% reputation values to exist in an asyn-
chronous network environment and set z from 0 to 50 and
then try to attack the segmented DAG in the state of the real
environment.
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/e results of the experiment are shown in Figure 11. As
can be seen, the node group with 10% and 30% reputation
values may have a larger drop and approximate to 0 as more
blocks fall behind; the attacker with 50% reputation value
will have a successful attack. In addition, the attacker with
49% reputation value tends to 0 as more blocks are created.
As such, we set the threshold of reputation value to 50% in
Algorithm 2 because mastering 51% reputation value will
attack successfully and split the network. However, this is
almost impossible. First of all, in the procedure of the
election of the group committee, any normal node can enter
the group committee, and controlling the group committee
is almost to control all the nodes. Secondly, the commu-
nication between the nodes is local P2P, so the link is
multichannel, and the possibility of splitting the network
with the increase of the group committee nodes is almost 0,
so this situation is almost impossible to exist.

(3) Denial of service attack.

In the experiment, we tested the reputation value
changes of four nodes, node 1 to node 4, with different
attribute values, and the results are shown in Figure 12.

More specifically, set the adjustable parameter α to 1, and
set node 1 and node 2 to maintain good and medium
characteristic attribute values, respectively. Besides, node 3
transforms from relatively medium attribute values (ap-
proximates attribute values of node 2) to better attribute
values (approximates attribute values of node 1), and node 4
is set as a malicious node and begins to deny service in the
fourth round. As the results of Figure 12 show, the repu-
tation value of node 1 and node 2 has no obvious change,
while the reputation value of node 3 is slowly increasing. In
the fourth round, node 4 sends malicious information, and
its reputation value changes to the inverse of the sum of its
historical reputation values. /e reason for the stable
changes in the reputation value is because the neural net-
work predicts the reputation value with high accuracy, and
the reputation value results brought by similar feature at-
tribute values are all approximately the same. Particularly,
nodes with good characteristic attribute values will be given
corresponding good scores, so the increase or decrease of
reputation value will not be obvious, so it has good stability.
In contrast, for the calculation of the reputation value of a
malicious node, its reputation value changes directly to the
inverse of the sum of its historical reputation values. In
addition, as the number of malicious actions increases, an
exponential function is used to calculate the follow-up
reputation value, and the follow-up reputation growth rate is
approximately zero. Undoubtedly, nodes with a reputation
value less than 0 will not have the right to participate in the
organizing committee and sort and count transactions.

4.3.2. Continuous Switching of Malicious Leader Nodes.
In the experiment, 25 nodes were set up to test the stability of
the throughput of each consensus algorithm under the
condition of continuous switching of the leader node.

As shown in Figure 13, the throughput of the PBFT and
Raft fluctuates drastically, and the lowest is only 91TPS. In

contrast, the throughput of HotStuff and the proposed al-
gorithm has good stability and has been maintained at
around 130TPS. /is is because the traditional PBFT
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algorithm switches the view after the voting is completed.
Due to the multistage point-to-point communication, the
complexity is O(n2). In particular, if the leader switches
continuously, the communication complexity will be as high
as O(n3). As Raft, it switches the leader node based on the
heartbeat packet, frequent switching will lead to a contin-
uous election process. However, HotStuff integrates view
switch and transaction broadcast communication and uses
the pipeline block topology, so it has a better stability. In this
paper, the direct switching mechanism between the backup
node and the organizing committee node is used to reduce
the risk of malicious downtime and switching of the leader
node, and the node with a high reputation value is selected as
the organizing committee node to further ensure stability.

4.3.3. Expulsion of Malicious Nodes. In the experiment, 100
nodes were set up to test the rate of the proposed consensus
algorithm to eliminate malicious nodes, and the running
time of the system was set to ten minutes. Malicious nodes
are randomly distributed in the network, and the ratio is set
to 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, and 50% of the network nodes.
Moreover, they sent double-spending and error messages
with a probability of 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100%, respectively.
/e experimental results are shown in Figure 14. /e results
indicate that no matter what the ratio of malicious nodes is,
the eviction ratio will rise sharply from 0.2 to 0.98 before the
ratio of malicious messages reaches 0.75, until 100% evic-
tion, which has nothing to do with the ratio of malicious
nodes. /e reason can be further described in Figure 15.
With the proportion of malicious message sending being
0.25, the proportion of transaction messages is only about
0.42 if the proportion of valid transactions with double-
spending is more than 0.5. /is is because, in this paper, we
consider that as long as the percentage of valid transactions
is more than 0.5, even if a double spend transaction is sent, it
is considered normal, so the eviction rate is low. Once a
malicious transaction is detected, the node will be directly
eliminated, and the eviction rate will increase as the pro-
portion of malicious messages increases, so the final ap-
proach is approximately 100%.

/e results of the expulsion velocity experiment are
shown in Figure 16. As can be seen that when the malicious
message ratio is 0.25, the node expulsion rate is about 13 s. It
should be noted that the larger the scale of the malicious
node is, the longer the time it takes. When the malicious
message ratio is 0.5, the expulsion rate is about 30 s, and
when the ratio of malicious transactions is 0.75 and 1, the
time consumption will decrease. /e main reason is that
when the proportion of malicious messages is 0.25, 42% of
nodes will send double-spending messages. However, the
inspection mechanism needs to wait for the effective ratio to
be lower than 0.5 before removing them, so waiting time is
required. When the proportion of malicious messages is 0.5,
the nodes have some randomness, and the possibility of
malicious nodes sending double-spending transactions is
stronger, which results in higher time-consuming. In par-
ticular, when the proportion of malicious messages is 0.75
and 1, malicious nodes are more likely to send malicious
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messages directly. As long as the system detects malicious
messages, it will directly eliminate them, so the time is
shorter.

4.3.4. Comparison with Other Pieces of Literature.
Generally, consensus algorithms are usually compared from
three aspects, namely, the degree of decentralization, se-
curity, and performance. Among them, the degree of de-
centralization is the scale of nodes participating in the
consensus, the security is mainly anti-Byzantine ability and
resistant double-spending, and the performance mainly
considers factors such as algorithm activity, throughput,
communication complexity, and scalability. /e proposed
algorithm is compared with existing similar literature, and
the comparison results are shown in Table 2. Literature [9],
literature [12], literature [26], and literature [24] all use the
traditional chained bottom topology, and the smallest unit of
operation is a block, so their algorithms have good resistant
double-spending ability. In terms of scalability, literature [9]
adopts a pipelined block topology structure, and there is no
mandatory sequence relationship between the generation of
blocks, which enhances the scalability. In literature [26],
multiple algorithms coexist, making nodes increase and exit
free. However, literature [12] and literature [24] are both
based on traditional BFT, so there is no improvement in
scalability. In terms of fault tolerance, literature [9] and
literature [24] are based on the maximum fault tolerance of
BFT, that is, 33%. Particularly, the difference is that the
threshold of literature [24] is 33% of the total reputation
value; literature [12] uses a new examiner mechanism to
control the threshold at 49%. Besides, the maximum
threshold of literature [26] for a mixture of multiple proof
algorithms is 49%. Regarding the complexity of commu-
nication, literature [12], literature [26], and literature [24] all
use point-to-point propagation, so the communication
complexity is O(n2). Literature [9] uses a star topology, so
the communication complexity is O(n). In terms of con-
currency, literature [12], literature [33], and literature [24]
all use the traditional chain structure, so the concurrency is
not high. In contrast, literature [9] adopts the pipeline
mechanism, and there is no necessary time limit for the
generation of the front and back blocks, so the concurrency
may be higher. Compared with the above literature, we use
DAG as the underlying topology, which naturally supports
high concurrency and uses the MapReduce architecture to
split tasks into multiple small tasks and send them to other
nodes for sorting and deduplication, increasing the

availability of ordinary nodes. /erefore, the scalability and
resistant double-spending ability of the proposed algorithm
is relatively high. Although the communication complexity
of this paper is O(n2), the scale is just between the organizing
committee nodes, the broadcast adopts the gossip protocol,
and the communication complexity is O(n). In addition, this
paper utilizes the similar functions of pacemakers to make
the algorithm active and support semiasynchronous.

5. Conclusion

In summary, the consortium blockchain architecture has
become the first choice for blockchain applications.
However, limited by the traditional chain structure, the
throughput of the blockchain has been greatly affected.
Although the appearance of DAG increases the system
throughput in a concurrent manner, it brings new
problems of high algorithm complexity and double-
spending. For this reason, we propose a high concurrency
and scalable consortium blockchain consensus algorithm,
which designs a segmented DAG structure to increase
system throughput while reducing the time complexity of
global retrieval. /e resistant double-spending mecha-
nism based on the MapReduce architecture effectively
ensures the global uniqueness of the transaction. /e
consensus algorithm proposed in this paper is suitable for
the parallel and collaborative computing of large-scale
sensors in the Internet of /ings, which improves the
security of computing and the scalability of device clus-
ters. In addition, the credible nodes are elected through
the reputation model based on the BP neural network,
which reduces the risk of malicious nodes doing evil. /e
simulation experiment results also prove that the algo-
rithm in this paper has better performance. However,
detailed theoretical proof was not obtained, and the fol-
lowing three aspects are worthy of in-depth study: (1) /e
underlying topology: the existing DAG has high con-
currency and parallel characteristics better than the chain
structure, but the security is poor, and the double-
spending problem is difficult to solve. (2) Use the idea of
division and autonomy to fragment the blockchain net-
work, thereby reducing the communication scale of the
network and increasing the speed of consensus. (3) Most
of the existing consensus algorithms tend to adopt hybrid
consensus algorithms, which will be a trend. Maybe, the
integration of proof-like algorithms and BFT technology
is a very meaningful research direction.

Table 2: Comparison results with existing literature.

Scalability
Fault

tolerance
(%)

Underlying
topology Active High

concurrency

Resistant
double-
spending

Communication
complexity

Fine-
grained

Literature [12] Low 49 Chain No No High O(n2) Block
Literature [9] High 33 Chain Yes Yes High O(n) Block
Literature [26] High 49 Chain No No High O(n2) Block
Literature [24] Low 33 Chain Yes No High O(n2) Block
/e proposed
algorithm High 49 DAG Yes Yes High O(n2) Transaction
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-e traditional PBFT consensus algorithm has several limitations in the consortium blockchain environment, such as unclear
selection of primary node, excessive communication times, etc. To solve these limitations, an improved consensus algorithm VS-
PBFT based on vague sets was proposed. VS-PBFT has three phases: node partition, primary node selection, and global consensus.
Firstly, the nodes of the whole network are partitioned using the consistent hashing-like consensus algorithm, and then the local
primary node is selected by the primary node selection algorithm in each partition. -e local primary nodes run the four-phase
PBFT consensus algorithm to complete the global consensus. -e analysis of the VS-PBFT consistency algorithm shows that the
algorithm can improve the fault-tolerant rate and reduce communication complexity, and the algorithm is dynamic; that is, node
can join and quit adaptively.

1. Introduction

In recent years, the concept of blockchain has become very
common.-e definition of a blockchain is that blockchain is
a mixed use of the chain structure, consensus algorithms,
cryptography techniques, distributed data storage, peer-to-
peer transmission, and automated smart contracts [1]. It is
essentially a decentralized database. -e data or information
stored in the blockchain have the characteristics of decen-
tralization, tamper resistance, traceability, collective main-
tenance, openness, and transparency [2]. In 2008, a person
with the anonym Nakamoto published “Bitcoin: a peer-to-
peer electronic cash system” [3]. Bitcoin was first applied to
the financial industry as a grassroots electronic money. From
this time on, the blockchain has gradually become a new idea
for everyone to solve limitations.

-e blockchain has four core technologies: distributed
ledger [4], asymmetric cryptography algorithm [5], smart
contract [6], and consensus mechanism [7]. Distributed
ledger refers to the fact that transaction accounting is
completed by multiple nodes distributed in different
places, and each node records a complete account, so they
can participate in the supervision of the legality of the
transaction, and they can also testify for it together [8].

Asymmetric cryptographic algorithms are used to ensure
the security of the data on the blockchain and the privacy
of individuals. Each node on the blockchain has a pair of
public key and private key. -e public key is disclosed to
the nodes of the whole network. On the contrary, the
private key is private to the nodes of the whole network.
One node signs the transaction with the private key, and
the other node verifies the signature with the public key.
As early as 1994, Szabo put forward the concept of smart
contracts. Szabo described smart contracts as “a series of
commitments specified in digital form, including agree-
ments between parties to fulfill these commitments” [9].
In 2013, Dickerson et al. applied smart contracts to the real
system for the first time [10]. Consensus mechanism is one
of the core technologies of the blockchain, which is mainly
used to make the nodes of the whole network reach
consensus in a distributed environment. It needs to satisfy
two properties:

Consistency: All the non-Byzantine nodes in the whole
network store the same data.
Validity: All the information published by the non-
Byzantine nodes will eventually be recorded in their
ledger by all other non-Byzantine nodes [11].
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Blockchains are usually divided into three types: Public
chains, Consortium chains, and Private chains. -e current
mainstream consensus algorithms in Public chains include
Proof of Work (PoW) [12], Proof of Stake (PoS) [13], and
Delegated Proof of Stake (DPoS) [14]. -e most popular
consensus algorithm in the Consortium chains is the PBFT
(Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance) [15] and its derivatives.
-ere are many restrictions in the Private chains, so they
generally consider the use of a strong consensus protocol
Raft [16] to achieve consensus under non-Byzantine failures.

In this article, Section 2 introduces several existing
consensus algorithms. Section 3 discusses the preliminary
knowledge of VS-PBFT, including the basic knowledge of
vague sets and the traditional PBFT consensus algorithm.
Section 4 describes the VS-PBFT algorithm, including node
partition, primary node selection, and global consensus, in
detail. Section 5 evaluates the VS-PBFT algorithm and its
advantages are pointed out. Section 6 summarizes the whole
article.

2. Related Work

-e consensus mechanism of the blockchain can be
classified according to the type of blockchain. -e most
well-known consensus algorithm in Public chains is PoW.
In 1998, Dwork and Naor proposed the PoW algorithm
for the first time [17]. In 2008, PoW was first applied to
bitcoin. -e main idea of the PoW consensus algorithm is
to select the node responsible for generating blocks by
finding the fastest node to calculate the difficulty value.
-e work of PoW is the certain amount of calculations
that every node needs to perform; it will take a certain
amount of time to find the hash result out. -e node
solving the hash equation in less time can get the right to
generate blocks. We need to calculate the hash value of
this block through the hash value of the previous block
and the random value nonce, which is the solution to the
hash equation. Once the node finds the nonce, it can
calculate the solution of the hash equation. -ere is no
fixed solution for this hash equation, so we can only find
the final solution through constant trial and error. -is
method is also called hash collision. Hash collision is a
probabilistic event. -e more the attempts, the faster the
calculation time and the greater the collision probability.

Consortium chains meet the requirements of the en-
terprise level, and its application is more targeted and ef-
ficient. -erefore, Consortium chains are becoming a hot
topic of the blockchain in the future. -e algorithm pro-
posed in this article is also applicable to Consortium chains.
-e main consensus algorithm in Consortium chains is the
PBFT. In 1999, Miguel and Barbara proposed the PBFT
consensus algorithm [15], which reduces the complexity of
the Byzantine protocol to a polynomial level, so that the
Byzantine protocol can be used in distributed systems. In
Section 3, we will introduce the detailed flow of the PBFT
algorithm. In the blockchain project Hyperledger, the PBFT
consensus algorithm was publicly implemented for the first
time [18]. Although the PBFTconsensus algorithm has 3f+ 1
fault tolerance and can guarantee a certain performance at

the same time, it has many limitations, such as excessively
high communication times, low scalability, and unclear
primary node selection. In an unstable network, the system
delay of PBFT is very high. At present, the improved al-
gorithmmainly aimed at these points. In 2009, Clement et al.
proposed a new method, Aardvark, to establish a Byzantine
fault-tolerant replication system [19]. When f servers and
any number of clients have Byzantine failures, this method
enables the system to achieve a high Byzantine failure, peak
performance, and high throughput, but this method does
not solve the problem of excessive communication times of
the PBFTalgorithm, and its system scalability is not enough.
GG Gueta et al. proposed the SBFT algorithm in 2019 [20],
which addressed the problem of excessive communication
times in the PBFT algorithm. To reduce the communication
times to a linear level, a method, which used a fast path to
reduce client communication, was proposed using collectors
and threshold signatures. However, the selection of the
primary node is still fuzzy.

3. Preliminaries

-ematerials and methods section should contain sufficient
details so that all procedures can be repeated. If several
methods are described, it can be divided into heading
sections.

3.1. Overview of PBFT. -e origin of the PBFT consensus
algorithm can be attributed to the Byzantine failures. -e
efficiency of solving Byzantine fault is improved, and the
complexity of the algorithm is reduced from exponential
level to polynomial level, which makes Byzantine fault-
tolerant algorithm feasible in practical system applications.
-e PBFT consensus algorithm is the first practical algo-
rithm in the BFT class to work under a weakly synchronous
network. It has three roles: client, primary node, and replica
node. After the client puts forward the transaction request, it
will be immediately sent to the primary node, and the
primary node initiate the transaction voting in the global
network, and then the replica node and the primary node
will jointly maintain the fairness of the transaction voting.
When the primary node fails, the view change program will
be triggered to elect a new primary node.

We will briefly introduce the overall process of the PBFT
algorithm. As shown in Supplementary Figure 1, it is the
process of the PBFT algorithm, and replica node 3 is a
Byzantine node.

(a) Request: At this phase, the client node sends a
transaction request to the primary node.

(b) Pre-prepare: After the primary node receives the
transaction request, it will verify the request and
send a pre-prepared message to the replica node if
the transaction is legal, otherwise the transaction is
invalid and it will be discarded.

(c) Prepare: -e replica node verifies the validity of the
pre-prepared message. Once it is legal, the replica
node will send the prepared message to other nodes
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in the whole network and receive the prepared
message from other nodes at the same time. After the
node receives the prepared message, it will verify the
legitimacy of the prepared message as soon as
possible.

(d) Commit: When the node receives 2f+ 1 legal pre-
pared messages, the node enters the commit phase,
where f refers to the number of Byzantine nodes in
the system. During the commit phase, the node will
send a commit message to other nodes in the whole
network.

(e) Reply: When the node receives 2f+ 1 commit mes-
sages, it will send a reply message to the client node.
After the client node received f+ 1 identical reply
messages, the whole consensus is completed.

-e garbage collection mechanism and view change
program are not the focus of this article. For more details,
please read the reference [15].

3.2. Vague Sets. Most of the existing voting-based block-
chain consensus algorithms only consider agreement and
disagreement, but it is obviously not enough in practical
application. In 1965, Zadeh proposed the concept of
fuzzy sets [21]. Fuzzy sets give us a neutral option to vote,
and we can use fuzzy sets to optimize the voting process
in the blockchain to make it more in line with human
thinking.

Fuzzy set refers to a given domain U, then a mapping
fromU to the unit interval [0, 1] is called a fuzzy set onU or a
fuzzy subset of U. -e fuzzy set can be denoted as S. -e
mapping (function) µS(·) or S(·) is called the membership
function of the fuzzy set S. For each x ∈ U, µS(x) is called the
membership degree of element x to fuzzy set S.

Gau and Buehrer further improved the theory of vague
sets in 1993 [22]; they pointed out that the members of vague
sets are three subintervals between [0, 1]. -e three subin-
tervals correspond to three kinds of information of the el-
ement (u ∈U): favor, against, and abstentions. We can use
two functions to represent a vague set S in the domain U.
tS(u) is usually used to represent a truth membership
function, and tS(u) is a lower bound on the grade of
membership of u derived from the evidence for u. fS(u) is
usually used to represent a false membership function, and
fS(u) is a lower bound on the negation of u derived from the
evidence against u. Both tS(v) and fS(u) are a certain
number between [0, 1], where tS(u) + sfS(u)≤ 1.

When U is continuous, a vague set S can be denoted as

S �


U
tS(u), 1 − fS(u) 

u
. (1)

When U is discrete, a vague set S can be denoted as

S �


n
i�1 tS ui( , 1 − fS ui(  

ui

. (2)

In general, the value of a vague set of an element can be
denoted as

tS(u), 1 − fS(u) . (3)

-e concept of vague set mentioned above can be seen as
a voting model. Assuming that S is the vague set of element u
in U, the value of S is [0.3, 0.7]; from (3), we can calculate
tS(u) � 0.3, fS(u) � 1–0.7� 0.3. It means that the degree that
u belongs to S is 0.3 and the degree that u does not belong to
S is 0.3. If the total number of votes is 10, (0.3, 0.7), it means
that the number of votes favor is 3, the number of votes
against is 3, and the number of votes abstention is 4.

Yong et al. proposed a general formula in 2008 to convert
the vague sets into the final fuzzy score [23]:

μSF � tS(u) +
1
2

1 +
tS(u) − fS(u)

tS(u) + fS(v) + 2λ
 

· 1 − tS(u) − fS(u) , λ> 0.

(4)

In this article, we use this final score to select the primary
node. We set to choose the highest final score; when the
highest scores are equal, we randomly select a node as the
primary node.

4. VS-PBFT Algorithm

4.1. Algorithm Overview. Blockchain technology has gained
a lot of preference in the world due to its own anonymity and
decentralization, and the research on its main core tech-
nology consensus mechanism is one of the most significant
parts. -e PBFT algorithm is widely used in Consortium
chains with its own advantages. However, if the number of
nodes in the used system increases, specifically, after
reaching 100, the communication times of the system will
rise sharply, and the selection of the primary node that plays
a key role in the algorithm is unclear. -erefore, a new
improved PBFT consensus algorithm based on vague sets
was proposed. -e overall algorithm flowchart is shown in
Supplementary Figure 2.

-e algorithm we proposed has three phases: node
partition, primary node selection, and global consensus.
Firstly, we will partition the nodes in the whole network,
then we will select the primary node in each partition. -e
selection method of the primary node is based on the idea of
vague set, so the selection of the primary node is more in line
with people’s thinking compared to ordinary voting-based
scheme, and each partition selects one local primary node.

In the global consensus phase, we will select a global
primary node among all the local primary nodes. -is global
primary node undertakes the similar task to the primary
node in the PBFT consensus algorithm. We will reduce
communication times by reducing the consensus phase. -e
effect of communication times makes the whole consensus
process more efficient. After the consensus is completed, the
new block will be added to the whole blockchain, and then
the next round of consensus will begin.

4.2. Node Partition. -e communication complexity of the
PBFT algorithm running under the consortium blockchain
condition is O(N2). In the case of large-scale nodes, the
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number of communication times will increase exponentially.
In a distributed system, partition is mainly for improving the
scalability and availability of the system. In 1997, Karger and
others of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology pro-
posed consistent hashing algorithm. -is article will use its
idea to partition nodes.

-rough node partition, -e N nodes of the whole
network are divided into k groups. Each group is represented
by nk and k is the group number. We use the hash value of IP
corresponding to each node as the unique identifier of each
node.

Firstly, we create a hash function H with a value space
[0, 232 − 1]. We organize the whole hash value space into a
virtual circle, and the whole space is organized in a clockwise
direction, that is, 0 and (232 − 1) coincide at zero.-ereafter,
we randomly generate k points on the hash ring, and we need
to continue to randomly generate k points until k mutually
exclusive points are generated, which means that we ran-
domly divide the hash ring into k areas. We name these k
areas 1, 2, . . . , i, . . . , k, respectively. In the next step, the IP
corresponding to each node uses the same hash function H
to calculate the hash value and determine the location of this
node on the ring. Assuming that this position is in the ith

area, then this node is divided into the ith area. If the cal-
culated hash value is equal to the value of a certain boundary,
we put it in the smaller area.

We assume that N is 4 and k is 3, which means that we
need to generate three mutually exclusive hash values and
divide the hash ring into three areas; and we calculate the
hashes of N node IP and divide them into corresponding
area. As shown in Supplementary Figure 3, three areas:
area1, area2, and area3 are generated. IP0, IP2, and IP3 are
divided into area2, area3, and area1, respectively. Since the
hash value of IP1 is the same as that of random hash 2, IP1 is
assigned to area2.

-is situation occurs during the partition process, where
there are too many nodes in one area, and too few nodes in
the other. In those circumstances, the local primary node
selected by the partition with uneven node distribution
cannot represent the node of the whole network. In this
situation, we introduce a virtual node mechanism, that is,
calculate multiple hashes for each certain random hash, and
each calculated hash is used as a new random hash point,
called a virtual node. -is can be achieved by adding a
number at the back of the IP. According to the regional
partition formed between virtual nodes, the number of
virtual nodes is usually set to 32 or even larger, so the nodes
can be relatively evenly distributed.

4.3. Primary Node Selection. When the partition is com-
pleted, it means that nodes with similar IP hash values have
been allocated to the same area. Next, we need to run the
primary node selection to elect the local primary node. All
nodes in one area vote for the most suitable node to be the
local primary node.We added the option of abstention in the
voting process, and used the general model transformed
vague set to obtain a comprehensive score, and the highest
comprehensive score became the local primary node. -e

flowchart of primary node selection is shown in Supple-
mentary Figure 4.

-e primary node selection algorithm is as follows:

(1) All nodes in the same area will vote for other nodes
in the same area within the specified time. -ere are
three choices of favor, against, and abstention, and
the three votes of each node are counted.

(2) Calculate the vague set value of each node by formula
(3) according to the number of votes counted in step
(1).

(3) Calculate the comprehensive score according to
formula (4).

(4) Sort the comprehensive scores and use the node own
the highest comprehensive score as the local primary
node. If there are multiple same highest scores, one is
randomly selected as the local primary node.

-e local primary node of an area is equivalent to the
leader of all nodes in the area, delegating other nodes to
complete the consensus, and the state of the node in this area
is consistent with the state of the local primary node. When
an error occurs in the local primary node, a new node can be
voted again to replace the old local primary node. Because of
the access rules of Consortium chains, the probability of this
circumstances happen is very small, and we can almost
ignore it.

4.4. Global Consensus. Each area conducted a primary node
selection, and selected k local primary nodes to participate in
the global consensus. Supplementary Figure 5 is a network
topology diagram after the primary node selection. Nodes 0,
1, and 2 choose node 2 as the local primary node; nodes 3, 4,
and 5 choose node 4 as the local primary node; nodes 6, 7,
and 8 choose node 6 as the local primary node; and nodes 2,
4, and 6 participate in the global consensus.

Global consensus also needs to run a primary node
selection to select the primary node. We will not repeat
this process here, we use ∗ to represent node 2 as the
global primary node. -e global primary node plays the
same role as the primary node in the PBFT consensus
algorithm. In the traditional PBFT consensus algorithm,
with the increase in the number of nodes, the commu-
nication times of the algorithm will increase dramatically.
-e main function of the pre-preparation phase of the
PBFT algorithm is to ensure that in the case of network
disconnection or link disconnection, the nodes will reach
agreement too, but this situation is almost impossible to
occur in today’s era of highly developed networks, so we
reduce the number of communications by subtracting the
pre-preparation phase in this article. Supplementary
Figure 6 is a flowchart of the PBFTalgorithm with the pre-
preparation phase cut. -e global consensus also follows
this process.

-e simplified version of the PBFT consensus process is
as follows:

(1) Request: -e client sends a transaction request m to
the global primary node. In Supplementary Figure 6,
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client C sends a transaction request m to global
primary node 2∗.

(2) Prepare: After the global primary node received the
clients’ transaction request m, it will broadcast the
preparation message to the whole network nodes
immediately. -e scheme of the prepared message is
〈PREPARED, m, v, n, d, t, ni, i, Qi〉, where m is the
original text of the request message, v is the current
view number, n is the message sequence number of
m, and d is the hash value of message m. t is the
timestamp of message m, ni is the partition number, i
is the current node number, and Qi is the digital
signature of node i. After receiving the prepared
message, the node will verify the message. After
verification, the node will enter the prepared state
and send a commit message
〈COMMIT, m, v, n, d, t, ni, i, Qi〉 to other nodes in
whole network.

(3) Commit: After the node received the commit mes-
sage, it will verify the message as in the prepared
phase. When the same message sent by 2f + 1 dif-
ferent nodes is verified, the node will send a reply
message to the client.

(4) Reply: When the client receives f + 1 identical reply
messages 〈REPLY, m, v, n, d, t, ni, i, Qi〉, the consen-
sus is completed, the transaction is added into the
blockchain.

5. Evaluation

In this part, we prove the superiority of the VS-PBFT al-
gorithm through theoretical analysis.

5.1. Dynamic Analysis. -e nodes in the blockchain are
dynamic, and at any time, there may be nodes joining or
exiting the blockchain. -e traditional PBFT algorithm
cannot detect the joining or exiting of nodes in time and
dynamically adapt to the network environment.

-e VS-PBFTalgorithm proposed in this article uses the
idea of hash consensus algorithm to place N nodes in the
whole network into k areas, and each area selects a local
primary node to participate in the global consensus. When a
new node joins the blockchain network, it will run the hash
algorithm to calculate the area that the node belongs to and
divide it into the designated partition directly. When a node
in one area exits, other nodes in the area can still vote for
local primary nodes to participate in the global consensus.
-e algorithm is dynamic.

5.2. Communication Times Analysis. -e traditional PBFT
algorithm has five phases, and each phase needs to send a
message for communication. First, the client sends a
transaction request to the master node in the request phase,
and the number of communications is 1. -ereafter, the
primary node sends a pre-prepared message to other replica
nodes, and the number of communications is (N − 1). -e
prepared message is sent from the node to other nodes in the

whole network in the preparation phase, and the number of
communications is (N − 1)2. All nodes send commit
messages to other nodes in the commit phase, and the
number of communications is N(N − 1). All nodes send a
completion message to the client in the reply phase, and the
number of communications is N. Adding the communi-
cation times of the above five phases to get a consensus, the
communication times T1 of the traditional PBFTalgorithm is

T1 � 2N
2

− N + 1. (5)

In our proposed VS-PBFT, we need to divide the N
nodes of the whole network into k areas. We know that the
number of nodes in the PBFT algorithm must not be less
than 3, so the number of nodes participating in the global
consensus must not be less than 3, thus k≥ 3. Since the
number of nodes in each area is at least 1, N≥ 3.

In the VS-PBFT algorithm, one round primary node
selection needs to send (N/k − 1)N/k messages to select a
local primary node. -ere are k areas, so k primary node
selections are required; in addition, global consensus need
one round primary node selection. For one round con-
sensus, (k + 1) primary node selections are required in total,
and the number of communications is (N/k − 1)(k + 1)N/k.
In the four-phase consensus, the number of communica-
tions in the request phase, preparation phase, confirmation
phase, and reply phase is 1, (k − 1), k(k − 1), and k, re-
spectively. -erefore, the total number of communications
T2 of VS-PBFT is

T2 �
N

k
− 1 

N

k
+ k (k + 1). (6)

As N≥ 3 and k≥ 3, T2 <T1. -erefore, the communi-
cation times of our proposed VS-PBFT algorithm are better
than that of the traditional PBFT algorithm.

5.3. Fault Tolerance Rate Analysis. We all know that the
maximum number of fault-tolerant nodes of the traditional
PBFT algorithm is f1:

f1 �
N − 1
3

. (7)

In the VS-PBFT algorithm, the total number of nodes in
the whole network is N, and the nodes in the whole network
are divided into k areas. We assume that the number of
nodes in each area is equal, and the number of nodes in each
area is Nk. For each area, in theory, as long as the number of
Byzantine nodes is less than the number of normal nodes,
the most suitable node can be selected as the local primary
node, so the maximum number of fault-tolerant nodes in
each area is N/2k. -erefore, the maximum number of fault-
tolerant nodes of the VS-PBFT algorithm is f2:

f2 �
N

2
. (8)

As N≥ 3, f2 >f1. -erefore, the fault tolerance rate of
our proposed VS-PBFT algorithm is higher than that of the
traditional PBFT algorithm.
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6. Conclusion

In this article, we proposed an improved PBFT algorithm
based on vague sets, named VS-PBFT. Above all, we par-
tition the nodes and vote based on vague sets within the
partitions. Each partition selects a local primary node with
the highest score to participate in the four-phase consensus,
so as to achieve global consensus. -eoretical analysis shows
that our VS-PBFT algorithm is superior to the PBFT algo-
rithm in fault tolerance and communication times, our al-
gorithm is dynamic, and it can adapt to the joining and
exiting of nodes at any time.

VS-PBFT has only been proved to be effective in theory,
but there will be many limitations in practical applications,
and the effect needs to be verified in practical environment.

In this period, blockchains are facing many limitations,
one of which is that network isolation makes it extremely
difficult to coordinate actions among different blockchains.
Cross-chain technology is a good solution to this problem
[24], but due to the lack of a consensus mechanism suitable
for cross-chain technology, the development of cross-chain
technology is considerably slow. -erefore, how to design a
dynamic and adaptive cross-chain consensus mechanism
will be the future research direction.
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Supplementary Materials

Supplementary Figure 1:-e process of PBFTalgorithm; it is
a process of the traditional PBFT algorithm, which contains
five steps: request, pre-prepare, prepare, commit, and reply.
Supplementary Figure 2: -e process of VS-PBFT; it is a
process of the proposed algorithm, which contains three
steps: node partition, primary node selection, and global
consensus. After the three steps, the transactions are updated
to the blockchain. Supplementary Figure 3: Partition dia-
gram; we divide the entire circular network into three areas,
and obtain the area where the node is located by calculating
the node IP. Supplementary Figure 4:-e process of primary
node selection, after this primary node selection, we will get

k local primary node. Supplementary Figure 5: Network
topology diagram; it is the network topology after the pri-
mary node selection, the three local primary node will run
global consensus to find a global primary node. Supple-
mentary Figure 6:-e process of simplified PBFT; we cut the
pre-prepare step to reduce the communication times. .
(Supplementary Materials)
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In recent years, the attention of online cross-university courses has been increasing, and students in universities want to
increase their knowledge and professional skills by taking online courses from different universities, which raises the issue of
course credit verification. In the past, the credits obtained by students in online courses lack endorsement from the education
department, and the students’ learning process could not be verified. 0erefore, the credits of online courses in one university
could not be recognized by other universities. 0e education departments of some countries and regions implement credit
conversion rules to convert the credits obtained by students in online courses into university credits or certificates endorsed by
the education department. However, these schemes rely too much on the authority of the education department, and the
process of students obtaining credits cannot be verified. In addition, the centralized storage methodmakes the data of education
departments at risk of leakage or tampering. With the emergence of blockchain technology, some researchers have proposed
the use of blockchain to store students’ credits, making it possible to reach consensus among multiple parties on the blockchain
while ensuring that credits are not tampered with, but these schemes cannot test the learning process of students and the
recognition of credits still relies on the authority of the education department. To solve the above problems, this paper proposes
a cross-university course learning system with verifiable credits based on Hyperledger Fabric consortium blockchain tech-
nology, and the consortium includes many universities. 0e credits obtained by students in the course and the hash value of the
learning records are stored on the blockchain, and the data on the blockchain is jointly maintained by the universities in the
system. One university can verify the homework and final examination of students to check the real ability of students, thus
recognizing the credits from other universities, and at the same time, to protect the privacy of students, the important data of
students are encrypted for transmission.

1. Introduction

1.1. Background. Education is a way for students to improve
themselves, and higher education is directly related to
students’ development direction and employment prospects.
Students want to learn more courses in their universities, or
even take courses across universities, to expand their

knowledge and skills. Currently, cross-university online
courses are popular among students, and students can take
courses from different universities online through the In-
ternet. Especially in 2020, when the outbreak of COVID-19
spread worldwide and almost all universities around the
world stopped offline courses, online courses ensured the
sustainability of education [1]. By April 2021, Udemy, an
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American online learning platform, has more than 40
million learners [2]. From September 2020 to July 2021,
learners in just one country completed more than 140,000
courses on the Coursera platform of the United States [3].
However, there are limitations to cross-university online
courses. Students can acquire more knowledge and skills
through cross-university courses, but they lack simple and
efficient ways to prove their ability. For a university who
offers courses to students from other universities, it pro-
motes the dissemination of professional knowledge and the
reputation of the university, and the grades of students’
online courses can be used as part of the entrance exami-
nation scores. Unfortunately, when it comes to the online
courses from other universities, it is difficult for the uni-
versity to recognize the grades even if students perform well.
For teachers, by offering courses for online learning, they can
show their research directions and attract more students to
engage in research in related fields, but it becomes a chal-
lenge to check students’ course learning outcomes because
teachers do not know the capabilities of these students.

With the increase in the number of cross-university
course learners, more and more students want to obtain
credits for online courses as their learning credentials for
further education or employment, and receiving credits or
certificates means that the grades of online courses are
recognized by the universities to which the courses belong.
Indian Institute of Management (IIM-Kozhikode) an-
nounces partnership with Coursera to launch course cer-
tificates in business, strategy, marketing, and product
management [4]. However, there exists a recognition
problem with the credits obtained by taking courses across
universities.0e credits of online courses are jointly awarded
by the learning platform and the university, lacking the
verification of authoritative institutions. Although online
courses are created by universities, it is difficult for the two
universities to reach a consensus on the course content and
learners’ ability. 0erefore, after completing the online
course, the credits obtained by students in one university
cannot be recognized by other universities.

To solve the problems of credit recognition, the Euro-
pean Credit Transfer and Accumulation System (ECTS) [5]
helps students transfer credits between universities. In this
system, the credits obtained by students in their universities
can be converted into a certain number of ECTS credits, and
if a student wants to transfer to another university, the ECTS
credits of the student will be converted into the credits of the
target university. Moreover, the Credit Bank System (CBS)
[6] in Korea allows students to convert their learning
achievements into credits and then convert credits into
higher education degrees. However, the above schemes have
some problems: Firstly, they rely on the management of the
central educational institution, and it is because of the
authority of the central educational institution that the
credits in the system can be recognized. Secondly, the credit
conversion rules lack verification for the learning process of
students. Although the credit is recognized by all universities
in the system, it does not fully reflect the student’s ability.
Finally, since the system data are stored in a centralized way,
there is a risk of data loss or tampering.

0e emergence of blockchain technology [7] has pro-
vided a new way to solve the credit verification problem [8].
0e blockchain can be regarded as a distributed database
where the data is tamper-evident, traceable [9–11], main-
tained by multiple parties, and can reach a consensus among
multiple parties [12]. 0is paper proposes a decentralized
cross-university course learning system based on consor-
tium blockchain technology, where the consortium includes
many universities. For students, they can take courses from
any university in the system and get credits. 0e hash values
of students’ homework and final examinations are stored on
the blockchain, and the data on the blockchain is maintained
by all universities in the system. Since each university
manages its teachers and students, the data on the block-
chain can reach a consensus among all universities, teachers,
and students without relying on a central institution, and
one university recognizes course credits obtained by stu-
dents from other universities by verifying students’ home-
work and final examination.

1.2. Related Works. Currently, research in the education
field focuses on storing students’ credits, certificates, and
learning records via blockchain technology and using dis-
tributed storage technology and cryptography to ensure that
the data on the blockchain is tamper-evident, thus facili-
tating the sharing of data amongmultiple parties.0e related
works are listed in Table 1.

In 2016, Sharples and Domingue [13] proposed to use
blockchain to store students’ learning processes and
achievements, thus enabling distributed storage of student-
related data, but this paper did not introduce the system
architecture.

In 2018, Turkanović et al. [14] proposed a blockchain
education credit platform named EduCTX where educa-
tional institutions can award students credits that can be
checked by third parties and students can transfer credits
between different educational institutions. Unfortunately,
this system can only check whether a student has obtained
credits and has no way to verify the student’s learning
process.

In 2020, Zhao et al. [15] proposed a student portfolio
management system that stores students’ learning records
and teachers’ evaluations of students through blockchain
technology. However, teachers’ evaluations are subjective
and cannot objectively reflect students’ abilities. In addition,
the article failed to provide a method to protect the privacy
of students’ learning records.

In 2021, Mishra et al. [16] proposed an Ethereum-based
student credential sharing system, where universities en-
crypt the students’ credentials before uploading them to the
blockchain, and if a third party wants to check students’
credentials, the students encrypt credentials before sending
them to protect their privacy. Considering that students may
not be able to afford the gas in Ethereum, the system has set
up a fund organization to provide financial support for
system members.

Based on the above research, it can be found that the
recognition of students’ credits still relies on authority and
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the process of obtaining credits cannot be verified. 0ere-
fore, this paper proposed a cross-university course learning
system with credits verifiable, where a student needs to
complete homework and final examination to obtain credit
from the university, and other universities can verify the
student’s homework and final examination to recognize the
credit. 0is system encrypts students’ homework and final
examinations, thus effectively protecting students’ privacy.
Moreover, the system adopts consortium blockchain ar-
chitecture with no token consumption, which improves
operational efficiency compared to public blockchain
architecture.

0e remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 briefly introduces the preliminary. Section 3 shows
the proposed system structure and an application scenario.
0e paper gives the security and feature analysis in Section 4
and presents the discussion in Section 5. Finally, Section 6
concludes this paper.

2. Preliminary

2.1. Elliptic Curve Cryptography ECDSA. In the blockchain,
elliptic curve cryptography [18] is used for digital signature.
If a member A in the system wants to send a message M to a
member B, the member A needs to digitally sign the mes-
sage. 0e process of the signature algorithm is as follows.

2.1.1. Determine Parameters and Generate Keys. 0e system
will first determine the parameters a and b of the elliptic
curve y2 � (x3 + ax + b)modp, the base p, and the origin G,
and then the system will generate private keys dA and dB for
members A and B, respectively, and generate the public key
QA � dAG for the member A.

2.1.2. Generate Signature. Member A selects a random
number k, then calculates H � hash(M), (x, y) � kG,
r � xmodp, s � k− 1(H + rdA)modp, and sends the ECDSA
signature pair (r, s) together with the message M to the
member B.

2.1.3. Verify Signature. After receiving the signature pair
(r, s) and the message M, the member B calculates
H′ � hash(M), u � H′s− 1modp, v � rs− 1modp,
(x′, y′) � uG + vdAG. If x′modp � r, member B confirms
that the signature pair (r, s) and the message M sent by the
member A are correct.

2.2. Smart Contract. In 1996, Nick Szabo first proposed the
concept of the smart contract [19], which digitized contracts
in the real world. In a smart contract, both parties will agree
on the content of the contract in advance, and the contract
will be executed automatically when the conditions are met,
without the need for supervision by a third party. Blockchain
has the characteristics of nontampering of data and de-
centralization. 0e emergence of blockchain technology
provides a platform to support the execution of smart
contracts, which are jointly executed by the nodes of the
whole blockchain network, and the results of their execution
become impossible to tamper with after the whole network
reaches consensus. Blockchain and smart contract tech-
nologies provide new solutions to existing problems in many
industries [20], and this paper aims to solve the problem of
credit verification across universities.

2.3. Hyperledger Fabric. Hyperledger Fabric was proposed
by IBM in 2018 [21], which is an open-source blockchain
platform and one of the most popular consortium block-
chains so far [22]. Unlike public blockchain systems such as
Bitcoin and Ethereum, Hyperledger Fabric uses consortium
blockchain technology where system members reach a
consensus on transactions without consuming tokens.
Different from Bitcoin and Ethereum where the data is
publicly accessible [23], all members who join the Hyper-
ledger Fabric network need to be authenticated to ensure
that unrelated people cannot join the network and get the
data on the blockchain. Since the identities of all members in
the network are known, the nodes of Hyperledger Fabric do
not need to reach a consensus through Proof of Work
(POW) [24], and the number of transactions generated in

Table 1: 0e related works survey.

Authors Year Objective Technologies Merits Demerits

Sharples et al.
[13] 2016

A distributed system for the
educational record, reputation,

and reward
Blockchain Realize distributed storage of

student-related data
No system architecture is

proposed

Turkanović
et al. [14] 2018 Higher education credit platform Public

blockchain
Student credits can be awarded

and transferred

Students’ learning
process cannot be

checked

Zhao et al. [15] 2020 System for student e-portfolio
assessment

Consortium
blockchain

Realize storage of students’
learning records and teachers’

evaluation

Security analysis is not
sufficient

Mishra et al.
[16] 2021 System for sharing students’

credentials Ethereum
Student certificates are encrypted
before being uploaded to the

system

Consumption of tokens is
inevitable

Jeong et al. [17] 2021 0e multilateral personal
portfolio authentication system

Hyperledger
fabric

Detailed system implementation
based on hyperledger fabric

Unable to protect the
privacy of learning

records
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Hyperledger Fabric can reach 3500 per second, which is
much higher than 3.5 of Bitcoin and 5.4 of Ethereum [25].

In addition to Hyperledger Fabric, there are currently
many consortium blockchain platforms in the market, such
as Ethereum [26], Corda [27], Quorum [28], and Multi-
Chain [29]. Compared with the above platforms, Hyper-
ledger Fabric has higher throughput and shorter latency
[30], and it has wide interest and application in many in-
dustries (including finance, IoT, supply chain,
manufacturing, and technology) [31]. 0erefore, this paper
chooses to design a credit verifiable cross-university course
learning system based on Hyperledger Fabric.

0ere are mainly the following components in the
Hyperledger Fabric network:

(1) Certificate authority (CA): certificate authority
provides an identity authentication mechanism for
system users. Before a user can interact with the
blockchain network, he or she needs to connect to a
CA server, which provides the user with identity
information as well as the public and private keys.

(2) Orderer: an orderer node collects the endorsed
transactions sent by users from client nodes and
packages them into blocks, then sends these blocks to
the peer nodes.

(3) Peer: peer nodes are divided into endorse peer, leader
peer, and anchor peer, where the endorse peer calls
chaincode to simulate the execution of a transaction
and endorse the transaction, the leader peer
broadcasts the block received from the orderer node
to all the peer nodes in the organization, and the
anchor peer exchange data with other anchor peers
between different organizations. All the peer nodes
can be considered as committer peers who check
each transaction in the received block and update the
ledger after the check is completed, and the ledger
consists of a blockchain that stores all the transac-
tions and the World State that stores the state data of
all the members in the system.

(4) Client: the client node is operated by a system
member, which must be connected to one of the peer
nodes or orderer nodes to communicate with the
blockchain network. Firstly, the client node sends a
transaction proposal to the peer in the organization
for endorsement. Once the client node has received a
sufficient number of signed proposal responses from
endorse peers, the client node sends the transaction
containing endorsed transaction proposal responses
to the orderer node, and the orderer node orders the
transactions into blocks.

(5) Channel: channel can achieve isolation of different
services and there is only one blockchain in a
channel. Users need to get certificates from the CA
node firstly, then they can communicate with the
peer node or orderer node through the channel.

(6) Organization: organizations represent entities such
as enterprises and institutions in the blockchain
network. Each organization contains endorse peer,

leader peer, and anchor peer that store the ledger,
and each member in the system belongs to an
organization.

(7) Chaincode: chaincode can be regarded as the smart
contract in Hyperledger Fabric, which is written in
some language and is deployed on every peer node,
and users can achieve query and modification of data
on the blockchain by invoking chaincode.

3. System Model

3.1. System Architecture. 0is research proposed a cross-
university course learning system based on Hyperledger
Fabric where the consortium includes many universities.
0e main members of the system include university ad-
ministrators and users, and users include teachers and
students. Teachers, students, and university administrators
in the same university form an organization, and each
university has administrators to manage its users. 0e
system architecture is shown in Figure 1.

0e members of the system are described as follows.

(1) Certificate authority (CA): CA nodes provide cer-
tificates, public and private keys for users who want
to join the system, and each university has its own
CA node.

(2) University: a university is managed by university
administrators, and there are many teachers and
students and some administrators in each university.

(3) University administrator: a university adminis-
trator creates the channel, joins the channel with
the peers in his or her organization, installs the
chaincode on each peer node and initializes the
chaincode, reviews the identity of users, and
creates system accounts for them, reviews courses
created by the teachers and checks students’
grades. By invoking chaincode, administrators add
course information to teachers’ accounts, award
credits to students, and verify students’ homework
and final examinations.

(4) Teacher: teachers apply to their universities for
teaching courses and grade students’ homework and
final examinations. By invoking chaincode, teachers
add course information and grades to students’
accounts.

(5) Students apply to the teachers for learning courses,
submit homework and final examinations to the
teachers for grades and apply to their universities for
course credits. By invoking chaincode, students add
the hash values of their homework and final ex-
aminations to their accounts.

3.2. Application Scenario. Figure 2 shows the application
scenario where Student A of University A wants to learn
Course B of Teacher B who comes from University B, and
University C wants to verify the credit obtained by
Student A.
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Step 1: the administrator of a university first creates a
channel, then the administrator of each university in
the system joins the channel with the peers in his or her
organization, installs the chaincode on each peer node,
and initializes the chaincode. All users (including
teachers and students) need to apply for registration
with the administrators of their universities first to
obtain a system account.

Step 2: Teacher B applies to University B for teaching
Course B, which needs to be reviewed by his university.
After the course is approved, University B adds the
course information to the account of Teacher B by
invoking chaincode.
Step 3: Student A applies to Teacher B for learning
Course B, and Teacher B adds the course information to
the account of Student A by invoking chaincode.

Certificate
Authority

Leader Peer

Anchor Peer

Endorse Peer

Leader Peer

Anchor Peer

Endorse Peer

Leader Peer

Anchor Peer

Endorse Peer
Orderer

Client Client Client

Blockchain Center

Organization 1 Organization 2

Application

Students

TeachersUniversity
Administrators

Channel

Organization N Orderer
Organization

Figure 1: System structure.
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Figure 2: Application scenario.
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During the course learning period, Student A needs to
upload the hash value of homework and final exami-
nation and send them to Teacher B for grading, then
Teacher B will upload the grade of Student A by in-
voking chaincode.
Step 4: Student A applies to his university for obtaining
the credit of Course B after receiving the grade from
Teacher B. By invoking chaincode, University A checks
the grade of Student A and awards credit if the grade is
qualified.
Step 5: Student A wants to transfer from University A
to University C, and University C and, therefore, wants
to verify the credits of Student A. University C submits
the credit verification request to Student A, and Student
A sends the homework and final examination to
University C. Before reviewing the content of home-
work and final examination, University C needs to
calculate the hash value of the homework and final
examination, then compares it with the hash value
uploaded by Student A to ensure that the homework
and final examination have never been tampered with.

3.3. Initial Phase. In the initial phase, the university ad-
ministrator creates a channel, then installs, and initializes the
chaincode for each peer node in the organization.

Step 1: the university administrator logs in to the
system through an application program, then starts a
client node and creates a channel.
Step 2: the university administrator connects to each
peer node in the organization in turn through the
channel, then installs the chaincode on each peer node
and initializes the chaincode. 0e chaincode is shown
in Algorithm 1.

3.4. User Registration Phase. In this phase, User X submits
registration application and identity information to his or
her university. After verifying the identity, the university
administrator connects to the CA node to generate the
certificate, the public key, and the private key of User X.
Figure 3 shows the flowchart of the user registration phase.

Step 1: User X generates the registration application
MRequest and identity information MIdentity, then
transmits MRequest, MIdentity to his or her university
Step 2: University administrators verify MIdentity, then
transmit MIdentity to the CA node if MIdentity is valid. CA
generates the private key dX, the public key QX, and the
certificate CertX of User X based on MIdentity

Step 3: 0e application program generates the system
account and IDX of User X based on dX, QX, CertX and
MIdentity, then sends (dX, QX, IDX) to User X

3.5.CourseRegistrationPhase. In this phase, Teacher B sends
Course B to his university for review. If Course B is valid, the
administrator of University B adds the course information to

the account of Teacher B by invoking chaincode. Figure 4
shows the flowchart of the course registration phase.

Step 1: Teacher B wants to add Course B to the system,
first he generates MCourse and the course teaching re-
quest MRequest, then chooses a random number k1,
calculates H1 � hash(MCourse, IDT, MRequest,TST),
(x1, y1) � k1G, r1 � x1modp, s1 � k−1

1 (H1 + r1dT)

modp, and sends MRequest, IDT, MCourse,TST,

CertT, (r1, s1) to University B.
Step 2: after receiving MRequest from Teacher B, the
administrator of University B first uses
TSNOW − TST ≤ΔT to confirm whether the timestamp
is valid, then searches for the public key QT of teacher B
by IDT, verifies CertT by QT, and calculates
H2 � hash(MCourse, IDT, MRequest,TST),
u1 � H2s

−1
1 modp, v1 � r1s

−1
1 modp,

(x2, y2) � u1G + v1QT, check x2modp�
?

r1 . If the
signature verification is passed, the university admin-
istrator reviews Course B, generates the result MResult,
and invokes the chaincode CheckCourse. 0e chain-
code is shown in Algorithm 2.

3.6. Course Learning Phase. If Student A wants to learn
Course B from University B, he will first apply for course
learning to Teacher B and Teacher B adds the course in-
formation to his account by invoking chaincode. During the
period of learning Course B, Student A uploads the hash
value of his homework and final examination by invoking
chaincode and sends them to Teacher B for grading, then
Teacher B uploads the grade of Student A by invoking
chaincode. Figure 5 shows the flowchart of the course
learning phase.

Step 1: Student A selects Course B that he wants to
learn, then generates the course learning application
MRequest, chooses a random number k3, calculates
H5 � hash(MRequest, IDC, IDS,TSS), (x5, y5) � k3G,
r3 � x5modp, s3 � k−1

3 (H5 + r3dS)modp, and sends
MRequest, IDC, IDS,TSS,CertS, (r3, s3) to Teacher B.
Step 2: after receiving MRequest from Student A, Teacher
B first uses TSNOW − TSS ≤ΔT to confirm whether the
timestamp is valid, then searches for the public key QS

of Student A by IDS, verifies CertS by QS, and calculates
H6 � hash(MRequest, IDC, IDS,TSS), u3 � H6s

−1
3 modp,

v3 � r3s
−1
3 modp, (x6, y6) � u3G + v3QS, x6modp�

?
r3.

If the signature verification is passed, Teacher B invokes
the chaincode LearnCourse. 0e chaincode is shown in
Algorithm 3.
0en, Student A chooses a random number k4, cal-
culates H8 � hash(MWork, IDC, IDS,TSS), (x7, y7) �

k4G, r4 � x7modp, s4 � k−1
4 (H8 + r4dS)modp, and

sends CWork, IDC, IDS,TSS,CertS, (r4, s4) to Teacher B.
Step 4: after receiving CWork from Student A, Teacher B
first uses TSNOW − TSS ≤ΔT to confirm whether the
timestamp is valid, then verifies CertS by QS, decrypts
CWork with his private key dT, generates MWork
� DdT

(CWork) and calculates H9 � hash(MWork,
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Figure 3: User registration phase.

(1) type Chaincode struct {
(2) }
(3) type Teacher struct {
(4) Name string ‘json:”name”’
(5) University string ‘json:”university”’
(6) Course string ‘json:”course”’
(7) }
(8) type Student struct {
(9) Name string ‘json:”name”’
(10) University string ‘json:”university”’
(11) Hash string ‘json:”hash”’
(12) Grade int ‘json:”grade”’
(13) Credit int ‘json:”credit”’
(14) }
(15) func (t ∗Chaincode) Init(stub shim.ChaincodeStubInterface) peer.Response {
(16) return shim.Success(nil)
(17) }
(18) func (t ∗Chaincode) Invoke(stub shim.ChaincodeStubInterface) peer.Response {
(19) function, args:� stub.GetFunctionAndParameters()
(20) if function� � “CheckCourse” {
(21) return t.CheckCourse(stub, args)
(22) } else if function� � “LearnCourse” {
(23) return t.LearnCourse(stub, args)
(24) } else if function� � “WorkUpload” {
(25) return t.WorkUpload(stub, args)
(26) } else if function� � “AddGrade” {
(27) return t.AddGrade(stub, args)
(28) } else if function� � “CheckStudent” {
(29) return t.CheckStudent(stub, args)
(30) } else if function� � “AwardCredit” {
(31) return t.AwardCredit(stub, args)
(32) }
(33) return shim.Error(“Invalid Smart Contract function name. “)
(34) }

ALGORITHM 1: Chaincode used for initialization.
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IDC, IDS,TSS), u4 � H9s
−1
4 modp, v4 � r4s

−1
5 modp,

(x8, y8) � u4G + v4QS, x8modp�
?

r4. If the signature
verification is passed, Teacher B reviews MWork and
generates the grade g, then he uploads the grade by
invoking the chaincode AddGrade. 0e chaincode is
shown in Algorithm 5.

3.7. Credit Application Phase. In this phase, Student A
applies to his university for the credit of Course B. If the
grade of Student A is qualified, the administrator of
University A awards him the credit by invoking the
chaincode. Figure 6 shows the flowchart of the credit
application phase.

Figure 4: Course registration phase.
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Step 1: Student A generates the credit application
MRequest and sends MRequest, IDC, IDS to University A.
Step 2: after receiving MRequest, IDC, IDS from Student
A, the administrator of University A invokes the
chaincode CheckStudent to check the grade g of
Student A. 0e chaincode is shown in Algorithm 6. If
the grade g is qualified, the administrator adds the
credit to the account of Student A by invoking the
chaincode AwardCredit. 0e chaincode is shown in
Algorithm 7.

3.8. Credit Verification Phase. Student A wants to transfer
from University A to University C, and thus University C
wants to verify the credits of Student A. University C first
applies for credit verification, then Student A sends his
homework and final examination which are encrypted to
University C. After decrypting the message and ensuring
that the data is not tampered with, the administrator of
University C reviews the content of the homework and final
examination. Figure 7 shows the flowchart of the credit
verification phase.

Step 1: University C generates the credit verification
application MRequest, chooses a random number k5,
calculates H10 � hash(MRequest, IDC, IDUC,TSUC),
(x9, y9) � k5G, r5 � x9modp, s5 � k−1

5 (H10 + r5dUC)

modp, and sends MRequest, IDC, IDUC,TSUC,

CertUC, (r5, s5) to Student A.
Step 2: after receiving MRequest from University C,
Student A first uses TSNOW − TSUC ≤ΔT to confirm
whether the timestamp is valid, then searches for the
public key QUC of University C by IDUC, verifies CertUC
by QUC, and calculates H11 � hash(MRequest,

IDC, IDUC,TSUC), u5 � H11s
−1
5 modp, v5 � r5s

−1
5 modp,

(x10, y10) � u5G + v5QUC, x10modp�
?

r5. If the signa-
ture verification is passed, Student A generates MResult,
encrypts MWork with the public key QUC, generates
C’
Work � EQUC

(MWork), chooses a random number k6,
calculates H12 � hash(MResult, MWork, IDC, IDS,TSS),
(x11, y11) � k6G, r6 � x11modp, s6 � k−1

6 (H12 + r6dS)

modp, and sends MResult, CWork, IDC, IDS,TSS,

CertS, (r6, s6) to Student A.

Step 3: after receiving MResult from Student A, the
administrator of University C first uses
TSNOW − TSS ≤ΔT to confirm whether the timestamp
is valid, then searches for the public keyQS of Student A
by IDS, verifies CertS by QS, decrypts C’

Work with the
private key dUC, generates MWork � DdUC

(C’
Work) and

calculates H13 � hash(MResult, MWork, IDC, IDS,TSS),
u6 � H13s

−1
6 modp, v6 � r6s

−1
6 modp, (x12, y12) � u6

G + v6QS, x12modp�
?

r6. If the signature verification is
passed, the administrator checks H7 which was
uploaded by Student A by invoking the chaincode
CheckStudent and calculates H14 � hash(MWork). If
H14 � H7, it means that MWork sent by Student A to
University C are the same as the homework and final
examination which were submitted by Student A in the
course learning phase. Having ensured that the
homework and final examination are not tampered
with, the administrator of University C reviews the
content of MWork.

4. Security and Feature Analysis

4.1. Mutual Authentication. In this paper, BAN logic [32]
was used for identity authentication. 0e notation of BAN
logic is described as below.

(1) <X> K 0e message X is combined with a key K

(2) P| ≡ XP believes X

(3) P↔K QP and Q use a shared key K to communicate
(4) #(X) 0e message X is fresh
(5) P|⇒XP has jurisdiction over X

(6) P⊲XP sees X

(7) P| ∼ XP once said X

0e main goals of the scheme are to authenticate the
identity between User X and User Y.

(1) G1: X| ≡ X↔
xY−X

Y

(2) G2: X| ≡ Y| ≡ X↔
xY−X

Y

(3) G3: Y| ≡ X↔
xX−Y

Y

(4) G4: Y| ≡ X| ≡ X↔
xX−Y

Y

(5) G5: X| ≡ IDY

(1) func (t ∗Chaincode) CheckCourse(APIstub shim.ChaincodeStubInterface, args []string) peer.Response {
(2) if len(args) !� 4 {
(3) return shim.Error(“nu Incorrect mber of arguments. Expecting 4″)
(4) }
(5) var teacher�Teacher{Name: args [1], University: args [2], Course: args [3]}
(6) teacherAsBytes, _:� json.Marshal(teacher)
(7) APIstub.PutState(args[0], teacherAsBytes)
(8) return shim.Success(nil)
(9) }
Step 3: after receiving IDUB, MResult, IDC,TSUB,CertUB, (r2, s2) from University B, Teacher B first uses TSNOW − TSUB ≤ΔT to confirm

whether the timestamp is valid, then searches for the public key QUB of University B by IDUB, verifies CertUB by QUB, and calculates
H4 � hash(MResult, IDC, IDUB,TSUB), u2 � H4s

−1
2 modp, v2 � r2s2

− 1modp, (x4, y4) � u2G + v2QUB, x4modp�
?

r2.

ALGORITHM 2: Chaincode for the university to check courses.
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(6) G6: X| ≡ Y| ≡ IDY

(7) G7: Y| ≡ IDX

(8) G8: Y| ≡ X| ≡ IDX

BAN logic is used for producing an idealized form as
follows:

(1) M1: (< hash(IDX, MX,TSX)> xX−Y
)

(2) M2: (< hash(IDY, MY,TSY)> xY−X
)

It is necessary to make the following assumptions before
analyzing the proposed scheme:

(1) A1: X| ≡ #(TSX)

Figure 5: Course learning phase.
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(2) A2: Y| ≡ #(TSX)

(3) A3: X| ≡ #(TSY)

(4) A4: Y| ≡ #(TSY)

(5) A5: X| ≡ Y|⇒X↔
xY−X

Y

(6) A6: Y| ≡ X|⇒X↔
xX−Y

Y

(7) A7: X| ≡ Y|⇒IDY

(8) A8: Y| ≡ X|⇒IDX

According to these assumptions, the main proof of the
authentication is as follows:

4.1.1. User Y Authenticates User X. By M1 and the seeing
rule, derive

Y⊲ < hash IDX, MX,TSX( > xX−Y
 . (1)

By A2 and the freshness rule, derive

(1) func (t ∗Chaincode) LearnCourse(APIstub shim.ChaincodeStubInterface, args []string) peer.Response {
(2) if len(args) !� 6 {
(3) return shim.Error(“Incorrect number of arguments. Expecting 6″)
(4) }
(5) var student� Student{Name: args [1], University: args [2], Hash: args [3], Grade: args [2], Credit: args [3]}
(6) studentAsBytes, _:� json.Marshal(student)
(7) APIstub.PutState(args[0], studentAsBytes)
(8) return shim.Success(nil)
(9) }
Step 3: When Student A finishes his homework and final examination MWork, he searches for the public key QT of Teacher B by IDT,

encrypts MWork with the public key QT, generates CWork � EQT
(MWork), calculates H7 � hash(MWork), and uploads H7 by

invoking the chaincode WorkUpload. 0e chaincode is shown in Algorithm 4.

ALGORITHM 3: Chaincode for the teacher to approve students to join the course.

(1) func (t ∗Chaincode) WorkUpload(APIstub shim.ChaincodeStubInterface, args []string) peer.Response {
(2) if len(args) !� 2 {
(3) return shim.Error(“Incorrect number of arguments. Expecting 2″)
(4) }
(5) studentAsBytes, _:�APIstub.GetState(args[0])
(6) student:� Student{}
(7) json.Unmarshal(studentAsBytes, &student)
(8) student.Hash� args[3].
(9) studentAsBytes, _� json.Marshal(student)
(10) APIstub.PutState(args[0], studentAsBytes)
(11) return shim.Success(nil)
(12) }

ALGORITHM 4: Chaincode for the student to upload the hash value of his homework and examination.

(1) func (t ∗Chaincode) AddGrade(APIstub shim.ChaincodeStubInterface, args []string) peer.Response {
(2) if len(args) !� 2 {
(3) return shim.Error(“Incorrect number of arguments. Expecting 2″)
(4) }
(5) studentAsBytes, _:�APIstub.GetState(args[0])
(6) student:� Student{}
(7) json.Unmarshal(studentAsBytes, &student)
(8) student.Grade� args[4].
(9) studentAsBytes, _� json.Marshal(student)
(10) APIstub.PutState(args[0], studentAsBytes)
(11) return shim.Success(nil)
(12)}

ALGORITHM 5: Chaincode for the teacher to add course grades to the student account.
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Y| ≡ # < hash IDX, MX,TSX( > xX−Y
 . (2)

By A6, statement 1, and the message meaning rule,
derive

Y| ≡ X| ∼ < hash IDX, MX,TSX( > xX−Y
 . (3)

By statement 2, statement 3, and the nonce verification
rule, derive

Y| ≡ X| ≡ < hash IDX, MX,TSX( > xX−Y
 . (4)

By statement 4 and the belief rule, derive

Y| ≡ X| ≡ X ↔
xX−Y

Y. (5)

By A6, statement 5, and the jurisdiction rule, derive

Y| ≡ X ↔
xX−Y

Y. (6)

By statement 6 and the belief rule, derive

Y| ≡ X| ≡ IDX. (7)

By A8, statement 7, and the jurisdiction rule, derive

Y| ≡ IDX. (8)

Figure 6: Credit application phase.

(1) func (t ∗Chaincode) CheckStudent(APIstub shim.ChaincodeStubInterface, args []string) peer.Response {
(2) if len(args) !� 1 {
(3) return shim.Error(“Incorrect number of arguments. Expecting 1″)
(4) }
(5) studentAsBytes, _:�APIstub.GetState(args[0])
(6) return shim.Success(studentAsBytes)
(7) }

ALGORITHM 6: Chaincode for university and teachers to check student’s information on the blockchain.

(1) func (t ∗Chaincode) AwardCredit(APIstub shim.ChaincodeStubInterface, args []string) peer.Response {
(2) if len(args) !� 2 {
(3) return shim.Error(“Incorrect number of arguments. Expecting 2″)
(4) }
(5) studentAsBytes, _:�APIstub.GetState(args[0])
(6) student:� Student{}
(7) json.Unmarshal(studentAsBytes, &student)
(8) student.Credit� args[5].
(9) studentAsBytes, _� json.Marshal(student)
(10) APIstub.PutState(args[0], studentAsBytes)
(11) return shim.Success(nil)
(12) }

ALGORITHM 7: Chaincode for the university to award student credit.
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4.1.2. User X Authenticates User Y. By M2 and the seeing
rule, derive

X⊲ < hash IDY, MY,TSY( > xY−X
 . (9)

By A3 and the freshness rule, derive

X| ≡ # < hash IDY, MY,TSY( > xY−X
 . (10)

By A5, statement 9, and the message meaning rule,
derive

X| ≡ Y| ∼ < hash IDY, MY,TSY( > xY−X
 . (11)

Figure 7: Credit verification phase.
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By statement 10, statement 11, and the nonce verification
rule, derive

X| ≡ Y| ≡ < hash IDY, MY,TSY( > xY−X
 . (12)

By statement 12 and the belief rule, derive

X| ≡ Y| ≡ X ↔
xY−X

Y. (13)

By A5, statement 13, and the jurisdiction rule, derive

X| ≡ X ↔
xY−X

Y. (14)

By statement 14 and the belief rule, derive

X| ≡ Y| ≡ IDY. (15)

By A7, statement 15, and the jurisdiction rule, derive

X| ≡ IDY. (16)

By statement 5, statement 6, statement 7, statement 8,
statement 13, statement 14, statement 15, and statement 16,
it can be proven that User X and User Y authenticate each
other.

4.2. Data Integrity. In this paper, Elliptic Curve Digital
Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) is used to ensure data in-
tegrity, and any important data transmitted in the system
need to be signed by the sender. In the process of data
transmission, the sender first calculates the hash value of the
data and then generates the digital signature by the hash
value and his private key. After receiving the data and the
digital signature from the sender, the receiver also calculates
the hash value of the data and then searches for the public
key of the sender. If the sender’s signature can be generated
by the receiver’s hash value and the sender’s public key, then
it means that the data transmitted in the system has not been
tampered with or lost.

Scenario: for example, Student A wants to send the
course learning application MRequest of Course B to Teacher
B. During data transmission, the data may be lost, or
someone wants tomaliciously tamper with the content of the
application, then Teacher B receives M’

Request which is dif-
ferent from MRequest.

Analysis: after receiving M’
Request, IDC, IDS,TSS,CertS,

(r3, s3) from Student A and verifying the timestamp and
CertS, Teacher B calculates H′ � hash(M’

Request,

IDC, IDS,TSS), u′ � H′s−1
3 modp, v3 � r3s

−1
3 modp, (x′, y′) �

−uG + v3QS, if x′modp≠ r3 and then realizes that M’
Request was

not generated by Student A.

4.3. Privacy Protection. In order to protect the students’
privacy, the homework and final examinations of students in
the system will be encrypted before transmission. When
sending homework and final examination message, the
student will encrypt the message with the receiver’s public
key, and the receiver decrypts the message with his or her
private key before reviewing the content of the homework
and final examination.

Scenario: University C wants to verify the credit of
Student A for Course B, then Student A sends CWork which is
generated by his homework and final examination MWork
and the public key QUC to University C. Supposing that an
attacker wants to obtain the homework and final exami-
nation without the permission of Student A, attacker in-
tercepts the data when Student A transmits the message.

Analysis: by intercepting the data, the attacker obtains
CWork which is displayed as a meaningless string and the
attacker cannot get any valid information from CWork. If the
attacker wants to decrypt CWork, he needs to use the private
key of University C to calculate MWork � DdUC

(CWork).
However, dUC is known only to University C and is not
accessible to the attacker, and thus the attacker cannot get
the content of the homework and final examination.

4.4. Decentralization and Distribution. 0e blockchain sys-
tem has the characteristics of decentralization and distri-
bution, and the data on the blockchain are not managed by a
central organization. In the proposed system, universities
jointly maintain the data on the blockchain, the entire ledger
is stored on the peer nodes of each organization, and any
user’s operation on the blockchain in the system is executed
synchronously on each peer node. 0erefore, the data will
remain consistent across the organization, and any two
members of the system can reach a consensus on the data on
the blockchain such as students’ credits, course grades, and
the hash values that students upload.

Scenario: a Peer node in the system fails and the data on
the node is lost.

Analysis: the remaining peer nodes in the system can still
operate normally for transaction endorsement and ledger
updates. Since the entire ledger is stored on each peer node,
the loss of one copy of the ledger will not affect the operation
of the system.

4.5. Traceability. All transactions in a blockchain system are
packaged into blocks and arranged in chronological order,
so all operations of the system users on the data on the
blockchain can be traced, and cheating can be eliminated by
using the traceability of blockchain.

Scenario: supposing that Student A cannot finish Course
B and fails the final examination, Teacher B wants to help
Student A cheat by calling the chaincode AddGrade to give
him a high score g′.

Analysis: University A wants to verify the credit of
Student A for Course B, and gets the grade g′ of Student A
by invoking the chaincode CheckStudent. 0e adminis-
trator of University A will first review the content of the
homework and final examination, finding that MWork is
unqualified and cannot meet g′, then complain to the
ministry of education. 0e education department queries
all transactions related to Teacher B and Student A on the
blockchain to find the block where Teacher B invoked the
chaincode AddGrade, which contains the irregular op-
eration of Teacher B and the timestamp, and can be used
as evidence for prosecution.
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4.6. Credit Is Verifiable. In the proposed system, a university
can verify the credits of students from other universities to
determine whether the students’ abilities meet the uni-
versity’s requirements. If student’s homework and final
examination are sent to the university, then it means that all
teachers and administrators in the university can review the
content of the homework and final examination.

Scenario: Student A obtains the credit for Course B and
wants to transfer from University A to University C. To
verify the learning situation of Student A on Course B,
University C needs to review content of the homework and
final examination.

Analysis: Student A sends CWork which was generated by
his homework and final examination MWork and the public
key QUC to University C, and University C decrypt CWork
with the private key dUC to generate MWork. For ensuring
that MWork generated by University C are the same as the
homework and final examination submitted by Student A in
the course learning phase, the administrator of University C
invokes the chaincode CheckStudent to get the hash value
HWork of the homework and final examination which was
uploaded by Student A and calculates
H’

Work � hash(MWork). IfH’
Work � HWork, then it means that

MWork sent by Student A were not tampered with, and the
administrator reviews the content of the homework and final
examination.

5. Discussion

5.1. Computation Cost Analysis. 0e computation cost
analysis of the proposed scheme is shown in Table 2, and the
highest computation cost is found in the course learning
phase. Teacher B requires 8 multiplication operations, 2 hash
function operations, 6 comparison operations, 1 asymmetric
encryption operation, and 2 signature operations. Student A
requires 6 multiplication operations, 3 hash function op-
erations, 1 asymmetric encryption operation, and 3 signa-
ture operations. 0us, the proposed scheme has a good
computational cost.

5.2. Communication Cost Analysis. Table 3 shows the
communication efficiency of the proposed system. It is as-
sumed that the ECDSA key and signature require 160 bits,
course, homework, and final examination message and
certificate require 1024 bits, and encrypted homework and
exam message require 3072 bits, while other messages, like
timestamp, identity information, request message, and result
from the message, require 80 bits. Taking the credit verifi-
cation phase, for example, it requires four ECDSA signa-
tures, two certificates, an encrypted homework and exam
message, and eight other messages. 0us, it requires
160× 4 + 1024× 2 + 3072×1 + 80× 8� 6400 bits in total,
which takes 0.457ms under 3.5G (14Mbps) communication
environment, 0.064ms under 4G (100Mbps) communica-
tion environment, and 0.320 us under 5G (20Mbps)
communication environment.

5.3. Comparison. Table 4 shows the comparison of the
previous schemes and the proposed scheme. Compared to
the related works, the proposed scheme focuses on pro-
posing a university course learning system which has the
advantages of verifiable learning process, no token con-
sumption, protection of students’ privacy and complete
security analysis.

6. Conclusions

With the increase in the number of university online courses
and students, the problem of credit verification becomes
inevitable. Previously, credits were managed by each uni-
versity and each online education platform alone, which led
to the fact that credits earned by students in one university
could not be recognized by other universities. 0is paper
proposes a cross-university course learning system based on
Hyperledger Fabric, which stores students’ credits and hash
values of the homework and final examinations on the
blockchain, and the data on the blockchain are jointly
maintained by all universities. For universities, they can

Table 3: Communication cost analysis of the proposed scheme.

Item
Phase Message length (bits) Round 3.5G (14Mbps) 4 (ms) G (100Mbps) 5 (ms) G (20Gbps)

User registration phase 640 3 0.046 0.006 0.032 us
Course registration phase 4272 2 0.305 0.043 0.214 us
Course learning phase 6320 2 0.451 0.063 0.316 us
Credit application phase 240 1 0.017 0.002 0.012 us
Credit verification phase 6400 2 0.457 0.064 0.320 us

Table 4: 0e comparison of the previous schemes and the proposed scheme.

Authors Year Objective 1 2 3 4 5
Turkanović et al. [9] 2018 Higher education credit platform Y N N N N
Zhao et al. [10] 2020 System for student e-portfolio assessment Y N Y N N
Mishra et al. [11] 2021 System for sharing students’ credentials Y N N Y Y
Jeong et al. [12] 2021 Multilateral personal portfolio authentication system Y N Y N N
0e proposed scheme 2021 A university course learning system with credit verifiable Y Y Y Y Y
Notes: 1—propose an architecture or framework, 2—verifiable learning process, 3—no token consumption, 4—encrypt private information, 5—security
analysis, Y—yes, N—no.
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verify students’ credits and review the content of students’
homework and final examinations by invoking the chain-
code, to determine whether students’ abilities meet their
requirements and then recognize the credits.

0is paper shows a complete system architecture, details
the application scenario, and provides the chaincode. To
improve the security of the system, students’ homework and
final examinations are encrypted before transmission, thus
effectively protecting students’ privacy. At the same time, the
Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm in Hyperledger
Fabric can ensure data integrity during communication. 0e
security analysis using BAN logic shows that our proposed
system enables mutual authentication of the system mem-
bers. Compared with previous systems based on blockchain
technology, the universities in the proposed system recog-
nize credits by reviewing students’ homework and final
examinations, rather than relying on the authority of central
educational institutions. 0e proposed scheme uses con-
sortium blockchain architecture, which improves system
operating efficiency and saves the money needed for mining
compared to public blockchain architecture. 0e final
analysis shows that the proposed system also performs well
in terms of computational cost and communication cost.

To sum up, this research achieved the following
contributions:

(1) Proposes a cross-university course learning system
based on Hyperledger Fabric where universities can
review students’ homework and final examinations
to recognize students’ credits.

(2) Proposes a complete system architecture, details the
application scenario, and provides the chaincode.

(3) Uses Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm to
ensure data integrity during communication and
asymmetric encryption algorithm to protect stu-
dents’ privacy.

(4) Uses consortium blockchain architecture to improve
system operating efficiency and save the money
needed for mining compared to public blockchain
architecture

(5) Presents security analysis through BAN logic to
ensuremutual authentication of the systemmembers

In the future, the research will consider adding the role of
enterprises in the system to realize the verification of stu-
dents’ credits and learning records by enterprises, thus fa-
cilitating enterprises to understand the ability of students
and select the students they need. At the same time, as the
number of system members increases, how to ensure the
privacy of students and system operating efficiency also need
to be considered.

Notations

User X: Any university or teacher or student in the system
E: 0e elliptic curve

G: 0e origin generated on the elliptic curve E

CertX: A digital certificate of User X conforms to the
X.509 standard

dX: 0e private key of User X based on Elliptic Curve
Cryptography

QX: 0e public key of User X based on Elliptic Curve
Cryptography

IDC: 0e identity of a course
IDX: 0e identity of User X
TSX: Timestamp of User X
MRequest: Request message sent by a user
MResult: 0e resulting message of the request
MIdentity: Identity information message of a user
MCourse: Course message of a teacher
MWork: Homework and final examination message of a

student
g: 0e grade of a student for a course
ki: 0e ith random number generated by the user
(ri, si): 0e ith digital signature generated by the user
hash(·): One way hash function
Hi: 0e ith hash value generated by the user
EQX

(M): Asymmetrically encrypt the message M with the
public key QX

DdX
(M): Asymmetrically decrypt the message M with the

private key dX

CWork: 0e cyphertext of homework and final
examination message generated by asymmetric
encryption

A�
?

B: Verify whether A is equal to B.
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